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IV\.CV~Attvibute;

Spe,d,cil; AbiUty
From Aclanteans to Zombies, our
investigators have compiled a selection of
well over 150 modern-day people, strange
beings, and animals. Each entry provides
information on a typical representative of
che creatures, but that's not always the one
that brave heroes will encounter. It's always
worth remembering that any specific creature encountered may have abilicies above,
below, or outside the norm- perhaps even
ones never seen in that species before due
to some twist of fate or scientific or magical
intervention.

Some creatures have a bonus in parentheses after aruibutes and Strength Damage
values. This number in parentheses indicates
the modifier char the creature receives from
having the lncreasedAttributeSpecial Ability for the related characteristic.

V~M\t~
The effects ofthe RcduccAnribute and the
Hindrance: Movement Disadvantages have
been figured into the characteristics of the
creatures, so do not apply them again.

What YOU:li Nee<iYou·11 get the most out of this book if
you've already read (or ar least own) the
D6 Advmtttre Rulebook. However, we've
included a genre conversion at the end
of this book for those who'd like co use
these creatures in D6 Fantasy or D6 Space
encounters.

A~ v~

Setttfent

13~
You'll notice chat game characteristics
are given in one of two ways: with natural
abilities or with Advantages, Disadvantages,
and Special Abilities. This is co hdp you
distinguish between those wirh animal
instincts only (which are the ones with
natural abilities) and everyone else.

Although clever, most animals and some
monsters are not as intelligent as people are.
They don't actively u:.e skills, though they
may have some co represent their unconscious application of them, such as willpower
to resist being told what to do. Animals and
monsters usually decide on the best course
of action that will lead to their own survival,
unless they are trained otherwise.

Scale;
Manyofthecrearures in this book include
a scale value. (Those that don't have a scale
value of zero.) Scale takes into account that
large creatures are easier to hit but harder to
injure, while small creatures are harder co hit
but easier to injure. For informacion on how
to use scale in your combat encounters, see
page 70 of the D6 Adventure Rulebook.

The Body Points for each entry were
determined by multiplying the number in
from of Physique's "D" by 3, adding the
pips, and adding l 0.
All entries in this book have been given
three Wound levels (Srunned, Wounded,
and Severely Wounded). Use the .. Wound
Levels" chart on page 62 of the D6 Adventure Rulebook, dropping Dead to the Incapacitated levd. Thus, if the creature takes
nine or more points of damage or takes a
fourth Wound level, it's Dead.
In either case, adjust the numbers up
for harder-to-harm creatures, or down for
those that are easy to get rid of.

for the creature. For suggestions on creating people, see pages 123-124 of the D6

Adventure Rulebook.

Cveatuve;y~

-rhe.£y- f ectr" Factor
Animals andsimilarcreaturesoften try ro
scare interlopers in their territories, either
to weaken them or frighten chem away. To
simulate this, the gamemaster may have
the creature make a threatening gesture
and make an intimidation anempt. Since
the intimidation anempt is an instinctual
reaction, it only may be performed once per
encounter, bur it affects all who witness it.
For example, swans cry out and flap their
wings, while whales slap their tales.
Should the intimidation attempt succeed, the target character or group flees,
possibly pursued by the creature if it is
hungry or provoked enough.
For more details of the game mechanics
for intimidation attempts, see page 72 of
the D6 Advmtllre Rulebook.

Att~ of LM~

Cveatuve.Y

Exceptionally large creatures generally do
not go after a single threat (although they
can, especially if sufficiently provoked).
Rather, they usually attack an area as large
as their scale modifier, causing collateral and
incidental damage to those in that area. As a
result, ifa combatant has a scale of9 greater
than irs opponenc, it can ignore the penalty
To keep a sense of balance in a game, co its combat difficulty while making an
gamemaster should remict Animal Con- area attack; in addition, if more than one
trol co ordinary creatures (such as birds or target is within range of the attack, then
cattle) and disallow its use on the more these mulciple attacks are made without a
unusual creatures and monsters (such as multiple carget penalty. (The standard comnight mares and psionic parasites). Addi- bat difficulty is used for each target, or their
tionally, characters many not use Animal dodge rocal if the target has been dodging,
Control to hold power over any creature as per normal rules.) Thus a human crying
with Advantages, Disadvantages, and/or co attack with a flamethrower the general
Special Abilities in their write-ups or where area a couple of rats are in would ignore
otherwise noted.
the -9 marksmamhip penalty as well as the
multiple attack penalty, while still retaining
V~
the +9 damage bonus.
Monsters and animals (those creatures
Note that area attacks are almost unithat gamemasters wouldn't allow players to versally destructive, and as a result larger
take as characters) may have a minimum opponents often eschew them. A giant
of lD in any attribute (generally Knowl- might throw boulders co attack pesky
edge and Coordinarion). but they have no humans in an open field, but she would
aruibute maximum. Use Disadvantages avoid doing so in her own home.
and Special Abilities as inspiration for the
game mechanics of various natural abilities

Cveatuve;y

Sometimes, one encounters a person who is at
che peak of cheir physical and menral capabiliries.
They are stronger, faster, and smarter t han all chose
around chem. Such individuals are rare and can often
have a tremendous impacc on people and situations
around chem. Hist0ry certainly cakes note of such
men and women, and in che modern era, the media
showers chem wich atcention and affection. Some
attai n chis peak scarus through physical conditioning, whereas ochers are simply blessed with natural
gifts beyond chose of cheir peers.
There are ochers, however, who possess abilities
beyond what could be considered normal, and their
gifts are rarely gained through such benign means.
Some are created in a laborarory, born and bred
through cold, unfeeling science to artain something
out of reach of others. These genetically engineered
men and women are physically perfect in every
regard, with p reprogrammed knowledge banks that
shame many computers. Still, such creations rarely
have any sense of comexr
or socialization, and they
are best suited for combar or mundane tasks
that require little independent thought.
Ocher advanced

There are ocher means of attaining abilities char
wo uld q ualify an individual as an advanced human.
Alien experimentation has been documented to create such phenomenon, as have progressive eugenics
programs dati ng back co che twiligh t days ofWodd
War II. There have even been instan ces of normal
humans transformed in to an advanced state through
the use of u nusual stimuli, most often chemical
or radioactive in nature. While a far cry from the
ludicrous power levels found in the pages of comic
books or in television and film, these circumstances
nevertheless elevate che subject to a noticeably higher
level of physical or mental abiliry.
Advanced humans may often have highly specialized skills or abilities, which vary wildly from
individual to individual. The information contained
here details the baseline abilities that can reasonably
be expected in an encounter wich such a being,
though certainly nor all.

Typ~Ad-v~TitMnCUlll
Reflexes 30: brawling 30+2, dodge 40

Coordination 3D: marksmanship 4D
Physique 40: lifting 4D+2, running SD, stamina
6D

Knowledge 2D: medicine 20+2, navigation 30,
scholar 40, tech 30+1

Perception 30: hide 30+2, investigation 4D+ 1,
know-how 4D, search 30+2, survival 60

Presence 2D: intimidation 3D, willpower SD
Strength Damage: 2D
these rare individuals represenc
che next step in
human evolution and that
they will eventually replace
homo sapiens
juscascheCroM a g non s
superseded
the Neand er th a Is
tho usands
of years

ago.

Move: 12
Fate Points: I
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 22
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Cultural Unfamiliarity (RI),
having difficulty interacting with normal humans
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Combat Sense (RI), surprise
penalties reduced by 2; Immunity (Rl), +lD to
Physique or stamina to resist disease and poisons
Equipment: appropriate clothing; heavy jacker
or coat (Armor Value+!); handgu n (damage 40);
amm uni tion; basic first aid kit (+2 to medicine
rolls; 3 uses)

Long before the birth of human civilization, the utopian society ofAtlantis ex is red
in peace with their world. These people

became homeless nomads who fought fo r
survival on a daily basis. Atlantis and their
idyllic life on the surface was soon a fading
memory. Some gave up the will to live when
the misery of their siruation became too
much to bear. O chers, who were stronger

were masters of science, who ushered

in spirit, pressed onward.

eldri tch tampering made them immense!y

in a golden age of enlightenment that
brought an end to poverty, war, and strife.
As centuries passed, each new generation
delved further into the secrets of creation,
and their knowledge grew. Soon, nothing
would be beyond their grasp. They would
possess the power of the gods and bring
peace to the universe!
Their zeal soon led co disaster when the
planet rebelled against its former ally. In the
blink of an eye, the climate changed and che
very ground rolled beneath them as their
home started to slip beneath che waves.
Hastily, the elders of the realm marshaled
their remaining power in an attempt to save
their people from oblivion. It was decided
that those who best represented their race
would use theAtlancean's limited interstellar capability ro take to the stars. If all else
failed, perhaps their seed would continue
elsewhere. Those who
remained behind would
receive generic alteration
in order to survive the
comjng doom by living
underneath the sea.
Unfortunately, fate
was not finished with the
foolish people who dared
co wield the di vine energy.
To the horror of those
who were left behjnd,
Atlantis fractured far
faster than anticipated,
and rioters captured
the streets. Those who
could, quickly completed transformation
rituals and took to the
surf. Their island home
exploded and quickly
sank to che bottom of
che sea.
The Aclanceans
would spend years wandering the ocean's floor.
The once-proud people

A haven of sorts fin ally presented itself
when the great Lanara reefwas discovered.
Food was found here in abundance and
the natural lay of the area was defensible.
For che first time in what seemed to be
ages, che Aclameans dared to hope again,
and they quickly adopted the reef as their
home. The nightmarish exodus was over,
and they vowed to wander no more. Atlantis had returned, and those who survived
the cataclysm rejoiced! Lanara soon grew
in splendor as undersea cowers rose from
the reef. Larger fortificarionssoon followed.
As time passed, the city thrived.
However, their flight had taken its coll
on the refugee populatio n. As the nomads
adjusted to living in the reef, their leaders
metro discuss ways ofdefending their new
homeland. Ir was decided that magic would
fill this void, and great arcane forces were

strong and deadly.
The newfound champions defended the
realm valiantly, but new generation grew
more violent and started to resent their
creators. They referred ro rhe unaltered
Atlameans as "mere folk" because of their
lesser size, and they felt they lacked true
power. Unrest led to revolution, and several
years later, thechampionsofLanara turned
on their weaker brethren. The undersea
realm fe]J before their onslaught, and ics
defenders Aed to safer water. Their onceproud city lies in ruin and its conquerors,
the descendanrs of the Knighcs ofLanara,
refer co themselves as Lanarans. The "mere
folk" they drove from the city are known
roday as merfolk. The fa)] ofLanara scattered the descendants of Atlantis across
the globe. Some have attempted to settle
on the ocean's floor; others live the life of

0

0

0

once again sec in morion. Wizards toiled
deep below the city as they worked to
create courageous, fornudable defenders.
Their efforts brought forth the Knights of
Lanara, who were fierce warriors char had
been infused with cheessence ofsharks. The

I
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tribal nomads. A thankfully small number
of them live as predators.
Lanarans are large, hulking, muscular
creatures with powerful claws. These
engines of destruction have pale white
underbellies. The rest of their body is bluish-green with the areas from the forearms
to the fingers and calves to the toes being
darker in coloration. Lanarans see the
world through emotionless, milky-white,
saucer-like eyes. Their fingers, toes, and
underarms have webbing that aids them
in swimming.
These people live a barbaric, brutal
lifestyle where weakness is not tolerated.
Wounded and aged pack members are
separated from their brethren and left to
die. Typically, warriors are encountered
in packs of four to seven members, and
blue sharks often accompany them on the
hunt. Trophies are important symbols of
status to the Lanarans. They often proudly
wear remnants of captured clothing or
the hides of their victims. The fiercest
warrior rules the tribe and carries a long,
wicked spear into battle. Leadership can
be contested at any time and is resol ved
by lethal combat.
Of all the merfolk subraces, the Mujiin
__ best resemble their Aclantean ancestors.
They have thin, wispy features and, at
first glance, appear to be quite frail. This
is hardly the case, however, as life in the
sea has evolved them into a wiry, spirited
people. The former masters of Lanara
have pale skin, dark eyes, a11d visible gills
on both sides of their neck below where
their jaws are hinged. Their fingers and
toes are lightly webbed, but they provide
no enhancement to their swimming abilities. Small fins run from their calf muscles
to their heels.
The Mujiin are well versed in the mystic
arts and pass on their arcane lore to each
new generation. Ofall their brethren, they
are the most likely to construct cities, as
they wish to return to the glory of old. The
seven eldest Muj iin govern the rest of their
community and delegate tasks according to
ability. This governing style is reminiscent
of fallen Lanara's ruling body. They prefer
lightweight garments that often have shell
motifs. As a rule, the Mujiin choose to

parlay with those they are at odds with
instead of resorting to violence to resolve
problems. Typically, they travel in groups
of 12 to 20, but powerful wizards have
been known to walk alone.
These are only the cwo largest factions
of Aclanrean descendants. The ocean's
depths are vast enough to support many
other tribes, cities, and nomadic schools.
Espionage settings may see merfolk
employed as undersea spies and saboteurs.
Heroes might also find themselves drawn
into a con£lict if plans to build a secret
government installation on the ocean's
floor infringes upon the Mujiin territory
or Lanaran hunting grounds. Pulp fiction
campaigns could use the water breachers
as a horror element when fantasy collides
with known reality. Zealots may try to
exterminate them while organized crime
czars mjght have interesting uses for their
unique talents. Merfolk could petition
the United Nations to be recognized as
a sovereign entity in real-world games.
This could have a significant impact on
shipping, fishing, and travel. Players may
find their characters trying ro help che
planet avoid a surface/undersea war if the
situation is handled improperly. Super
hero worlds could see merfolk as characters. They might be ambassadors from
an oceanic l<lngdom, the sole survivors of
their tribe, or Lanarans trying to overcome
their bestial nature. Wild West settings can
use the seawn of Atlantis as comic relief
Such creatures would be unheard of to the
locals. Those who claim to have seen one
might be looked upon as being a bit daft.
Add to the humor by having the players'
characters encounter the spawn ofAtlantis
when no one else is around.

TypLeal; Letf\af'af\I
RcOcxes 3D: brawling 4D, dodge 3D+2,
mclee combat 5D+ l
Coordination 30
Physique 5 D (+3): swimming 6D, stamina
6D+2
Knowledge 2D
Perception 1D
Presen ce 2D: animal handling 20+2,
intimidate 3D

Strength Damage: 30 (+3)
Move: 10
Fate Points: 1

0

Character Points: 3
Body Points: 25
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Illiterate (Rl); Quirk
(R3), always attack non-Lanarans when
given the opportunity
Advantages: Size: Large (Rl), scale
value 3
Special Abilities: Combat Sense (RI),
surprise penalties reduced by 2; Increased
Attribute: Physique (R3), +3 to related
rotals, including damage resistance;
Ultravision (Rl), negates up to 2 points
of modifiers for dim or dark conditions;
Water Breathing (RI)
Equipmen t: spear (damage +2D)

Typla:tl; Mujlltrv
Reffexes2D
Coordination 2D
Physique 2D: swimming 2D+ 1
Knowledge 4D: scholar 5D
Perception 3D: search 4D

0

Presen ce 3D: willpower 4D
Magic 30: alteration 40, conjuration
5D
Strength Damage: 10
Move: 10
Fate Points: 1
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 16
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Bad Luck (R2); Devotion (R3), pacifism; Quirk (R3) dire fear
of rhe Lanarans
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Attack Resistance:
Exrranormal (Rl), +lD to damage
resistance rolls against related attacks;
Ultravision (Rl), negates up to 2 points
of modifiers for dim or dark conditions;
Immunity (Rl), +lD to related rolls to
resist illnesses and ingested poisons; Water
Breathing (RI)
Equipmen t: spell components

0

The encroachment of civilization has
driven bears from much of their natural
habitat. Today, these ursine creacures dwell
in remote mountain ranges and unexploited
lands. Ic's here rhac rhey make their final
stand for survival.
A bear's head and neck conveys its mood
because their torsos and shore tails are not
suited for this purpose. Agitated bears walk
with their heads below their shoulders,
salivating or showing teeth. They may also
growl, stare with their ears laid back, or
turn sideways to display size. If these tactics
fail, a bear might pop his jaws, swat, bluff
a charge, or, in rare cases, arrack. The bears
may scoop up victims in their claws and
crush them in a massive hug.
Black b ears dwell in the northern Rockies, western Canada, and Alaska. These
voracious omnivores usually lead solitary
lives. Forests with prominenr undergrowth
are their ideal habitat. They hibernate for
five to seven months in small caves or
crevasses. Preferably, a deadfall hides their
wincer home.
The creature's sense of smell and hearing are highly developed. Their fur color
runs from black co chocolate brown bur
on rare occasion, could be silver-grey or
off-white. Black bears are more agile than
their larger cousins and average 60 co 160
kilograms in weight with some specimens
reaching 270 kilograms. Many beg from
the roadsides of national parks because
they have grown accustomed to humans
and do not fear them.
Grizzly bears live in the same regions
as black bears and run faster than Olympic
sprinrers for short distances. These intelligent, inquisitive creatures have phenomenal memories, excellent eyesight, and
superb hearing. Males typically weigh 160
kilograms bur may reach 680 kilograms.
Females average 12S kilograms in weight.
Mature adults stand 1.3 meters tall at the
shoulders when on all fours and 2.3 meters
in height on their hind legs. Grizzlies rear
up to better utilize their senses.
These omnivores can consume 40 kilograms offood in a day, which helps prepare
them for their pseudo-hibernation period.
Their name comes from the grizzled look
of their outer guard hairs. Typically, they
have blond, brown, or black fur, o r a mixture of the three. They tend to Bee from

people unless their cubs, food, or territory
are threatened.
Polar bears are marine animals chat dwell
near the Arctic Circle. The world's largest
land predators are not territorial and prefer
co fill their stomachs with 70 kilograms of
meat. An adult bear's forepaws, which can
measure 30 centimeters across, can pull a
mature seal from beneath the ice. Polar bears
can reach speeds of 40 kilometers per hour
for short distances and have white to yellow
fur. Their well-insulated bodies make them
invisible co infravision. Males can weigh
one metric con but typically fall between
SOO to 600 kilograms. Females average 300
kilograms in weight. Males never hibernate,
though pregnant females will hole up in a
den until they give birth co their young.

Typ[,ca1; 13ladv13ea+'"
Reflexes 3D: brawling SD, climbing 4D,
dodge 4D
Coordination ID+2
Physique 4D: lifting SD, running SD,
swimming 4D+2
Knowledge lD: navigation 2D
Perception 2D: search 3D, survival 3D
Presence 3D: intimidation 3D+2, willpower 3D+l

Strength Damage: 3D
Fate Points: 0

Move: lS

Character Poin ts: 0

Body Points: 23

Wound levd s: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage +ID;
+5 co combat difficulry); claws (damage
+1D+ l); highly developed sense of hearing
(+2 to related skills); highly developed sense
ofsmell (+3 to related skills); thickfur(Armor
Value +l); large size (scale value l)

Typ[,ccU; GvVnlY 13eav
Reflexes 3D: brawling 6D, climbing
3D+2
Coordination l D+2
Physique SD: lifting 6D, running SD+2,
swimming SD+l
Knowledge l D: navigation 2D
Perception 2D: search 4D, survival 3D
Presence 3D+ I: intimidation SD, willpower 4D

Strength Damage: 3D
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 2S

Move: 18

Character Points: 0
Wound levds: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage + l D;
+S to combat difficulry); claws (damage

+ 1D+ I); highly developed sense of hearing
(+2 co related skills); exceptional eyesight
(+I to relacedskills); thickfur(Armor Value
+2); large size (scale value 3)

Typ[,ca1;Po1ar-13eav
Reflexes 2D+2: brawling 7D, stealth 3D
Coordination l D+2
Physique6D: lifung6D+2, running 6D+2,
swimming SD
Knowledge 2D: navigation 4D
Perception 2D: search 4D, survival 4D
Presence 2D: intimidation 6D, willpower
SD
Strength D amage: 3D
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 28

Move: 19

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage +ID;
+S co combat difficulry); claws (damage
+1D+2); well insulated (+2D to Physique
and stamina when resisting the ill effects
of a cold environment); thick fur (Armor
Value +ID); large size (scale value 3)

The dark is a place of deception and
illusion. Tucked snuggly in bed, with just
enough light so that the shadows seem alive,
things mundane in the day can be perceived
as terrors in the night. Sometimes a mere
flick of the light switch does not always
dispel these apparitions, as they are not a
mirage but a monster hungering for life.
There are many realms that exist at the
fringe of perception, such as the world of
dreams and the plane ofshadow. These are
home to a number of creatures trapped
between existence and oblivion. They are
not quite ghosts, but they are very dangerous nonetheless. In the momencs in which
nightmares or powerfully negative emotions
can bridge the gap between their world and

the mortal plane, they claw their way inco
the waking realm and begin the quest to
become real.
At first they are but shadows, with little or
no ability to affect the physical world. However, they carefully engage in a campaign of
trickery to illicitterrorfrom those who reside
in theirnewdomain, with the goal to alleviate
the disability of being incorporeal. As they
gain more power, they move objects around
in the dark ro confuse and further distress
their victims. They feed on fear - it makes
them stronger- until one day, they become
real and can rw1 wild into the world. Until
this rime, they cannot appear in the light,
and they first resort to showing glimpses of
themselves to their victims to slowly build
the crusade of fright. The process may
take several weeks, depending on the
number of victims available and their
strength of will.
Typically, the last act of the creature,
before its metamorphosis from apparition robeasr, is toemergefromitshiding
place in all its shadowy glory, materialize,
terrorize its victim, and complete its
ascension into true existence. Then, with
its belly empty of material sustenance,
it consumes its victim whole and takes
off into the night. No trace of the body
is left behind.
These monsters cannot be battled
conventionally when they are simply
shadows. Weapons pass through chem
and nor even magic attacks will have
any effect. The shadow must be banished, by religious or magical ritual,
back into its home realm.
0 nee real, the key co destroying one
of these creatures is light. As monsters
born of darkness and shadow, they
have poor vision in brightly lit areas
and direct swilight, making them
vulnerable to attack. At this point,
any blessed, magical, or similar special
attack will do damage to the creature.
AJI mundane wounds are instantly
healed.
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The manifested monster typically has
the shape of its favorite form when it was a
shadow, perhaps a devilish humanoid, dire
wolf, or tentacled fiend. The form is nearly
always jet black, with eyes that glow of red
or yellow. Once free, it stalks the night
and seeks to consume lost children, pets,
or those it can easily frighten. It can only
feed on those who are in fear of it, having
failed a bravery check against the monster's
intimidation skill. As with its first victim,
no body will be left behind after feeding.
Some in the occult community have suggested that these monsters are a reason for
some missing people.

Reflexes 40: brawling SD+2, contortion
80, dodge 6D+l, sneak 6D+2
Coordination 20
Physique SD: running SD+2
Knowledge 20: scholar: occult 30
Perception 40: hide 60, search SD
Presence 20+2: inrimidacion 40, willpower 40
Strength Damage: 30
Move: 14
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 2S
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: resistant to nonenchanted/ non blessed weapons (+40 to
damage resistance rolls against related
attacks); claws, tentacles, or fangs (damage
+1 D); fear (+4 ro intimidation totals and
combat totals against those affected by
intimidation attempts; ineffective in bright
light); shadow cloaking (may use shadows
to become invisible); enhanced sight (can
see in dim or dark conditions); vulnerability
ro bright light (takes 30 damage when
exposed to bright light); feeds on fear; large
size (scale value 1 or 2)
Note: Physical characteristics are only
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Although their chosen form may vary,
there are many people who believe in the
existence of benevolent entities such as
"guardian angels." These beings send their
aid to help humanity from beyond the
waking world. They watch over individuals,
aid causes, or calm troubled souls. Theirs
is the power to right wrongs and ensure
that an otherwise o rdinary person is not
overlooked by destiny. Thus, one may
encounter these creatures in any time or
locale.
Benevolent entities are unique individuals and may choose to manifest their power
in different ways. One might deliver help
through empathic means by guiding the
charge through stimulation of the subconscious. Guardian angels could prefer
to commune spiritually with the object of
their protection and reach them through
their dreams. More obtuse spirits may only
affect the world around a given person
- - instead of interacting with her.
Typically, the attentio n ofa compassionate spirit is a blessing. Their existence can
add surprising dimensions to a character's
- - - - life, but the person they guard may soon
learn her otherworldly friend has needs
of its own. Such beings might have died
~
tragically and wish their murderers to be
broughtto justice. Heroes may also discover
their benefactor prefers them to live a purer
lifestyle, one that requires them to give up
petty pursuits in order to help the greater
good. Thus, the apparent boon could soon
become a moral ball and chain.
O f com se, there will be times when
the spirits are unable or unwilling to lend
aid. Similarly, they m ight never show
themselves to those they protect.
In some cases, the presence of a benevolenr entity might even prove to be a deadly
liability. One's neighbors could view some- - - one who consorts with an unseen force as
being blasphemous and tainted by demonic
forces. If this should occur in Wild West
-Ior primitive settings, heroes who face a
--~ town caught up in religious fervor should
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consider themselves lucky to escape with
their lives!
Modern spirics might choose to display
their presence through em pathic feelings,
because, as the world has grown more
knowledgeable, many of its residents do
not believe in the existence of such nonsense. Pulp fiction games may find angelic
beings taking the fo rmofa long-lost friend,
departed lover, or d eceased adversary as
the spirits use the shock value of the visual
connection to urge cheir charges in the
righc direction. Heroes in an espionage
campaign may be drawn into the plot by
a guardian angel to save someone under
their protection.

Typlcal/BenevoieAttt
fnt"it-y
Reflexes 3D: dodge 3D+2, flying 3D+2,
sneak 4D+2
Coordination 4D: sleight of hand 5D
Physique lD
Knowledge 3D: languages 6D, navigation
5D+2, scholar 5D+2
Perception 3D: hide 3D +l , investigation

40+2, search 5D, cracking 4D+2
Presence 4D: charm 4 D +l, con 4D+2,
persuasion 4D+2, willpower 4D+2
Magic 20: alteration 4 D , apporration
4D
Strength Damage: 20
Move: 5
Fate Points: 2
Character Points: 7
Body Points: 13
Wound Levels: 3
Disadvantages: Devotion {R3), to a
higher p urpose (whether noble or selfish)
Advantages: Con tacts (R3), orher
spirits
Special Abilities: Attack Resistance:
Nonenchanced (R3) , +3D to damage

resistance rolls against related attacks;
Flight (R3), flying Move 60; Immortality
(Rl ), returns to the spirit world for 100
years if the companion mortal perishes
from anything other than natural causes,
with Add itional Effect (R2), does not need
to ear or drink; Intangibility (Rl),+3D to
damage resistance total against physical
attacks and movement rate is halved, with
Additional Effect (R3), intangible stare is
the default, and can thus become tangible
for o ne minute per rank, and Restricted
(R2), requires Very Difficult willpower roll
to become tangible; Iron W ill (R2), +2D
to all willpower rolls and +2 to the defau lt
difficulties against the benevolent entity

The arrival of the Gutenberg press in 1450
would forever change how information was
shared because this invention made it possible to rapidly produce printed material.
The breakthrough hastened technological
progress and gave birth to new industries
as it mad e the world a much smaller place.
Unfortunately, it also set the stage for the
monster that would eventually become
"big media" to emerge. As time passed, its
spawn, the paparazzi arose and reared ics
ugly head. Those who fell under its merciless gaze would never be the same again.
M uch of the media has ben eficial to
civilization . As America spread westward,
newspapers became vital links co "back
home." As newspapers gained popularity,
their circulation grew and publishers began
to wield vast inBuence. These moguls had

the means to m old p ublic o pinion and one
d id not needlessly anger them. Theirs was
the ability to launch successful careers or
cause rising stars to fade by simply ignoring their existence. Those who dared to
challenge the actions of the modern-age
titans risked havi ng all the ugly Aaws of
their life exposed for the world to see. Few
people could endure such a spotligh t. Each
passing innovation in communication
shortened the gap between breaking news
and when it was reported to the masses.
Far less willingly embraced it.
The advent of television put a face
upon the m edia as newscasters came
into a growing number of households.
Many of these professionals were
viewed as trusted sources by those
who caught their every word. Unfortunately, the arrival of cable and the
Internet helped flood the market with
competing sources for information.
As competitio n became fierce, some
have chosen to manufacture stories to
boost sagging ratings. This has led to
a great loss in credibility and harmed
innocents who had the misfortune
of being the target of invest igative
witch hunts. Sadly, "shock jocks,"
exposes, and insinuation seem to
be the coin of the realm for much
of the modern world's airwaves
and prim media. Some ravenous reporters seem to be morally void as they stoop
to unimaiinable depths while getti ng a
story. Thus, wiretaps, harassment, and
even a staged murder would not be out
of the question.

Strength Damage: ID
Move: 10

0

Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 15
Wound Levels: 3
Disadvantages: Devotion (R3), to
getting story; Enemy (Rl), hated by the
fallen stars they helped destroy; Infamy
(R2), often invades privacy for impromptu
photos and known for being ruthless
Advantages: Contacts (R2), informant
network, Hollywood agencs, and those who
despise celebrit ies; Trademark Specialization {Rl), +2D to tracking when stalking
celebrities for a phot0 a story
Special Abilities: Endurance (RI),
+3D to Physique or stamina checks when
performing taxing physical tasks; Iron Will
(R3), +3 to all willpower rolls and +3 to
the default difficulry against them; Luck:
Great (Rl)

Typ[,w); Pa:p(;Ut'~
Photojo-w-~
Re8exes 3D: climbing 3D+l, contortion 3D+ 1, sneak 3D+ 1
Coordination 2D+l: lockpicking 3D
Physique l D+ 2: running 2D
Knowledge 4D: business 4D+l, forgery
4D+ l, security 4D+1
Perception 5D: h ide 5D+l, investigation 5D+ 1, sueetwise 5D+2, tracking
5D+2
Presence 3D: charm 3D+ l, con 3D+2,
disguise 3D+2, persuasion 3D+l

r
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Typlc<;W Ca,yufy~
To che ordinary eye, a candyman look Like a
normal member of the community in quesrion.
To chose who can see such things, rhcy appear as
hideously deformed humans with long, sharp claws
and needle-sharp pointed ceech. One can cell che
passing of a candyman by rhe sweet odor char follows it wherever it goes.
'The creature creates a lair in a cave or hidden
shack just outside rhe particular community it has
chosen to terrorize. The hideous creatures are always
found alone.
Any child who approaches the seemingly friendly
entity is given a piece of candy and a small uinket of
some kind - a block, a wooden crain, a slingshot,
or some ocher toy suitable co che child's interests.
As long as che child keeps rhe toy in her possession,
the child thinks about rhe candyman and wants to
spend more time wich "him." Once che child eats
the piece of candy, she seems to become obsessed
wich the "strange visitor" and she tries to find his lair.
As the child searches che area, che candyman, in its
true demon form, anacks and captures the child. A
captured child is subjected to horrible psychological
tortures, primarily to generate fear. Once the child
has begun dcvdoping an immunicy ro rhe terrors of
the candyman, the child is slain. If the child throws
away the toy, che child is free of the creature's grip.
Due to the obvious nature of the candyrnan's
attack, they normally must find a new community
after abducting only a few children.

Reflexes 30+ I: brawling 40+2, climbing 40+2,
dodge 40, sneak 40+2
Coordination 20+ I: lockpicking 40
Physique 40: lifting 40+2, running 50
Knowledge 20: languages 40
Perception 30+ l: search 40, tracking 50
Presen ce 30: charm 40, con 40+2, disguise 50,
intimidation 30+1, willpower 50
Strength Damage: 20
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3
Body Po ints: 22
Wound levels: 3
Disad vantages: Achilles' Heel (R3), Aces from
a child chat is not afraid of it
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Immortality (RI), being
killed by rhe parents of an abducted child will kill
it permanently; Natura! Hand-to-Hand Weapon:
Claws (RI), damage+ I 0; Natura! Hand-to-Hand
Weapon: Teeth (RI), damage +ID; Shapesbifung
(Rl), pleasing human form; Skill Bonus: Charm
(RS) + 15 to chann totals wirh Restricted (R4),
against one child only, who must have accepted a
toy and candy from it

Barracudas are sleek fish chat dwell in
warm, tropical waters but are sometimes
found in temperate regions. These smallscaled, nocturnal predators have rwo wellseparated dorsal fins. Their jutting lower jaw
supports an eno rmous mouch that's lined
wich many large, sharp reech. They run from
1.2 to 1.8 meters in length and dine almost
exclusively on smaller fish. Nearly 20 species
offish belong to che barracuda family. All are
typically bold, curious, dauntless creatures
who have been known to attack swim mers
and are attracted to shiny objects.
Piranhas lurk in SouchAmerican waterways. They prefer to swarm victims and can
strip flesh from a grown cow in a matter of
minutes. These carnivores are not particularly fi nicky about what they ear and gladly
feed on fish, diseased cattle, or people. The
most common varieties get around 30 centimeters in length, though some types can
get considerably bigger. Amazingly, some
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people have taken chese fierce fish into cheir
homes to keep as petS. Extreme caution
must be exercised, however, as even solitary
piranha are aggressive, dangerouscrearures.
Natives often craft tools or weapons from
their legendary razor-sharp teech.
Sharks prowled cheseas before dinosau rs
walked the earth and are still a nautical terror
to be reckoned wich. These denizens of che
deep can be found in all the world's oceans,
and some S\vim in fresh water.Theirskeleton
is completely made of cartilage and unlike
bony fish, they have no swim bladder.
Typically, sharks are small in size-half
of the known shark species are under a meter
in lengch- bursomecan growt0 enormous
lengths. Thespined pygmyshark is no larger
than a person's hand, while whale sharks can
run nearly 16 meters in lengch.
Blue sharks are found in abundance.
These p rolific breeders are often fished for
sport. The world record holder is 3.S meters
in lengch and weighs 186 kilograms.
Time has sculpted sharks to match their
given role in che food chain. The varieties
char hunt other sea creatures are sleek,
torpedo-shaped hunters. Angelsharks are
bottom feeders with flattened bodies. The
thresher shark's upper tail fin of is greatly
elongated and is used to stun prey.
Predatory fish can add a dangerous element to locals- and some horror through
encounters with the remains ofvictims and
the glill).pses of vicious shadows. Characters could find themselves on a sinking
ship traveling in shark-infested waters,
crossing South American river teeming
with piranhas, or diving where barracuda
have been known to hunt.

Body Points: 2S

Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage+ ID;+ 5
to combat difficulty); quick t0 react (-2 to
any surprise combat modifier); breathes in
water; large size (scale value O)

Typiail/B~SAAY-'fv
Reflexes SD: brawling 7D
Coordination ID
Physique 6D: stamina 7D, swimming
6D+ l
Knowledge 3D: navigatio n: u ndersea
5D
Perccption 3D: search 3D, survival 3D+ l,
tracking4D
Presence 4D: intimidation 5D
Strength Damage: 3D
Move: 18 (swimming)
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 28

Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage +2D;
+S to com bat difficulty); thick hide (Armor
Value +2); breathes in water; large size
(scale value 3)

Typl.ca1/Re4 PWatthcv
Reflexes 6D: brawling 6D+l , dodge
6D+l
Coordination 1D
Physique 2D: swimming 5D+2
Knowledge 1D
Perception 1D: hide: self-only2D+ l, search
3D, survival 20+ 1, tracking 20

Typ[,c,(:;il; 'BCLYVCtCUdcv

Presence 2D: intim idation 20+2

Reflexes 4D: brawling SD , dodge
4D+2

Strength Damage: ID
Move: 11 (swimming)

Coordination 1D

Fate Points: 0

Physique SD: S\vimming SD + 1

Character Points: 0

Knowledge 1D: navigation: local waters
40+2

Body Points: 16

Perception 3D: search 4D, tracking
3D+2
Presence 2D: intimidation 3D
Strength Damage: 3D
Move: 1S (swimming)
Fate Points: 0

\.--- - - - - - -

Character Points: 0

Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage + l D;
+5 to combat difficulty); swarm attack
(roll a single brawling total for the entire
school; treat school as small scale value of
2; +7 to damage total of successful swarm
attack); size and coloring (+ 1 bonus to
dodge, sneak, and hide); breaches in water;
small size (scale value 9)

Coyotes are found all across North and
CentralAmerica. They feed mainly on carrion and small mammals, supplemented by
fruit, insects, frogs, snakes, and crustaceans.
Coyotes do not always live in packs; they
may hunt alone or in pairs. They mark
their territories with urine and by howling.
Coyotes reside in dens, which they will
,_~_ _ return to year after year.
Coyotes are small (I 0 to 18 kilograms)
but fast runners, and can reach speeds of
up to 60 kilometers per hour. Coyotes have
acute hearing and a good sense of smell.

hyenas are larger (45 to 82 kilograms) and
more aggressive. They' re capable hunters
and, in packs, can take down water buffalo
and other large prey.
In some parts ofAfrica, the hyena is the
equivalent of the "black cat," the animal of
witches. Some legends say that all hyenas
are controlled by witches and none ace
wild. Others say that witches use hyena
as riding animals at night or that witches
can shapeshift into hyenas.

,__ _ __,,.., ey are also very vocal, communicating

Reflexes 3D+l : brawling 4D+l, dodge
4D+l, jumping 3D+2, sneak 4D+2
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with squeaks, yelps, and howls. It's not
unusual to find coyotes in cities and urban
areas on the edge of their territories where
their small size andskiU atscavengingserve
them well.
In many Native America legends, Coyote is the trickster spirit, witty and unpredictable, playing pranks and questioning
authority. Theirs is much the same role the
fox plays in European myth.
Dingoes are small (10 to 20 kilograms)
canines native to Australia. Due to extensive
interbreeding with domestic dogs, pure
dingoes are becoming rare. Dingoes' diet
consists ofsmall mammals, especially rabbits, but also kangaroos, lizards, and carrion
(a fondness for human babies is mythical).
D ingoes are solitary, but they often live
in loosely knit groups. They occasionally
engage in group hunting, particularlywhen
in pursuit of larger prey.
Hyenas are doglike animals with a sloping body, as their front legs are longer than
their hind legs. Their jaws are powerful
and adapted crushi ng bone to get at the
marrow inside.
All hyenas can survive on diets ofcarrion
supplemented by whatever ocher food they
can acquire. Hyenas operate in "clans" of
up to 80 animals; the sexes are either equal
or the females dominate the clan.
Brown hyenas can raise the hair along
their spine co intimidate others. Spotred

TyplcoJ;Coyote(V~
Coordination 1D
Physique 2D+1: running 4D
Knowledge 1D
Perception 2D: search 3D, survival tracking 4D
Presence 2D: intimidation 2D+2, wiUpower 3D
Strength Damage: 1D
Move: 20
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 17
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage +lD;
+5 to combat difficulty); small size (scale
value 4)
Note: Coyotes have + 1D in running.

TyplcoJ; tlyeru;v
Reflexes 3D: brawling 4D+ l, dodge 4D,
jumping 4D, sneak 4D
Coordination 1D
Physique 3D+ 1: running 4D+ 1
Knowledge 1D
Perception 2D: search 3D, survival 4D,
cracking 3D
Presence 2D: intimidation 3D+l, willpower 3D

l
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Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 20
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 20
Wound levels: 3
NaturalAhilities: wiry fur (Armor Value
+l ); bite (damage +l D+l; +5 co combat
difficulty); small size (scale value 4)
Note: Brown hyenas have a+ 1 co intimidation. Spotted hyenas have + 1 Physitp1e

Powerful and impressive, cats have fascinated people for centuries. The largest
feline predators are the great cats. Among
them, the tiger and cheetah hold positions
of significance.
Cheetahs are tall and slender cats with
evenly spaced, circular spars over a tawny,
cream background. The cheetah is adapted
for speed with long, thin, and muscular legs.
Unique among cats, it cannot fully sheath its
claws, which are blunt like a dog's, making
for better traction when running. The sexes
are nearly identical in o utward appearance,
although males are larger and have a more
pronounced wiry mane on the shoulders.
Cheetahs are very vocal and frequently emit
chirps, purrs, hums, and yelps. The most
striking contact call is a yelp that can carry
for up to two kilometers.
Cheetahs once roamed th roughout
Africa and southwest Asia; howeve r, they
are now only fo und south of the Sahara and

are extinct in India. Cheetahs are indigenous
to open areas such as desert and savannah,
but they will also make use ofscrub, bush,
and open woodlands.
Unlike many orher cars, the cheetah
hunts mainly by day. This is probably to
avoid competitio n from nocturnal predators such as lions and hyenas. Prey is stalked
to within 30 meters before the cheetah
uses its incredible speed to give ch ase. The
cheetah will lock irs eyes on to its victim and
when running, swerves in unison with the
prey. The chase only lam about 20 seconds,
and most attacks are unsuccessful. A fully
grown cheetah can reach speeds in excess
of 110 kilometers per hour and can easily
o utrun any animal over shore distances.
Cheetahs have a un ique and highly
flexible social structure compared to the
other big cats. Females tend to be solitary
unless they are accompanied by their cubs.
Most males also live alone, but some live in
coalitions of two to four, which last for the
male's lifetime. Males in coalitions tend to
defend territories, whereas solitary males are
inclined to lead a nomadic lifesryle.
Cheetahs rarely have been tamed and
used as hun ting animals - usually only by
chose working for the very rich or powerful.
They are a good choice for a predator in
a "you are free if you can leave my estate"
scenario.
Tigers are rhe largest of the cat family,
with the Siberian tiger being the largest of
the species. T igers are easily recognizable
by the thick black vertical stripes covering
an orange body. The belly and throat are a
cream white. Male tigers have a ruff around
the back of the head. No two tigers have the
same stripe pattern; each is uniq ue.
Tigers prefer a forest hunting ground,
but they can also be found in grassland
and swamps. T igers are solitary (with rhe
exception of mothers with cubs), although
they sometimes come together to share a
kill. Unlike other cars, tigers are fond of
water and are strong swimmers.
Tigers stalk and ambush their prey, using
foliage to conceal themselves. When the
tiger is close enough it suddenly rushes its
prey and kills it by grabbing the creature's
throat or nape of the neck with its powerful jaws. Such attacks are usually instantly
fatal.
More than other big cats, tigers have
a reputation as man-eaters. In story and
legend, man-eating tigers are the most
vicious and crafry tigers, making for

interesting tales (in truth, it's usually only
sick or injured tigers who attack humans) .
Tiger hunts were the sport of kings and
nobility in India and were adopted by the
adventurers of the English Raj to prove
their skill and daring.

TyplcaiCheetcifv
Reff exes 4D+ l : brawling 5D, climbing
4D +2, dodge 5D+l, jumping 5D+l,
sneak 5D
Coordination 1D+2
Physique 4D: running 8D
Knowledge 1D
Perception2D:hide:selfon1y4D+2,search
3D, survival 4D, tracking 3D
Presence 2D: intimidation 4D, willpower
3D

Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Body Points: 22

Natural Abilities: fur (Armor Value
+l); claws (damage +l); bire (damage
+lD; +5 to combat difficulry); small size
(scale value 3)
Note: Large cats can leap up to 10 meters
horizontally or two meters vertically.

TyplcaiT~
Reflexes 4D: brawling5D,dimbing5D+l,
dodge SD, jumping SD+l, sneak 5D
Coordination 1D+2
Physique 50: lifting 60, running 50+1,
swimming GD
Knowledge 1D
Perception 2D: hide: self-only 40+2,
search 3D+2, survival 4D, tracking
3D
Presence 2D: inrimidation SD, willpower
4D

Strength Damage: 3D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 25

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: thick fur (Armor
Value +2); claws (damage +1D+2); bite
(damage +lD; +5 ro combat difficulry);
large size (scale value 0)
Note: For a legendary man-eating tiger,
add + 1D to brawling, intimidation, an d
sneak. Large cats can leap up to 10 meters
horizontally o r two meters vertically.

Cv{Atne; Lord¥
Power

Real crime lords and their supponcrs arc as unique
as fingerprints, but the stereorypes generally fall into
a few categories.
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The megaJomaniacal crime lords start off JUSt
wanting a piece of the pie, bur as they grow in power,
and quite often in insanity, they want everything.
Their plans tend to be incricace and designed to
bring entire nations to their knees. To this end,
11-----=--.....J they create large international organizations with
well-equipped and financed cells all controlled from
1 one central command.
Megalomaniacs are brilliant but seriously disturbed individuals. They will take any opportunity
co explain, and even witness, their plans, and thus
their intelligence, co chose they feel are up to following the brilliance of it, even if it means delaying
an execution.
Megalomaniacs a rc totally ruthless and will
order the killing of anyone without a moment's
hesitation, including members of their own inner
circles. They tend ro have pronounced quirks and
rituals that are easily noticeable by eve n rhe ca~ual
~-......._.l..4'.U.~ observer. The main physical quirk chat many have
in common is chat their eyes arc always on the
move, looking out for char surprise attack that in
their mind is coming.
Slightly overweight, they are always immaculately
dressed in the most expensive of clothes. They are
rarely alone and rely upon their bodyguards for their
protection from physical harm. Thus, they carry no
sort of firearms or weapons, unless they know an
attack is coming.
Godfathers head their crime syndicates with
an iron hand and a certain code of rules. They are
honorable men, for being thieves and murderers,
and their code is absolute.
The code includes no killing of cops, no breaking of vows, no unneccssar}' killing of innocents,
and keeping quiet about "family business." Any
underlings chat break these simple rules can expect
T-- - --..,,..._J swift and often deadly retribution.
They have divided territories with borders that
occasionally come into dispute. There may be several
godfathers over a single large city or one godfather
may conuol an entire region of the country. Many
godfathers refuse to gee into the ilJegal drug business
and leave that marker co the gangs.
Godfathers rend to dress conservatively and always
in thefinestofclothes. Thcyspeakinwhisperssothat
&..TL(::Y

only the person
that they wish co
receive a message
hears ir. They usually on ly speak
with one of there
topcapitanos, who
then relays the message or answer to
the individual. It's
rare char a godfather
will sit down with
anyone other than
another godfather,
un less the porential consequences are
catastrophic. Thus,
while they may have
large organizations
that work for them,
they have personal contact with few people.
Godfathers control
their quirks and their
emotions co a point

where a casual observer
may chink char everything is business with
them. Thar's exactly what
they wish to poruay, even
though it may be far from
the truth in many cases.
Godfathers rarely carry
firearms, and then only if
absolutely necessary. They
prefer to use their personal protection as a test for
their capitanos and ocher "family" members.
Gang lords do anything to meet their needs and
desires. They tend to use the gun and ask questions
later. They are, for the most pare, ac war with both r - - -the cops and other gangsters. Quite often, gang
lords cake part in hits themselves if they think a
point needs to be made.
They dress a little more causal and trendy, though
still with expensive tastes. They tend to bellow their "'
commands to whoever happens to be around them,
expecting the orders to be immediately carried out.
They don't care who hears, because if there's any
backtalk, the gang lord would have the offending
party eliminated.
Gang lords always have a number oftheir lieutenants and thugs around chem. Everyone, including
the gang lord, is always armed.
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Lackey:t
Each capitano ("captain" in Italian) is given a
portion of the crime lord's empire ro run, either a
territory in streets or a vice (gambling, theft, protec_.,,"""'L/I tion, prostitution, illegal booze, etc.).
Capitanos dress either in expensive imported suits,
shires, and shoes, or in costly designer jogging suits.
Eicher outfit allows chem to conceal a pistol.
The capitano runs a crew or group of thugs who
do all the day-to-day operations of the syndicate.
The crew may consist of as few as four or five to as
many as 30 thugs, depending on the rype of racket
- 7 - - - - - - l the capitano has control over and if there's a threat
to chat person's control of it.
Although most capitanos are appointed by their
lords, some are replaced when a position comes
open through a death
Hit men are professional killers. They come in all
shapes, sizes, and sexes. It's the one really integrated
pare of the crime lord's syndicate. They dress to
blend in, nothing fancy or noticeable. The typical
hit man wears a long coat and dress gloves all the
N~y
time, so that others don't find it unusual when he
needs chem for work.
They work alone, except for the rare occasion
when they use a driver they use for a time-sensitive
mission. More times than not, unless che crime lord
is a megalomaniac, the hit man is an independent
contractor that comes into do a job and beyond chat
has no loyalty co any person or organization.
The hit man leaves the drive-by and hit-and-run
shootings for chugs and gang members. They are paid
to kill an individual and chose chat get in their way
directly with as little mess as possible. They prefer
more intimate methods of disposal, such as sniper
rifles, handguns, knives, and poisons.
The hit man is the one area in crime families and
gangs in which women are accepted al most as equals
into this primarily male-driven establishment
L - - - - - - 1 Thugs are the muscle of che crime lord's organization. Most times they are hired because they can
make money, through stealing, incimidarion, or a
host ofocher illegal means. Many rimes they are also
chosen for their loyalty and their lack of ambition,
at least at the start.
They generally dress in the most expensive knockoffsuits that they can afford, using thejacket to conceal
a favored gun, knife, or ocher weapon. They often
lVV'-'"-"'" 1 conceal a baseball bat or tire iron in their cars.

TyplcaJ;Cvim,e; Lorii
Reflexes 2D: brawling 2D+2, dodge 3D, melee
combat 20+2

Coordination 2D: marksmanship 3D, piloting
3D
Physique 2D: lifting 3D
Knowledge3D: business 5D, forgery4D, languages
3D+l, scholar 3D+l
Perception 3D: gambling SD, investigation 4D+ 2,
streetwise 3D+ 1
Presence 4D: charm 4D+l, command 5D, con
4D+l , intimidation 50, willpower 4D +2
Strength Damage: 2D
Fate Points: 1

Move: 10

Character Points: 3
Wound levels: 3

Body Points: 16

Disadvantages: Devotion (R3), to code ofhonor
orgainingpowerorwealth; Employed (Rl), running
syndicate or gang; Infamy (R2)
Advantages: Authority (R2), over syndicate or
gang; Equipment (R2), variety of illegal weapons;
Wealth (R3)
Special Abilities: none
Equipment: fine clothes; handgun
30+2; range 10/20/30; ammo 6)

TyplcaJ; Lackey
Reflexes 3D: brawling 40+2, dodge 3D+2, melee
combat 4D+2
Coordination 3D: marksmanship 40, piloting
3D+2
Physique 3D: lifting 4D+2, running 3D+2
Knowledge 2D: business 3D, forgery 3D, security
4D+l
Perception 2D: hide 3D, search 4D+l, Streetwise
4D, tracking 30+2
Presence 2D: con 3D+2, intimidation 3D+2
Strength Damage: 2D
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 19

Move: 10

Character Points: 2
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Employed (Rl), part ofsyndicate
or gang; Infamy (R2)
Advantages: Contact (Rl), ocher mem bers of
syndicate or gang; Patron (R2), crime lord
Special Abilities: none
Equipment: suit coat orlong overcoat (+ 1 to hide
when concealing things); handgun (damage 3D+2;
range 10/20/30; ammo 6); knife (damage +10);
other equipment as needed by the job
Note: Capitanos also have gamblingand command
of 4D. Hit men also have + lD to marksmamhip
and hide and demolitions, Lockpicking, and sneak
of4D.
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Typ(,c(JJ; Cvow
Reflexes 30+1: brawling 40, flying 40+1, sneak
30+2

Often used as messengers and harbingers ofdoom,
rhe crow and ics slighcly larger cousin the raven are Coordination l 0
famous for their connections co the occult. These Physique 10+2
black birds, averaging around 50 centimeters from Knowledge I 0
cip co tail, live all across che globe in one form or
Perception 20+2: search 40, survival 30+2
another. Best known for their dramatic penchant
of eating eyeballs, crows are actually omnivores Presence 20+ 1: intimidation 2D+2, willpower
3D+ l
and will eat just about anything. Cunning in the
extreme, crows are known to be master thieves, Strength Damage: I D
______] pilfering food from trash, picnic baskets, and the Move: 20 (flying)/12
11
nests of other birds.
(gliding)
Historically understood as bearers of misfortune
I
'
Fate Points: 0
the crow's mystical ties cover che realms of death
discord, divination, hard luck, harmony, mysterr'. Character Points: 0
and resourcefulness. In the modern era, many Body Points: 15
mystics summon crows co serve as their familiars, Wound levels: 3
using the creature's commonplace features co avoid
Natural Abilities:
suspicion. For those who see signs in the natural
beak (damage +2);
world, the appearance of a crow has great meaning,
wings; small size (scale
often sending the viewer down a new or different
value 7)
path.
Note: When a crow
In combat, a lone crow fights co escape. A typical
becomes
a familiar, the
raccic is co take one swipe at an opponent, puCTing
bond between master
--......_...Al..U...YI it on rhe defensive while rhe crow flies away. Once
and bird gives the pair
it gains enough distance, the crow will land and
the following superreconsider its options, tending co shy away from any
natural abilities: The
threats. In mass, a murder of crows earns its name
master may hear or
quickly and brutally. A group of 10 or more crows
see
anything che crow
will often arrack by diving from the sky and pecking
hears by concenrratwith their beaks (attacking as one and adding an
:.icklition:.il +?. to the damage total for the group). i ng on their bond.
The crow's Perception
~y On the following round, the murder will rake to becomes 3D+2, and
the air again, preparing for another dive. While no
it gains the following
single crow can take out a larger opponent on its
increased skills: search
own, the massed attack assures that one or rwo get
50+2, survival 30+2,
in a critical lucky shot.
and tracking 4D+2.
A crow is qui te trainable, and it can use its beak
Additionally, the crow
to perform complicated maneuvers, such as picking
now has an "evil eye,"
up objects and putting them in open containers.
increasing its intimiA rypical crow can fly for hundreds of kilometers
dation 30+2. Ir c:an
without rest, or longer if the thermals help them.
look directly at any
Crows make excellent foreshadowing devices,
one creature within
providing subtle clues to the direccion a group of
I 5 meters and make
characters may need to take. Consider having a crow
an i11timidatto11 check
appear as a harbinger just before the beginning of a
opposed by the target's willpower check. For a nwnlarge battle. Use the image of rhe crow in an ancient
ber of round equal to the result point gained, the
text or series of hie roglyphs to provide a warning of
target cannot use its Character Points to modify its
what it to come. When an adventure provides rwo
rolls. Additionally, the target cannot use Fate Points
paths, the appearance of a crow tactfully supporting
to modify its rolls for a number of rounds equal to
one or rhe other can be taken as a sign.
the result points divided by 2 (round up) .
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Most plan ts are quite innocent and harmless, going about their business of turning
sun, water, and nutrientS into more cells.
A few have developed means of protecting themselves from possible "predators"
th rough thorns or irritating poisons.
Others, through magic or science, have
gone a step further and begun attacking any
animals or people around them. This section deals with those that don't grow much
larger than their original plant size.
Bloodthorns are one rype of evil planes
infused with the weakest of corrupt souls.
The seeds are about five centimeters in
diameter, blood red in color.
As the planes develop, they at first appear
similar to immature rose bushes bur grow
terribly fast. As they get bigger, their blood
hw1ger increases and they begin to consume
small animals, and later, people. Eventually
they reach a height of about two meters.
They appear as thorny vines, but a sickly
white in color, and very thin, as if they
were dying. After feeding they turn pink
and bloated. They feed by draining blood
through their hollow thorns. As soon as
someone approaches this curious-looking
plant, the vines lash out and attack.
Ifthey go longer than two weeks without
feeding, they seem to go into dormancy,
producing two seeds two weeks after that.
After the seeds are finished developing,
the plane dies.
Thereaper'sblossomisagorgeousmultichromatic flower, with dozens ofpetals and
designs. It has a very sweet fragrance.
However, when an unsuspecting person
leans forward to sniff the sweet fragrance,
the reaper's blossom strikes. It shoots a
toxic cloud ofspores inco the victim's face,

sending her into a coughing fit and allergic
reaction. If the victim fails co expel the
spores by the coughing, they are ingested.
Within 72 hours of ingestion, the spores
begin to grow.
Painful parasitic growths then begin to
sprout from the victim's face and chest,
burrowing through flesh and bone, feeding off of the body it now infests. From
that time on, each day the victim lives,
she suffers as the infection spreads through
the cardiovascular and respiratory systems,
lacing the skeleton and finally piercing the
heart. When the victim's body finally dies,
the remaining cadaver is now fully manipulated by the plane itself, which guides it back
to the main Rower. The plant may use the
body co arrack or defend itself. The host
body is often forced to bury itself, from
which a new plane will grow.
A reaper's blossom host body is a sickly
pale white in pallor, gradually turning
grey. Rapid weight and hair loss is also
sympromatic.
The only known way to counter the
effects of the reaper's blossom spore is to
be blessed by a priest and drink holy water.
This systematically destroys the spores'
presence in the infested body, and a slow
recuperation is now possible.

TyplccW 13 loodthorvv
Reflexes 40: brawling 60+2
Coordination 1D
Physique 40+ 1
Knowle~ge

10

Perception 20+ 1

Presence 30: intimidation 90, willpower

50
Move: 0

Strength Damage: 20
Fate Points: 0

Character Points: 0

Body Points: 23

Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: fibrous body (Armor
Value +20); thorns (damage +10); multiple vines (attack up to 4 times without
penalty)

TyplccW 'Rw.;pcw' ~
13l<mowv f!O}t130<fy
Reflexes 30: brawling 30+2, dodge 30+ 1,
melee combat 30+1, sneak 30+2
Coordination 10+2
Physique 30+1
Knowledge 20
Perception 30: search 30+ 1, cracking
30+1
Presence 10: intimidation 30, willpower
30+1

Strength Damage: 20
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 2

Move: 10

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: fibrous body (Armor
Value +ID)
Note: The plant ejects spores at its victim,
who must make a Phy1ique or 1tamina roll
of24 or more to expel the spores. Failing to
do so means that the victim is infected. She
gets one Wound or loses 6 Body Points per
day, which cannot be recovered. Ifshe drinks
holy water before dying, the infecting plant
is killed and she may begin recovery.

l
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The term "demon" is an evocative one
that summons up images of realms filled
with fire and brimstone, populated by
twisted, serpentine entities thatlong to cor,_ _ _ _ rupt the souls of humans, leading them to
_ ruin and death and then consuming them.
While this imageissomewhatdrarnaticand
overly simplified, there's a kernel of truth
in it. Demonkind originated in a distant
realm very similar to the one chat most
uneducated people imagine, but they have
evolved just as humanity has evolved and
thus are very different creatures today.
Mose of the creamreshumanity classifies
as demons are, in essence, extradimensional
spiritual parasites. Their home realm
borders closely on the prime dimension,
and contact between people and demons
first took place very early in history. While
demons are easily as varied as humans,
there are certain innate qualities that all
posses that can be used to gain a better
understanding of their enigmatic race.
First and foremost, demons appear to
be immortal. Occult lore indicates that
demons contacted centuries ago can still be
reached in their home realm by conducting the proper rituals. Some paranormal
expercs have theorized thatthelawsofphysics are radically different in the demons'
home realm and that the passage of time
simply does not exist.
In addition to immonaliry, demons are
immune to poison and disease, as well as
many sources of physical injury. If somehow killed while in another realm, demons
reform in their home realm, weakened but
alive. The only apparent means ofdestroying a demon is to kill it in itS home realm,
a task that might well be impossible.
Demons also possess at least some degree
of mystical power. Again, this appears ro
be a manifestation of the radically different
laws ofphysics that govern their dimension.
In the case ofsome lesser imps, these powers are limited to minor prestidigitation,
whereas the so-called demon lords possess
powers far in excess of any human mystic.
The varying degrees of power suggest chat
demons are either classified by species or
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possibly a caste system, though neither of
these can be confirmed.
Finally, demons appear to be at least
partially parasitic. While they do not
require it to survive, they can feed on the
life essence, or soul, of intelligent beings.
They are patient creatures, willing to impart
portions of their power to humans in
exchange for harvesting their souls upon
death. While the creatures will gleefully
manipulate evencs to hasten the death
of one with whom they have made a bargain, they can neither violate the terms of
their agreement, nor harvest the souls of
humans who do not willingly surrender
them. This parasitic feeding appears ro
increase a demon's power, and it may
be possible for lower demons to ascend
to demon lord status by feasting on a
sufficient number of souls. It's theorized
that demons are capable of feeding upon
one another, but this has not been proven
and would seem to imply chat very few
would still exist.
Quantifying the many different types
of demons encountered to date would
be an exhaustive task. Instead, they have
been grouped into broad categories based
on approximate power level and average
abilities.

Imp
Imps are minor demons, with few
physical or mystical powers to their name.
Ironically, they seem to have a much easier
time crossing rhe barriers that separate their
home realm from rhe mortal world. Some
occultists believe that this is a result of a
natural filter that prevents large amountS
of infernal power from leaking into other
worlds. Imps, then, have so little power
that the filter does not affect them.
In any event, imps tend t0 be physically
small, no more than a meter in height
when standing. They almost always have
wings, and they flit about like malicious
hummingbirds. The rest of their physical
form varies wildly, but they tend to have
minor magical abilities that are limited
to causing devices to malfunction, bringing bad fortune to intelligent beings, and
concealing themselves from detection by
the senses or machines.

I
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These demons are significantly more
powerful and sinister rhan the annoying
yet dangerous imps. The gender of a Succubus or incubus appears to be mutable,
as they can rake either form as they wish.
These creatures cannot access the mortal
realm wirhout direct assistance from some

mortal source, whether intentional or accidental. Dark rituals, dimensional science
accidents, and even attempting to translate
ancienr texts have allowed these creatures
access tO the world in the past, and pain
and suffering inevitably follow.
Succubi and incubi appear as extremely
attractive humans, usually the opposite
gender of their intended target. They win
their prizes through manipulation, temptation, and seduction. W hile they draw
power from chose who forfeit their souls
just as other demons do, these insidious
creatures also relish in the effects of causing others to sin against their personal
belief system. It's as if these beasts feed
on corruption and immorality, making
them a threat not only to individuals, but
to society as a whole as well.

Typ~Imp
Reflexes 30: brawling 30+1, dodge 50,
flying 50+1, sneak 60
Coordination 20: sleight of hand 40
Physique 30: running 30+1
Knowledge 20: languages 50+2
Perception 30: hide 40+2, search 50
Presence 20: con 40, imimidarion
30+2
Magic 30: alteration 3D+2, conjuration
30+2
Strength Damage: 2D

Disadvantages: Devotion (R2), rosex;
Infamy (Rl), demonic nature; Quirk (R3),
irrepressible lecher
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Immortaliry (RI),
may not be destroyed, only banished to
their home realm
Equipment: exquisite clothing and
accessories

Reflexes 3D (+4): brawling 60, melee
combat 5D

Fate Points: 0

Coordination 30 (+4)

Character Points: 2

Physique 3D (+8): lifting 5D, stamina
5D

Body Points: 19
Disadvantages: Devotion (R2), to atusingmischief; Infamy (Rl), demonicnature;
Q ujrk (Rl), gjggle incessantly
Advantages: Size: Small (Rl), scale
value 3
Special Abilities: Flight (R2), flying
Move 40; Immorraliry (Rl ), may not be
destroyed, only banished co their home
realm; Invisibiliry (R4), +4 to all dodge,
sneak, and hide rolls and +4 co relevant
difficulties while invisible

Typ~ S ucailiuM
I~
Reflexes 3D: brawling 40, dodge 5D+2,
melee combat SD
Coordination 2D: sleight of hand 4D
Physique 3D+2: stam ina SD
Knowledge 2D: forgery3D+2, languages
5D+l
Perception 3D: hide 40, streetwise 6D
Presen ce 4D+l: charm 7D, con 60+1 ,
disguise 6D, persuasion 6D+2
Magic 4D: alteration 5D+2, conjuration
5D, divination 6D
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3

0
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Move: 10

Wound levels: 3
The term "demon lords" is used tO refer
collectively to an assortment ofdemons that
have achieved power unlike anything that
can be comprehended by mortal minds.
These beings are incredibly potent, so
much so that they cannot manifest outside
their home realm without assistance from
outside parties, and even then only for very
short periods oftime. Other realms seem to
abhor these creatures and attempt to force
chem out or destroy chem, much as a germ
is overrun with antibodies upon enteringa
human's system. Demon lords can bestow
incredible powers and abilities to those with
whom they enter into compacts, but the
risk for such an agreement is considerable.
Demon lords are deceitful, manipulative,
and intelligent beyond measure, and they
will take any means necessary to betray
those they interact with while still abiding
by the terms of their mutual agreement.
There's no way to accurately sum up rhe
appearance of demon lords save to use the
term hideous. They are monstrous, twisted
things made from the stuff of nightmares,
and more than one hopeful adherent has
been driven mad at the sight of their dark
lord's manifesrntion in the physical realm.
Their mystical powers are easy to describe
in brief, however: vase. There's little that a
demon lord wishes that it cannot accomplish with the incredible array of infernal
powers at its disposal.

Body Points: 2 1
Wound levels: 3

Knowledge 3D (+4): business 5D, languages 7D, scholar 7D+2
Perception 3D (+4): gambli ng 4D+l ,
investigation 40, srreerwise 5D, cracking 4D+l
Presence 3D (+4) : command 5D, con
4D+2, intimidation 5D +2, willpower
6D

0

Magic6D: alteration 7D, apportacion 7D,
conjuration 7D+2, divination 8D
Strength Damage: 3D (+8)
Move: 10
Fate Points: 5
Character Points: 15
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R4),
incapable of leaving home realm without
assistance from an outside source; Infamy
(R3), demonic nature; Quirk (R2), have
difficulry telling the truth
Advantages: Authoriry (R4), over lesser
demons
Special Abilities: Immon aliry (RI),
may not be destroyed, only banished to
their home realm; Increased Attribute:
Reflexes, Coordination, Knowledge, Perception, Presence (R4 each), +4 co related
rocals; Increased Attribute: Physique (R8),
+8 co related totals

0

Physique 3D
Knowledge 3D+l: business 3D+2, languages 4D,
medicine 3D+2, scholar 4D
Den mothers appear as normal women, usually
middle-aged or older. They are seemingly kind
and gentle, but this is merely a fai;:ade for their
true evil.
Den mothers seem co be in charge ofsmall groups
of other monsters, especially "the Children." They
organize and direct the unholy activities of their
broods. The most terrible aspect of a den mother
is the sickly sweet devotion it shows to its charges,
giving the monsters praise and rrears for especially
hideous aces, as if they were lovable children.
The creatures have also been known to hire themselves ou t as nannies and housekeepers. They will
serve their victims faithfully until trust is gained.
Then, the den mother will strike, murdering the
entire family while everyone sleeps.
While they are not especially powerful, den mothers possess a high degree ofimelligenceand cunning.
Rather than fight, den mothers, once discovered,
prefer to flee and set up shop in some other community. They only fight if cornered.
The Children look like orphans, about six to 10
yearsoldandscekingloveandkindness. Theyexhibit
same the mode of operation as den mothers: They
convince families to welcome them into their homes
and chen kill their foster families in their sleep.

Perception 4D: investigation 4D+2, search 4D+ l,
srreerwise 40+ I
Presence 30: charm 6D, con 4D+2, persuasion
6D, intimidation 3D+2
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 1
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Quirk (R3), lust for killing
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Immortality (Rl), anointing
with the tears of an infanr will kill it permanently

Typ[,c,Q);Vew Mother-'~ ChiU
Reffexes 2D: brawling2D+2,dimbing3D+2,dodge
3D, melee combat 20+2, sneak 30+2
Coordination 20: sleight of hand 4D
Physique 2D+ I: running 2D+2
Knowledge 2D+2
Perception 3D: hide 4D, search 4D

Typ[,c,Q); Vew Mother-

Presence 4D: charm 6D, con 40+ I, persuasion
5D+2

Reflexes 20+2: brawling 3D, dodge 30, melce
combat 30, sneak 30+2

Strength Damage: 1D
Move: 10

Coordination 20: lockpicking 30+ 1

Fate Points: 0

Character Points: 3
Body Points: 17
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Quirk (R3), lust for killing
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Immortality (Rl ), baptism in
a consecrated church will kill it permanently

0
The Indian tribes of the Southwestern
United States have many legends. One is
that the spirits, or manitous, of shaman

who abused thc:ir great powers during life
walk the earrh in death. These manitous,
the diableros, are doomed to an eternal
quest to accumulate that which they
covered in life.
A diablero's power is in its eyes. With
them, it can work its magic on others.
However, its eyes are also irs weakness. If
blinded, it can only shapechange to make
its escape. Ifthe power ofits gaze is rdlected
back on it, it is desuoyed.
The creatures aren't shy about being
seen. If a diableros cannot kill a targeted
individual in a raid, it will find her and use
irs hypnotic powers to force the person to
commit suicide. Diableros seem ro enjoy
taunting people; in the course of a raid, ir
will often wait until it encounters armed
resistance and either slaughter the people or
lead irs pursuers on a wild chase, using its
shapeshifting powers to ultimately escape.
Within the ciry or area they are residing
in, they will dwell in the highest location
possible.

TyplccWV~oReAexes 4D: acrobatics 4D+ 1, brawling
5D+l, climbing 6D+2, dodge 4D+l,
melee combat 4D+ 1, sneak 5D+ I
Coordination 2D
Physique 3D+l : running 5D, stamina
5D
Knowledge 2D+2
Perception 3D: investigation 4D, search
4D+l, survival 4D, tracking 4D+2
Presence 3D: con 4D+2, persuasion 6D,
intimidation 5D, willpower 5D+l
Magic 3D: apportarion 3D+ I, alteration
5D+l , conjuration 4D
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 2
Character Points: 5
Body Points: 20
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Advancage Flaw (Rl),
spells only work on targets that can see it
- this does not modify the spell difficul ry;
Achilles' Heel (R4), sensitive to bright
light - + l ro all difficulties modifiers,
increasing by + 1 per minute, and blinded
for lD rounds in initial exposure; Quirk
(R3), obsessed with accumulating one
thing (powers, riches, jewels, magical
items, ere.)
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Attack Resistance:
NonechanredWeapons(R5), +5D to damage resistance rolls against relevant attacks;
Immortality (Rl), having the power of its
gaze directed back at its eyes will kill it
permanently; Shapechanging (R2), crow
or coyote with Additional Effect (Rl),
can alter size; Ultravision (R3), negates
up to 6 points of modifiers for dim or
dark conditions

Llght°~ Stor-wt1 Spell;
Skill Used: Conjuration
Difficulty: 13
Effect: 15 (damage 5D)
Range: 15 merers (+6)
Speed: +6
Duration: 3 rounds (+6)
Casting Time: l. 5 seconds (-1)
Other Aspects: I round (-4)
Countenance (-1): Hair raises from
static electriciry

Gesture (-2): Make quick,
jagged motions with arms (fairly
simple)
Makingquick.,jagged motions with his
arms begins the lightning storm spell. If
successful, powerful electricity charges up
within the caster, doing no harm to him
save the raising of his hair. He may then
cast a lightning bolt once in each of the
nextthreerounds. To hit the target, he must
make a separate apportation roll against a
standard combat difficulty number. The

0

mage may add the result points bonus of

the spell total to the damage.

W~Spw
Skill Used: Alteration
Difficulty: 15
Effect: 12 (-2D to Physique)
Range: 10 meters (+5)
Speed: +5
Duration: 1.5 minutes (+10)
Casting Time: 1 round (-4)
Other Aspects:
Gescure (-2): Point at target then let
arm fall limp (fairly simple)
Focused (+4)
The mage points at the target and lets
his arm fall limp as he finishes the spell.
The victim's strength is sapped (and her
Physique reduced by 2D) for the duration
of the spell.

0
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One of the most curious obsessions that necromancy has is the fascination with animating individual body parts without some kind of unifying
structure, namely, a torso, to connect chem. While
a floating head may not be a combat effective as an
axe-wielding skeleton or as good at manual labor
as a zombie, these "spare parts" given Ufe have uses
all their own.
The disembodied pan typically serves some ghost
or a practitioner of magic, but it can also be found
1 1 - - - - - - J in areas where mass risings of the dead occur; since
not all corpses that rise from their graves are intact,
a horde of the walking dead may be accompanied by
a slew of disembodied parts. Additionally, a persis-· 11 ,.- tent zombie or skeleton that's chopped up may still
(i\AI" have limbs that can yet function, even if the body
or skull is destroyed. Nonetheless, these examples
are not as intelligent or purposeful as those under
the control of a necromancer or spirit: They simply
anack anything living they can find.
A hand, foot, arm, leg, or head that can move
on its own through some mystical force generally
.,,___,.,.,...,,, must use its natural cools, such as fingers or coes,
co actually gee anywhere by crawling or hopping.
In some cases, these disembodied parts may have
the ability to levitate; thus they can ay at low
altitudes of a few feet. This often happens when
some kind of poltergeist possesses the extremity,
bur a talented spellcascer may give his creations
this power as well.
Aside from the floating or "hopping" head, all
disembodied parts have one fundamental drawback:
a lack of senses. The common animated hand, a
favorite lab assistant to the necromancer, has no sense
ofsight, hearing, smell, or taste. Instead, rhey have
a rudimentary sense that allows them to understand
spatial differences so that they can navigate, detect
threats, and distinguish the nature of many objects.
This ability does have limitations; for instance, a
painting may be unique to the disembodied hand
due to texture and brush suoke, bur a photograph
is basically just a glossy piece of paper. Moreover,
most disembodied hands can follow the orders of
their masters but not understand conversation. Thus,
they makes good thieves but poor spies.

Of course, from the necromantic point of view,
a disembodied limb is a cheap minion as it requires
less magic co create and uses up many of the pans
that are left over from their other experiments. Parts
other than the limbs and head could be animated,
but largely they are just created as dirty jokes and
have little practical value. Necromancers have a very
odd sense of humor.

TyplcaLV~Prut'
Reflexes 30: brawling 40, dodge 50+2, melee L - - - - - - - - - '
combat 30+2, sneak 4D+2
Coordination 2D
Physique 20+2: running 3D, stamina 3D
Knowledge 1D
Perception 20: hide 50, search 30
Presence lD: intimidation 4D

Strength Damage:
10
Move: 5
Fate Points: 0
Character Points:
0

Body Points: 18
Wound levels: 3
Natural
Abilities: spatial awareness;
immunity to
poison, effects
of pain, and
mental anacks
or abilities; slow
levitation (generally only in
heads); small
size (scale
value 2 to 4)

Dinosaurs mastered the planet during the
Jurassic period (206 to 144 million years
ago). Huge sauropods, flowering plants,
and primitive birds made their first appearance during this age. Pterosaurs rook to the
skies and soared over the prehistoric world.
Tectonic pressure tore Pangaea apart, and
the Laurasia and Gondwana land masses
emerged from the seismic struggle. The
early portion of th is period is referred to as
the Lias (206 to 180 million years ago), the
middle is the Dogger (180 to 154 mWion
years ago), and the remainder is known as
the Malm (154 to 144 million years ago).
The planet's reptile-like mascers reached
their peak during the Cretaceous period
(144 ro 65 million years ago) and became
extinct by its conclusion. The remnants
of Pangaea fractured further to form the
present-day continents, oceans receded and
polar ice began to form as they grew colder.
Forry percent of the known dinosaurs lived
in the last 15 million years ofthis period. The
beginning of the Cretaceous is known as che
Nerocoian (144 to 127 million years ago),
the m iddle is the Gallic (127 to 89 million
years ago), and the latter part is called the
Senonian (89 co 65 million years ago).
Allosauruses had vertebrae that were
different from other dinosaurs. These beasts

Although modern people might prefer to
presume otherwise, humans were not the
original masters of the planet. Long before
the first pyramid, before the invention of
the wheel, and before the first human word
was spoken, the Mesozoic Era (248 to 65
million years ago) was known as the age
of reptiles. Earth was quite different when
dinosaurs dominated the planer. Its climate
was warmer, and mild seasons promoted
the growth of lush foliage. There was no
polar ice, the sea level was higher, and the
continenrs were still joined to form Pangaea,
the supercontinent.
The Mesozoic era followed the great
Permian extinction, which ended after
the world's ecosystem became depleted
and Earth saw its largest mass extinction.
Fortunately for modern people, many new
life forms appeared in the vacuum left by
those who were ill-sui ted to survive.
The age of reptiles is divided into three
periods. Dinosaurs and mammals first
appeared during the Triassic period (248
to 206 million years ago). A global extinction heralded the end of this period, bur it
paled in comparison to the Permian. Marine
reptiles hunted the ocean depths.
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had powerful $-shaped necks and lived in
the Malm {late Jurassic) period. They were
carnivores chat could grow up co 11 merers
in length, and they stood five merers tall
on powerful hind legs. The skull of an
adult was nearly a merer in length. Bony
ridges sat above the eyes and on the tip of
its head. Mature specimens weighed in at
two metric cons, depending on the species.
This creacure had a bulky body, a massive
rail, and heavy bones. Its front arms were
short and ended in three-fingered hands
that sported sharp claws.
Ankylosaurids traveled ·on all fours and
dined on low-lying planes during the Cretaceous period. The majority of their back
was fused together to form heavy armored
plates. These creatures wore a tough, reptilian hide and used a flexjble, club-like tail
made oflarge, bony clumps oftissue ro drive
off persistent predarors. There were more
than 20 species of ankylosaurids, which
ranged from 5. 5 to 10 meters in length. The
skull of these creatures was broad and thick.
They were slow-witted, ponderous beasts
who relied on their armor for survival.
An apatosaUJ'US was a gigantic creature
that grazed during the Malm period. This
particular dinosaur species had a small head,
long neck, and pillar-like legs. Their nostrils
are on the top of their heads.
The herbivore's massive body
capered. Full-grown adult specimens could reach 27 meters in
length, srood nearly five meters
tall at the hips, and weighed 24
metric tons. This creature was a
member of the diplodocid familyandswallowedsrones to help
it grind up tough plant matter.
The apacosaurus is absent from
many older books of dinosaur
lore because it was mistakenly
labeled as a brontosaurus.
A codacanth is a bizarre
fish that, unlike its primordial
neighbors, managed to survive
the Cretaceous extinction.
Their large eyes detect light
at great depths, but the
creatures are virtually colorblind. Unlike ocher most fish,
their fins are mounted on
maneuverable stalks instead
of being attached to their
body. Full-grown specimens
can weigh 60 kilograms and
reach 1.5 meters in length.

Its scales arc rough to the touch and protect
the coelacanth from predators.
The deinonychus was a swift carnivore
that lived d uring the Gallic portion of the
C retaceous period. le was a Light-weight
predator that used its large eyes to spot
porenciaJ prey. Their long, deft feer each
wielded a devastating, swiveling toe claw.
These weapons were attached to specially
developed toe joints that allowed them
to be raised upward while running and
Hexed forward when on the attack. The
deinonychus's tail was a balancing tool that
kept it stable when it kicked. Unlike other
dinosaurs, these creatures had a cunning
intellect.
An iguanodon was a large herbivore
t hat lived during the Nerocoian (!are Cretaceous) period. It reached nearly I 0 meters
in length when full grown. It used a turclelike, horny beak to harvest vegetation and
was one of the first known dinosaurs with
the abilicy to chew their food from side co
side. This was unusual for reptiles because
they ge nerally lack the proper muscles to
accomplish this task. lguanodons had massive hind legs and lighrer front ones. They
usually traveled on all fours but could rear up
and run on thei r back leg~ co escape predators. The front limbs of iguanodons were
useful for both gathering food and defense,
as the thumbs had viscous spikes.
The pteranodon was a large-crested
member of che pterosaur (wing lizard) family. It was a fish eater that lived during t he
C retaceous period. These creatures shared a
common ancestor with both dinosaurs and
birds. Ar first glance, one m ight chink they
were top-heavy, aerodynamic nightmares.
Appearances however can be quite deceiving because che preranodon had hollow
bones whose walls were bur a millimeter
thick. Some parts of their skeletons were
perforated and connected to the respiracory system. This allowed rh eir blood ro
cool d uring long £lights. Adults weighed
l l to 12 ki lograms when full grown, had
wingspans of up ro seven meters in length,
and were nearly two meters long.
The stegosaurus wore triangular, bony
plates along their spines that were nearly 76
centimeters wide in full-grown specimens.
These protective plates were well nourished
by blood vessels which were embedded in
them and may have helped regulate the
d inosau r's tempe rature. The herbivore
leviathans walked the earth during the

Malm period and had minute brains. A
mature stegosaurus could grow to I 0 meters
in length, stand nine feet tall, and weigh a
metric ton. They defended themselves with
the huge spikes ac the end of their flexible
rails that could reach 1.3 meters in length.
The quanticyofrail spikes varied depending
on the species of stegosaurus. Stegosaurus
stenops defended itself with four spikes,
while Stegosaurus ungulates wielded eight.
A triceratops was a huge herbivore
(almost three meters rall and eight meters
long) that walked the earth on all fours.
Its name means "Three-horned face." This
moniker came from the hornstharadorned
the beast's head: A short horn rested above
ics parrot-like beak, and rwo longer horns,
which in full-grown animals could get to
over a meter in length, sat above their eyes.
The creature's defense system was completed
by a bony plate (known as a frill) that
projected backwards from its meter long
skull. Triceratops could reach nine meters in
length when full grown and grazed during
the Senonian (lace Cretaceous) period.
Tyrannosaurs dominated their world
during the mid-Senonia n portion of the
Cretaceous period. Full-grown specimens
could weigh up rosix metric cons and stood
12 meters tall. These prehistoric terrors
walked the earth on two long hind legs that
ended in birdlike feet. Each roe sported a
wicked, flesh-ripping claw. The jaws of this
scavenger-carnivore reached to 1.2 meters
in length in mature specimens and Tyrannosaurs ripped into their victims with 50
t~ 60 conical, bone-snapping teeth. These
implements of destruction could grow as
large as 18 centimeters. The beast's skin had
a light, pebble rexrure that was bumpy like
an alligator's.
People have come in contact with the
ancient inhabitants of Earth in all manner
of bizarre ways. Heroes could wash ashore
on a isle where Mesozoic lords scill reign
supreme and view people as a food source.
Scientists could use their generic knowledge
to resurrect extinct predators. Reality might
stun even the most stalwart souls when a
creature who was presumed to have left the
face of the earth lo ng ago suddenly reappears. Such was the case with the rime-lose
coelacanths, which preceded the dinosaurs
and were thought robe extinct. However,
the r umors of its demise appeared to be
greatly exaggerated when a livingspecimen
was caught in 1938!

Typ[,co);A~~
Reflexes 40: brawling 60, dodge SD

Coordination 20
Physique 180: lifting 180+1, running
18D+l
Knowledge 10
Perception 30: search 5 D, survival 3 O+ 2,
tracking 50
Presence 20: intimidation 60

Strength Damage: 9D
Move:24
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 64
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage +30;
+5 to combardifficulcy); thick hide (Armor
Value +2); large size (scale value 12)

TypiccilA~~t,d;
Reflexes 2D+2: brawling 4D
Coordination 1D
Physique IOD
Knowledge 10
Perception 20: survival 3D
Presence 2D: intimidation 40, willpower

40+1
Strength Damage: 50
Move: 22
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 40
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: tail (damage +20);
thick hide (Armor Value +10+1); spiky
body (damage of 6 to anything that rries
to grab it); large size (scale value 1O)

TypUxil;Ap~~
Reflexes 30: brawling 50

Coordination 1D
Physique 250
Knowledge 10
Perception I 0: hide: self-only 20, search
2D, survival 30
Presence 30: intimidation 4D

Strength Damage: 130
Move: 20

Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0

hide (Armor Value + l); large size (scale
value 1)

Move: 12
Fate Points: 0

Body Points: 85

Typlail;I~

Character Points: 0

Wound levels: 3

Reffexes 40 +2: brawling 70

Body Points: 46

Coordination 10

Wound levels: 3

Physique 80: lifting 80 + l, running 80+ l,
stamina 100

Natural Abilities: tail spikes (damage
+20 ); thick hide (Armor Value +2); large
size (scale value 13)

Natu.ralAbilities:stomp (damage +10);

tail (damage+ 1O); thick hide (Armor Value
+ l); water hiding (submerge body while
keeping nostrils above the water; +10 to
hide attempts); large size (scale value 24)

Typlai/;C~
Reffexes 20: brawling 20+ 1
Coordination 10
Physique 50: swimming 50+1
Knowledge 10
Perception 30 : search 30 , survival 40
Presence 10
Strength Damage: 30
Move: 14 (swimming)
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 25
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage+ 1O;+5
to combat difficulty); tough, overlapping
scales (Armor Value +1; protects against
pressure and temperatures extremes)

Typlai/;V~~
Reflexes 40: brawling 70, dodge 80
Coordination 20
Physique 80: lifti ng 8D+ l , run ning
l OD

Knowledge 20
Perception 40: search 50, survival 40,
tracking 50
Presence 30: intimidation 30+1, willpower 30+2
Strength Damage: 40
Move: 20
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 34
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage +l; +5
to combat difficulty); claws (damage +2);
highly developed sense of hearing (+2 to
related skills); quick reactions (-2 to any
surprise combat modifier, +10 to Perception when determining initiative); thick

Knowledge I 0
Perception 30: search 30, survival 40

Typ lai/; Tv(,cerCJ.tojJ ~

Presence 20: incimidation 10

Reflexes 4D+ 1: brawling 80

Strength Damage: 40

Coordination 10

Move: 14

Physique 150: lifting 150+1

Fate Points: 0

Knowledge 10+2

Character Points: 0

Perception 20: survival 30

Body Points: 34

Presence 40: intimidation 40

Wound levels: 3

Strength Damage: 80

NaturalAbilities: thumb claws (damage
+l); thick hide (Armor Value+2); large size
(scale value 12)

Fate Points: 0

Typiatl;Pter-~

Body Points: 55

Reflexes 30: flying 50

Wound levels: 3

Coordination 10+2

Natural Abilities: bite (damage+ 1O;+5
combat difficulty); horns (+2 damage);
thick hide (Armor Value +2); bony frill
(damage resistance +30 against fro ntal
attacks); large size (scale value 10)

Physique 20: lifting 30+2, stamina 40
Knowledge 20
Perception 20: search 60, survival 20+2,
tracking 40

Move: 12
Character Points: 0

to

Presence 20

Typlail;

Strength Damage: 10

Tyv~~

Move: 4 (ground)/25 (flight)
Fate Poipts: 0

Reflexes 80: brawling 100, dodge 30
Coordination 2D

Character Points: 0

Physique 200

Body Points: 16

Knowledge 10

Wound levels: 3

Perception 30: search 40, survival 40,
tracking 30+1

Natural Abilities: highly developed
sense of sight (+3 co related skill totals);
watchful (+1 to investigation, search, and
tracking totals); wings (can Ay or glide for
several hundred kilometers or as long as
there are thermals co keep them aloft)

Typiatl;St~~
Reflexes 20+2: brawling 60
Coordination 20
Physique 120: lifting 140
Knowledge 10
Perception 30: search 20, survival 40
Presence 20: intimidation 20
Strength Damage: 70

Presence 70: intimidation 80
Strength Damage: l OD
Move: 18
Fate Points: 0
C haracter Points: 0
Body Points: 70
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage +40;
+5 co combat difficulty); highly developed
sense of hearing (+2 to related skill totals);
highly developed sense ofsight (+1 to related
skill totals); highly developed sense ofsmell
(+3 to related skill totals); thick hide (Armor
Value +2); large size (scale value 12)

Parapsychologists believe doppelgangers
to be unique in theparapsychological world
because they arc living spirits. In other
words, although composed of the same
energies as ghosts and polcergeists, they are
noc che produce of the spiric world, nor do
they belong co one who is deceased. Doppelgangers are little known in a "natural"
stare, and generally only become known
when chey impose themselves in the lives
of victims. At that point, the damage they
can cause is tremendous.
A doppelganger can take che shape of
any ocher living being. Ir seems co have
chree distinct "phases" of growth, although
there may be intermittenc scares. The firsc is
the shadow scare, where che doppelganger
exists merely as a peripheral spirit. The
victim may catch what she thinks is her
reflection in the mirror, albeit slightly off,
or her shadow might not quite match up
with her actions.
The second is the pupper form, although
who is the puppcr is open to incerprcration.
Here the doppelganger exists as an entity
only the vietim is aware of, usually offering
advice. Ac this scage, the victim may think the
doppdganger-who appears identical to che
victim - is merely "the man in the mirror"
taken co an exrreme; the ideas it proposes are
seldom so outlandish as co be against some
aspect of his personality. This advice can be
good or bad, helpful or wicked.
This second scare may be briefer skipped
entirely for the third: independence. Ac
chis stage che doppelganger exists entirely
independent of rhc victim. Although
some doppclgangers are benign or merely
mischievous (or occasionally even helpful),
once they arc independent they arc usually
harmful, duping friends and loved ones ...
usually for sinister purposes. Depending on
the victim's sratus or resources, these "evil
twins" can destroy scores of lives by their
actions. These deeds can be as direcr as
killing the victim's loved ones, or as subtle
as foscering discord in a community. If the
doppelganger is nor stopped, ir usually ends
the process by disappearing - leaving the
victim co pick up the pieces of his life-or
killing the victim and assuming his place
in the world.
Once a doppclganger achieves independence, ic can evolve itself beyond the
limitations of the victim. For example,

a chemist named Dr. Jeckyl released his
doppelgangcr, which rapidly evolved into
a distincc and lecherous individual - one
whose powerful body bore little resemblance co the mousy scholar.
What motivates or fuels the spirit is
unknown. Jes actions are usually antithetical to the desires of che viccim in
some fashion, especially in its lacer stages.
However, this does not necessarily translate
to "evil"; an English miser was replaced by
his doppelganger and became a paragon of
generosity. Although che prevailing theory
is chat doppelgangers usually represent dark
desires made manifest, there are plenty
of ocher theories, such as "time echoes"
of alternate people who cross over and
assume che new life. There are few reliable accounts of doppelgangers withour a
victim, although it is at least possible for
free-roaming specimens co exist. Such a
spirit would be nondisrinccly humanoid,
comprised ofa similar blob by form to more
advanced ghosts. Although a typical doppelganger lives our its life wich one victim
(and moves out of its indistinct form co a
specific one quickly), a doppelganger who
cargeted multiple people would probably
have an unfocused form that it periodically
cakes. Regardless, a doppclganger never has
a shadow or reflects in mirrors.
Some theorize char everybody has a
doppelganger, bur only in select people are
they able co manifest. Ochers discount chis
possibility, ifonlyco retain enough comfort
for sleep at night.

Typlcal;Vopp~
Reffexes 30: brawling 40, dodge 40,
sneak 4D
Coordination 30
Physique 3D
Knowledge 3D
Perception 3D
Presence 3D: charm 5D, command 5D,
con 5D, disguise 5D, intimidation 5D,
persuasion 5D, willpower 6D
Strength Damage: 2D

Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 19

Move: I 0

Character Points:

4

Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Quirk (Rl), doesn't
cast shadows or appear in mirrors and has
no chance co overcome chis; Quirk (R2),

~
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strong desire to affect life of victim whose
formic is assuming (Difficult willpower roll
to avoid doing so)
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Intangibility (R3),
+9D co damage resistance score against
p hysical and energy attacks; Invisibility
(R 14), + 14 to dodge, sneak, and hide totals;
Longevity (Rl); Master of Disguise (R2),
+5 bonus to disguise rolls and +2D co all
Presence rolls related to a disguised form;
Shapeshifting (R6), any humanoid shape
with Restriction (Rl) prefers to remain
in one mimicked form until it fulfills ics
goals (Modcracc willpower roll co change
shapes)
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EvWClo-wrw
The transient nature of traveling shows
such as carnivals and circuses lure all manner ofstrange characters and mystical entities. lc's for good reason that carnie folk are
highly superstitious; interlopers carry with
chem a sort of supernatural baggage that
flourishes in the soup ofsin and innocence
that pervades the big top. One of the many
types of paranormal denizens ofthe traveling show are the evil downs.
While not as common in circuses and
carnivals as ghosts and specters these
creatures are far more dangerous. Commonly, they serve as minions ofa powerful
spellcaster and come in bands offive to 12,
dependingon thesizeofthetravelingshow.
Once simple performers, these clowns are
hosts for minor spirits, summoned by the
controlling mage, and are used to fulfill
the evil schemes of their master.
Aside from the tendency for sadistic
behavior, which can be reigned in by the
master, these minions can be detected by
runes and occult markings inscribed upon
their faces. The heavy make-up char the evil

a Difficult sight-based Perception check to
detectwithouta detailed inspection. Killing
the master can facilitate rhe release of the
minion clowns, bur in some cases, amnesia,
madness, and even death have resulted from
sudden release from the enchananent.
Another type of rain ted clown that is bya
malevolent poltergeist ofgrearstrengrh, one
that does nor need the help of a spellcaster.
It's sometimes called a solitaire down or harlequin. When bonded, the union of clown
and beasr becomes a murderous engine for
terror that cannot besropped by mere force.
Killing this down, regardless if how much
damage is done ro the corporeal body, will
only put the creature inro a rorpor lasting
1D days. After this time, the evil clown rises
again at sunset and seeks its revenge.
The only way to end the exiscence of
the solitaire is ro remain it with bonds
made from its home ground, generally the
remains of the carnival, circus, or amusement park it haunts. These bonds must be
sturdy enough to contain the creature, as
they have no special ability to neutralize his
supernatural strength and cunning. Once
restrained, on his territory, the evil spirit
must then be exorcised from the person.
If the down has been possessed for some
time, the man or woman left behind will
generally be an insane shell ofa person who
would require years, perhaps decades, of
therapy ro rehabilitate. However, as long
as the host lives, there's a chance the angry
spirit willre rum to resurrect the vile clown
once more ...
All evil clowns share a few common
traits. Generally, they have comical names,
such as Bonzo, Yucks, or Honker, and they
find inflicting pain extremely humorous.
Ir fills them with joy to emenain one
moment, then to sadistically torture their
audience the next. In combat, they use all
manner of modified props to cause their
opponents as much pain as possible before
dealing a lethal blow. These instruments
include pies filled with razor blades, poison-spewing plastic flowers, and oversized
guns that shoot plumes of flame.
There have been recorded instances of
evil mimes as well, but in the realm of
the underworld they are considered the
"near-beer" of henchmen.

Kaljoy:Y
One type of evil clown is the killjoy.
They wear bright, multi-colored outfits,
and their faces appear to be covered with
red and white makeup, forming a large
smile on their face - in truth, this is the
"natural" coloration of rheir skin.
KiUjoys prey upon solitary people or
small groups. They tend to stay in the
shadow until they spot a victim. They then
use their abilities to root the person to the
spot. Once th is is accom plished, the killjoy
performs bizarre and gruesome "tricks,"
while the victim is unable ro run away.
Examples of tricks include:

0

• Reaching behind the victim's ear and
"finding" a large, live, squirming rat.
• Performing a card trick in which che
cards are decorated with drawings of che
people being killed in a variety of ways.
• Hitting the victim in the face with a
pie filled with blood.
Though these cricks are terrifying, they
are not dangerous. KiUjoys will seldom
murder lone victims since it is essential that
there be a survivor to spread the word of
the killjoy. When more than one person is
encountered, however, the killjoy usually
picks the victim at random, in a drawn-out
process designed to instill terror in all of the
people present. Once the victim is dead, the
killjoy takes a bite our of the corpse with
its long, razor-sharp teeth. At this poinr,
its job done, it abruptly turns its back on
its victims and walk away. More than one
killjoy has fallen to a sudden, furious assault
by the frightened, but enraged friends of
the victim.
Killjoys never seem to speak, although
whether this is voluncary is unknown. They
are generally solitary creatures, though
they may work with popweasels or one
other killjoy. During the day, they hide
in deserted buildings and fight furiously
if discovered.

0

Popw~
Popweasels are vicious horrors used as a
tool by killjoys, who normally choose the
victim. The killjoy places the popweasel
where it can be found.
Popweasels resemble a jack-in-the-box
or similar toy. They are usually nor more
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than a meter on a side, and they are usually
light enough that a child can carry one.
Popweasels function as normal coys
in the presence of adults, and even seem
normal around children - for a while.
When it decides the time is right, it wiU
change its appearance the next time it is
opened (if there are no adults present). Its
former image of a toy clown is replaced by
that of a d emonic creature. Ir will tower
on its spring, hovering over the child,
and strike the child several times before
recreating into its box.
At this point, the child will probably
want to stop playing with it. Popweasels
get around this in two different ways: First,
the popweasel can leave its box for a short
period of time to steal small items, which it
leaves partiallystickingourofits box so as to
implicate the child. Second, the popweasel
eventually starts working the crank on its
box from the inside, thus frustrating the
child's efforts to ignore or avoid it.
Eventually, matters come to a head. The
child usually confronts his parents and
demands that it be removed. E ither the
parents open the box to refute the child,
or the popweasel open the box itself. Ac
this point, it appears in monster form and
attacks the entire family with the intention
of killing everyone. Should the: family try
to run away, it jumps out of its box and
pursue them on foot.
If the popweasel is successful in slaughtering the family, it crawls back imo its box
and wait for the deed to be discovered.
Often, the popweasel is donated to a needy
family or orphanage.
Outside ofits box, popweasels appear as
ugly, grey creatures, about 40 centimeters
tall, and vaguely man-shaped, but soft,
doughy, and hairless.

Typ[,cal; f vw Clow vv
Reflexes 3D: acrobatics 4D, brawling
4D+2, dodge 4D, melee combat 40
Coordination 2D: marksmanship 20+2,
missileweapons3D+l, throwing3D+ 1:
juggling +20
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Presence 2D: charm: comedy 3D+2,
intimidation 40, willpower 40
Strength Damage: 20
Move: 10, despite big shoes
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Devotion (R3), co
master; Quirk (R3), comically violent and
violently comical
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Iron Will (R3), +3D
to willpower rolls; Omnivorous (Rl) with
Additional Effect (R2), does not need to
eatordrink, and Burn-out(Rl), disappears
when invading spirit is exorcised
Equipment: dubs, knives, chainsaws,
bowling pins, pies, beach balls, pool
balls, colorful handkerchiefs, oversized
hammers, or similar items (damage +10;
due to the ludicrous nature, the target
has a better chance of getti ng out of the
way and the clown's attack difficulty is
increased by +5)
Note: Solitaires have + 1D to all physical skills.

Typ[,cal; KiUjoy
Reflexes 30: acrobatics 30+1, brawling
40, climbing 50, dodge 30+2, meJee
combat 30+2, sneak 40+1
Coordination 2U: sleight of hand
50+1
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Disadvantages: Quirk (R3), comically
violent and violently comical
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Natural Hand-toHand Weapon: Teeth (Rl), damage+ l D;
Immortality (Rl), ki!Ung it with a prop
it used to torture someone else will kill it
permanently
Equipment clubs, mallets, bowling pins,
blood pies, beach balls, pool balls, colorful
handkerchiefs, oversized hammers, or similar items (damage+ 1D; due to the ludicrous
nature, the target has a better chance of getting out of the way and the clown's attack
difficulty is increased by +5)

Typ[,cal;Popw~
Reflexes 3D+ 1: brawling 40, climbing
3D+2, dodge 40, jumping 30+2,
melee combat 40, sneak 40+2
Coordination 1D+2
Physique 2D: lifting 3D+l
Knowledge 2D
Perception 40: hide 40+2, search
4D+2
Presence 3D: con 40+2, intimidation
4D+l, willpower 40
Psionics 1D: telepathy 6D
Strength Damage: 20
Move:

IO

Fate Points: 0
C haracter Poinu: 0
Body Points: 16

Physique 40: lifting 50

Wound levels: 3

Knowledge 20+ 1

Natural Abilities: sharp teeth (damage
+2); box (Armor Value+ 1D + l); immortal
(can only be killed through a damagedealing ritual involving "Pop Goes the
Weasel"); small size (scale value 6 - scale
value 4 when in box)

Perception 30+1: hide 50+2, search
40
Presence3D+l:con 5D, intimidation4D,
persuasion 40, willpower 4D
Psionics 1D: telepathy 60
Strength Damage: 3D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3

Physique 30

Body Points: 22

Knowledge 20+2: scholar: occult 30+2

Wound levels: 3

Perception 20+2: artist: face painting
40+2, hide 3D, search 40

I
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Unfortunately, for every person who lives the
"""'~IA good life, thereare many who exist in abject poverty.
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The sun secs hard on the downtrodden as they face
heartbreaking choices. Which child do they feed
today? Can they survive another night in the elemencs? Things the fonunace take for granted such
as sanitary water, education, medicine, and even
the simplest of hopes are mere fantasy for much
of the world.
Those who survive are greeted by another day of
misery and long co break free of the never ending
hell they are forced to endure. Souls such as these
are ripe for charismatic leaders co harvest. These
shepherds gather their flock by raking advantage of
the ignorance and desperation ofthe destitute. They
fan the fires of revolution and wield che masses as a
terrible force that can bring nations to their knees.
Unforcunarely, these tin gods are mere mortals that
often succumb to the Aaws of the spirit. Much to
rhe dismay of their followers, their uropian dreams
_j soon tarnish and turn into all roo familiar chains
of bondage.
Time and again in
the course of history,
powerful leaders have
left their terrible mark
upon humanity as many
followed power's siren's
song. Their agendas
gave birth to che likes
of the Third Reich,
ignited the flames of
che Cold War, and
launched the terrorist
agenda of the modern
age.
Sadly, there's a
wealth of hisrory
to draw upon for
ideas. Campaigns
sec in the World
War II era mighr
find heroes helping resistance factions in a war-corn
country as they is
cry co repel a Nazi
assaulc. In Wild
West secrings, the
characrers could
stumble upon

a plot by post-Civil War confederates who wish
to poison the capitol's water supply as they seek
revenge for their lose cause. Foreign agents make

apr villains in espionage plots as the characters seek
to uncover operatives char threaten co destabilize
che country from within. Terrorists could wreak
havoc in the modern world when they attempt ro
disrupt national politics by launching attacks during
an election year.
Even the derailment or destruction ofanextremist
polirical group may not entirely end their threat.
Surviving members that are dispersed to the winds
may found splincergroups or infect formerly benign
organizations. Groups such as these may well be far
more deadly than their predecessors!

L-----=::::::::::--

Typt,aU;f~vem4t A~
Reflexes 3D: brawling 30+2, dodge 40, melee
combat 30+2, sneak 30+2
Coordination 30: lockpicking40, marksmanship
30, piloting 3D
Physique 20: running 20+2, stamina 30
Knowledge 40: demolitions 50, forgery 40+1,
languages 40+ l, security 40+2
Perception 4D: hide 50, investigation 40+1,
know-how 40+1
P resence 20: con 20+2, disguise 30, persuasion
20+2, willpower 20+2
St rength Damage: 1D
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 16

Move: 10

C haracter Points: 3
Wound Levels: 3

Disad vantages: Devotion (R2), ro agenda;
Employed (R3), by extremist group; Enemy (R3),
national law enforcement agents
Ad vantages: Conracrs (R2), member ofespionage r-- - - - - - = : !
network; Trademark Specialization (R2), +20 to
forgery totals
Special Abilities: Endurance (RI), +3D to
Physique or stamina checks when performing taxing
physical tasks; Fast Reactions (Rl), +10 to Perceptio11 when determining initiative md may rake an
additional action once per round for up to three
times during an adventure; Immunity (Rl), + 10
to Physique or stamina checks when determining
whether they have conrracred an illness or suffering
from ingested poisons; Master of Disguise (Rl), +5
to all disguise totals and + 10 to any Pmmce-based
actions while in that disguise; Uncanny Aprirude
{Rl), + 1 to Knowledge-related skills

I
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Cults have existed nearly as long as
,_ _ ___..__ civilization. H umanity is a fractious, conflict-prone lot that seeks a homogeneity
that historically has p roven impossible ro
achieve. Since the dawn of time, people
have tried to convert others to their way
,.__ ___..__ of thinking. This has been true of philoso-
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phy, strategy, efficiency, and perhaps most
impo rta ntly, religion.
In more prim itive times, men and
women worshiped a vast variety of gods,
some of which allegedly were the incarnation of dark, evil impulses that dwelled in
the back of every mind. As often as not,
these religions were merely an excuse for
its adherents to indulge in the basest, most
vile practices without the need ro feel guilt
or concern for their actions. Such religions
often preached violence, and conflicts with
other religions were common. In time,
these widely reviled groups were crushed
beneath the heel oflargergroupswho could
not tolerate their excesses, either because
it offended their own religions tenets or
because they found the cult's practices
deplorable on a personal level. Because
of this history of persecution, those who
worshiped dark gods or conducted dark
practices learned ro conceal their actions
from others who might destroy them for
their "blasphemy."
Over the course of thousands of years,
the term "cult" has come ro have a number
of meanings. The types of cults discussed
above still exist, certainly, hidden in the
crannies of society so that their members might worship evil powers in hopes
of achieving some level of that power
themselves. The term cult also has come
to apply to the followers of particularly
charismatic individuals, however, who
may not necessarily preach a particular
religious dogma. Often these individuals
take an established religion and alter it to
suit their needs, perhaps changing a respect
fo r mercy into the notion ofshowing mercy
ro one's enemies after defeating them, or a
holy text indicating followers should turn
away fro m sin into a mandate ro eliminate
sinners altogether.

-~Hil

Traditional fanatical cultists are a furtive, maniacal lot. They adhere to religious
strictures that most canno t understand
while willingly participating in rituals that
virtually every established religion would
find both degrading and repulsive. They
typically give their lives for the cult without
hesitation, certain in the notion that they
will be amply rewarded in the afterlife.
These individuals may possess some sorr
of mystical abilities, if their dark patron
is a legitimate entity willing to invest in
its followers, or they may sim ply have
ritualistic weapons they use to kill others
in the name of their false god.
The more modern incarnation of a cultist is a fanatical follower of some radical
splinter religion, a weak-minded innocent
who has effectively been brainwashed into
accepting a doctrine they might otherwise
find offensive. Their zeal makes them
dangerous, and like their uadirional
counterpart, they all too often offer
up their lives without hesitation. Such
individuals often have access to militarygrade fi rearms, as violence is a mainstay
of many modern cults.

Reflexes 30: brawling 3D+2, dodge
. 4D
Coordination 3D: marksmanship
4D
Physique 3D: running 3D+ 1
Knowledge 2D: scholar: (specific
splinter religion) 4D
Perception 2D: search 3D, streetwise 3D+l
Presence 2D: disguise 3D, charm
2D+l, intimidation 3D
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Infamy (Rl ), often
regarded as dangerous or deranged by others; Devotion (R4), follow leader without
question, up ro and including death; Q uirk
(RI), often bear the mark or insignia of
their order on their person at all times
Advantages: Contacts (Rl ), other
members of cult
Special Abilities: Uncanny Aptitude
(Rl), +5 ro willpowercorals when resisting
attempts ro convert away from cult
Equipment: normal clothing; ceremonial robes; heavy firearm (damage 4D) or
ritual blade (damage +ID)

Fey folk come in many forms; among the most
--~"-" often seen manifesrarionsare the brownie, the fairy,
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the leprechaun, nymph, and the pixie. These are not
rhe only forms that the fey folk come in, as they
are associaced with everything in nacure and some
artificial constructions as wd1.
Brownies are tied to their natural surroundings,
mostly co wooded areas, never venturing more than
a half a kilometer from their home trees in their
lifecime. They consider it their duty co keep the
crees safe, as best they can, from harm. They have
a dimusr of humanity because they mostly see only
rhe destruction char they bring.
They vary from five to 15 centimecers in height
and are nearly weightless. They have dark brown
skin and dothes that allow them to blend into the
background. Most of the time, they're found in
form-firring brown tunics and peaked caps. Their
hair color ranges from dark blonde to dark brown.
They have delicate four-section wings that look vel)'
much like a dragonAy's wings on their otherwise
humanoid bodies.
Brownies live between 70 and 100 years if their
tree is undisturbed, but they will perish within a
few days if it's killed and the brownie cannot find
vi.-~o111 an unoccupied tree.
The brownie community usually only consists
of a few dozen brownies ar most, and a forest may
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have several dozen brownie communities per square
kilomecer. The oldest male heads each brownie
community, and the oldesc male in a contiguously
wooded area is dedared the brownie king. His word
is law throughout the woods and is not questioned
by ocher brownies.
The seed from a brownie tree thac grows for live
seasons will spawn a brownie of its own.
Fairies seem overwhelmingly female from the
human viewpoint. This is because the male fairy
rends to shy away from any contact while the
females are insatiably curious and meddlesome.
They're most commonly found in gardens, especially
ones that are rarely cended and have many differenc L-----=:::::=-plancs in chem.
They appear wearing shimmering long gowns
that Aow in the slighcest breeze. They look totally
humanlike, with che exception that they are only
three co 10 centimeters in height. They have wings
like their Brownie cousins but also have been known
to appear without them.
Fairies have the ability, for short periods to change ......_ _..;;;..._ ___..__
their appearance, such as hiding their wings or
becoming human sized. They can maintain human
size no longer than 30 minutes a day, and when
they appear without wings, they can'c fly without
casting a spell.
The leprechauns are the most mischievous and
potentially destructive of the fairies. They're also the
£tp/
most sought after by humanity because their magic
11
deals with money and alcohol.
--<:! .......
The leprechaun is the ~
largest of che fairies, being
up to three-quarters of a

meter rail. They appear to be
chubby humanoids dressed
in bright green clothes and •
carrying a walking stick.
They always have a smile
on their faces and a slight t -lilt in their voice.
They're only found on
lonely roads and at the end
of the rainbow. By their
nature, they're solitary
creatures, rarely coming
into contact with another
of their kind in their 100year lifespan.
The leprechaun springs
forth from a rainbow that's
not claimed by an existing
leprechaun. This is a rare
event since leprechauns

- - - - --=!

with out rainbows are quick co leap on a new rain bow
so they can retain their magic. This keeps leprechauns
as a nearly level number throughout time.
Water nymphs appear as beautiful human females
with long flowing hair, usually green, blue, or brown.
The key differences are their lower bodies; fresh-water
nymphs have lower bodies of mermaids while saltwater nymphs have the lower torso of a seahorse.
In their natural form, the nymph averages a half
a meter in length from head to tail and wears no
clothing, using only her hair for modesty, if she
desires any at all. They can transform for up to a
quarter of an hour a day into human female form,
r\----'°=""'_J which is covered in a short gown of same color as
the nymph's hair.
Those who have seen them and survived have
cold tales of their incredible beauty. They also tell
anyone who will listen never to look them in the
eyes or listen co their song or all will be lost.
Nymphs come together in small colonies, usually
associated with a magical water location. In fresh
water, this is mostly quiet coves ofsmooth lakes and
quiet eddy pools of rivers. In salt water, they tend
co gravitate co coral reefs just off the coast.
While nymphs mean no harm to humans in general, they need human males in order ro reproduce.
They use their charms and enchantmenrs co entice
males into joining them in the water. This resulcs in
the death of the male from drowning, but it allows
the nymphs to continue as a species.
Pixies are associated with a wide variety of narural
locations and events. A predominantly female species, pixies look like humans with dragonfly wings.
They arc between l 0 and 20 centimeters in height.
They are practically weightless and have been seen
running across the top of still water, using their
wings only for balance.
Pixies have long golden hair and, unlike any other
fey, they give off a faint glow of a magical aura. This
aura only appears when the pixie is moving and is
......,""'.,.._ about as bright as a fireAy's light.
These fey live in loosely defined clusters in magical
areas. They tend to flit from place co place within
their "domain," never establishing a real home
location as an individual. There can be upwards of
---~_J a 100 pixies in an area the size of a football field,
while other areas may not have a pixie for hundreds
of square kilometers.
Pixies are free spirits and have no real hierarchy.
When a question comes up, the individual pixie
answers it to her own satisfaction without consulting the rest of the cluster. This, necessarily, leads
co anarchy, and thus the Pixie cluster tends co be
a chaotic place.

Pixies hide from human contact unril they are
about to be discovered, and then they burst forth in
a maneuver designed co confuse a possible attacker
and allow the fey co escape co another part of their
domain.
If caught and not harmed, the fey folk will often
exchange their freedom for a single wish. These v .......A'IJ
wishes are limiced co the fey folk's interpretation of
the wish, the restrictions of the fey's magic, and the
boundaries ofics domain, so the wish often doesn't ........,._
end up as the person making the wish intended.
Wishes arc starred "I wish" and then the wish.
There are no clauses or reservations. Wishing for
wishes is also noc permissible. If clauses, reserva- 1---------'
tions, or more wishes are introduced, then the
wish will be lost. Once a wish is used or lose, the
fey folk will vanish.
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Typlcol;fey foilv
Reflexes 3D: acrobatics4D, brawling3D+ l, climbing 3D+l, dodge 4D+2,jumping3D+l, melee
combat 30+1, sneak SD
Coordination 20
Physique IO+I: lifting 4D, running SD, swimming 40+2
Knowledge 30: languages 40+ 1, medicine 3D+2,
navigation: own territory 50
Perception 3D+2: hide SD+2, investigation 4D,
search 4D, survival 40+2
Presence 30: con SD, charm 40, persuasion 3D+2,
willpower 4D+ 1
Magic SD: alteration 60, apportation SD+l,
conjuration 60+ l
Strength Damage: 2D
Fate Points: 1
Body Points: I 4

Move: l 0

Character Points: 3
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R4), will die if
removed from home environment for more than r..---..~---=~
one day or if environment is destroyed; Advantage
Flaw (RI), spell effeccs limiced by domain; Devotion
(R3), co home environment
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Lucic: Great (R2)
Notes: Brownies, Fairies, and Pixies also have flying of 4D+2, the Advantage Size: Small (R4). scale n:ii~.-...
value l 0 to 12, and the Special Ability Flight (R2),
flying Move of40. Leprechauns have the Advantage
Size: Small (RI), scale value 3. Nymphs have the
Advantage Size: Small (RI), scale value 3, and the
Special Abilities Skill Bonus: Allure (R2), +6 co
chann totals, and Wacer Breathing (R3).
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In the nineteenth century, science gave

- r che world steam engines, telephones, vaccines, and dozens of other marvels that
form the foundation of modern technological achievement. Despite these glorious
acco mplishments, this was also the time
in which darker ambitions festered in
remote castles, basements of sanitariums,
and secluded universities. Th.is twisted,
"mad" science did not make miracles; it
made monsters of flesh and bone.
The first recorded, and perhaps most
famous, incidence of a scientist becoming
obsessed with the grafting of organs and
limbs together to create life from dead

j

is in the tale of Frankenstein's
Monster. Though Dr. Frankenstein
is credited as the father of "mad" or
"weird" science, thesrudyofreanimating lifeless flesh, an untold number of
people have experimented in the field
for centuries. Frankenstein simply had
the good fortune to be the most successful to date and co have been recorded
for posteriry by literature. This said, his
discovery was monumental and most
work after the mid-nineteenth century
was based on his findings.
The basis of the creation of a flesh
construct is founded upon remarkable
surgical skill, fresh pans, and luck. Often
having to use bodies that will not be
easily missed, the mad scientist generally must be resigned to corpses with
several bad organs and gaping wounds.
He combines parts from other cadavers
to build the primary body. This requires
great planning, precise surgery, and excellent storage facilities. (The laborarory of
the mad scientist is often very chilly and
dry to discourage decomposition.)
The primary frame is often heavier than
the original and requires insertion of metal
rods. These increase structural integrity
and assist electrical current to flow into the
body for the reanimation process.
The final stage, when the creature
is given life, is more art than science.
The Frankenstein method dictates the

sources used for animating flesh constructs.
These may include magic, spiritual possession, radiation, and cosmic energies.
The rype of energy used often produces
differences in temperament and strength
of the construct. For instance, constructs
reanimated with magic are generally more
stable and intelligent, bur they can suffer
from anti-magidields and spells.Typically,
the standard flesh construct - a large,
reconstructed human body - makes an
excellent thug and manual laborer, but
Iittle else.

use of electricity, from a source such as

Body Points: 25

lighming; to give the spark of life to the
construct. Unforrunately, such large jolts
can damage nerve endings and neurons,
dulling the creation's intellect and ability
to feel pain. While this may negate the
effects of damage, it increases the danger
chat the construct may injure, or set fue,
to itself without noticing. Moreover, the
construct can often suffer from paranoia,
hallucinations, and an assortment of psychotic behaviors if the brain is severely
damaged. So this "jump-start" must be
precise and carefully monitored.Too much
juice and the subject will be destroyed or
uncontrollable; too little and it will fail co
animate theconscrucc, tainting the subject
for further attempts.
Since the early successes of the science,
there has beena number ofalternate power

Wound levels: 3
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Typ[co.); FleM'v
C~vuct
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Reflexes 2D: brawling 4D, dodge 3D,
melee combat 3D+l
Coordination lD: throwing 3D
Physique 5D (+4): lifting 3D
Knowledge lD
Perception 2D: hide 3D+2
Presence 1D : intimidation 5D, willpower
3D

0

Strength Damage: 3D ( +4)
Move: 8
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0

Disadvantages: Hindrance: Reduced
Move (Rl ), reduced running, jumping,
and swimming Move; Hindrance: Uncoordinated (R5), +5 to brawling, melee
combat, and throwing difficulties; Quirk
(R3), Very Difficult willpower attempt co
overcome fear of fire
Advantages: Size: Large (Rl ), scale
value 2
SpecialAbilities: Hardiness (R2), +2 to
damage resistance corals with Additional
Effect (Rl 0), ignores all Wound penalties
up to and including Morrally Wounded;
Increased Attribute: Physique (R4), +4 to
related totals

0

As long as there have been folks with
free time and meets where they could
roam, there have been street gangs. Traditionally, gangs are groups of hard-living
individuals united by some common bond
,_ _ _ _ or theme. This bond may seem trivial t0
outsiders - such as living on the same
street, belonging to the same church, or
working at the same profession - but for
those heavily into the gangs it can be an
all-important distinction. Although they
usually consist of a majority of men, many
gangs accept female members ... as long
as they're tough enough and are willing to
pledge loyalry.
As the name implies, gangs generally
differ from organized crime by their lack
oforganization and long-term goals. However, even this distinction can crumble as
gangs become larger and more ambitious,
and local authorities fail to see the distinction with large enough gangs. In fact, most
powerful cartels started out as "gangs."
Gangs have existed since the United
States' founding, beginning with the Ooanne
Gang in the 1780s. This
band, led by Moses
Doanne, claimed they
were robbing towns
in New Jersey and

-
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Pennsylvania to prove

0-

their allegiance to the
British, while keeping
all the proceeds themselves. This gang lasted
until Moses' capture in
1788, falling apart like
most gangs led by one
charismatic or powerful
individual.
The middle of the
nineteenth cencury
brought a "renaissance"
ofgangs to the large cities of the United States.
At this exciting time
of growth, disparate
people - usually of
different immigrating
ethnic groups - lived

in close proximiry more than at any time
in the nation's past. For many of these
downtrodden groups, joining forces with
others ofsimilar backgrounds was the only
way to ensure survival.
Although many believe gangs are inherently violent or wicked, this isn't always
true. Gangs sometimes form as a defensive
maneuver, ensuring the safery of its members from other gangs. It's even possible
for gangs to serve good purposes, acting
as surrogate police and communiry support; law enforcement sparsely patrol poor
sections of many cities, so membership in
a gang helps supply protection and - if
necessary- retribution. Ofcourse, in the
middle of a huge brawl involving dozens
or even hundreds of participants, most
police don't really care about who started
it or the motivations behind it.
Although srreet gangs rose to prevalence
in the cities, they first captured the public imagination in the Wild West. Here,
bands of desperadoes rode together on
horseback, robbing stagecoaches, banks,
and saloons. The Reno Gang expanded
this repertoire in 1866 with the first train

robbery. Most Western gang members were
skilled in horse riding and shooting, and
their presence added to the overall image
of the "lawless" frontier.
Other Wild West gangs dedicated
themselves to more altruistic purposes.
For example, Missouri "Slickers" banded
together in 1845 to supplement the efforts
oflocal law enforcement in thwarring cattle
and horse rustlers. When these vigilantes
encouncered those they believed were
responsible for the crimes, they "slicked"
their behinds with hickory withes. Their
humiliating technique, though ludicrous,
proved highly effective in reducing crime.
While vigilante gangs were illegal - and,
indeed, many used the excuse ofvigilantism
to pull off their own crimes- the citizenry
still loved them.
Afrer the West was brought kicking
and screaming into the rwentieth century,
the country found itself dealing with
Prohibition. The lack of legal alcohol did
little to seem the tide of gang activity, as
the general rise in lawbreaking gave these
nonorganiz.ed criminals an excuse to act as
ruthlessly as their organized counterparts.

Gang members from this era, like their
brethren from the 1850s, were skilled
primarily in pugilism. These city gangs,
although not terribly organized, could be
huge. One dry brawl in 1857 lasted for
two days; the police were powerless to stop
the thousands of gang combatants.
The modern era of gang activity begins
with the rise of rhe personal firearm.
Although multi-shot firearms were available (and carried) in the Wild West, it
wasn't until the second halfof the twentieth
century that they became inexpensive,
effective, and widely available. While
earlier gangs may have been content with
brawling, extortion, and general mayhem,
these new incarnations add drug smuggling, weapon dealing, and grand theft
to their activities. In addition, where
turf wars between rival gangs would have
been solved through painful bur (usually)
nonfatal fistfights, these modern groups
use firearms to deliver deadly retaliation.
And, unlike fists, bullets can miss their
mark and kill innocent bystanders. The
number of gang members have also risen
along with the general population, with
the largest gangs having tens of thousands
of members in one city.
Another trend that arose in this same
period is the rise of the motorcycle; for
some gangs, this vehicle has replaced the
horse of the Wild West, providing the same
freedom and connection between mount
and rider. An antagonistic motorcycle
gang can prove a frightening threat, with
the roar of the vehicle often covering the
sound of gunfire.
In recent decades, many gangs have
more conspicuously "marked" themselves
in some fashion, reverting to an earlier
trend seen in such Western bands as the
Red Sash Gang. These distinguishing characteristics can either be temporary (such as
wearing a specific color, hat, or weapon)
or permanent (such as a common ratroo,
ritual scar, or dismemberment). If the
latter, undergoing this painful experience
is often the final step of full membership
into the gang.
Another trend that's proving deeply
disturbing to some local police departments
is the migration of gangs from urban areas
to quieter environs. These satellite gangs

are often formed by members ofcity-based
gangs who bring their affiliations and
tactics with them when they move to the
suburbs. The resultant increase in crime
and violence shows that even the most
seemingly safe of communities can suffer
from the effects of gangs.

Typ~Wad!W~

G~M~
Reflcxes30: brawling3D+2,dodge3D+ 1,
riding 4D, sneak 30+2
Coordination 2D: marksmanship 3D
Physique 20+2: stamina 3D
Knowledge 2D
Perception 20+ I: gambling 30+ 1, search
2D+2, screerwise 3D+2, survival 30,
tracking 30
Presence 30: imimidacion 3D+2, willpower 3D+l
Strength Damage: 10
Move: 10

Presence 20+ I: charm 2D+2, con 30+ l,
intimidation 30+ l, willjpower 30
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Enemy {R2), law
enforcement; Infamy (RI), hooligan;
Quirk (Rl), mean-tempered with Moderate willpower roll to ignore slights and
insults
Advantages: Contacts (RI), gang
Special Abilities: none
.Equipment: blackjack (damage +2)

Typ~ Moder-vv

G~M~
Reflexes 30+ I: brawling 3D+2, dodge
30+2, sneak 30+2

Fate Points: 0

Coordination 20+2: marksmanship 30,
piloting 30+2, sleight of hand 30

Character Points: 2

Physique 20+1: lifting 3D

Body Points: 18

Knowledge 20: security 30

Wound levels: 3

Perception 30: search 30+1, streetwise
40

Disadvantages: Enemy (R2), law
enforcement; Infamy (Rl), desperado;
Quirk (Rl), mean-tempered with Moderate willpower roll to ignore slights and
insults
Advantages: Contacts (Rl), gang
Special Abilities: none
.Equipment: leather jacket (Armor Value
+2); Cole .45 Peacemaker (damage 4D+ l;
range 15/30/45; six shots); extra ammo)

Typ~ 1850:r-etttd,t

PvohWULOWfvcv
StveetT~
Reflexes 30+2: brawling 4D+2, dodge
40, sneak4D
Coordination 30: lockpicking 30+2,
sleight of hand 4D, throwing 30+1
Physique 30
Knowledge 2D
Perception 30: gambling 4D, search
30+2, streetwise 40

0

0

Presence 20+2: con 30, intimidation
30+1, willpower 30
Strength Damage: 20
Move: IO
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 17
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Enemy (R2), law
enforcement; Infamy (Rl). hooligan;
Quirk (RI), mean-tempered with Moderate willpower roll co ignore slights and
insults
Advantages: Contacts {RI), gang
Special Abilities: none
.Equipment: trenchcoat or leather jacker
(Armor Value +2); switchblade {damage
+2); length ofchain (damage +10); Glock
17 9mm pist0l (damage 30+2; range
8/16/24; 16 shots); extra ammo

0
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Move: 10
Fate Points: 1
Gadgeteers are the people who make things
and put things back together - and they do it
exceptionally well. These people are vital resources
fo r everyone on any side of a conflict. Call them
grease-monkeys, gearheads, gadgeteers, techies or
whatever, their role is the same, making the toys
better and putting them back together after they
get broken. Gadgeteers are often a vital part of any
ream but they are rarely in the spotlight, usually
their work is behind the scenes making everyone
r1----=--,,...J else's job easier.
For the heroes, gadgeteers are the people who
' keep your vehicles running under impossible
circumstances and repairs things that have been
.11 1- savaged by dinosaurs. The heroic gadgereer always
(/\Al"' has, or makes, the right tool for the current emergency. The heroic gadgeteer will risk any hardship
to make sure her allies equipment is ready and
repaired, even under fire and often at the very last
moment. Speaking with a Scottish accent, however,
is purely optional.
For the viUains, the gadgeteer is the mad scientist
who builds the villain's death ray and aerial fortress,
who oversees their monster-breeding program and
maintains the powered armor of the elite enforcers.
They love money and the chance to play with high
tech toys so much that they blind themselves to
what uses their technical genius is put. Rarely, the
evil gadgeteer will be the main villain of the piece,
using his latest invention to rob banks or steal the
diamonds needed for his ultimate prismatic laser.
~ In either case, the gadgeteer's natural habitat is
his or her workshop. These workshops are usually
~Y packed with items in midrepair, old pieces ofequipment to be cannibalized for parts and half finished
inventions. Exploring a gadgeteer's workspace can
be an adventure in itself.

IV
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Typ{,w);G~eer
Reflexes 2D+2: dodge 3D+2
Coordination 3D: lockpicking 3D+1, marksmanship 4D, piloting 4D
Physique 20+2: lifting 3D
Knowledge3D+2: demolitions4D, securiry4D+ 1,
rech 40+2
Perception 40: investigation 4D+l, repair 7D,
search 40+ 1
Presence 2D: charm D+ 1
Strength Damage: 20

Character Points: 3
Body Points: 18
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Debt (R 1), to supplies; Employed
(Rl); Devotion (R3), to equipment and machines;
Quirk (R3), frequently uses technical jargon
Advantages: Equipment (Rl), special tools and
workshop; Trademark Specialization (Rl), +2D to
any one tech or repair specialization
Special Abilities: Luck: Good (Rl); Skill M ini- L------~
mum (Rl), repair, security, and tech
Equipment: handgun (damage 40); repair kit
(+lD tO repairarremprs)
Note: An evil gadgeteer also has command+ 10
and Equipment (R2), a weird and very dangerous
invention.

Strange menace from another world?
Government experiment gone awry?
Nature's response to the scourge that is
humanity?
When it comes to determining the true
origin of the gargantuan blob, speculation
runs almost as rampant as the blob itself
Regardless of how it came to be, the gargantuan blob is a threat to people, cities, and
- if left unchecked - the world itsel£
The gargantuan blob is a large gelatinous
mass, akin to a cross between an impossibly
large amoeba and a moving lake ofmolasses.
It has no known internal organs or ocher
identifying characteristics, and scientists
have concluded that itseems to violate most
known laws ofbiology. Its boundless hunger
coupled with its ability to digest seemingly

I
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anything makes it a terrifying rhreat. It
seems to possess no intelligence whatsoever,
acting entirely on instinct and the need to
consume. However, its instincts do allow
for survival; it reueats from pain and avoids
digesting the ground beneath it.
It begins life much more modesdy. Its
original state is much smaller, although how
small is unknown. In the earliest stages of
its existence, it seems to go unnoticed or
regarded as little more than a curiosity, and
at slightly larger stages, it devours those who
might report it. It grows at an alarming
rate, gaining substance from the material
around it. It seems to transform what it
digests directly into more ofits gooey mass.
What surprises many about the gargantuan
blob is its amazing speed once it's larger. Its
mass lets it roll along itself, like a wave of
viscous water. le has no intellect or mind
to speak of, reacting to its environment
in a purely instinctual way. However, it
does seem co know where to shamble for
the most opportunities to cause mayhem
- usually measured in terms of building
or population density.
Contact with a gargantuan blob is at
best exceptionally dangerous, and at worst
deadly. It's covered with acidic juices it
uses to break down its food, causing
painful burns. The body of the creature
is also sticky, making it very difficult to

Some varieties of gargantuan blobs only
devour living or organic matter; such an
attack might result in a city completely
devoid of life, a curious ghost town leaving
investigators to wonder what happened.
And there are rumors of another specimen
with cunning and intelligence enough to
hide. 1t lurks in the sewers, waiting for the
right moment to strike. And all the while
growing ... ever growing.

Typ[at).;Ga,y~

13LobReflexes 20: brawling 4D, climbing 30,
contortion 70
Coordination 10
Physique 5D
Knowledge 1D
Perception ID: search: places to ear 4D,
tracking: places ro eat 4D
Presence 3D: intimidation 5D, willpower

5D
Strength Damage: 3D
Move: Its Move is equal to irsscale +5 (treat
small sizes as a negative); thus its Move ac
scale 2 (small} is 2, while ics Move at scale
8 (large) is 13. lrs minimum Move is 1.
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: l

t:.5capc: before being d igc:.5tc:<l alive.

Body Points: 25

Gargantuan blobs seem impervious
to almost any kind of damage, although
they always have a weakness. What this
vulnerability is varies among individual
creatures, as does how to discover it.
Sometimes investigators need to track
down its origin, using that information
to devise a means of scopping it. Occasionally brave individuals need to follow
and investigate it, observing its wake of
destruction to see what it avoids or what
it thrives on. Sometimes the secret lies
with a survivor of a gargantuan blob
attack; finding, rescuing, and interviewing that person holds the key. And at
times the secret lies with scientists,
working feverishly in labs co devise a
means ofstopping it; ifonly they could
find someone brave enough to recover
a sample of the creature ...

Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: gooey body (after
grappling, it takes no action to keep the
victim grappled}; digestive juices (deals
an additional 3D in acidic damage per
round, even if the victim breaks free - it
takes a full round and possibly a Moderate
scholar: chemistry roll to neutralize the acid);
rampant growth (after eating an amount of
material equal in scale to its current scale,
its scale increases by one); vulnerability (a
specific attack or condition, in addition to
dealing its normal damage, also subtracts
its resultant damage total to its scale; for
example, an attack that deals 7 result points
in damage would reduce its scale by 7; the
minimum scale reduction from a successful
attack using the vulne rabili ty is 1, even if it
was unable to penetrate its defenses)

Garganruan lizards tower over the civilized world
like vengeful gods and gaze upon the fragile constructs of people with conrempt. Their appearance
heralds carnageofapocalypric proportion and ohen
causes lesser beings to quake in fear. The massive
behemoths can be defeated on rare occasions, but
che cost in life and resources is usually quire high.
Such viccorics arc often pyrrhic at best.
Humans are nearly beneath the notice of these
immense reptiles and often survive cheir rampages
r\----~_J by sheer luck. Gargantuan lizards peer down upon
che resc of world from the top of the food chain and
" have no natural predators. These solitary creatures
only interact with ochers of their kind when it's
necessary to continue their species or battle for
cerricory. Thankfully, chey rarely crave) to civilized
areas. Gargantuan lizards char encounter large cicies
are amacted by the bright lights of the night sky
because they mistake chem for sources of warmth.
They also can be drawn to ocean liners and can
menace shipping lanes.
These beasts are born with an insatiable hunger
and attack anyching in the way oftheir intended goal.
They can varyinshape,sizeandintelligence. Some of
chese monsters are quite crafty and may sport exotic
abilities such as acid breath, laser vision, or flight.
Gargantuan lizards are formidable in cheir own
right and have che potential co cause a great amount
of damage if they can not be driven off or slain.
Villains or misguided government scientists could
use generic engineering to unleash these behemoths
~Y upon their enemies. Heroes could be called upon
co disrupt vital experiments and mighc have to face
~ one of chcse beasrs if they fail to accomplish their
objective.
In other instances, gargantuan lizards could have
mutates from normal lizards by spores delivered
by a meteor chat hie in a remote area. Atomic cescs
could also spawn these monsters.
CQ,y~ kJ The evacuation of a large city might be necessary because one of these creatures is visiting. The
heroes could arcempt co stop the beast or cry co
slow ic down as it looms over inhabited areas. They
might become involved in a three-way fight when
another monsrer arcacks. They could be a city's lase
hope to avoid desuuction as the military may be
waiting co destroy the beast wich nuclear weapons
if the champions fail.
In remote jungle areas, tribes may worship chesc
creatures from afar and try co hinder efforts to capture
one of these beascs. On rare occasions, gargantuan
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lizards mighc
be sedated
and taken to
a heavily populated area as t
an exhibit. Of
course, the real
I
fun begins when
the creature unexpectedly awakens,
breaks free of its
puny bonds, and
rampages with a
vengeance!
Or, the heroes
could rry co drive
chc bcasc away from
a shanty cown or keep
chem from thinning the
herd. Scracegy would be
imporcant in chc six-gun
environment. It might be
possible to trap the monscer in a bog or trick it inro
running off a cliff.

\
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Re8cxes 40: brawling 80
Coordination 2D
Physique 120+2: lifting GD, running5D,stamina
40, swimming 6D

Knowledge 1D:
Perception 20: survival 4D
Presence 20: intimidation 40
Strength Damage: 6D+2
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0

Body Points: 48

Character Points: 1
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: claws (damage +ID); bite .,
(damage +30; +5 to combat dHliculcy); ill-suited ro
cold environments (-4 modifier co damage resistance
and +5 modifier co all difficulties when in a freezing environment); hear masccry (+20 ro damage
resistance against fire-based anacks); intimidating
presence (opponents who arc intimidated by che
crearurc incur a +5 modifier combat defense difficulties); resilient (+20 co damage resistance rolls);
large size (scale value 32)
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There are few things in existence that
shake up the status quo quite like plants
capable of rapid self-locomotion. Though
increasing size and the tendency of plants
to grow toward sunlight or other necessary factors are a type of movement, these
processes are so gradual and difficult to
perceive on a momenr-ro-momem basis
that most people do not consider it movement per se.
The development of mobile vegetables
is a mystery to say the least. Paired as it
often is with other remarkable features,

most notably enormous size, this
quality is most frequently associated with radical genetic mutation.
I & with other mutations, radiation
/ is the most common impetus, but
f their simpler genetic composition
makes plants more alterable than
higher life forms.
Radioactive material harvested
from, if records are to be believed,
the corpse of a mutated dinosaur were
developed into experimental chemical
1 compounds chat botanists in Kyoto,
Japan, used on plant life. The results
were quite spectacular, culminating
with a plant capable of movemem via
several large, meter-thick tentacles.
The two-story tall rhododendron could
constrict its tentacles with prodigious
strength; it utterly destroyed the botanical garden in which it was created before
escaping into the wild. Ironically, it was
found destroyed a short time later, bearing wounds similar co those inflicted by
the creature whose corpse was alleged to
have given che plant life.
ln a separate incident occurring within
the continental United States, a scientist
working on developing new and extremely
efficient fertilizers, ostensibly in the course
of research intended co end world hunger,
succeedec:f in designing numerous vegetable
species of extraordinary size. Inexplicably,
the vegetables also possessed a rudimentary
intelligence and murderous intent. They
soon killed the doctor and ran rampant
through the town in which he lived. These
murderous vegetables moved through
unknown means and were capable of
incredible speed, which they used to pursue
prey and then crush them beneath their
considerable weight. This incident received
some news coverage, but it was largely
discounted as coo ludicrous to be true and
was soon made into a low-budget horror
movie that achieved a cult following.
Mobile vegetables rarely move quickly,
achieving the pace of a brisk walk at best

and a slow crawl at worst. Many also gain
abilities in addition to mobility, possessing appendages that can reach and grasp
with deadly effectiveness. Others chat do
not have tendrils rely on their sheer size
and weight to defeat any foe that attacks
them. Sensory perception is a mystery for
such entities, as few if any ever develop any
discernible organs for such things.

Typlc<M;M~

Vegaah{e;
Reflexes 10: brawling 40+2, climbing
30+1
Coordination 1D
Physique 4D: running 6D
Knowledge 10
Perception 20: survival 20+2
Presence ID
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 8
Fate Points: 0

0

Character Points: 1
Body Points: 22

Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: crush (may attempt
to roll over with a brawling attack; if successful, the prey is knocked to the ground
and the plant inflicts Strength Damage
+20); entangle (may attempr to seize a
prey in one of its vines with a grapple
attack; if successful, the prey is held there
until he succeeds ar two successive contested Phy;ique rolls; trapped opponents
suffer -2D to all physical actions, including attempts to break free); constriction
(entangled prey suffer 3D+2 damage per
round); multiple tendrils (may attack once
per round per tendril; have a number of
tendrils equal to 2 plus ics scale value);
immune to diseases and poison; do not
need to breath; weakness to cold and fire
(receive +2D damage from these attacks);
large size (scale value 5)

0
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In most environments, plant life is
rarely considered as a factor during rhreat
assessment. Some works of science fiction
have portrayed vegetation as an adversary,
whether through direct, if involuntary,
action, or indirectly through the nature
of their unique physiology. In the modern
world, such things are considered a source
of cinematic entertainment at best, or a
ludicrous flightoffancyatworst. Unknown
to the masses, however, the threat that can
be posed by certain highly specialized forms
of plant life is very real.
Ironically, the origin of these enigmatic
plants is well documented and public
knowledge. In extreme circumstances, it's
not particularly uncommon for plants to
develop unique means of acquiring nutrients when the environment cannot supply
them with the things they require. By far the
most famous of these fascinating plants is
the venus flytrap, a tiny plant that supplements its nutritional intake by occasionally
capturing insects in a jawlike leaf structure
and then digesting them with a simple corrosive Auid produced exclusively for that
purpose. These carnivorous tendencies are
indulged in only infrequently, perhaps once
every few monrhs or so, in order to ensure
the tiny plant's survival in a somewhat
inhospitable environment.
Larger versions of plants like the venus
flytrap develop thro ugh unknown mean.
Botanists have theorized that some form
of benevolent m utation within the plants'
genetic structure causes them to keep
growing even after reaching rhe normal
maximum size. When this occurs, the plant
requires more and m ore nutrients to fuel its
abnormal biological functions. The plant
first begins capturing its normal prey at an
increased rate, devouring in a single day
the same an1ount that a normal specimen
might consume in six monms. Eventually,
plants mar grow large enough abandon
insects altogemer and begin consuming
vermin and other small mammals or reptiles. The plane's growth is only curtailed
by the available food supply; when ample
food ls available, such planes tl1eoretically
could continue growing until mey were
unable to support their own weight. In
one recorded incident in South America, a
logging company penetrated rhe rainforest
far enough to encounter a flyrrap-esque

plant mat had nearly reached me size of
an American redwood tree. Needless to
say, mis plant had become the dominant
predator in its environment Three workers were lost while investigating the plant,
and eventually two doz.en ac res of precious
fo rest were sacrificed in a fire to destroy the
monstrosity.
In addition to me capturing-style of
carnivorous plant, there are species of vines
that can detect subde changes in temperature, such as those generated by body hear.
These plants constrict upon sensing such
things and hold prey immobile until me
constriction kills it or it dies of starvation.
When me creature decays, me nutrients
return to the soil and feed me plant. Largescale versions of mese species exist and can
cover entire acres of land, killing anything
that ventures into them. One case in central
Africa resulted in the discovery of a plant
that covered more rhan a square mile and
that had consumed animals as large as
zebras and giraffes.
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Reflexes 40: brawling 5 D, climbing40+ 2,
contortion 50

Reflexes 10: brawling 60+2

Coordination 20: throwing 20+1

Coordination 10: throwing 10 +2

Physique 40: lifting 40+ 1

Physique 60: lifting 60+ 1

Knowledge 10+2

Knowledge 10+2

Perception 20: disguise 30, search 40

Perception 30: disguise 3 O+2, search 50,
survival 60

P.resence 10

Strength Damage: 20
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 22

Move: 0

Character Points: 1
Wound levels: 3

N atural Abilities: entangle (may
attempt to seize a prey in one of its vines
wim a grapple attack; if successful, the
prey is held there until he succeeds at
two successive contested Physique rolls;
trapped opponents suffer -20 to all physical
actions, including attempts co break free);
constriction (entangled prey suffer 30+2
damage per round); multiple tendrils (may
attack once per round per tendril; have a
number of tendrils equal to 2 plus its scale
value); rapid growth (for every two or
three human-size creatures that me plant
consumes, me bloodvine eimer becomes
larger - adding 1 to its scale value - or
stronger - adding 1D to its Physique);
large size (scale value 1)

Presence 10

Strength Damage: 30
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 28

Move: 0

Character Points: 1
Wound levels: 3

NaturalAbilities: grapple (may attempt
to seize a prey in one of its mouths with a
grapple attack; ifsuccessful, the prey is held
there until he succeeds at two successive
contested Physique rolls; trapped opponents
suffer -20 to all physical actions, including attempts to break free); acid (damage
40; inflicted on prey trapped in mourn
each round); multiple mouths (may attack
once per round per mourn; have a number
of mouths equal to its scale value); rapid
growth {for every two or three human-size
creatures that me plant consumes, the mantrap either becomes larger- adding 1 to its
scale value - or stronger - adding 10 to
its Physique); large size (scale value 4)
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No one knows where they come from .
Some blame the government, citing radiation-laden nuclear test zones, while others
suggest military tampering and generic
experimentation to create the next great
bio-weapon. One theory claims they
developed below the Earth's crust, gaining
access co the surface due to a recent mining operation, while others say they are
God's retribution against the unfaithful.
No matter the source of the infestation,
nothing is more fearsome than a truck-size
gargantuan spider, especiallywhen its hairy
legs are standing right above you.
Towing over two meters calJ, these dark,
hairy crearures with their segmented legs
make a distinct clicki ng sound as they
travel across stone or other hard surfaces,
while their razor sharp fangs leave a trail
of noxious poison spittle. Frequently using
webbing co aid their move-

ment, a sure sign of a gargantuan spider
problem is a five-meter length of tough
webbing hanging from the rafters.
Gargantuan spiders seem to come in
three varieties, separated by the coloration
of the pattern on theirthoraxand abdomen.
Blue-patterned spiders are the lease violent,
preferring to make their lairs in forests and
caverns nea r places whe re cattle and ocher
large animals graze for food. Yellow-patterned spiders are known to actively hun t
their prey, tracking ic into populated areas.
Yellow spiders put up a good fight bur rend
to retreat co safety after being wounded.
Red-parcerned spiders are cunning and
cruel. Known for hiding in sewer systems
or abandoned buildings, these creatures
have a caste for human flesh and are not
afraid co induJge it.
Rare though they may be, the gargan ruan
spider menace has become
a serious problem for many
rural communi ties char
are underprepared co deal
with the threat. Those few
creatures that have made
it co the big cities rend
co make one big scare
before the authorities
catch wind of the problem and send in teams
w take care of it. Few
people actually believe
tales of the gargantuan
spider menace, preferring to call them urban
legends or publicity
stunts instead.
In combat, a gargantuan spider relies
on its paralyzing
poison and piecing
fangs. le prefers co
force its opponent
between its legs
where it can crap
her while using its
fangs tO rip her
apart. Ifwounded,

a gargantuan spider will throw irs webs
at potential threats while climbing to
safety.
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Splder'
Reflexes 40: brawling 5D+2, climbing
60, jumping 50, sneak 40+2
Coordination 30+2: throwing: webs
60+1
Physique 50: lifting 70+2
Knowledge 10
Perception 30+1: hide 40+2, survival
50+ l, cracking 40+2
Presence ID: intimidate2D+2, willpower
40
Strength Damage: 40
Move: 15
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 25
Wound levds: 3

Natural Ability: fangs (damage+ 1D;+5
co combat difficulty; poison injected when
brawling success beats difficulty by 10 or
more); poison (causes 6 points of damage
or one Wound level every 10 minutes until
victim dies or is created; Mode rare stamina
roll to resist); web attack (can spin and
th row webbing at one cargec per round; a
target that's hit becomes emangled in the
web, incurring a -1D penalty co all rolls
and haJving movement until removed;
removing the webbing requires a Physique, lifting, or contortion check of 8;
addicionaJ webs increase entanglement,
adding an additional lD penalty, halving
the remaining movement and increasing
the Physique, lifting, or contortion check by
+2); web trap (creatures emering the area
of the web crap must make a Perception or
search check opposed by the spider's hide
roll; failure indicating rhac the creature
gets caught in the web; see web attack for
mechanics getting out of web); large size
(scale value 3)
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Those who investigate paranormal
phenomena have long understood the link
between ghosts and souls of the living. The
smartest researchers understand there are
potentially as many types of ghosts as there
are souls. Nevertheless, scholars of the paranormal classify most miscellaneous ghosts
into several broad classes. Some theorize that
these classes of ghosts follow an "evolutionary" progression, ranging from least to most
advanced. Although the amoum of psychic
energy a spirit possesses is a partial indication
of its strength, it's not all-encompassing; in
much the same way that a giant amoeba can
be a large but basic life form, so coo can a
ghost be powerful but unevolved.
At the lowest rung of the ladder, spirit
energy begins to coalesce from the afterlife
and make itself known in this world. This
energy, known as ectoplasm or ghostly misc,
resembles a luminescent thick fog or cloud
and may contain chaotic swirls. Ectoplasm
is most commonly seen ac seances, where
mediums force random energy back co the
world of the living, as well as at cemeteries
and major battlefields, where the newly
dead may be reluctant or unsure of how to
move on. Ectoplasm travels slowly, moving
in a way similar to wind but often against
the prevalent currents. Ectoplasm has little
intelligence of its own but can sometimes
infiltrate others to bestow knowledge or
abilities.
The next stage in spiritual evolution is
the orb, which takes the formless mass of
ectoplasm and gives it shape. This basic
shape, however, resembles Ii ttle more than a
glowing globe; at best, it may possess some
kind of nucleus or other simple shapes
within it. Orbs usually manifest outdoors;
psychics theorize that it is at this stage the
ghost begins co form attachmencs to the
world of the living again, hovering around
certain spots o r people. O rbs often know
much about their home and will sometimes
slowly lead others to areas of interest.
Once the spirit has mastered form, it
begins co develop its sense of motion; at
this stage, it's a vortex, resembling a tightly
formed cyclone of fast-moving spiritual
energy. The spirit now begins co establish
the boundaries of ics attachment co chis
world; sensitive psychics can recognize

specific vortices over multiple episodes, and
it is ac this stage that the ghost might gain
a "name" (such as "the Ghost of Sharrelna
Manor"). The ghost can't effectively communicate at chis time, but it can make its
feelings and desires known. Once a spirit
has reached the vortex stage, ics disposition
can begin co be known, as either a dark or
light presence. Many parapsychologists
don't believe this outlook to beset, however,
and some have cried to "reform" seemingly
wicked spirits to become forces for good;
some of these scholars have even returned
co their homes unharmed.
The penultimate state for spirits is the
apparition, where it develops a sense ofself;
here the ghost assumes a more human-like
appearance, often wirh clothing appropriate to the era it lived (assuming it's a
manifestation of a once-living being). It
still possesses the speed of the vortex but
can control its movement enough to scay
in one place and interact with the waking
world. While orbs and vortices generally
all look similar, apparitions have variations
and permutations, ranging from indistinct
humanoids of the "floating sheer" variery,
co monstrous ghasdy spirits with strange
appendages or features, to forms that looks
nearly human save for some slight transparency or an inhuman glow.
Some ghosts become powerful enough
with their essences to evolve beyond the
apparition stage. These become the most
advanced types of ghoscs, capable of fears
beyond the norm, and include types such

as messenger ghosts, poltergeists, night
mares, and others.

Typ(.cQ);fc:top~
Reflexes 20
Coordination l 0
Physique 10
Knowledge 10: scholar: hidden lore 30,
languages: long-dead language 20
Perception 20: investigation 30, search
30+2, tracking 20+1
Presence 20: wiJlpower 30

Strength Damage: 10
Move: 1 (because of Hindrance and
Intangibility)
Fate Points: 0

Body Points: 13

Character Points: 2
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel: Symbiosis
(R5), loss of10 from both physical and mental attributes for each 100 meters removed
from the object of attachment; Hindrance
(R2), mute, is unable co speak; Hindrance:
Short Stride (R4), -8 meters to base Move,
which affects all movement
Special Abilities: Intangibility (R3),
+90 co damage resistance score against
physical and energy attacks, with Additional Effect (R3), intangible state is the
default, and can thus become tangible for
one minute per rank, and Restricted (R2),
requires Very Difficult willpower roll co
become tangible; Omnivorous (Rl) with

Additional Effect (R2), does not need t0
eat or drink; Skill Bonus: Psionics (R6),
+6 to empathy, medium, and psychometry
skills with Limitation Others Only (Rl ),
only affects sentient living beings

TypUxil OvbReflexes 2D : brawling 2D+l, dodge
2D+2
Coordination 1D
Physique lD+l
Knowledge 1D+2: navigation 3D+2,
scholar: places ofincerest in its domain
4D+2
Perception 2D+2: investigation 3D+2,
search 3D+2, tracking 3D+2
Presence 2D+l: willpower 3D+l
Strength Damage: 1D
Move: 3 (because of H indrance and
Intangibility)
Fate Points: 0

Character Points: 2

Body Points: 14

Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel: Symbiosis (RS), loss of lD from both physical
and mental attributes for each 100 meters
removed from the object of attachment;
Hindrance: Mute (R2), unable to speak with
sounds; Hindrance: Short Stride (R2), -4
meters meters tO base Move, which affects
all movement
Advantages: none
SpecialAbilities: Intangibility (R3), +9D
to damage resistance score against physical
and energy attacks with Additional Effect
(R3), intangible state is the default, and can
thus become tangible for one minute per
rank, with Restricted (R2), requires Very
Difficult willpower roll t0 become tangible;
Longevity (Rl) withAdditional Effect (R2),
does not need to eat or drink

Typl.aiiAppetr~U)fV
Reflexes 2D+2: brawling 3D+ I, dodge
3D+2, sneak 3D
Coordination 3D: sleight of hand 4D,
throwing 4D
Physique 2D
Knowledge 2D: scholar: century-old
lore SD
Perception 3D+I : hide SD+I, search
4D+2, tracking 4D
Presence 30: intimidation SD, willpower
5D+2
Strength Damage: 1D

Move: 5 (because oflmangibiliry)
Fate Points: 0

Character Points: 2

Body Points: I 6

Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel: Symbiosis (RS), loss of lD from both physical
and mental attributes for each 100 meters
removed from the object of attachment;
Quirk (RI), quiet with Moderate willpower
roll tO speak
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Intangibility (R3),
+9D to damage resistance score against
physical and energy attacks wirh Additional Effect (R3), intangible state is the
default, and can thus become tangible for
one minute per rank, with Restricted (R2)
requires Very Difficult willpower roll to
become tangible; Longevity (Rl)

TypUxilVovt~
Reflexes 2D+2: brawling 3D, dodge
3D+l
Coordination 2D: sleight of hand 3D
Physique 1D+2: lifting 2D, running 3D
Knowledge 2D: scholar: old lore SD
Perception 3D: intimidation 4D, persuasion 3D+ l , willpower 5D
Presence 3D+2
Strength Damage: 1D
Move: 5 (because of Intangibility)
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 15

Character Points: 2
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel: Symbiosis (R-5), loss of lD from both physical
and mental attributes for each 100 meters
removed from the object of attachment;
Hindrance: Mute (R2), unable tO speak
with sounds
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Intangibility (R3),
+9D to damage resistance score against
physical and energy attacks with Additional
Effect (R3), intangible state is the default,
and can thus become tangible for one minute per rank, and Restricted (R2), requires
Very Difficult willpower roll co become
tangible; Longevity (Rl) with Additional
Effect (R2), does not need t0 eat or drink;
Hypermovement (RIO), +20 to Movewith
Resuiction (R2) requires Difficult willpower
check to activate

GhoftP~
Almost any creature or person can
become a "ghost"; the only real requirement

is that it once was truly living (although
some paranormal investigators have spoken
of"ghost computers" or similar non-corporeal life forms). Usually only those beings
who have died in a traumatic or tragic
way come back as ghosts; for example, a
rhinoceros who is mercilessly slain along
with her children by a tribe of hunters
might return as a ghost to wreak havoc on
those who killed her. However, the universe
is capricious, and even individuals who
passed away in a peaceful means can find
themselves returning t0 this world.

13~GhWP~
TotaJ creation point cost: 7
TotaJ defined limit cost: 1 attribute die
plus 2 skill die or 7 skill dice
SpecialAhilities: Intangibility (R3), +9D
to damage resistance score against physical
and energy attacks with Additional Effect
(R3), intangible state is the default, and
can rhus become tangible for one minute
per rank, and Resuicted (R2), requires Very
Difficult willpower roll to become tangible;
Longevity (RI) with Additional Effect (R2),
does nor need ro ear or drink
Many ghosrs are also invisible t0 most
people; these spirits can find it difficult to
solidify enough for the world of the living
co see rhem. The following Special Ability costs one creation point or one skill
die; additional levels of Invisibility can be
purchased, wirh 14 levels generally being
almost completely invisible.
Invisibility (R2), +2 to dodge, sneak, and
hide totals, with Additional Effect (Rl),
always on, and Restricted (R2), requires Very
Difficulr willpower roll to become visible
Ghosts that are tied to a specific person
or place have this Disadvancage:
Achilles' Heel: Symbiosis (RS), lossoflD
from both physical and mental attributes for
each 100 meters removed from the object
of attachment
Finally, ghosts that reach rhe apparition
state {or beyond) can have all manner of
other Special Abilities, such as a chilling
rouch (Life Drain, Natural Hand-co-Hand
Weapon, or ParalyzingTouch), an ability to
control the living (Possession, Limited or
Full), and various prankster powers (such
as Master of Disguise or Ventriloquism).
Particularly powerful ghostS might have
Immortality instead of Longevity; very
few forces can permanently dispel them.
Psionics are also very common in spirits.

Perception 1D+2: search 2D+2, survival 3D
Presence 1D+2: intimidation 3D+2, willpower

3D
Apes come as close to humans (genetically speaking) as any creature on Earth. Despite their large
size and threatening appearance, apes are generally
shy creatures that rarely pick a fight. Most prefer to
hoot, holler, andchesr-beat their enemies into fearful
submission, only resorting to blows in dire need. Their
keen intelligence and gende nature make apes easy
prey for hunters, mad scientists, and even aliens.
In combat, gorillas prefer to scare opponents
away. If this fails, the male moves to engage while
r-1------...,,.._J the females escape with the young. Should the
young be attacked, the mother quickly joins the
1
fray. Female gorillas attack by going on the offensive
with no thought to their own safety. They will trade
their own blood for the defeat of their enemy and
the safety of their young.
Apes also can be dangerous or confounding when
not in the wild. For example, one curious case file
details an ape who had escaped from the zoo; the
investigators charged with tracking the creature
were led to a scientist's laboratory, who had been
experimenting on the primate during zoo hours with
a regimen ofincelligence-enhancing drugs. The gorilla
had maimed several of the scientist's assistants before
~---......_<ll..l.£d:::~ being calmed by the agents. When the scientist asked
if the drugs had any effect, the ape merely shook her
head and used the keys she had snatched from the
investigators to unlock the backseatoftheir car, where
she waited to be taken back to the zoo.
However, although that case ended amusingly,
the notes stolen from the scientist painted a more
~Y chilling scenario. Among various ptans listed there
was one involving the augmentation of the ape's
~Y might with radiation and chemicals, resulting in a
L. __ faster, stronger creature. Another scheme posited
the effect of infecting che ape with a super-virus
and releasing it back into the city; the infection
rare possible from a fevered crazed ape attacking
others gave the investigators pause. Of course, the
most chUling possibility utilized both these plans;
how many thousands - or millions - might die
because of a super-strong ape with the power to
---=--..J infect those it can't kUl outright?

N
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Typlail; GOYalcv
Refiexes 2D+2: brawling 3D+2, climbing 4D,

jumping 3D
Coordination 2D
Physique 4D+ 1: lifring 5D+ 1, stamina 5D+l

Knowledge 1D+2

Strength Damage: 3D

Move: 12

Fate Points: 0

Character Points: 0

Body Points: 23 Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: thick fur (Armor Value +l);
bite (damage +l; +5 to combat difficulty); powerful
arms (damage +2)
Note: Enhanced gorillas have the following
adjustments: Reflexes 4D, jumping 4D+ 1, Physique
5D+l, lifting 7D, stamina 6D+l, Knowledge 2D,
Suength Damage 4D. Additionally, the enhanced
gorilla must make an occasional willpower check
against a difficulty of 6 or it becomes racked with
pain and it unable to act. After a round of pain,
the enhanced gorilla becomes enraged with pain,
gaining a +2 bonus to all damage totals in the following round.
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Commonly called Grays by humans,
their name for themselves is the KaLa. They
are between 1.3 meters and 1.67 meters
call and thin by human standards, weighing between 26 and 45, yet sturdily built.
Their hai rless skin varies from a light gray
or grayish green to charcoal gray.
The Grays have oversized heads that are
dominated by two large, wide-set, black
eyes. They have no discernible ears or nose.
The core or scientific Kalas have a more
rounded head and eyes, while their cousins
the frontier KaLas have a more enlongated
head and eyes. Most non-KaLas wouldn't
notice much of a difference.
The large black eyes are set so that the
Grays can 270 degrees around. In addition,
the iris is huge to allow them to see in all
but total darkness as if it were daylight.
However, they are vulnerable to sudden
Hashes oflighc, which bli nds and disorients
them. Their eyes can see into the ultraviolet
spectrum, but they lack a great deal on color
distinction beyond light and dark.
The Gray's hand has three opposing
fingers, each of which is an active electrical transmitter of nerve impulses, and the

Grays' machinery is designed to act off of
nerve impulses generated by their hands.
This makes the reactions of their ships and
machinery as fast as the Grays can think
about it. However, the fingers are also
thicker than humans, making their use of
some human machinery impossible.
Grays have an incredibly long lifespan
and have a natural hibernation cycle that
they can enter and emerge from on short
notice. This makes them ideal for long
space flights.
The Grays are a xenophobic race, wishing to avoid conflict and contacr with large
groups. They have shunned parts of space
that are heavily populated and instead
have expanded inro the spiral arm that
contains Earth.
Most of the contact that humans have
with Grays is between rwo specific segments of Gray sociery: the Foga KaLa (or
Frontier Grays) and the Inga KaLa (or
Scientific Grays).
The Frontier Grays tend to be more
expansioniscic and more willing co contact
and confront alien societies. They are larger
than their sedentary cousins, as their lives
require much more physical work.
These aliens are actively exploring
the Sol solar system, looking for planets
to expand into. They have set up small
outposts throughout the solar system,
including Mars, Venus, Europa, and Earth.
These outposts study the various planets to
determine how best co terraform them into
better planets for their purposes.
Frontier Grays want only to continue
to expand their living space. To this end,
the humans are an obstacle. Though they
don't wish to directly confront them yet,
theyareconductingsrudies to find out their
weaknesses. They prey upon humans' fear
of the unknown by making large flyovers
at night of small and now major cities to
spread fear and disinformation among the
populace and to lee the human governments
and miliraries realize that they are helpless
should the Grays wish co rake Earth. The
Grays' greatest weakness is that they are
not a mighty military machine, and they
fear humanity's resolve to fight even against
hopeless odds.
Scientific Grays at first just wanted to
observe humans and, for centuries, did only
that. However, upon seeing how adaptable
humans are, the Foga Kala have begun a
closer srudy of humans and their planet.

Gray aliens are very technology dependent, even the Frontier Grays, and lack
much of the basic knowledge to overcome
obstacles without the use of their technology. That's not to say that rhey are helpless
or somehow stupid; they are very inventive but would rather look for a technical
solution ro a problem rather than a more
"primitive" solution.

Typ~Gv~ Al,ie,yv
Reflcxes 2D: brawling2D+ 1, dodge 2D+2,
melee combat 2D+l, sneak 40
Coordination 20: marksmanship 20+2,
piloting 40+1
Physique 1D+2: lifting 40
Knowledge 4D+ l : languages 5D, medicine
60, navigation 40+2, scholar 50,
security 4D+2, tech 60
Perception 4D: hide 4D+2, investigation
50, know-how 40+1, repair 5D
Presence 3D: con 4D, disguise 30+ 1,
persuasion 30+2, willpower 40

Strength Damage: 20
Move: 10
Fate Points: 1
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 15
Wound levels: 3
Disadvant.ages: Achilles' Heel (R4), sensitive to bright light - + 1 co all difficulties
modifiers, increasing by+ I per minute, and
blinded for ID rounds in initial exposure;
Advantage Flaw (Rl), unable co use some
human devices due to thick fingers; Cultural Unfamiliarity (Rl); Infamy (RI), as
potentially hostile extraterrestrials; Quirk
(R2), dependant on technology
Advantages: Equipment (R3), various
high-tech pieces of equipment
Special Abilities: Ambidextrous (R2),
+2 co relevant two-handed actions; Combat
Sense (Rl), surprise penalties reduced by 2;
Enhanced Sense: Sight (RI), + l to related
totals; Longevity (Rl); Hardiness (R5),
+5 co damage resistance totals; Ulcravision
(R2), negates up to 2 poincs of modifiers
for dim or dark conditions
Equipment: hand sensor unit (detects
motion, chemical, and biological signs;
range of I kilometer); hand stunner (damage 50 stun only; range 5/10/15; ammo
5 shots)

Typlc<iiGv~
Gremlins are the most feared creature in any
society advancing in technology. While they are not
the most powerful supernatural creatures, they have
the ability to cause machines of all sorts to cease to
function properly.
Gremlins stand only three-quarters of a meter tall
when fully erect and weigh less than 20 ki lograms.
Their skin colorations vary from black to dark gray
to dark green, and they have no hair on their bodies.
They are gaunt in appearance, Like an emaciated
r1----~_J human. Their hands, however, have fingers that
are thinner than a human's and much longer. Their
fingers and hands are powerful, with a firm grip
chat can loosen the tightest nuts and boles without
the aid of a tool. Most Gremlins trim all buc one
of their fingernails. That one fingernail is allowed
to grow so it can be used as screwdriver.
The G remlins seem to be in a permanent crouch
and move about in quick scurries from shadow to
shadow. They do not seem to be affected by light, but
they know prematurely exposes their presence and
their handiwork. Even when moving, most people
simply perceive a fleeting shadow across the peripheral of their vision. Onlywhen a Gremlin is cornered
or crapped can people get a clear view of it.
Their bodies are so good at camouflage that they
dissipate heat to match their background; they thus
cannot be seen on thermal scans. They can halt their
breathing for up to five minutes so even that slight
noise and motion is eliminated in a crisis situation.
The Gremlin s prefer hiding, d eception, :ind runn ing
~ away to any sort of confrontation with people.
Gremlins have a special mechanical ability: They
~Y can look ata device and discern what its use is, how it
~ .C.... __ works, and how to make it breakdown. They delight
'-'I f (Jr' in causing machinery malfunctions theywiU do with
absol ute glee, so they can feed off of the emotions
of chose that use the machinery. Usually, they will
do so in such a way chat not direct and immediate
W physical harm is done to the users.
A captured Gremlin could be a great boom co
T------_J an industrial business, as they can repair machinery
just as q uickly as they can break it - assuming
they can be made to cooperate. I n addition, they
can be useful in pointing out weaknesses and faults
in designs.

N
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Reflexes 4D: acrobatics 4D+2, brawling 4D+l,
climbing 5D, contortion 5D, jumping 4D+l,
melee combat 4D+ l, sneak 60
Coordination 3D: lockpicking 3D+2, sleight of
han d 4D+2, throwi ng 30+2
Physique 30: lifting 40+2, running 5D
Knowledge 2D+ l: demolitions 3D, scholar:
machinery 5D, security 30+2, tech 60
Perception 4D: hide 5D, investigation 40 +2, search
4D+2, repair 60

Presence 10+2: intimidation 20+2
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantag e s :
Achilles' Heel (R3),
feed off of negarive
emotions; Devotion
(R3), to causing mischief in machinery;
Infamy (Rl)
Advantages: Size:
Small (Rl), scale
value 3
Special Abilities:
Blur (R3), +3 to
dodge, sneak, and
hide toralsand opponents' related d ifficulties with Additional Effect (R3),
does not show up
on thermal scans;
Skill Bonus:
Mechanical Aptitude (R5), +5 to
demolitions, tech,
and repair totals;
Ultravision (R4),
negates up to 4
points of modifiers for dim or
dark conditions

The H eadless Horseman of legend is
one a type of spectral creatures that seek
to regain in death what it had lost or been
denied in life, in the case of the Headless
Horseman, that is, a new head. Other,
similar entities may seek a hand, a heart,
or even something immaterial such as love
or respect. Universally, these en tities are
driven to commit terrible acts in order to
achieve their goals.
Headless entities are bound to various
rules regarding where they can or cannot
be and when they can appear. They are
always con£ned to a limited area, which
can be as small as a single estate or as large
as a small country. They must follow a set
schedule of appearance, though it may nor
be immediately apparent. Some examples
include: under the full moon, every midnight, on n ights when a cold wind blows
in from the North, the week following the

death of a member of a particular family, }
or a similar event. This further means that
if a headless entity is killed by any means
other than its vulnerability, it will again
manifest the next time the appropriate
conditions are met.
Each headless entity is vulnerable to some
form of attack, usually the same thing that
killed them in their previous life, such as
struck by lightning, drowning, being shot
though the hearr, or being slain with a
particular sword.
The headless entity uses its amazing
mobility to disorient and confuse irs target
before moving in to harvest whatever it
seeks. When the headless emity manifests
its speed, it creates a spectral horse co ride
(from where it gets its name); some more
modern entities of this type manifest motorcycles, cars, or even planes. The "mount"
vanishes into mist and fog as soon as the
entity dismounts.
The headless entity does not seek co kill
it victims per se but caking what it desires
usually has chat effect (most people being
unable to live without their heads, for
example). It may be possible to trick or
confuse a headless entity with an excellent
reproduction of what it seeks.

Typ~H~
f~tty
Reflexes 3D: acrobatics 4D, brawling 4D,

dodge 4D+ 1, melee combat 4D+ 1, riding 4D+ 1, sneak 4D+ 1
Coordination 3D: throwing 4D
Physique 3D
Knowledge 1D+2: navigation 3D
Perception 3D: search 4D, cracking
4D+l
Presence 3D+l: intimidation 5D+l ,
willpower 5D+ 1
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 20
Fate Points: 1
Character Points: 6
Body Points: 22
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' H eel (R4),
rakes 3D damage per round exposed co
sunlight or may only flee before any bright
light; Advantage Flaw (R3), only appears at
particular times for a few days; Devotion
(R3), to acquiring missing "thing"
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Attack Resistance:
Nonenchanced (R2), +2D to damage
resistance roll against related attacks; Blur
(R3), +3 to dodge, mtak, and hidt corals of
character and all related difficulties against
character; Fear (RI ), +I to intimidation
totals and combat totals against those
affected; Hypermovemenc (RIO), bonus to
Move; Immortality (Rl), can only be killed
by irs vulnerability; Intangibility (Rl), can
pass through solid objects; Silence (Rl),
+2D to meak rolls and + I D ro attack rolls
when striking from behind
Equipment: personal weapon (damage
+lD+l); mount
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On the great savannas of Africa, everything gives way to solitary predators such
as the lion, the cheetah, and the jackal. In
comparison, the gazelle and zebra appear
almost tame. Twoorthreeseem picturesque
and seven to eight almost majestic. It's not
until I 0 or more appear that they begin to
evoke a sense of unease. With a herd, it's
not quality that matters: it's quantity.
Herd animals are not combatants. Most
are physically weak and cannot stand toe
to toe with the creatures that hunt them.
They rely on the power of numbers to
defend themselves and, should the need
require it, to overpower their enemy. Even
a cow can be threatening when supported
by 10 others in a stampede.
Most heard animals run away when
frightened,makingascampedeadangerous
event. The exception is the zebra, which
prefers to face its attacker and fight. (This
nasty remper also makes zebras impossible
to domesticate.)
A stampeding herd does standard
Strength Damage (with any modifiers
for the ability to trample) plus receives
+5 to brawling for one round per five to
20 animals in the group. (The larger the
animal, the fewer that need to participate
to receive this bonus.)
The purpose of a herd is defense. Give
the hunter multiple opponents to choose
from, and he might become confused. If
this fails, most hunters feed after their
first kill, allowing the rest of the herd to
escape by sacrificing one life for the good
of the whole.
Herd animals can be found in nearly
any environment, from freezing tundra
to scorching desert, though they generally
stick co places with plenty of grass and
shrubs to eat. These four-footed mammals
have rough hides, as well as other adaptations for their environment, such has thick
coats, sharp hooves, pointy horns, and so
on. Unless mutated by radiation or sorcery,
they're suictly vegetarians with teeth suited
for clipping plants.

Herd animals may attack the same target
twice in one round with their hooves (two
front or two back) with no penalty, or they
may bite once.

Typlcciicow
Reflexes 1D+2: brawling 3D+I
Coordination 1D
Physique 4D+l: lifting SD, running
4D+2, stamina SD+l
Knowledge ID
Perception 2D: survival 3D
Presence 1D+2: willpower 3D+l

Strength Damage: 3D
Move: 30
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 23
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage +2; +5
to combat difficulty); horns (damage +2;
generally limired to males only); hooves
(damage +ID; one attack per round to
rear only); trample (damage +20; must
charge); stoic (+ l D ro all willpower rolls
when in herds of l 0 or more); speed in
herd (+2 to running totals when in herd
of IO or more); srrong (+30 to /iftingtotals
when attemptto push, carry, or break free);
large size (scale value 3)

Typlccii Zebr'cv
Reflexes 2D+ 2: brawling 4D, dodge 3D+ l,
jumping 3D+2
Coordination l D
Physique 3D+2: lifting 4D, running
5D+2, stamina 4D
Knowledge ID
Perception 2D+2: hide 3D+l , survival
3D+2
Presence ID+l: willpower 3D+l

Strength Damage: 2D
Move:25

Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 21
Woundlevels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage +2;
+5 to combat difficulty); hooves (damage
+ lD); stripes (in a herd of 10 or more
zebra, add +ID to dadge); trample (damage +2D; must charge); speed in herd (+2
to running totals when in herd of 10 or
more); strong (+ 15 to lifting totals when
attempt to push, carry, or break free); large
size (scale value 3)
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The Augue, a type of hive-mind alien,
are very large, stand ing between 2.5 and
three meters in height when fully erect.
They weigh between 150 and 250 kilograms and are immensely strong. They
can turn their torsos a full 7S degrees in
either di rection, allowing them to respond
_ _ to attacks from any angle.
Their legs are powerful but thin. Their
arms are th ick and stro ng, with six long,
thin fingers on each hand, fou r ofwhich are
opposable.Their heads, which are hairless,
are abo ut SOpercent larger than a human's
skull and have two distinguishable eyes, two
nose slits, and a mouth. Their ears consist of
six small open ings running from eye orbit
to eye orbit. Their skin varies from dark
green to jet black; the d arker the skin, the
older the crearure. They usually wear thin

silver or gray jumpsuits that covers them
from the neck to the knees.
TheAugue are an aggressive, expansionistic race with a clan-based mat riarchy.
Their queen alone produces the royal
offspring, since her egg sack contains both
male and female reproductive organs. The
royal offspring control all the day-co-day
activities of the ship, as the queen is almost
never seen and has no contact with nonroyal Augue. Warriors defend the hive
and are the primary means of subd uing
planets. The warrior is fanatical and will
not retreat or surrender. The workers are
tasked with doi ng a specific job, and they
do it no matter the circumstances. They
don't know how to fight, simply ignoring any abuse to them as they attempt to
complete thei r jobs.
The royals come in three sexes: male,
females, and queens, though the females
are sterile. The warriors and the workers
are all cloned and sexless.
Once a queen offsp ring reaches maturity
and has produced her first royal offspring,
"the Swarming" happens, in which a hive
ship and its minimu m complimenr of
warriors and workers are created for the
new queen and her royalty.
After a scout has gone into a system and
returns with its report, the Augue enter
with a huge hive ship that comains up ro
several million royals, warriors, and workers
and one queen. They swarm onro planets
and strip them of raw materials, leaving
behind dead, ravaged worlds. They have
no patience for diplomacy no matter what
is offered, and they leave no survivo rs in
thei r wake.
The royalty can operate without the
hives mind for up to a few days. Warriors
have limited intelligence and, except for
scouts, rapidly become disor iented if they
lose contact with the hive mind. (Scours
can operate oucside of the hive's mental
range of one light-year, bur they die once
they return from the ir missions.) Workers immediately become confused and
disoriented if they are discon nected from
the hive's mentality; they die within five
minutes should it continue.

0
The great advantage of the Augue is the
interconnectivity of their minds, which
all feed into a central matrix controlled
by the queen. The q ueen and royals can
search out specific details, while che q ueen
decides w hat information is sent out to the
warriors and workers.

Typ[,cal;A~

WcurU)r
Reflexes SD: brawling SD+l, climbing
SD+ l, jumping 50+1, mdee combat
SO+l
Coordination 20+2: marksmanship
30+2
Physique 50: lifting 60, running40+1,
stamina 50
Knowledge 10+2
Perception 20: search 40, cracking
30+2
Presence 10+2: intimidation 40, willpower 30
Strength Damage: 30

0

Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 25
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Oevotion (R3), to hive;
Infamy (R3), as aggressive, expansionist
race; Enemy (R3), all intelligent species;
Quirk (R3), vengeful
Advantages: Size: Large (Rl), scale
val ue 1
Special Abilities: Combat Sense (Rl),
surprise penalties reduced by 2; Environmental Resistance (R2), +60 to Physique
or stamina checks ro resist ill effects from
environmental cond itions; Iron W ill (R3),
+ 1D tO wilpowerwithBurn-out (Rl), only
when connected to hive mind
Equipment: body armor (Armor Value
+ID; provides full coverage); power gloves
(close combat damage +20; ranged damage 40+2, range 10/20/30, 20 hours
of contin uous use before needing to be
recharged)

0
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Whether created by sorcery, weird science, or some other sort of supernatural
occurrence, human-appearing insecroids
have begun to spread out. The primary
human-Insect Hybrid that are known to
exist are the hive-oriented Antians and
the more solitary Mantins and Wespefrau
("Wasp-wife").

The Antians consist of three castes:
queen, warrior, and worker. The Antian
queens can appear almost completely
human except for their eyes, which, iflooked
at closely, can be seen to be faceted. Their
"pupils" never dilate, nordoAntian queens
blink. TheAntian queen further has a mass
ofwhat seems to be freshly healed scar tissue
covering the small of their back from the
base of their spine up. This is where they
join with the thorax and abdomen of their
"ant-body" when they return from their
excursions into the human world.
Anrian queens infi ltrate the local power
structure, using their charm and sexual
favors to secure a safe place for their nest.
They are expercs at seduction, both to gain
advantage and genetic material for the next
generation of Antians.
AnAntian queen can lay up to 20 eggs in
a day. The eggs hatch within a week, and the
Ancians chat emerge quickly reach physical
maturity (rwo weeks for workers, a month
for warriors, and a year for a new queen).
AnAntianqueencanliveforup to 50 years,
but the warriors and workers usually only
last for five or six years at best.
Antian warriors look like tall and slender
humanoids with compound eyes and too
smooth skin. They are stronger than their
build would indicate. Their role i.s to guard
the nest and the queen. At least one or two
will always be nearby to assist their queen as
needed. The warriors are usually limited in
their mental outlook and can be confused
by actions outside of the norm.
Antian workers seem to be shore, thin
humans; most are hairless and possess compound eyes. They are unassuming and diligently work on their assigned tasks. Those
chat appear sufficiently human often take
illicit and unskilled jobs to provide income
and information for their nest. The workers
are natural builders, using whatever materi-
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als come to hand to
expand and improve
che nest.

Mancin are usuaJly lone hunters,
rarely operating in
more than small,
loose groups. Mantin males are usually killed by the
stronger females,
who do not need
them beyond a
brief reproduction
period. Manrins
are humanoid in
appearance but
their skin (actually chitin) is dark
with a weathered,
tanned appearance. They have "false eyes";
their faceted eye have adapred to appear
human-like bur can be seen to be faceted
and unchangingarclosequarters. They have
false hair (a rough spinelikegrown) on their
head, which is almost always black.
Man tin are very strong and their hands
are tough and make excellent weapons.
While they can eat almost anything and
survive, they are hunters by nature. Usually they are content to survive on rats and
stray animals, only killing hwnans when
they have to. Occasionally, a Mantin will
develop a taste for hunting humans; some
of these even find employment in some of
the stranger underworld organizations.
Female Mantins lay a dutch of three to
five eggs once a year, rhe eggs can be fertilized by either human or Mantin males.
The eggs hatch in rwo months ,and the
immature Mantins rapidly grows to full
size, reaching adult siz.e in 18 months. The
immature Mantins require a great deal of
food, which causes their mother to have to
do additional hunting.

W~efycu,v
Wespefrau seem to have been created to
serve as guardians and bodyguards. They
appear as slender humans, hairless except
for their heads and their second set ofarms;
their skin is semirigid and cool. From their

neck down along their spine, they have
black wasp stripe patterns on their skin.
Wespefrau are adept at blending into their
surroundings and concealing their second
pair of arms and their antennae.
ALI Wespefrau are female and need
hum ans to fenilize their eggs, ofwhich chey
produce one to three each year, but fertilization may be done technologically. Wespefrau
reproduce by inserting parasitic eggs into
living mammals of ar least 25 kilograms in
size. The larva consumes her host and must
be fed a large amount of food for the next
three to four weeks. She then goes into a
chrysalis for two weeks; when it emerges,
it appears as a four-year-old child with an
extra pair ofarms. From chen on, she matures
about C\vice as fast as a human, reaching
reproductive age at six (looking 16). She can
live for up to 20 years. When a Wespefrau
emerges from her chrysalis, she will imprinr
on the first person she sees, creating him or
her as her mate to be guarded and protected.
There are rumors of a colony of Wespefrau
that are all imprinted upon their "mother,"
but the truth of the rumor, and aim of the
colony if it's true, is unknown.

TyplailtA~UiLW Quee-rv
Reflexes 30 (+l): brawling 40+1, dodge
40+1, melee combat 40+1, sneak
40+1

Coordination 3D (+l): marksmanship
3D+2

Knowledge 10+2: navigation 30

Physique 3D (+2): stamina 4D+2

Perception 20: search 3D, survival 40,
tracking 30

Knowledge 3D (+l): business 4D+l,
navigation 3D

Presence 20+ 1: disguise 2D+2, inrimidation 3D+ 1, willpower 40

Perception 3D (+l): invesrigarion 3D+l,
search 4D+ 1, streetwise 4D+ 1, survival
3D+2

Strength Damage:

Presence3D (+5) : charm 6D+ I, command
6D+l, con 5D+l, disguise 5D+ l , persuasion 5D+I, willpower 6D
Strength Damage: 2D (+2)
Move: 10
Fate Points: I
Character Points: 4
Body Points: 19

Wound levds: 3

Disadvantages: Devotion (Rl), to next
Advantages: Contacts (Rl or greater)
Special Abilities: Endurance (RI),
+3D to Physique or stamina checks when
performing taxing physical tasks; Hardiness
(R2), +2 to all damage resistance totals;
Immunity (RI), +ID to resist illness and
ingested poisons; lncrcasedAttribute: Physique (R2), +2 to related totals; Increased
Attribute: Presence (RS), +5 to related
rotals; [ncreased Attribute: Reflexes, Coordination, Knowledge, Perception (RI each),
+I to related rotals; Omnivorous (Rl),
can eat anything organic for nourishment;
Ultravision (RI), negates up to 2 poincs of
modifiers for dim or dark conditions
Note: When connected to her "ant

body," the queen has Reduced Attribute:
Reflexes, Coordination (R4 each), -lD to
related attributes; Hindrance: Movement
(R2), -4 meters to running, swimming,
and jumping Moves; Increased Amibure:
Physique (R6), +6 to related totals (replaces
nacural Increased Attribute: Physique),
and Natural Armor: Chiron {Rl), +lD to
related damage resistance rolls.
Equipment: trench coat; club (damage
+ l D+ l ); ocher equipment as required by
mission

Typlailt A ~(Q.,+'\;
WMVLor
Reffexes 2D+l: brawling30+2, dodge30,
melee combat 3D+2, sneak 30+ 1
Coordination 20+ 1: marksmanship
2D+2, throwing 3D
Physique 3D+2: lifting 4D+2, running
40, stamina 4D+2

Move: 10
Fate Points: 0

TyplcaL W~efvcuv

Character Points: 3
Body Poi.nts: 2 I

Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Cultural Unfamiliarity
(Rl), does not fully understand the world
outside the nest; Devotion (R3), ro queen;
Employed (R2), by nest; Quirk (R3), has
difficulty being creative
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Endurance (Rl),
+30 to Physique or stamina checks when
performing taxing physical tasks; Immunity
(Rl), +IO to resist illness and ingested poisons; Natural Armor: Chiton (Rl), +ID to
damage resistance rolls; Omnivorous (RI),
can eat anything organic for nourishment;
Ultravision (RI), negates up to 2 points of
modifiers for dim or dark conditions

Typlcol; M~l#ll
Rdlexes 4D: brawling6D+ 1, dodge6D+ I,
sneak 6D+l
Coordination 30+2: marksmanship 50,
throwing SD
Physique 3D: lifting 5D, running 4D,
stamina 4D
Knowle~ge I

D+2

Perception 2D+2: search 3D+2, survival
40+2
Presence 3D: disguise 3D+2, intimidation
40, willpower 40
Strength Damage: 3 D
Move: I2
Fate Points: I
Character Points: 4
Body Points: 19

organic for nourishment; Ulcravision (Rl),
negates up to 2 points of modifiers for dim
or dark conditions
Equipment: an outfit to pass as a
human
Note: Male Man tin only have a Physique
andPmenceof20+ 1 with skills underneath
reduced by 10.

Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Quirk (R2), prefer
being alone
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Ambidextrous (Rl),
+1 to relevant two-handed actions; Combat
Sense (RI), surprise penalties reduced by
2; Natural Armor: Chiron (Rl), +10 to
damage resistance rolls; Natural Hand to
Hand Weapon: Tough Hands (RI), damage
+ID; Omnivorous (RI), can eat anything

Reflexes4D+I: brawling6D+ l,contortion
5D+l, dodge 6D+l, ;umping 5D+l,
melee combat 60+1, sneak 60+1
Coordination 3D+2: marksmanship SD,
throwing 60
Physique 3D: lifting 40, stamina 4D
Knowledge 20
Perception 20: search 3D+ 1
Presence 2D+2: disguise 4D+2, intimidation 30+2, willpower 3D+2
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 12
Fate Points: I
Character Points: 4
Body Points: 19

Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Culrur:al Unfamiliarity
(RI), does not fully understand the outside
world; Devotion (Rl), to "mate"; Infamy
(RI); Quirk (R2), secret idenriry
Advantages: Parron (Rl ), chosen
" mate"
Special Abilities: Arnbidexrrous (RI,
per setofarms),+ l to relevant two-handed
actions; Combat Sense (Rl), surprise penalties reduced by 2; Extra Body Parts {RI),
second pair ofarms with Additional Effect
(R2), functional; Hardiness (R2), +2 to
damage resistance totals; Hypermovement
(Rl), bonus ro Move; Omnivorous (Rl),
can eat anything organic for nourishment;
Ulcravision (Rl), negates up to 2 points of
modifiers for dim or dark conditions
Equipment: clothes and items as appropriate for duties and companion's status
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Horses have been bred, domesticated,
and used by people for over five millennia.
Serving in warf.ire, farming, and transport,
no other creature has been more versatile
or vital co humanity's survival. Although
technology has supplanted many of its
functions, horses scill have the power co
inspire awe in a way few creatures do.
The modern era for the horse also
coincides with its decline from usage. The
Industrial Revolution brought with it all
manner of new technology. Ac first, equines
existed alongside the new advances; horses
and horse-drawn carriages served as transport to and from new-fangled railroads,
and the muscular creatures also worked as
the power source for the earliest factories.
Up until very recently, the horse was one
of the most common means of personal
transporracion; in 1900, there were 100,000
horses in New York City alone. In the Wild
West the horse symbolized the power, majesty, and freedom of this new land, existing
as rransport between rough-and-rumble
pioneer cities and as mounted units. The
Pony Express, which began as a publicicy
stunt in 1860 and lasted only 19 months,
enabled mounted postal carriers co carry
letters and small packages between this new
frontier and the established union in 10 days
... considerably less than the six months it
rook less than two decades earlier.
However, the new century brought with
it global war, and with it the realization
that the horse was no longer suited for the
uses it once fu lfilled. While cavalry units
were considered elite units of most nations'
armies just prior to World War I, they were
utterly powerbs for mos1 f unclions of that
conflict; they were eventually replaced by
tanks in later wars. In many civilian duties,
they were replaced by automobiles and
trucks, which were ironically considered to
be cleaner alternatives co their four-legged
counterparts. Horses were phased out of
civilian functions in most cities in the 1910s
through the 1930s.
Compared to a century ago, horses arc
almost absent from daily life, although they
arc still rclacivcly common in a surprising
number of venues. These include:
• Mounted police, which in urban
environments arc able co go where cars and
bicycles would be impractical, and which
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also provide intimidation and riot control
in crowded conditions.
•Ceremonial functions, such as parades
and official functions. Many military and
governmenr functions still use horses for
special occasions, where the creatures' regal
status impresses crowds.
• Horse-drawn vehicles, especially
carriage rides for scenic rours. (Some communities that shun modern conveniences,
such as the Amish, also concinue co use
horses as their primary means of transportation.) In the event of a widespread lack
of gasoline or electricity, those who have
horses might be the only ones still able to
travel any distances.
•Farms and agriculture, where the open
fields make owning the creatures as a recreational pursuit much more practical.
•Livestock herding, where the mounted
rider's height allows him ro survey his
herd without spooking them with a noisy
vehicle.
•Circuses, where specially trained horses
and their riders are capable of amazing fears
and tricks.
•Horse racing, where chc multi-billiondollar-a-year industry can bring our the
seamiersideofanimal handlers, resulting in
drugged or illegally enhanced animals.
• Shows and competitions, where the
rich show off their best specimens as well
as their riding prowess.
•Zoos and fairs, where came horses and
ponies accustomed to kids arc available to
be petted or ridden.
- In all, the presence of the modern horse
is but a shadow of its once-common self.
Given how horses have helped people for
thousands of years, and still amaze young
and old alike, it seems likely they will
play some part in society for millennia
to come.

Tav~~~Hor~
If the horse pulling a vehicle is incapacitated or killed, the vehicle is considered to
crash at its currenr speed (as per the Vehicle
rules of the "Equipmenc" chapter). This is
also the case ifonlyone member in a ream is
killed or incapacitated, and ifa single horse
ridden directly is incapacitated.
Ratherchan killing the horse, an attacker
might cry co "spook" it. All but the besrcrainedhorscs will be spooked by explosions
or fire. To scare a creature wich a gun or the
like, a character muse genera cc an intimida-
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tio11 total against the creature's willpower or
Presence. If the intimidation rotal meets or
beats the creature's total, the effect spooks
che creamre. (If uying co determine if a
horse is accidentally spooked by a sound
or effect, determine the magnitude of the
frightening effect to substitute for the
intimidation total; firecrackers might have
lD or 2D, most guns will have a rating of
30, and larger explosions could have 40
or more.)
With a scared creature, the driver of
the vehicle or the rider of the horse must
generate an animal handing or riding total
(including the Maneuverability) against a
difficulty equal to the animal's willpower or
Presence total +9 to bring it under control.
If the driver fails, the creature gallops away
at top speed, towing the vehicle behind it.
If the creature is a member of a team, the
entire team panics and gallops off. The
creature (and carriage, ifthe horse is pulling
one) travel at "panic speed," a rate equal to
4 times the creature's Move.

Each round, the driver can make another

ridingor animal handlingroll to gain control
of the creature or creatures. If the horse is
pulling a vehicle, it suffers damage as if it
had been hit by an attack (equal to SD on a
road or smooch surface, 6D when on rough
ground) for each round that the vehicle is
traveling at panic speed. Obviously, a panicked team can easily destroy a carriage.

TyplcctLR~ov

Vva{tttor:&'
Reflexes 3D: brawling 4D, dodge 3D+l,
jumping4D
Coordination I D
Physique 40: running 50, swimming
4D+l
Knowledge 1D+1 : navigation: returning
home 30

Fighting on a horse is considered a
multi-action: one to control the horse and
one co attack.
In general, controlling the horse requires
an Easy riding roll, though an untrained
or temperamental horse may increase this
difficulty.
For the most pare, the multi-action
penalty covers the increased challenges
to aiming correctly on a moving creature,
though the gamemaster may increase the
difficulty when the horse is running in a
panic, over rough terrain, or very fast.
Additionally, when fightingagainstsmall
creatures with a scale value of 3 or less or
creatures human-size or larger, the character
attacks and defends with the same scale as
the horse. Though some targecs are coo small
to reach comfortably with most weapons
from the back of a horse, the gamemaster
may allow certain weapons co be used
against much smaller targets.

Perception 3D
Presence 20: intimidation 3D, willpower
3D

Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 25 (riding)/20 (draft)
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 22

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage +2; + 5
to combat difficulty); hooves (damage +2);
trample (damage +2D; must charge); large
size (scale value 3)
Note: Draft horses have stamina 5 D, Lifting 50, and Strength Damage 3D. Horses
may attack twice in one round with their
hooves (two front or two back) with no
penalty, or they may bite once.

Vcu-~wvw
Police horses have intimidation of 4D
and willpowerof5D. In addition, they have
some "authority" in their
jurisdiction, relinquishing
them from responsibility
should they accidentally
injure or trample someone.
Circus horses have acrobtZtics of4D+ I; in addition,
some famous trained horses
might have the Natural
Ability Trademark Trick,
which provides a +2D
bonus to one specific, difficult trick (such as leaping
through a circle of fire),
and which gives the horse
some degree of fame.
"Friendly" horses those that are accustomed
to being around children
or crowds - have the
specialization willpower:
calm of 4D, which helps
to protect them from
getting spooked.

Night mares appear as large, black, misty
horses with Barning red eyes. Some say
they're the ghosts of cruelly treated horses.
They look fully solid on the head, torso, and
upper legs, but the lower legs seem like mist,
though thls is (somerimes) o nly an illusion.
These ghosts of wild ho rses appear only
at night, and they can normally be heard
before they can be seen. Ac the approach
of a night mare, the area grows unnaturally
quiet. Sometimes, the only audible sound is
the thunder of the hooves. At ocher times,
the steeds are so stealthy chat they can't be
heard umil they're dose enough co mike.
The sudden appearance of one of these
creatures snorting steam can be a most
unnerving event.
Where possible, the night mare likes to
charge an opponent. If the opponent cannot be trampled, then it will use its head
butt attack. When the creature's lower half
is insubstantial shadow, someone trying to
gain safety by jumping onto a stage or other
raised platform will find tbat the steed's
insubstantial portions of its body can move
right through solid objects.

Typi.calt N~ lvf cu-e;
Reflexes 4D: brawling 50, dodge 5D,
jumping 4D+l, sneak 40+2
Coordination 1D
Physique 40: running 4D+2
Knowledge 2D
Perception 4D+l: search 40+2, tracking
4D+2
Presence 2D+l: con 3D, intimidation
3D+2, willpower 5D

Strength Damage: 20
Move:25
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 22

C haracter Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

NaturalAbilities: bite(damage+2; +5 co
combat difficulty); hooves (damage+ ID);
head butt (damage+ 1D); trample (damage
+2D; must charge); darkness form (can
change its lower portion or entire body into
shadow, allowing it to pass through solid
objects and adding +5 to its meak totals);
weakness to sunlight (sunlight causes 50
in damage per round of exposure); feeds on
fear and harming others; longevity; large
size (scale value 3)
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The notion of merging the abilities of
humans and animals has been a dream of
science for decades. One cannot help but
admire the incredible capabilities ofEarth's
other creatures, whether the amazing
strength of ants, the heightened senses of
canines, or the regenerative capabilities of
reptiles. The notion of allowing humans
to access these incredible talents has been
the dream of scientists for generations.
Unfortunately, such a process is incredibly
complicated and arduous. Genome mapping alone is a painstaking process, and the
notion ofsplicing two completely separate
and distinct genetic codes together into
a functioning hybrid is one that requires
decades or even centuries of additional
research and experimentation before a
reliable, consistent methodology can be
developed.
Nonetheless, it seems that the publication of H. G. Well's notorious fiction Ihe
Island ofDr. Moreau sparked the minds of
numerous scientists, some ofwhom are not
burdened with the restrictions of ethics or
morality. While nor public knowledge,
reports of certain brilliant but potentially
deranged individuals creating life forms of
this kind have persisted since the 1950s.
The first documented case, although still
not a matter for public record, was discovered in New York City during the late
1960s, when it was discovered that a Dr.
Livingston had managed to create a colony
of man-rat hybrids that were living in the
sewer system. These crearures had bred far
more rapidly than the scientist anticipated,
and began raiding homes and businesses on
the surface for food, causing quite a commotion whenever one was sighted. After
the fall of the Soviet Union, documents
were found indicating that the Russian
Intelligence community had successfully
created human-animal hybrids as a means
of developing new, superior soldiers. The
paperwork alluded to a facility somewhere
in Siberia that was never located.
H uman-animal hybrids tend to be
grouped into broad categories depending
upon the source of their animal DNA.
The process of splicing DNA together is
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easiest when the animals are more similar,
so human-mammal hybrids tend to be
most numerous. Human-reptile hybrids
are also common, as reptile DNA is
apparently more mutable and adaptable
than previously expected. Human-avian
hybrids are considerably more difficult
than the previous two classifications, and
human-insect hybrids, while possible, are
extremely difficult and produce highly
unstable results.
The results ofhuman-marnmal combinations seem to be relatively stable, with creations that retain a large amount of human
imelligenceand adaptability, but with strong
instincts that can be difficult to overcome.
Human-feline hybrids groom themselves
absently without realizing they are doing it,
for instance, while human-canine hybrids
are constantly distracted by scents. These
creatures are hardly safe, however, and
fusing human DNA with more powerful,
wild creatures can pose serious threats to the
safety of everything around them, includ-

ing their creator and fellow hybrids. Apes
and primates appear to be the most volatile
when combined, although other such temperamental animals as rhinoceroses, bulls,
and badgers can yield equally or even more
violent combinations.
Both human-reptile and human-avian
hybrids are secretive creatures, although
there's no identified reason for their cloistered nature. Reptile hybrids prefer to keep
to themselves, often sunning themselves on
rocks despite their warm-blooded nature,
or hiding in narrow nooks and crannies
of rocks or buildings for long periods of
time. Likewise, avian hybrids apparently
prefer to remain above others, removed
from interaction except with their own
kind. Part of this may be some form of
survival instinct, as avian hybrids lack the
muscular frame and physical durability that
many other hybrids enjoy. Reptile hybrids
share such limitations, although they tend
to be sluggish and have poor reaction times
rather than being frail.
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Presence 20+1 : intimidation 40, willpower 40+2

Coordination 10+2
Physique 20: stamina 30+ 1

Strength Damage: 30
Move: IO

Knowledge 20+2: navigation 40+1

Fate Points: 0
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tlybrld;
Reflexes 30+2: brawling 50 , dodge 40,
sneak 40

_l Coordination 20
Physique 40+1: running 50, stamina
4D +2, swi.rnm.ing 4D+2
Knowledge 20: navigation 30
Perception 40: search 50+2, survival
40+2, tracking 50

Presence 20

Body Points: 25

Strength Damage: 10

Wound levels: 3

Move: IO

Disadvantages: Hindrance: Appearance (R2), +3 to charm and disguise difficulties
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Natural Hand-toHand Weapon: Tusks (Rl), damage +1 0

Fate Points: 0

Reflexes30+2: acrobatics4D+2, brawling
40+2, climbing 4D+I, dodge 40 +2,
jumping 40+1 , stealth 40+2
Coordination 20

Presence 20: intimidation 30 +1

Physique 20+2: lifting 3D, run ning
30+2

Strength Damage: 20

Knowledge 2D

Move: 10

Perception 40: hide 40+ 1, investigation
40+1, search 40+1, survival 40+2

Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 4
Body Points: 23
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Q uirk (Rl), wags tail
constantly when happy; Devotion (R2),
slavishly devoted to creators
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Enh anced Sense:
Smell (R3) , +3 to related skill totals

lt~-ElephaM:t

tlybrld;
Reflexes 40: brawling 50, dodge 40+I
Coordination 20: throwing 30
Physique 50: lifting 60 , running 50+2,
stamina 50+2
Knowledge 20+2: scholar 30+ 1
Perception 20: search 20+I, survival
30+2

Perception 40 : search 50, survival 50,
tracking 40+1

Character Points: 4

Ji LMnatt!-fel£ne;
Jtybrld;

Body Points: 16
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Q uirk (R2), preen
feathers constantly
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Enhanced Sense:
Sight (R3), +3 to related skill totals; Glider
Wings (Rl)

tl lM11lUV-Serpertt

tlybrld;
Reflexes 40: acrobatics 40+2, contortion 50, dodge 40+2, melee combat
40+2
Coordination 20

Strength Damage: 1D

Perception 20: search 40, survival
40+2

Move: 10
Fate Points: 0

Presence 30: charm 30+1, con 40

Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Quirk (RI), Moderate
willpower difficulry co overcome desire co
work alone
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Natural Hand-toHand Weapon: Claws (Rl), damage +10

Ji lM11lUV-'Rctptor
tiybrld;
Reflexes 30+2: dodge 40 , flying 60,
melee combat 30+2

0

Physique 30 : swimming 40
Knowledge 20

Body Points: 18

t

Character Points: 4

Presence 30+2: charm 40+2, willpower
40+1

Character Points: 4

0

Strength Damage: 20
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 4
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Quirk (Rl), sibilant
speech patterns and seem to hiss constantly
when speaking
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Hardiness (R2), +2
to all damage resistance totals; Natural
H and-to-Hand Weapon: Fangs (Rl),
damage +10

0
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The cosmos is populated by many interstellar
civilizations. These advanced aliens have long ago
mastered the secrets of science and travel across
the incersrellar void with ease. Such beings would
scoff at humaniry's claim co universal supremacy.
To many of them, the residents of earth are lirdc
more than a primitive annoyance to be avoided at
all coses. Unforcunacely for humaniry, the Ularr are
the exception co the rule because they have found
reason to endure the trek to earth. Homo sapim life
r\----,....~ fulfils a special need for them. These intergalactic
travelers are relentless hunters, and the people of
Earth make exccllenc prey!
lhe Ularr are bipedal creatures that are slightly
shorter than a fully matured human. They have
lithe bodies with spongy, pale skin; deep set, dark
eyes; and deadly fangs. From a distance, they could
pass as human, but once one looks into che eyes of
these heartless beings, there's no doubt that they are
without human mercy and are in all ways alien.
Bcforccmbarkingupon a chase, the Ularrrypically
make an extensive: scan of their prospective hunting
ground. Once chis has been completed, objectives
N""-......._.L..dl..LL.f-1 have been established, and the rendezvous point sec,
they hurtle through space toward their prey. At chis
point, all communication with thc:ir homeworld is
cur off and they face the elements alone. Those char
fail co reach the appoinced pickup site are abandoned
because such beings arc of no worth to their brethren
and natural selection has done the Ularr the favor
by eliminating them. It's this sportsman's mentality
coupled with the alien's choice of usirrg near primitive
weapons chat makes the hunters mortal and gives
their prey a fighting chance.
Heroes in modern games might find themselves
stalked through the urban jungle as the alic:ns seek
ro hunc modern people in their accustomed surroundings. Alien hunters may stray off course and
crash land inco a Wild West campaign. Although
such beings would be lost upon a strange world
with no hope of rescue, they could still venc their
frustration on an unsuspecting population. Superhero advcnrures might send global defenders co a
remote jungle where an Ularr hunting parry prepares
to embark on an expedition. Espionage games could
feature a healthy dose of alien encounter rumors.
Heroes would need to make use of detective skills
when following clues as they crack chc alien hunccrs.
Their findings could shake incelligence agencies co
che core as they find out that the truth is indeed
out there!

R cflcxes40: acrobarics40+1, brawling50, dodge
40+1, jumping 40+1, mclcc combat 40+1,
sneak 50
Coordination 30: missile weapons 40, piloting

50
Physique 30: lifting 40+2, running 30, stamina
40
Knowled ge 20: medicine 20+ 1, navigacion 20+ 1,
tech 20+2
Per ception 40: hide40, invescigation 40, survival
50, tracking 50
P resen ce 20: intimidation 40
Strength Damage: 20
Move: 10
Fate Points: 1
Character Points: 4
Bod y Points: 19
Wound Levels: 3
D is adv antages:
Cultural Unfamiliariry
(R3), from a galaxy far,
far, away
Advantages: none
Special Abilities:
Combac Sense (RI),
surprise penalties
reduced by 2; Fast
Reactions (R2), +20
to Perception when
decermining initiative and may take
an additional action
per round up co
three rimes during an adventure;
Skill Bonus: Close
Combat (R2),
+2 to brawling,

mtlu combat,
and dodge totals;
Ulcravision (RI),
negates up to 2
points of modifiers for dim
or dark conditions; Uncanny
Aptitude (R I), + 1 to
Perception-based skills

Normally rather shy creatures that prefer
run away rather than fight, there are a
few kangaroos that demons or occults have
created to suit their needs.
Standingalittle under rwo merers rail and
weighing about 100 kilograms, kangafiends
appear to be nothing more than typical great
kangaroos that inhabit all parts ofAustralia.
Only upon closer contact with these beasts
is rheir true nature revealed.
The primary unarmed attack of a kangafiend is its powerful hind legs. Leaning
back on its tail, the kangafiend kicks
opponents with tremendous force. It can
also swat foes with its mighty tail and bite
with its pointed teeth.
The demo nroo pretends to be a very
friendly animal (which ought to be a warning sign) and will approach small groups of
people, although its main target is children.
It hops over slowly (so as not to scare the
children) and allows itself to be petted or
fed. Suddenly, it will attack, as its eyes begin
to glow red. It reveals its forked serpent-like
tongue and huge fangs as it tries to rip the
throat out of the nearest children. As soon
as the marsupial has killed, it hops away
to another location where it will be able
to inflict more pain and injury.
Aside from its horrible bite, the possessed marsupial may attack with its hands
or powerful legs, or jump into the air, and
club an opponent with its tail.
The creatures are normally found in city
parks and petting zoos, in the company
of other kangaroos. However,
to

the creatures hate kangafiends and will
attack chem on sight - the battle between
a kangafiend and a demonroo is at once
humorous and terrifying. They will fight
to rhe death.

TyplatiK~
Reflexes 4D+ l: brawling5D, dodge4D+2,
jumping 5D
Coordination 2D
Physique 4D: running 4D+2
Knowledge 2D
Perception 3D: search 3D+ l,
tracking 3D+l

Presence 2D+l: con 3D+l, intimidation
4D, willpower 30+1

Strength Damage: 2D
Move: l 0
Fate Points: 0

Natural Abilities: claws (damage +2);
teeth (damage +lD); hind legs (damage
10+2); tail (damage +lD)

Typlati Ve#'L01'1¥oo-

Character Points: 0

Reflexes 30+1: brawling 4D+l, dodge
4D+2, jumping 5D+ 1

Body Points: 22

Coordination 2D

Wound levels: 3

Physique 30+2: running 4D+l
Knowledge 2D+ 1

~
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Perception 30: search 3D+ l , tracking
3D+I
Presence 3D: con 30+2, intimidation
3D+l, willpower 4D

Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 22
Wound levels: 3

VeM1.0"YWoo-

Natural Abilities: claws (damage +2);
teeth (damage +lD); hind legs (damage
10+1); tail (damage +10); weakness to
spiritual children {children under 12 years
ofage who are highly spiritual immediately
recognize the creature's true nature when
they see it)

0
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The ocean has spawned the spirit of
adventure in many who have gazed upon
its surface. This wondrous, aquatic realm
teems with life. Lowly microscopic organisms serve as the foundation for this vast
ecosystem by providing nourishment for
larger crearures on the food chain. At first
glance, one might think humanity reigns
over the oceans because they harvest its
waters. Nothing could be farther from
the truth. The undersea realm has its own
native master who rules its domain wirh
an iron tentacle. Woe be it to those who
forger the true lord of rhe depths, the
legendary kraken!
These gigantic relatives of squids
are perhaps the most horrific of all the
creatures that prowl the shadowy world
of the watery deep. The immense, oft
malevolent predators can cause even the
most stalwart sailor to grow weak in the
knees with the mention of their name.
Krakens are vengeful creatures char possess
a wickedly cruel intelligence and have no
natural enemies.
A mature kraken can reach 35 meters in
length and weigh three merric tons. The
upper surface of their bodies is usually
grayish in color with black mottling. Their
underbelly and suction cups along the
tentacles are sickly white in coloration.
lhese aggressive creatures have voracious appetites. They have been known
to mistake passing ships for whales, and
several kraken attacks were recorded in the
1930s. K.rakens preferto surprise potential
victims and actempr co glide with the ocean
while waiting for an opportune moment
to strike.
Krakens generallystrike their prey &om a
distance with their tentacles. These rubbery
weapons are incrediblystrong and can resist
attemprs to sever them. Once the life has
been crushed from their victims they are
drawn to the beast's viscous beak, which
can crack the hull of the sturdiest wooden
vessel. If an encounter should go against
the creature, it can release an ink cloud to
cover its escape.
These titanic monsters tend to lead
solitary lives and rarely take a mate. They

usually only interact with their kind to
propagare the species or bartle for rerritory. Deep canyons or vast undersea caves
are the kraken's favored home of choice.
Their lairs are usually linered with the
remains ofsunken ships, the bones of their
victims, and lost riches. Wealth, of course,
is meaningless co these creatures but has
on occasion lured foolish treasure hunter
to their doom.
Heroes ofall ages have tried and will try
to pierce the veil ofmyth and mysrerywhich
surrounds these creatures. Cloak-and-dagger settings mighr have heroes searching for
an enemy spy submarine char sank to the
bonom the sea after venturing too close
to a kraken's lair. The beast could live near
ancient undersea ruins and unwittingly
guard a vast fortune. Merfolk might ask
for aid in stopping a monstrous rampage.
In occult settings, these creatures could be
worshipped as vengeful gods or presumed
to have mystical powers. Super-hero games
can pit heroes directly against the deadly,
oceanic terrors.
These creatures are also useful to set
rhe mood. Reporrs of kraken sightings
can cause terror by themselves. Mounting
rumors could disrrupt the economy of a
coastal community. 'When things look their
bleakest, the characters could encouncer
an eccentric ship's caprain who is looking
to replace lost crewmen and is bent on
destroying the monster who slew them.

·ryp lw); Kvake,,vv
Reflexes 12D: brawling 14D, sneak 6D
Coordination 2D: throwing SD
Physique 18D: lifting 20D, swimming
19D
Knowledge 1D: navigation: undersea
7D
Perception SD: search 7D,survival 5D+2,
tracking 6D+l
Presence 8D: intimidation lOD

Strength Damage: 1OD
Move: 24
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 63
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: beak (damage+3D);
tentacle (damage +20; successful tackle
can continue apply damage each round
as a free arrack until victim breaks free);
rubbery hide (Armor Value +2D vs. blunt
weapons; resistant to temperature and pressure extremes); highly developed sense of
hearing (+2 to relaredskill totals); unusual
eye structure (+ 1D co see hear and in lowlight conditions); ink cloud (+15 to the
difficulty of sight-based skill attempts by
those outside of the cloud; quickly spreads
to ; lasts at least one hour); sensitive eyes
{will break off attacks and submerge if
blinded); large size (scale value 22)
Note: Krakens can attack once with irs
bite or twice with its arms each round. If a
victim is caught in one tentacle, they may
still use other tentacles to anack; they may
capture a maximum of eight victims.

The beat cops are the backbone of any
city police force, having been around since
the early 1800s. Also called bobbies (Great
Britain), gendarmes (France), carabinieres
(Italy), Polizist (Germany), guardia (Spain),
and among other names, depending on the
part of the world, they walk the streets or
patrol in cars, and they are the first responders to any police call. They have evolved over
the decades from the "tough love" kind of
law enforcement co the modern part social
worker, part investigator.
Beat cops are easily identified as they
wear a specific uniform and a badge. Most
carry guns, and all carrysome form ofbaton
and handcuffs. Most modern-day cops also
wear a Kevlar vest under their cloches for
lifesaving protection.
They are considered the bottom of the
rung in law enforcement as all new rookies
start off as beat cops and work their way up
the ranks of the police force. They patrol
certain areas (or beats), and they can operate
alone or in pairs.
With the increasing sophistication of
crime in the 1800s, there arose a new brand
of police official: the detective (or inspector). Detective are police officers with some
years of experience. Their position on the
force allows them to devote their time to
investigating a few crimes. They usually

dressed in business attire and carry a concealed service pistol, usually on their belt.
If they know they are going into a hostile
situation, they may don a Kevlar vest with
"POLICE" emblazonedacrossthefrontand
back. They generally operate in pairs.
These individuals as a group are skilled
at interviewing and information gathering.
They tie together all the witness interviews,
interrogations, forensic work, autopsy
results (if any), and outside information
to present to the prosecutors for courc.
While prior to the 1960s their tactics may
have been brutal at times, they proved to
be effective in closing their cases. Now they
rend to use more psychological tactics to
gain information from suspects and people
of interest.
With the advances in forensic science
came the crime scene investigator. At first,
they were simply there to dust for fingerprints and collect obvious clues under the
direct control of the detective in charge.
In more recent years, they have taken over
running the investigations at the crime
scene, and they supply the detectives with
all the information that they find, from the
obvious evidence ro fibers, hair, and DNA.
The CS!, however, is still responsible for
delivering testimony on what the evidence
they gathered means.

The CSI is always dressed in dark coveralls
and a jacket, if needed, with CSI emblazoned on the back. They also carry a large
case containing their rools and, sometimes,
a camera. They usually work in groups of
two or more, but they may operate alone
depending upon the size of the force and
the crime being investigated.
These individuals are skilled at lifting
fingerprints, finding, retrieving, and analyzing blood, fiber, hair, and DNA samples.
They can compare minute striations on
bullets, tools, and cut or corn objects to
determine where they came from or if they
match with another clue.
One of the oldest law enforcement
officials is the sheriff. They and their deputies are charged with policing large areas,
usually counties in the United States and
Great Britain. Over time, the position has
gone from one of a political appointee to
that of being elected.
The sheriff is usually accompanied by
at least one deputy, who's the county's
equivalent of the city's beat cop. In most
jurisdictions, deputies ride alone but cover
for each other when time allows.
Sheriffs often dress in suits with wear
jackets to conceal the service revolver that
they carry. In other cases, they wear a uniform similar to that of the deputies, which
includes a light brown shirt, dark
brown trousers, black pistol belt
and holster, six-pointed star badge
prominently displayed on the shire
or matching coat, and a wide, dark
brown felt hat.
Marshals are specialized federal
agents who are charged with apprehending wanted federal criminals
and holding chem for trial. They
were the ultimate law enforcement
officers in the U.S. territories in the
west in the late 1800s to early 1900s.
They almost died out after the territories became states, but their job
descri prions were soon expanded to
include seeking federal criminals
throughout the United States.
The marshals of the 1800s were
indistinguishable from other individuals unless they were wearing
their badge. Today, they were dark
business suits and windbreakers or
vests with "MARSHAL" embla-

zoned on them. They have always carried
sidearms - sometimes concealed, and
sometimes displayed openly.
Marshalshistoricallyhaveoperatedalone,
but in modern days, they have adopted a
partner syscem. They may even operate in
groups on a large enough mission.
The rise of the federal agents occurred in
the 1930s with the prohibition act. Their
job was to shut down the illegal flow of
liquor and those that were making money
off of it. Ever since, then they have been
used by the federal executive branch to crack
down on whatever group is currently seen
as a threat, including anti-war movements,
civilian militias, drug runners, international
spies, or terrorists.
Federal agents dress in dark business suits
and carry concealed weapons. Many modern agents also have hidden communication
devices. They always work in teams of rwo;
in more important cases, several teams come
together to form a squad.
Special weapons and tactics (SWAT)
teams are specialized police officers that
are primarily dedicated to recapture of
dangerous subjects, high-risk entries, hostage situations, mob and riot control, and
armed standoffs. They spend most of their
time waiting, tensed and ready to spring
into action on a second's notice. These are
youngyetseasoned officers who have proven
to be cool under pressure. SWAT officers in
most police forces are regular beat cops and
detectives until a situation arises that calls
the team into action.
These police officers dress in an all-black
coveralls, black boots, black bulletproof
vests, and black baseball caps or Kevlar
helmets. They operates in six-person teams.
The team consists of a commander, a communications-electronics person, a sniper, a
entry specialist (or doorman), a grenadier,
and a raider. The may also have a negotiator
attached to them if needed.
The commander, communications
person, and raider are all equipped with
small submachine guns and police pistols;
the communications-electronics person
also has appropriate cools. The sniper uses
a military sniper rifle and police sidearm.
The "doorman" is provided with a heavy
battering ram, sledgehammer, shotgun,
and police sidearm. Finally, the grenadier is
equipped with a carbine version of the U.S.
Army assault rifle with a grenade launcher,
a police sidearm, and hand tossed "flashbang" and tear gas grenades.

Some SWAT reams also deal with criminals possessing extraordinary abilities. In
addition to a more heavily armored version
of their normal outfits, they also wear fully
concealing black helmets. The helmet is
armored and packed with electronic displays, including thermal and infrared vision
readouts, and communications equipment.
The helmet also acts as a shield against
telepathy and psionic attacks.
The raider also carries an average-sized
metal backpack, which contains the power
source for an electronic net gun, the weapon
of choice for ultra-human SWAT teams.
The gun itself looks like a 700-centimeter
long cylinder with a pistol grip extending
from the bottom of it.

for modifying the basic law enforcement
officer for various special duties.
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• Crime scene investigators have +lD
to medicine, investigation, and search and
3 D+ 2 in security and tech. Their eq uipmenr
bag (if properly stocked with containers,
swabs, tweezers, brnshes, dusts, adhesives,
chemicals, magnifying lenses, gloves, and
other items) grants a +ID to investigation
rolls for those who know how to use it.
• Marshals, federal agents, and SWAT
team members have +lD in brawling
and marksmanship, 3D+2 in security, and
4D+2 in sneak, hide. and tracking. SWAT
team members also wear heavy Kevlar
armor (Armor Value +3D). Ultra-human
SWAT teams generally also carry electronic
net guns (damage 8D stun only; range
20/40/60; can fire 5 shots before requiring
recharging)

Reflexes 3D+2: brawling 4D, dodge 4D,
melee combat 4D

Addit"~ Ww.:pon,,y

TyplailLaw

Coordinatio n 3D+2: marksmanship
4D+2, piloting 4D+l, throwing 4D
Physique 30: lifting 3D+2, running 4D
Knowledge 2D: medicine 2D+2, scholar:
police procedures 4D
Perception 3 D: investigation 3 D+ 2, search
4D, streetwise 4D
Presence2D+2: intimidation 4D, persuasion 3D+l, willpower 3D
Strength Damage: 2D
Fate Points: 0
Body Poin ts: 19

Move: l 0

Character Points: 2
Wound levels: 3

· Advantages: Authority: Law Enforcement (Rl); Contacts (R2), police force
Disadvantages: Devotion (Rl ), to community or partner; Employed (RI), as law
enforcement officer
Special Abilities: none
Equipment: handgun (see "Additional
Weapons" below); additional ammunition;
baton (damage +lD+l); handculfs; small
medical kit; law enforcement identification
(+2 to relevant persuasion or intimidation
totals). Modern officers may also wear light
Kevlar armor (Armor Value +2D+l) and
ocher weapons as needed by the assignment.

Sped{lo Typ~ of La,w
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The following example bonus are cumulative with the "typical" law enforcement
officer. Use these packages as inspiration

• single-shot pistol: pre-I 850; damage
3D; range 10/20/40; requires 4 rounds
to reload
• capand ball revolver: 1850-1865;damage 3D+ l; range 10/20/40; ammo 6
• heavy revolver: 1865-1900; damage
3D+2; range 10/25/50; ammo 6
• .38 caliber service revolver: 1900+;
damage 4D; range 15/30/60; ammo 6
• 9mm caliber standard service pistol:
1980+; damage 3D+2; range 15/30/70;
ammo 8
• bole-action sniper rifle: 1960+; damage
6D; range 200/300/600; ammo 5
• carbine assault rifle: 1966+; damage
5D; range 20/35/45; ammo 30)
• submachine gun (1960+; damage 4D;
range 15/30/55; ammo 30)
• shotgun: 1880+; damage 6D; range
15/30/45; ammo 2
• conducted energy weapon: 1990+;
damage 6D stun only; range 1/3/7; ammo
1; requires 1 round to reload
• 40mm grenade launcher: 1960s+;
damage per grenade; range 100/200/400;
ammo 1
• Rash-bang grenade: 1970s+; damage
GD stun only to all within burst area for 2
minutes; rangePHYS-4/PHYS-3/PHYS+3;
burst area 10 square meters
• tear gas grenade: 1920s+; -lD to all
Reflexes, Coordination, and sight-based
Perception rolls for 2D rounds; range
PHYS-4/PHYS-3/PHYS+3; burst area 9.5
square meters; disperses after 1 minute or
less, depending on wind
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Leeches are parasitic creatures that are
among the simplest animals in existence.
They are invertebrates with no higher cognitive functions, and they operate on the
basest of instincts: feed and reproduce.
The common leech is a tiny invertebrate
--1
withlimitedsensoryorgans; theycandetect
light intensity, vibration, and temperature,
all ofwhich help guide them in their quest
for prey. There are three distinct varieties
differentiated by feeding methods: jawed,
proboscis, and consumption. Leeches with
distinct jaws and teeth use their more
advanced mouth structure tO bite a host
and cause bleeding. These creatures secrete
a chemical that prevents blood clots from
forming, ensuring a steady food source.
Leeches that possess a proboscis feed much
like mosquitoes, inserting their proboscis
into the skin and draining the blood from
the veins beneath. These creatures have a
similar chemical they secrete to dissolve any
blood clots that form. The final kind are
slightly larger and gain sustenance through
swallowing their prey and digesting it.
These creatures are still very small and feed
primarily on smaller invertebrates.
There are much larger versions oftypical
leeches in existence, although thankfully
these nightmarish creatures are rare. They
can be created through exposure ro certain
chemicals or radiation wavelengths. This
is occasionally done on purpose, but more
frequently through indumial accidents or
illicit toxic waste disposal. There have been
incidents of these creatures being created
through unknown, possibly natural means,
~ but these occurrences are exceptionally
rare. Giant leeches typically resemble their
smaller brethren in every way except scale,
although they are obviously more mobile
and have been observed to be considerably
more aggressive.
Another type of leech exists, although
they are far less understood than the more
mundane versions described above. Over

the course of the past century, there have
been a handful of incidents documented
wherein perfectly healthy, everyday people
have fallen prey to strange creatures that
can only be described as "psychic leeches."
These creatures, which paranormal experts
have thus far failed to classify, look almost
identical to normal leeches, though slightly
larger. Psychic leeches do not seem to be
intelligent; rather, they feed on the mental
and possibly spiritual energies generated
by a normal person. The victim slowly
grows weaker and more subdued, with
diminished cognitive faculties, until they
die. These psychic leeches appear to be
considerably hardier than normal leeches,
with an extraordinary resistance to physical
damage and environmental changes.
Their origin remains unknown, although
theories abound. Some believe they are
extraterrestrial in origin, while others think
they are an artificially created life form
intended for use as a military weapon.
Still others attribute them to evolution
or even mystical rituals, a theory that has
its roots in ancient African myths about
summoned demons that drain the life from
one's enemies. Whatever the truth, the
dangers these creatures represent cannot
be overstated.

NaturalAbilities: attach (on a successful

brawling attack, the leech attaches itself
to its target; forcibly removing a leech
causes ID damage to the target); drain
(once attached, inflicts 20 damage per
round until removed); small size (scale
value 15)
Note: Giant leeches have 30 in Physique,
drain 40 damage per round, have a Move
rate of3, and have a scale value of9 (small).
Psychic leeches have 50 in hide: selfonly,
have a Move rate of 2 and a scale value of
14 (small), and drain one pip of Presence,
Knowledge, or Perception per round until
the victim is dead.
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Reflexes 2D: brawling 4D, contortion
30
Coordin;ition 1D
Physique ID: running 2D
Knowledge 10
Perception 10: hide: self-only 30+2,
search 30+2
Presence ID

Strength Damage: lD
Move: 1
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3

0
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Lycanthrop~
Near any dank moor in Europe, or
remote village at the edge of civilization,
newcomers will be warned by the local
townsfolk not to travel the wilds during
the full moon for things that walk the Une
between person and beast prowl the night
seeking warm flesh to feascupon. Those who
scoff at these "quaint rura.l superstitions"
should beware: These warnings are no mere
ta.Jes for tourists. In the places where the
domain ofcivilization ends and the domain
of animal begins, there are creatures that
are half-man, half-beast. They are known
as lycanthropes, or were-creatures.
Lycanthropes - beings that can transform from human to a state in between
human and a particular type ofanima.l such
as wolf, bear, or tiger - originate from
number of different sources. In ancient
times, when magic was more common,
there were cu.Its that engaged in "unions"
with anima.ls, considered magically powerfu.l. The unions resu.lted in offspring chat
cou.ld taketheformofeithera person or the
creature involved in the mating. Tribes of
these were-creatures still exist in very remote
regions, though in modern times, they're
few in number and increasingly more apt
to attempt co blend into human or anima.l
sociecy.This form oflycantbropecan control
its transformation better than less "natura.l"
versions of were-creatures. They rypically
don't frighten domesticated anima.ls easily,
but they suffer difficu.lty socializing with
normal humans. As these were-creatures
are born part animal, they're prone to fera.l
behavior when in human form, making
them detectable in crowded urban areas.
However in small towns and farms, they
can hide themselves quite well.
The most common ofwere-creatures are
the cursed lycanthropes. These are normal
humans that have been transformed into
were-creatures by spells, cursed objects,
alchemical potions, or the transference of
the condition by another were-creature.
This type of were-creature rypically does
not suffer from the tendency to exhibit
the feral behavior of those born as werecreatures, having been human all of their
lives. Unfortunately, when they are in
their alternate form, they often lack the
fundarnenraJ understandingoftheiranimal
side to control their actions and will kill

indiscriminately, even
butchering loved ones.
Additionally, unlike
the natura.lly born lycanthrope, the cursed werecreature can infect others
with their curse. When a
norma.1 human is bitten
by such a were-creature
and does not die, they
may find themselves
subject to the transformation. To determine
if a character is made a
lycanthrope by bite of
a cursed were-creature,
the victim must make a
Physique or stamina check
against the lycanthrope's
infectionscore. Iftheyfai1,
they will become lycanthropes themselves and,
on the next full moon, be
forced to transform into a
creature between a person
and animal.
Ir's untrue that lycanthropes only appear during the full moon. Any
bred were-creature can
assumetheirahernate form atwUI; however,
during the full moon, they must make a willpower test to resist a forced transformation,
the target is 20 plus 5 per month that they
have not experienced at least one change to
their were-form. For the cursed were-creatyre, the change at the first full moon after
having received the curse is inescapable. The
change during the full moon typically lasts
until an hour before dawn.
It's also a myth that a silver or magical
weapon is required to kill a were-crearure. As
any other beast of flesh and blood they are
susceptible to normal weapons, especially
the more brutal ones ofthe modern age such
as automatic weapons. However, weapons
ofsilver and magic have an advantage that
makes them a must for any lycanthrope
hunter: They neutralize the ability of the
were-creature to heal rapidly. Wounds
caused by magic or silver must heal at the
normal rate, dramatically increasing the
possibility of bleeding to death, leaving a
blood trail, or being identified in human
form lacer.
While in the form between human
and animal, the lycanthrope genera.lly

has the senses of the animal form as well
as enhanced strength, superior speed,
accderared healing, natural weapons, and
hands capable of using tools like a person.
In addition, the ha.If-form is smarter than
irs animal cousin. A were-creature can use
doors, windows, and simple tools, and do
high-level problem solving. For instance, if
the beast was attempting to get at someone
behind fortifications, he may knock over a
tree to use as a makeshift ladder, or ifbeing
pursued, he may dig pits or block roads to
hamper pursuit.
Most lycanthropes are based on mammals, rypically wolves, bears, and tigers.
However, those who have fallen under a
magica.l curse cou.ld potentially be a werecreature of any origin such as wereravens
orwerecrocs. (See the Shapeshifting Special
Ability on page 38 of the D6 Adventure
Rulebook for details on how to emulate
were-creamres. Gamemasters may a.llow
che Knowledge attribute to be reduced to
20, if the starting va.lue is higher than
that, if they think mat works well in their
campaigns.)

Typ(ailt Wer-ewo{f
(Wer-e; Form;)

Knowledge 20

Strength Damage: 20

Perception 3D: hide 4D, search 4D,
tracking4D

Move: 10

Reflexes 40: brawling 60, dodge 5D,
sneak 4D+2, jumping 5D

Presence 20+ l: intimidation 60, willpower 6D+l

Coordination 2D
Physique 4D: climbing 50, infection 6D,
lifting 40+2, running 6D, stamina
5D+2
Knowledge 20: scholar: traps 30
Perception 40: search 60, tracking 50
Presence lD: hide 4D+I, intimidation
5D, willpower 6D
Strength Damage: 20
Move: li)
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 22
Wound levd s: 3
Disadvantages: Advantage Flaw: Infection (R3), transfers all Disadvantages and
Special Abiliries to victim bitten by werecreaturc and successfully infected by rum,
does not transfer to human or wolf form
(cursed were-creature only); Infamy (R2};
Quirk (R2), feral tendencies
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Accelerated Healing
(R3), +30 to natural healing rate, with
Ability Loss (RI), may be only used in
werewolf form, and Abiliry Loss (Rl},
ineffecrive against damage infiicted by silver

Strength Damage: 3D
Move: 12
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 25
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Advantage Flaw: Infection (R3), transfers all Disadvantages and
Special Abilities to vicrim bitten by werecreatute and successfully infected by him,
does not transfer to human or wolf form
(cursed were-crearure only); Infamy (R2);
Quirk (R2), feral tendencies
Advantages: Size: Large (Rl), scale
value 2
Special Abilities: Accelerated Healing
(R3), +3D to natural healing rate, wirh
Abilicy Loss (Rl), may be only used in
werebear form, andAbiliry Loss (RI ), ineffective against damage in£licred by silver or
magic weapons; Enhanced Sense: Smell
(Rl), +3 to related totals, withAbiliry Loss
{Rl), may be only used in werebear form;
Hypermovement (Rl), increased Move
rate, with Abiliry Loss (Rl), may be only
used in werebear form; Natural Hand-toHand Weapon: Claws (Rl), +I 0 damage,
with Ability Loss (Rl), may be only used

or magic weapons; Enhanced Sense: Smell

in wcrcbcar form; Natural I land -co- Hand

(Rl), +3 to relared corals, with Ability Loss
(RI ), may be only used in werewolf form;
Natural H and-to-Hand Weapon: Claws
(R l), +I 0 damage, withAbility Loss (Rl),
may be only used in werewolfform; Natural
Hand-to-Hand Weapon: Fangs (R2), +2D
damage, with Ability Loss (RI), may be
only used in werewolfform, and Flaw (RI),
+2 difficulry to use; Shapcshifting: Wolf,
human (R2) with Additional Effect (RI),
can alter size to thatofa wolf, and Restricted
(R4), see description for transformation
limitations

Weapon; Fangs (R2), +20 damage, with
Abiliry Loss (Rl), may be only used in werebear form, and Flaw (Rl), +2 difficulty to
use; Shapeshifti ng: Bear, human (R2) with
Additional Effect (Rl), can alter size to that
of a wolf, and Restricted (R4), see descri ption for transformation limitations

TypU:DJ; Wer-ebec:u(We.¥"e; Form)
Reflexes 3D: brawling 5D, climbing 6D,
dodge 4D+2, sneak 4D

Typ[ca); Wever-Met'\!
(Wer-e; Form;)
Reflexes 3D+ I: brawling 40+2, dodge
5D+2, Hying SD
Coordination 1D+2
Physique3D : lifting30+2, running3D+2,
stamina 4D
Knowledge 2D: navigation 3D+ I

Coordination 20

Perception 4D: hide 4D+I, search 50,
tracking 40+2

Physique 5D+l : lifting 6D, stamina
6D+2

Presence 2D: intimidation 4D+2, willpower 4D

Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Advantage Flaw: Infection (R3), transfers all Disadvantages and
Special Abilities to victim bitten by werecreature and successfully infected by him,
does not transfer to human or raven form
(cursed were-creature only); Infamy (R2);
Quirk (R2), feral tendencies
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Accelerated Healing
(R3), +3D to natural healing race, with
Ability Loss (Rl), may be only used in
wereraven form, and Abiliry Loss (RI),
ineffective against damage inflicted by silver
or magic weapons; Natural Hand-to-Hand
Weapon: Claws (Rl), +10 damage, with
Ability Loss (Rl), may be only used in wereraven form; Glider Wmgs (R2) wirhAbility
Loss (RJ ), may be only used in wereraven
form, and Flaw (Rl ), +2 difficuJcy to use;
Shapcshifting: Raven, human (R2) with
Additional Effect (RI), can alter size to that
of a raven; and Restricted (R4), see description for transformation limitations

Typi,col; Weve;-Cveatu,ye;
p~
Total creation point cost: 2
Total defined limit cost: 2 skill dice
Disadvantages: Infamy (R2); Quirk
(R2), feral te ndencies
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Accelerated Healing
(R3, cost 3), +3D to natural healing rate,
with Abiliry Loss (Rl), may be only used
in were-creature form, and Abiliry Loss
(Rl ), ineffective against damage infucred
by silver or magic weapons; Shapeshifting:
Animal, human (R2)withAdditionalEffect
(Rl}, can airer size to that of a wolf, and
Restricted (R4, cost 3), see description for
transformation limitations
Note: Cursed were-crearures also have
the OisadvantageAdvantageFlaw: Infection
(R3), transfersallDisadvantagesandSpecial
Abilities to victim bitten by were-creature
and successfully infected by him, does not
transfer to human or animal form. This
reduces the package cost to-1 creation point
or-1 skill die-in other words, the character
gets one more point or skill die.

Few labels are quite so evocative as that of mad
scientist. They are a constant source of conflict for
those who become embroiled within their schemes,
not necessarily because the scientist's goals are evil,
but because their judgment is inherently flawed.
A mad scientist can come from any walk oflife,
with the only requirements being a brilliant mind
and a seriously damaged sense of ethics. Some may
be legi timate professionals who become deranged
as a result of exposure to extreme circumstances.
possibly seem ming from their research. Ochers may
suffer from innate mental instabiliry, perhaps as a
means of natural balance co their disproportionately
vast intellect. Still ochers may be genuine in cheir
belief that their research is a necessiry for the good
of all humaniry, and that certain evils are absolutely
necessary in order for the greater good co be served.
These last individuals can be the most dangerous,
as they can often recruit ochers to their cause by
convincing them of the benefits their experiments
can offer to the world at large.
Mad scientists are a variable foe co encounter,
ranging as they do from a genuine, genocidal madman bent on creating new weapons of mass destruction co a benevolent but determined surgeon intent
on solving a cerriblc disease by experimenting with
new treatments on kidnapped vagrants and ocher
innocents. Some arc legitimate villains, while others
are simply misguided and could potemially be rehabilitated if chc circumstances were appropriate.
I nevitably, the most significant challenge when
overcoming a mad scientist is not rhe scientist
himself, briUiant and twisted he may be, nor is it
the scientist's minions, regardless of their numbers.
It's a mad scientist's creations chat pose the real
threat, and an infinitely variable threat at that.
Highly advanced technological weapons, chemical
weapons, viruses or microbes, dimensional portals,
generically engineered monstrosities ... there's no
end to the diversity of threats chat a brilliant scientist can create when unhindered by ethics or the
restricting inAuence of a government, corporation,
or other patron.
Ultimately, the mad scientist is a serious threat
not because oftheir physical capabilities, buc because
theirbrillianceallows them to threaten large numbers
of people over a vast area in a fashion chat most law
enforcement official are incapable of addressing

effectively. lnscead, chese men and women often
become chrears, oven or covert, that can only be
dealt with properly by small groups ofhighly trained
individuals who are capable ofoperating outside the
confines of normal law enforcement.

Typlcol; ~~ Sclent"~
Reflexes 20
Coordination 20: marksmanship 20+1, piloting
30+1
Physique 20
Knowledge 40 (+2): business 40+2, languages
40+1, medicine 50+1, scholar 60, tech L-------~
40+2
Perception 30: investigation 40, know-how 50,
repair 30+1
Presence 30: command
30+2, intimidation 40,
persuasion 30+2
Strength Damage: 10
Move: 10
Fate Points: I
Character Points: 4
Body Points: 16
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages:
Infamy (RI). bad reputation as a lunatic;
Uncoordinated (Rl).
+I difficulty to all

brawling, melu combat, and lockpicking
attempts
Advantages:
Wealth (Rl ); Equipment (R4). various
unique devices
Special Abilities: Increased
Attribute: Knowledge (R2). +2 co
all related corals
Equipment:
illicit laboratory
stocked with
high-end equipment; handgun
(damage 40)
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The Mantideans are a brutal race of
insects resembling what many humans
would call a praying mantis. Most stand
over two and a half meters tall bur can reach
a height of nearly four meters when fully
extended. Their faces resemble a triangle
with compound eyes on either side and
sharp chitinous mandibles in the middle.
Exoskeletons provide inherent armor and
produce a highly adaptive pigment that
changes ro fie their surroundings. This
pigment can mimic greens, reds, oranges,
and browns.
Two words best describe Mantidean
society: matriarchal and cannibalistic.
Mancidean males compete with one

1

another for the right co mate. Mantidean
females compete with OJJe another fo r the
right to rule. Failure means death or even
worse - servitude.
Mantidean interaction revolves around
the rite of xil'thel'gttg. Xil'thel'gug is a trial
ofsuperiority by combat. Any Mantidean
may challenge another co xil'thel'gug, with
the winner claiming ownership of the loser.
By the laws ofxil'thel'gug; the loser becomes
the property of the winner for a period of
five suncycles (in Earth rime, this is actually around three and a half years). The
loser must obey the winner's commands
as law. Many winners use this opportunity
to rid themselves of their competition by
slaughtering the loser and feasting on her
flesh. Less threatening Mantideans become
slaves and underlings, serving the whims
of the winner.
The Mantidean home world is far
removed from Earth. !rs climate appears
temperate with vast tracks of forest and
mountainous regions rife with volcanic
activity. The race's technology level outranks that of humanity, although they
have yet to master the intricacies of space
travel. Mantidean technology rends to
have an organic glasslike aesthetic. Due
to the narure of their compound vision,
the Mantidean written language appears
incomprehensible to non-Manrideans.
Recently a dimensional rift opened
between the Manridean home world and
Earth. L~cated in a tropical ra inforest
near the equator in northern Brazil, Earth
remains unaware ofi ts existence. The Manti dean home world, on the other hand, had
taken a keen interest in the rift. Uncertain
of this new world, the Manrideans have
been cautiously sending scouting parties
through the rift. Using their technology
and natural camouAage, Mantideanscoucs
have traveled over much of North and
South America. They appreciate what they
have seen, and plans for a larger invasion
force are in the making.
Mantideans are dirty fighters who take
every advantage they can get. The rite of
xil'thel'gug requires unarmed combat, but
anything else is permitted. Mantidean
combat tricks includespining in an enemy's
eyes to blind them, using their hind legs
for powerful kicks, tearing off an enemy's

armored plating, gouging eyes, poisoning
their mandibles, and so on. A M antidean
never counts her prey as defeated u ntil she's
certain it's unconscious or dead.

Reflexes 30+2: brawling4D+2, climbing
4D, flying: gliding4D, jumping4D+2,
melee combat 40+2: flame lash +10,
sneak4D+2
Coordination 2D+ 1
Physique 4D: lifting 50, running40+1,
stamina 5D
Knowledge 20+1: navigation 3D, tech
30+ 1
Perception 30+2: hide 40+2, search
40+2
Presence 2D: intimidate 30+2
Strength Damage: 30
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 22
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Environmental Incompatibility (R3), cold weather below 45
degrees Fahrenheit; Devotion (R3), Mantidean way of life (believes in superiority
of the race and their culrure; will never
refuse a xil'thel'gug challenge)
Advantages: Size: Large (Rl), scale
value 1
Special Abilities: Enhanced Sense:
Compound Eyes (Rl), + 1 to related totals;
Extra Body Parc(Rl), cxcralegs; Extra Body
Part (Rl ), antenna; Glider Wings (Rl)
with Restricted (R2), can float down but
cannot climb; NaruralArmor: Chitin (RI)
+10 to damage resistance tocals against
physical damage; Natural Hand-to-Hand
Weapon: Mandibles (RI), damage +ID;
Skill Bonus: Racial Aptitude (R3), +3 to
hide, sneak, and jumping totals
Equipment: flame lash (damage4D+2;
range 4/6/8); survival harness (survival
+ 10); glow stick (reduces darkness modifiers by 2D; radius 5 meters); scanner (search
or investigation+ 10)
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Megalomania is a psychopathic condition that's
predominated by infantile delusions of wealth,
power, or omnipotence. Individuals stricken with
this malady of the mind are often obsessed with
grandiose acrions or extravagant things. People such
as these feel they deserve the best life has co offer.
Thus, their hidden hideours have all the creature
comfons money can buy and are protected by cutting edge, often ridiculously lethal weaponry, while
stunning companions attend to their needs. The
villains make excellent leaders for secret societies,
cabals, and organizations that demand fanatical
loyalty from their followers.
Adversaries of this nature can launch drawnout schemes. Unlike merely evil or greedy villains,
megalomaniacs long to prove their superiority and
may pause the implementation ofworld domination
plans to toy with important captives. Dangerous prisoners arc typically forced co endure a long-winded
monologue while their captor boasts of their world
conquest plans: Their audience will soon be dead
anr.vay, and corpses tell no tales. Besides, a quick
demise would mean Lirrle and do nothing to prove
why the villain is destined to rule the world!
The ensuing tirade can prove useful: Captives may
be able to shrug off the effects ofbeing drugged, gain
time to loosen their bonds, or accidentally receive
information needed to escape an impending death
trap. In many ways, the megalomaniac's ego is their
own worst enemy because personality flaws of this
nature are often a great boon to those who attempt
to thwart their schemes.
1he very nature of megalomaniacs makes staples
for espionage games. Modern settings featu ring these
villains can utilize a myriad of locals as the advent
of the internet allows world domination attempts
to be spawned from nearly anywhere. Wild West
games might feature smaller scale events such as a
land baron who is angered by heroes whose meddling is blocking attempts to add land acquisitions
co her empire.
Someone who feels the heroes have slighted them
could turn into a megalomaniacal villain. Such a
person would be bent on getting revenge from those
who have wronged them!
Some megalomaniacal villains prefer to discard
their foes rather than go through the trouble ofslaying them; it makes their victory more sweet to think
that the heroes will live forever with a humiliating

defeat. (Of course, it also gives the would-be heroes
an opportunity co rally rogether to bring down a
seemingly unstoppable foe.)

Voct"or ZcUtdJ
Reflexes l 0+2: sneak 20
Coordination 20: piloting 40
Physique 1O+1: running l D+2, swimming
10+1
Knowledge 5D: business 7D, scholar 5D, tech
60
Perception 30: investigation 3D
Presence 50 ( +2): charm 6D, command 7D , intimidation 60, persuasion 60, willpower 70

Strength Damage: l D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 2
C haracter Poin ts: 5
Body Points: 14
Wound Levels: 3

Disadvantages: Bad
Luck (R2); Enemy (R3),
the free world; Infamy
(R3), wanted by various national and international law enforcement agencies; Quirk
(R3). deathly afraid of
heights
Advantag es :
Authority (R3), the
head of a world-domination effort; Equipment (R4), protected
by cutting-edge weaponry; Wealth (R4)
Special AbHities:
Increased Attribute:
Presence (R2), +2 to
related totals; Quick
Study (RI); Skill
Bonus: Leadership
(RI),+! co command,
intimidation, and

persuasion
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Many who cake up che sword and perish on the
battlefield sacrifice chcir lives fredy because chcy
believe in the cause chcy serve. However, chere are
those who arc not morivated by glory or nadonal
pride. These callous warriors risk cheir lives for far
penier reasons and sell cheir martial prowess to
the highest bidder. They are oft guided by greed,
disillusionment, or revenge. Such is che life of che
mercenary.
Unlike their patriotic brethren, sellswords often
have a checkered past. Thus, one may encounter
soldiers for hire who are wanted criminals, deserters,
or refugees from lost campaigns. Such information
would typically be kept secret if ac all possible,
and chose who uncover che truth could find their
life in danger! It should be noted chough, char it's
possible to encounter mercenaries who are simply
good at what chey do but have nor found any cause
orher than the pursuit of profit worth risking cheir
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-- -~\ ( ne~:~ nor working,
the hired guns often try
roshedmanyofthetrappings of their profession

Coordination 30: marksmanship 40, missile
weapons 30+1
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ceal their true nature. Ir's
•
· common for soldiers of
fonune chat are between
~,. '\ jobsroonlyspeakwhen
,
{ spoken co and avoid
14
.direct eye contact while
attempring co blend in
with the background.
One should nor confuse their passive
behavior with cowardke - those who
persist in bothering
a hardened scllsword
could very well end
up face down in
an alley with their
throats cue!
These professionals, unlike
many adversaries,
can pass as normal
citizens and can
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Typlca).; ~ EWcet'UtVY
Reflexes 30: brawling30+2, climbing30+ l, mdee
combat 40, sneak 40

\ "~ ~tj,
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usually walk among common folk without raising
suspicion. Their anonymicy coupled with military
training makes them qui cc capable assassins. One of
their ilk would have no problem with eliminating
heroes or other troublesome meddlers.
Globetrotting adventurers could encounter
soldiers for hire who have seen fancastic things in
their travels and could be persuaded to pan w ith
some of their knowledge - for the right price of
course. Hapless heroes mightalsoseekemployment
as mercenaries. They could be forced to make tough
decisions when their job and financial needs conflict
with their morals. Failure to follow orders may find
the mutineers stranded on hostile, foreign soil and
launch further adventures as they cry to survive the
journey back to friendly ccrricory. Unscrupulous
employers mighr hire mercenaries without celling
them the full circumsrances around their deployment. Those who survive could well find themselves
wanted as traitors when they return home!

Physique 40: running 40, stamina 50, swimming 4 D
Knowledge 20: demolitions 30, navigation 30
Perception 30: hide 30+2, search 30+2, survival
40, tracking 30+ I
Presence 20: intimidation 20+2, willpower 30
Strength Damage: 20
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 22
Wound Levels: 3
Disadvantages: Enemy (R2), accomplished
assassin
Advantages: Concacrs (RI), mercenary contacts
Special Abilities: Ambidexrrous (R2), +2 co relevant rwo-handed acrions; Endurance (RI), +30 co
Physique or stamina checks when performing taxing
physical casks; Luck: Good (Rl ); Sense ofOirection
(R2), +20 co navigation and tracking totals
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tomes in most people's lives. Even messages
of grave importance remain unspoken,
flickering away with a last breath. This is
even more true in the world of the rescless
dead, where spirits have passed on with
words left unexpressed.
Some ghosts cling to the incorporeal
afterlife because their life or death was
in some way tied to a message or communication. Perhaps the spirit died with
an important piece of information, or
perhaps in life the person was responsible
for giving messages (such as a spy, courier,
or reporter). Other messenger ghosts began
life as another type ofspirit, and they now
reaffirm theirunlivingexisrence by finding
a purpose in delivering messages.
Although more advanced than many
spirits, messenger ghosts are still only
loosely tied to the physical world. Most
of the time, they are insubstantial and
invisible, although through great effort
they can become part of the real world for
briefperiods. Primarily they do so to deliver
their messages. Parapsychologists speculate
that it takes a Joe ofenergy to manifest, but
successfully doing so reaffirms the ghost's
existence and gives it more essence; thus
the cycle of unlife continues.
If a messenger ghost chooses to manifest physically, it generally appears as an
indistinct form of the person it was in life;
gender is determinable, but only the most
obvious physical characteristics-such as
missing limbs - become apparent. Usually, though, the entity chooses to remain
invisible, becoming corporeal only to
fulfill its duty.
The most important aspect of a messenger ghost is its message. What the spidt
wants to convey, however, can cover a wide
swathe, depending on both the ghost's purpose and strength. The most basic messages
are raw emotions, such as rattling a window
to indicate displeasure or rocking a chair to
showcontentment. Thesemessengerghosts
differ from poltergeists in their ferocity
and intent; polrergeists manipulate objects
primarilyfor mayhem, whereas messengers
want others to understand them.

messages via complex means, such as writing in the dust ofan undisturbed bookshelf
or rearranging word-game tiles to make
simple sentences. These messages are often
tied to a specific purpose or intent (such as
"FIND MY DAUGHTER'S KILLER" or
"SOON IT AWAKENS"), although some
messengers are potent enough in spirit to
carry on simple conversations. For example,
one spirit is tied to an old subway terminal
in a major city; it is aware of many of its
secrets, and communicates them by tearing
headline words from discarded newspapers
orwritingletterson exposed skin.The most
advanced messengers can even become
tied to an individual, serving as a general
guardian (albeit one limited to spying and
relaying information).
Messenger ghosts are universally mute;
at best they can manipulate noise enough
foralowwailingorotherincomprehensible
tones. Weaker messengers usually disperse
when they successfully resolve their siruati on (such as finding the murderer of a
spirit's daughter); stronger ones can exist
almost indefinitely. Although vulnerable to
any attacks that affect ghosts, messengers'
greatestweaknessisbeingdeprivedofeither
an audience or a means of conveying its
meaning.
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Reflex.es 2 D: sneak D
3
Coordination 3D+2: sleight of hand
4D+2
Physique20
Knowledge 20+2: scholar 3D+2
Perception 3D: hide 40, search 3D+l,
tracking 4D+2
Presence30+2: imimidation40, persuasion 4D+ l, willpower 4D+2

Strength Damage: lD
Move: 5 (because oflntangibility)
Fate Points:

0

Character Points: 2
Body Points: 16

Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Devotion (R3) to
delivering specific message (or delivering
messages to specific person); Hindrance
(R2), mute, is unable to speak
Advantages: Trademark Specialization
(Rl), +2D when delivering specific message - or delivering message to a specific
person - by a specific way
Special Abilities: Intangibility (R3),
+9D to damage resistance score against
physical and energy arrackswithAdditional
Effect (R3), intangible state is the default
and can become tangible for one minute - per rank, with Restricted (R2), requires
Very Difficulr willpower roll to become
tangible; Invisibility (Rl 4), +14 to dodge,
sneak, and hide totals, with Additional
Effect (Rl), always on, and Restricted
(R2) requires Very Difficult willpower roll
to become visible; Longevity (Rl)
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The ancient Egyptians were masters
of mummification and rook great pains
to ensure that their rulers were properly
prepared for the afterlife. The passing of
ancient kings was heralded by ceremonial
sacrifice as the nation wept and massive
pyramids rose to house their remains.
While such structures were awe inspiring
and laden with deadly traps, they also
served as beacons for grave robbers who
waited like jackals in the shadows until the
time was right for plunder. Thus, the legacy
of many of Egypt's lieges of ancienc times
has been scattered across the face of the
earth. Although some of their trappings

eventually surfaced in museums, much of
their legacy has been forever lost.
There were a small number of rulers
who managed to escape the clutches of
the greedy. These lords of the Nile foresaw
the future and chose to be entom bed in
secret while decoys lay in their "official"
resti ng place. Trusted minions spirited
their true remains to the forgotten places
in the timeless desert where they would
lay undisturbed. Their spirits would
have been conrenc to await their eternal
reward beneath rhe dunes, bur the souls
of those who have been violated call out
to them. Vengeance muse be theirs. W hat
has befallen their brethren is inexcusable,
and the craven jackals shall pay for their
perry arrogance!
Thus, there should be no surprise in
finding one of Egypt's former protectors
rising from the sand co deliver justice.
The vengeful undead oft wield form idable
power in their quest for divine vengeance;
woe be it to those who stand in the way of
their righteous wrath. Such fools should
consider themselves lucky if they are
allowed to merely die instead of being
slowly tortured until they expire!
Pulp fiction games might feature
undying lords of the desert who have
been taken to a foreign land and
awaken from a museum exhibit. Such
creatures would need minions who are
knowledgeable of their surroundings,
and ~hey would enthrall curators to
serve them. Unlucky heroes could
be the target of abduction attempts
because they resemble a mummy's
companion or long-lost love. V illages might find themselves overrun
with terrible maladies as time-lost
minions of the undead liege walk
the earth co claim it for their foul
lord. Defeating such a horrible
being may tax heroes co their limits
as the m ummy's tries to quench its
thirst for vengeance. They may be
the only thing keeping the vengefulc reature from unleashing their
awesome arcane power on an
unsuspecting world.

A'htrw.cfv-Rcv
Reflexes 2D: brawling 3D

0-

Coordination 1D+2
Physique 4D (+4): lifting SD, running
40+1, stamina SD
Knowledge 4D : languages: Ancient Egyptian 5D; scholar 4D
Perception 20+ l: search 3 D, tracking
20+2
Presence 30: command 4D, intimidation 70, persuasion 3D+2, willpower
30+2
Magic 3D: alteration 4D, apponation 4D,
conjuration 5D
Strength Damage: 3D (+4)
Move: 8
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 21
Wound Levels: 3
Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel {R3),
suffers additional +20 damage from fire
attacks; Age (R2), the mummy receives +l
co the difEiculry of physical actions (those
that rely on Reflexes, Coordination, and
Physique); Hindrance: Movement (RI),
base running, jumping, and swimming
Move reduced by 2 meters
Advantages: Authority (Rl ), over
followers; Devotion (R3), to vengeance;
Wealdt (R2)
SpedalAbilities: Environmental Resistance (R2), +60 co Physique or stamina
checks to resist ill effects from environmental conditions; Hardiness (RS), +S
to damage resistance totals; lmmonaliry
(Rl), ceases functioning when smashed
to pieces or decapitated, with Additional
Effect (R2), does not need to eat or d rink;
Increased Attribute: Physique (R4), +4
to related totals; Iron Will (R3), +3 to
all willpower rolls and +3 to the default
d ifficulry against the mummy; Paralyzing
Touch(Rl), may choose to paralyze victim
with successful brawling attack and victim
remains paralyzed until she makes a successful Presence or willpower roll against
the brawling skill coral

0

In an era where an oft-jaded population
demands instant information, many people
have little time for something as whimsical
as myths. Cynics dissect legends under the
microscope and imagination is often slightly
out ofstyle. Fortunately, for those who still
fascinated by mystery, there area few things
that defy explanation and some creatures
who have managed to avoid the paparazzi.
Mysterious lake dwellers have managed to
steer clear of attempts to capture or tame
them. The fortunate mystery hunters can
peer past the mist shrouded waters ofremote
lochs and catch a fleeting glimpse of these
fabulous creatures. Some say these beasts
are born of fiction and lies. Others swear
they are living, breathing things.
Monster hunters, scientists, and tabloid
journalists have their own theories about the
origins of mysterious lake dwellers. Many
feel these beasts are gigantic water serpents
or prehistoric marine reptiles. As oflate, the
latter seems more plausible. After all, if the
coelacanth's extinction reports proved to be
premature, could another creature, such as
the plesiosaur, have also survived?
The plesiosaur lived during the Mesozoic
era. Thesecreaturesweremarine reptiles and
could reach 14 meters in length. They had
a long, snaky neck, which fits the description of the Loch Ness and Lake Champlain
monsters.
Champ, the Lake Champlain monster
made its first appearance in the early 1600s.
In the last hundred years, the creature has
been spotted on more than 200 occasions
but the description ofthe beast varies. Many
think Champ is an immense water serpent.
There are, of course, a few skeptics who feel
that Champ is nothing more than a giant
lake scurgeon.
The Loch Ness Monster is Scotland's
oldest living resident and was first sighted
nearly l ,SOO years ago. The creature is
rumored to have a long neck and is roughly
17 meters long. "Nessie" fans feel the loch's
largest denizen is either a prehistoric beast
or huge water serpent.
Ogopogo hails from Lake Okanogan in
British Columbia, Canada. It was known
to the natives an N'ha-a-tik (Na-ha-ha-tik)
and there have been recorded sightings
dating back to the nineteenth century. The
creature bears a striking resemblance to the

Loch Ness Monster and could possibly of
the same species.
Mysterious lake dwellers can provide
inceresting diversions. The heroes could
answer an advertisement that offers a
reward for positive proof of the existence
of such a creacure. Explorers might find
an w1derwater passage that leads to a
prehistoric world. These creatures might
be in dire need of champions as they try
to evade trophy hunters. The beasts might
even know long forgotten secrets.

Chamf>(I~
Reflexes 7D: brawling 8D, dodge 7D+ 1
Coordination 2D: throwing 3D+2
Physique 8D: lifting 9D+l, swimming
14D
Knowledge 2D
Perception 4D: hide: self-only 3D, survival 6D
Presence 5D: animal handling4D, intimidation 6D
Strength Damage: SD

Move: 16

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Body Points: 34

NaturalAbilities: bite(damage+lD; +5
to combat difficulty); constriction (damage

+2D); quick to react (+ID

to

Perception

\~hen determining initiative); breathes in

water; large size (scale value 1O)

T1te; Loclv N~ M~EW
(fvdlve<LP~)
Reflexes SD: brawling 6D
Coordination 20: throwing 3D+l
Physique 60: lifting 6D+2, stamina 1OD,
swimming 12D
Knowledge 2D:
Perception SD: hide: self-only 7D. survival 6D
Presence 4D: intimidation SD
Strength Damage: 3D
Pate Points: 0
Body Points: 28

Ogop~ (Norwuii
P~)
Reflexes 4D: brawling SD
Coordination 1D+2
Physique 70: llfting 7D+2, stamina 80,
swimming lOD
Knowledge 1D
Perception 3D: hide: self-only 4D, survival 40
Presence 3D: intimidation 4D

WateY Setp0¥\.t)

Fate Points: 0

conditions); breathes in water; large size
(scale value 10)

Move: 18

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (dan1age +3D; +S
to combat difficulty); unusual eyesrructure
(+ 1D to see hear changes and in low-light

Strength Damage: 4D
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 31

Move: 14

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage +2D;
+S to combat difficulty); breathes in water;
large size (scale value 9)

Products of mutation or genetic throwbacks to a deadlier time, nasty varmints
plague the frontier. Nasty varmints come
in a variety offorms, from the giant bloodsucking tick co the acid-spitting cave worm.
All share a few common themes.
First, nastyvarmintsarehuge. Comparing the giant blood-sucking tick to the
average deer tick shows a growth multiplier
in the thousands. The nasty varm ints'
unusually large size evokes a primal terror
in the hearts ofthose unfortunate to witness
them. It rakes a brave soul co maintain his
composure when confronced with a threemeter-tall mutant tick.
Second, nasty varmints hunger for flesh
- - and blood. Ani mals suffice buc something
- ~ special exists in the blood ofhumans, mak-

ing chem especially tasty to these critters.
Fear is a spice, and nasty varmints like their
meals well seasoned. They go our of their
way to feed on the flesh of living beings.
Lastly, nasty varmints die slowly. Killing a nasty varmint rakes skill, precision,
and a bit ofluck. These creatures can take
a .45 to the skull and still keep kicking.
Entire clips &om a submachine gun barely
draw blood. The secret to the destruction
of a nasty varmint is to find the creature's
weakness. Each one has a soft spot, and
that's the key to its defeat.

with a difficulty of 15 or become stunned
when exposed to any noise that's as loud
as a stick of dynamite going off or louder;
unable to act until after its next round if
stunned); large size (scale value 1)

Typ[co);G~

Cave; Wo-vm;
Reflexes 4D+ l: brawling SD+ l, climbing
5D+l, sneak 6D +l
Coordination 1D+2
Physique 5D: lifting 6D+2, running
40+2, stamina 50+1
Knowledge 1D

Reflexes 3D+2: brawling 5D+2, climbing
5D+2, dodge 4D+2, jumping 5D+2,
sneak4D+2

Perception 20: hide 3D+2, search 3D,
survival 3D+2
Presence 3D+2: intimidation 5D+2,
willpower 4D

Coordination 2D

Strength Damage: 3D

Physique 4D: lifting 6D, running
5D+l, stamina 5D+l

Movc: 22

Knowledge 1 D
Perception 2D+ 1: hide 3D, search
3D+ l , survival 3D+l, rracking4D
Presence 2D+2: intimidation 4D+2,
willpower 3D+2
Strength Damage: 3D
Move: 18
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 22
Wound levds: 3
Natural Abilities: chiron (Armor
Value +lD); pincers (damage +2); antennae (+2 to the tick's search and tracking
totals if the target of the check is within
10 meters); blood sense (adds+ ID to the
rick's tracking rolls if following a trail of
blood); blood suck (for every 12 Body
Points or 2 Wound levels of damage
done in a single attack, the tick gains+ 1D
Physique, lifting, stamina, and Strength
Damage for one minute); weakness to
loud noise (must make a willpower roll

Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0

0

Body Points: 25
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: nerveless body and
tough exterior (Armor Value+ 1D); burrow
(a worm can burrow underground as fasras
it can move on land); feelers (sensitive hairs
covering its body allow it to feel vibrations; a
worm can "see" with these feelers to a range
of20 meters while underground); acid spit
(damage3D; range4/7/10; ID damage on
subsequent rounds until washed off); maw
(damage +2}; swallow (if the worm makes
a successful grab action against a creature
of large scale value 0 or less, the target is
swallowed, caking 3 D damage each round
from the worm's stomach acid; a swallowed
creature doing 12 Body Pointsor2 Wound
levels of damage with a sharp or explosive
weapon can escape the worm's stomach);
weakness to mud (when caught in mud,
must make a separate lifting check with a
difficulty number of28 to move at half its
speed or attack); large size (scale value 2)

0

Coo rdination 30: lockpicking 30+2, sleight of
hand 30+2, throwing 40
The legend ofthe ninja is shrouded in mystery and
few writings of their history exist. What we know
of them today has been passed from generation to
generation and turned the assassins into a mysrical
enigma. Fortunately, not all has been buried by the
passing of time.
The ninja owe their origin to first millennium
Japanese priesrs. The clerics were defr information
gatherers that shared their knowledge with those in
the ruling caste and inrroduced the art of stealth
11----~_J co their homeland. They practiced in peace until
govern ment harassment became unbearable and
forced their hand. Their response would give birth
co the ninja.
_11 ,_ The stealthy talents of the martial arcs masters
(i\A-N fie well with che emerging climate in their nation.
A growing number of wealthy families of privilege
had a great need for skilled espionage agents, and
they sought to use any means necessary to eliminate
their enemies. This was an arena in which ninjas
could thrive; their talents became invaluable to their
employers. For several centuries, they cast a shadow
""~~·~· of fear over chose who stood in their way.
However, like the changing tides, the political
climate shifted and the ninja's influence faded. Many
thought chat their power was broken and their teeth
dulled. Those who knew bener saw they had merely
receded into the shadows. The masters of stealth
had returned co their chosen element and, in turn,
became far more deadly!
Ninja clan leaders could target heroes as potential
~Y t hreats and send an assassin to eliminare chem. A
seemingly random pattern of violence could erupt
~Y in a rundown section of the ciry, but investigation
L. __ reveals that rival factions are fighting for control of
/(Jr their domain. Heroes in this situation might find
t hemselves caught in a deadly crossfire while trying
to disarm the situation.
In Wild West sercings, ninja could have traveled
CVLye,..- W to America to recover a stolen heirloom. It could
be the case that heroes find themselves aiding the
stealthy masters as they struggle to win the day and
return co their homeland. Those who succeed may
be rewarded by being given the chance to learn
lost stealth ans!

N
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Typico.1 N[,y\fC{;
Re8 cxes40: acrobatics40+2, brawling 50, climbing 40+2, contortion 40+2, melee combat 50,
sneak 40+2

Physique3D: lifting30+2, running3D+2,stamina
40, swimming 30+2
Knowledge 20: demolitions 30, languages 20+ 1,
medicine 20 1 l
Perception 40: hide 50, investigation 40+ I ,search
40+2, survival 40+2, tracking 50
Presence 20: disguise 20+2, intimidation 20+2,
willpower 30
Move: l 0

Strength Dama ge: 20
Fate Points: 0

C haracter Points: 3
Wound Levels: 3

Body Points: 19

Disadvanta.g es: Devotion (R3), to clan
Advantages: Contacts (R2), the members ofclan;
Patron (R2), clan leader
SpecialAbilities:Accelerared H ealing(R2), +20
to natural healing attempts; Combat Sense (Rl),
surprise penalties reduced by
2; Endurance {Rl ), +30 to
Physique or stamina checks
when performing taxing
physical tasks; Enhanced
Sense: Touch (Rl ), +2 to
related skill totals; Iron
Will (Rl), +20 to all
willpower rolls and +4
to the default difficulty
against the ninja; MasterofOisguise (Rl), +5
to disguise totals and
+ I D to any Presencebasedactionswhile in
that disguise; Sense of
Direction (Rl), + 1D
to navigation and
tracking rolls.
Equipm e nt :
karana {damage
+3D); wristmoun ted crossbow with darts
l
{damage 40); 8
shuriken (damage +10); dark
clothing (+ I to
hifk and S11LaK
in dim or dark
conditions)
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Creatures created out of the devastation
of an atomic war, nuclear shadows are
ghostly beings that look like A.at, white silhouettes ofhumanoids wirhsmudged black
auras surrounding them. They continually
moan and howl in pain and glow with a
faint luminescence in the dark.
The shadows are incorporeal spirits and
are dangerously radioactive. They hate all
life and seek to destroy any living creature
that approaches them. The touch of a
nuclear shadow inflicts terrible burns-and
possibly a lingering radiation sickness that
will kill her in a matter of days.
Any character who is killed by damage
inflicted by a nuclear shadow or dies from
the radiation sickness inflicted by one will
become a nuclear shadow after death. The
character's body explodes with nuclear
flames until only rhe blasted silhouette of
a nuclear shadow remains.
Physical attacks have no effect on these
creatures. They can be affected by magic,
miracles, and psionics. They are considered
enemies by any rnyrhos chat has the concept
of evil spirits.

The odiumus are the flaming angels of
vengeance in an obscure religion. They
appear as huge wheels of divine flame, with
seven golden eyes set into a wheel. They
are the holy spirits chat destroy chose who
do not serve the interests of the religion.
They may be summoned for the purpose of
destroying a heathen artifact or stronghold.
In the guise of a holy avenger, they spread

Reffexes3D+2: brawling 4D, dodge4D,
flying 4D+l
Coordination 2D
Physique 20+ 1
Knowledge 2D
Perception 3D+l:
search 40, tracking 4D
Presence 3D: con 50+ l, intimidation 4D,
willpower 5D
Strength Damage: I D
Move: 20 (flying)
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 17

Character Points: 3
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Advantage Flaw: Infection (R3), a target killed bya nuclear shadow
through damage or sickness becomes a
nuclear shadow herself; Hindrance: Atypical Movement (Rl), flying only

their religion's gospel of violence,
aggression, hau-ed,
and war.
The odiumus are
spiteful entities that
delight in causing
misery. In their
vengeful "missions,"
they tend to demoy
more then theywere
petitioned to do.
The creatures
may only be summoned by the religion's
priests (the planar distance has a value of33
for miracles and spells), who regard them
as divine tools from God, though other
summoning spells may mistakenly draw
the entities to their casters.

Typle<ilc9~
Reflexes 3D+2: brawling 50+1, dodge
4D+2, flying 50+1, sneak 4D+l
Coordination 20

Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Arrack Resistance:
Nonechanted Weapons (RIO), + 1OD tO
damage resistance rolls against relevant
actacks; Flight (R2), base flying Move 20;
Natural Hand-to-Hand Weapon: Energy
Touch (R4), damage +40, withAdditional
Effect (R6), when damage beats damage
resistance total by 8 points or more, the
victim is affiicted with radiation sickness,
which kills her in a number ofdays equal to
3 times the number in front of the "D" of
her Physique or stamina score - a medicine
total of 28 or more cures the sickness

Physique 30+2
Knowledge 20+1: languages 40+2
Perception 3D+ 1: investigation 4D+2,
search 50, tracking 50
Presence 30: con 4D+2, intimidation
4D+2, willpower 4D+2
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 60 (flying)
Fate Points: 1
Body Points: 2 I

Character Points: 3
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Devotion (R3), spreading violence; Hindrance: Atypical Movement (RI), flying only
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Attack Resistance:
Energy Attack, Nonechanted Weapons (R5
each),+5 0 to damage resistance rolls against
relevant attacks; Flight (R3), base flying
Move 60; Immortality (Rl), driving out its
eyes with silvered weapons will kill it permanently; Natural Hand-to-Hand Weapon:
Divine Touch (R4), damage +4D

The term "parasitic beings" is really
an umbrella under which many differenr
creatures and entities can be grouped.
Leeches are certainly parasitic beings, as
are vampires and, to a certain extenr, some
demons. The word "parasite" is defined
as a creature that feeds off of a host while
conuibuting nothing to the host's ongoing survival. Most such abilities are highly
specialized, much like the leech's ability
to secrete a substance that prevents blood
clotting. Most mundane parasites that have
been cataloged by conventional science are
primitive creatures, such as leeches, ticks,
various other insects, and a number ofplant
species. There are other kinds, however,
although most have not been catalogued
by mainstream science.
In the past few decades, psionic phenomenon has only begun ro receive proper
documentation. Even as science has begun
to understand psionics and its development
in humanity, they have also come to realize
that there exist certain creatures that live
by feeding on unidentified energies generated by psychic phenomena. It's unknown
how these creatures have existed given
the extremely limited number of people
manifesting these abilities, though some
believe the parasites may have developed
in response to the increasing number of
psychics.
Physical parasites are more common
and far better understood than their psionic counterparts. Again, most are insects
and plant species. There have been cases
of far more advanced parasitic creatures,
however, though these creatures have
defied all attempts at ready classification.
A recorded instance in Europe identified
a creature that appeared to be human by
all outward appearances. This creature was
responsible for a rash of murders that went
on for nearly six months. When apprehended, the creature was in the process of
claiming another victim, feeding on certain
chemicals in the brain through a retractable
proboscis sheathed in the wrist. The creature
was killed while being apprehended, and
subsequent examinations revealed organ
systems that were in no way human. Its
origins and whether more like it exist
remain a mystery.
Public perceptio n, limited though it
may be in some cases, holds parasites in a

unique way. Natural, unthinking parasites
such as leeches and ticks, while considered
disgusting, are looked upon as a part of the
natural order. Parasites that posses innate
intelligence, however, such as the European
creature described above, are almost universally reviled despite having no control
over their unique dietary needs.

Typiail;IVlt~
Phy~payCf4ite;
Reflexes 3D: brawling 5D, dodge 5D
Coordination 2D
Physique 3D: stamina 3D+2
Knowledge 2D: scholar: local haunts 5D
Perception 3D: streetwise 4D+2, survival
5D, tracking 3D+2
Presence 4D: charm 6D, con 5D+l, persuasion 4D+2
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 6
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R3),
cannot live for more than a few hours
outside of a host or hostlike environment;
Hindrance: Reduced Move (R2), reduced
running, jumping, and climbing Move
Advantages: Size: Small (R2), scale
value 6
Special Abilities: Life Drain: Damage
(R2), drains 6 Body Points/ 1 Wound for
every 4 points over brawling attack with
Restricted (Rl), may only use through
organ grown in host; Possession: Full (RI)
with Additional Effect (Rl ), may cause
additional organs to grow in host and
provide access to other SpecialAbilities and
Restricted (R2), must latch onto victim to
rake control; Skill Mi nimum (Rl ), for con,
charm. and persuasion

Typlcct1t
NOtiirtt~
p~payCf4ite;
Reflexes 3D: brawling4D, contortion 4D,
dodge 3D+l
Coordination lD

Physique 2D: running 3D, stamina 3D
Knowledge ID: navigation 3D+2
Perception 4D: hide: self-only 6D+2,
search 5D , survival 5D
Presence 2D: willpower 5D
Strength Damage: 1D
Move: 2
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: camouflage (can
change color to match that of host, gaining
+2D to all hide: selfonly rolls); psionicdrain
(host loses 1D from Knowledge or Perception
for each week parasite is attached; when
either falls to zero, the victim falls into a
coma; when both fall to zero, the victim
dies); feeding period (after leaves host, can
survive for 1 day per 1D drained fro m host
before needing co feed again); small size
(scale value 15)

or choice have dropped out of society and
make their semi-permanent home at the
park. They very often have mental health
problems, explaining their condition.
Although most are harmless, some do have
the potential for violence.
Other people described in this book
that might commonly be found in a park
include law enforcement, gang members,
private investigators, and, especially at
night, reanimated killers, serial killers,
vampires, and zombies. Additionally, D6
Adventure Locations offers information on
what co see and do in parks.

Typlco.LA rl:lkt
Reflexes 2D

Typlco.L Fo-oti Veruior
Reflexes 2D: dodge 2D+2
Coordination 2D: throwing 2D+ 1
Physique 2D+2: stamina 3D+2
Knowledge 2D+ 1: business 3D, languages
3D, scholar: city lore 4D+l
Perception 3D: know-how4D, streerwise
3D+l
Presence 3D: charm 30+2, con: resist
con 4D, persuasion 3D+2, willpower
3D+l
Move: 10
Strength Damage: 1D
Fate Points: 0

Coordination 2D

Character Points: 1

Body Points: 18

Physique 2D
Knowledge 3D: scholar 4D
Perception 3D: artist 4D+2
Presence 3D: charm 4D+l, con 4D, persuasion 4D
Cicy parks, those bastions of natural
tranquility nestled within chaotic concrete
jungles attract all manner of people. While
it would be impossible to provide a comprehensive view of all those who might be
at a park - since, indeed, anyone who is a
resident ofthe cicycould logically wander its
parks-it's possible to mention some types
of people who might be there ... especially
those wi ch a penchant for getting en tangled
in events of excitement.
Artists cover all manner of creative folk
within the park, ranging from painters and
writers looking for a secluded spot to musicians and mimes who look to park-goers
for money.
Con artists prey on the gullible, taking
their victims with elaborate scams or by
rigged games of "chance," such as Three
Card Monte or the shell game.
Food vendors seU a variety of nourishment, ranging from mundane hot dogs
and pretzels to more exotic fare such as
vegetarian meals. Being at the park all the
rime, they know a lot about the city and
make excellent witnesses to trouble. Of
course, being witnesses to trouble often
means they're near trouble ...
Homeless people are a sad reali cy of most
parks. These people, by misfortune, malady,

Advantages: Contacts (Rl), underworld

Move: 10
Strength Damage: lD
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 16

Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Debt (Rl), student
loans; Devotion (Rl) to art; Poverty (RI)
Advantages: Contacts (Rl), art community
Equipment: artist tools (sketchpad,
mime outfit, musical instrument, etc.)

Typic® CO"Y\J A rl:lkt
Reflexes 2D+2: brawling 3D+2, dodge
3D+l
Coordination 20: lockpicking 30, sleight
of hand 50

Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Employed (Rl), food
vendor
Advantages: Contacts (Rl), people in
the park
Equipment: hidden knife (damage
+2)

Typlco.L TvOtibl,ed;
H~PeY.KWV
Reflexes2D: brawling20+2,dodge2D+l,
sneak: remain unseen 3D
Coordination 2D
Physique 2D+ 1
Knowledge 2D: scholar: strange happenings on the street 3D
Perception 2D+ 1: hide 2D+2, search
2D+2: scrounging + lD, streetwise
3D+l, survival: parks 3D+l, tracking
3D+l

Physique 2D

Presence 2D+ 1: intimidation 3D+ l, willpower 3D+l

Knowledge 2D

Strength Damage: 10

Perception 3D+l: gambling 3D+2, hide
4D+ l, investigation 4D+ l, search
4D+ 1, streerwise 4D, tracking 3D+2

Fate Points: 0

Presence 3D+2: charm 4D+2, con 5D+2,
inrimidation 4D, persuasion 4D+ 1,
willpower 4D
Strength Damage: 1D
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 16

Move: l 0

Character Points: 2
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Enemy "(Rl), law
enforcement

Body Points: 17

Move: 10

Character Points: 2
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Bad Luck (R2), bad
things happen on Critical Failures; Poverty
(Rl); Quirk (Rl), mentally unstable, can
overcome with a Moderate willpower to
overcome
Advantages: none
Equipment: personal item of sentimental value (+2 to willpower checks to
overcome Quirk)

The poltergeist (German for "noisy
- - - - spirit") is one of the more advanced rypes
-+---of ghost; spirir-hwiters theorize that they
are often the result of mass accumulations
of psychokinetic energy, brought about
by great mental or physical trauma in
this world or the next. As such, they can
spontaneously generate from this energy
- r - - _ and aren't necessarily linked to departed
souls, although they can be, if an individual has died in a particularly horrific
or violent way.
Although an oversimplification, it's
generally true that, while most ghosts are
_ _ seen and not heard, polrergeists are heard
but not seen. Almost always invisible, poltergeists are able to channel their ghostly
energy into powerful telekinetic effects,
moving objects around with great precision
and control. These manifestations can be
as subtle as a slamming bedroom door or
as dramatic as a tempest of plates, cutlery,
and furniture in a dining room.
Poltergeists generally attach themselves
to a location, although it can be a rather
large one (such as "anywhere on Baron
Jobe's 20-acre estate"). They are similar to
messenger ghosts in chat they are usually
tied to their home by a traumatic event or
for a specific purpose. However, poltergeists
do not use their powers to deliver messages,
instead existing solely to cause havoc and
.
mayhem.
Some poltergeists are relatively harmless, using their powers for pranks; they
often have an impish sense of humor,
tossing eggs, snapping posteriors with
- towels, or creating elaborately balanced
arrangements of books, playing cards, or
coins. There are even reports of benevolent poltergeists, who use their telekinetic
abilities to ward off intruders who would
do the location (or its inhabitants) harm.
,___ _ _ People in such houses often learn to live
- - - - with their co-inhabitant; the peace ofmind
such a guardian provides makes up for the
midnight rattlings in the attic.
However, since poltergeists are born of
extreme negative energy, many of them are
~ hostile. These spirits are cruelly creative
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in the use of their powers to cause harm,
by pulling rugs on stairways, leaving wet
soap bars in dangerous places, and pushing
over shelves in domino-like fashion. Often,
though, they choose to remain out ofsight,
content to cause noise by rattling chains,
auttering shutters, or sending bursts of air
through the ductwork of the house.
Poltergeists generally begin their unlife
fairly weak and grow in energy by causing extreme reactions from their victims
-typically fear. As such, it's usually against
their interests to kill their victims ... at least
immediately. Poltergeists have enormous
patience, and they can roywith victims for
weeks or months. There are tales of some
individuals and families held as virtual
prisoners in their homes, not knowing
what horrors the n ight might bring.
Although the most powerful poltergeists
have the energy to pick up and toss victims
directly, they usually refrain for doing so;
ghost-chasers theorize that the spirits realize they can generate stronger reactions by
acting more discreerly. Regardless of how
poltergeists react, however, they always
do so noisily. They are those things that
go bump in the night ... and they can
do much, much worse.

TyplaiiPdltev~
Reflexes 2D: brawling 3D+l, sneak
3D
Coordination 3D: sleight of hand
3D+2
Physique 20: lifting 3D
Knowledge 2D
Perception 3D: hide 3D+2, search
3D+1, tracking 3D+2
Presence 3D: intimidation 5D,
willpower 5D+2
Psionics lD: telekinesis 9D
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 5 (because of Intangibility)
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 23
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Advantage
Flaw(R2), allPsionicshavearange

no greater than its domain; Quirk (R3),
compelled to stay in its domain with no
chance to overcome
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Intangibiliry (R3),
+9D to damage resistance score against
physical and energyattackswithAdditional
Effect (R3), intangible state is the default,
and can thus become tangible for one minute per rank, with Restricted (R2) requires
Very Difficult willpower roll to become
tangible; Invisibiliry (Rl4), +14 co dodge,
sneak, and hide totals, with Additional
Effect (RI), always on, and Restricted
(R2), requires Very Difficult willpower
roll to become visible; Longevity (Rl);
Uncanny Aptitude (R15), +3 to telekinesis
totals per additional similar object moved
when manipulating more than 10 objects
(maximum bonus of +60)
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Consciousness is not a property reserved
only to flesh-and-blood creatures; it can be
found trapped within seemingly mundane
objeers. Once a person or beast, misplaced
souls can give life to inanimate vessels of
stone, meral, or even plastic. Potentially,
any harmless-looking toy, statuette, or
tool could become a lethal predator of
its own masrer, or perhaps the master of
its owner.
The most effective way to destroy
these possessed items is to banish the
spirit within, though this may take a lot
of research on the object's background to
find the precise method. Ir's possible the
spell to neutralize the cursed talisman may
be lost co the sands of time. Barring this
route, it's best to destroy the object with
excessive force. A possessed objecr will

rake double the amount of damage that
a similar mundane item could before it
becomes physically useless and the spirit
residing within is made dormant. Even
if destroyed, should the object be reassembled, the supernatural force within
awakens from its slumber to wreak havoc
once again.
Unfortunately, some possessed items,
such as magical weapons, are virtually
indestructible. The only way to deal with
these things is to find a good vault, comb,
or deep sea and case it in. While the item
is not destroyed, it cakes some time before
it becomes a nuisance again. Some items
are so cursed that they return co an owner
by miraculous circumstances.
In addition to special abilities and
increased toughness, the spirit trapped
in an inanimate vessel gives it a distinct
personality based on the nature of that
resident soul. For instance, a demon may
be destructive and violent, while an alien
might be logical and patient. Mage souls
arc often obsessed with returning to the
mortal coil in order to feel the ecstasy of
using magic once again.
The object gains mechanical functions
appropriate to the form. For example a
possessed car can drive around without
need of a pilot, and a doll can walk and
manipul~ce rools. Other objects (like
jewelry, idols, weapons and so o n) have
magical powers to augment their lack
of physical usefulness. Typically, these
abilities are mind control, alteration of
alignment, soul stealing, soul switching,
blinding, memory erasure, and telepathy.
A rare few can levitate and fl.y around.

Presence 20: charm 4D, con 30+1,
intimidation 30, willpower 5D+2
Strength Damage: 20
Move:

6

Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 15
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: mind control (with a
successful opposed willpowerarcempc, can
control one opponent's actions); nerveless
body (+20 co damage resistance rolls);
feign harmlessness (can appear dormant
or dead; +20 to relevant con roUs); small
size (scale value 4)
Equipment: toy weapon (knife, sword,
or gun; damage+ I 0 close combat or damage 3D if ranged)

Typlcal-P~CM
Reflexes 2D: brawling 4D, sneak 30+2
Coordination 40: driving: self only
7D+l
Physique 40+2
Knowledge 20: navigation: city sueecs
3D+2
Perception 20+1 : repair: autos 50+1,
search 3D+2
Presence ID: incimidacion SD, willpower
60+1
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 70
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 28

Typlcal-P~

Wound levels: 3

Vollt

Natural Abilities: doors, hood, and
trunk (damage +20; may auack once
with each swinging part); enhanced metal
exterior ( +40 ro damage resistance rorals);
tires vulnerable (-20 to damage resistance
totals for attacks on wheels; +3 or more co
combat difficulty co target wheels); nitrous
injectors (use driving skill as running skill);
large size (scale value 6)

Reflexes 40: brawling 50, dodge 70,
melee combat 50+2, sneak 60+ I
Coordination 20
Physique 10: lifting 30
Knowledge 30: scholar 40
Perception 30: hide 30+2, search 40,
cracking 30+2

0

0

0

-

-

-+-

Equipment: headlights (negates up to
l 0 points ofdarkness modifiers or 5 points
of smoke/fog modifier for a limited area);
radio (can use what sounds on the radio
it finds to communicate)

rypi,caltP~
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Reflexes 2D+l: brawling 3D+l, dodge
3D +l, sneak 2D+2

o

Coordination lD

i

Physique 3D+2: running 4D
Knowledge l D
Perception 2D+ I: hide: self2D+2, search
3D+l, cracking 3D+l
Presence 2D+2: con 6D, intimidation
4D+l

Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 4
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2

·---+--

Body Points: 22
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: blades (damage
•- - - -+1D+2);enhanced metal exterior(+2D to
damage resistance totals); feign harmlessness (can appear harmless; +2D to relevant
con rolls); small size (scale value I)

_
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Sure they look soft and cuddJy, but do
you trust them with your kids?
If the stuffed animal you're speaking ofis
possessed, the answer had better be "No!"

With the lights
on and Mommy
in the room, they
are nothing more
than ordinary toys
found in the bedrooms of children
around the world.
But, turn out the
lights and kiss
your baby good
night and let the
little tikes' nightmares begin!
The plush toys,
usually teddy bears, animate when observable onJy by children and usually only at
night, though some more powerful ones
can "come alive" even in the daylight.
The creatures usually wait until the child
is asleep, climb on top of them, and start to
say their name while gently shaking them
awake. Then, when the child rouses, the
cute little plaything's eyes glow red, teeth
appear in a previously toothless mouth,
and an unmistakably evil snarl replaces
the warm smile that greeted the child
earlier that day.
The toy generally covers the child's
mouth so that it cannot speak or cry our
for help. It tells the child that it will kill
him and his parents, brothers, sisters, and
friends, as well as destroy their house and
everything else the child holds
dear. Occasionally striking the
child, it becomes more and
more violent and aggressive as
the night goes on.
Finally, as dawn approaches,
the plaything lets the child go.
When the child yells for help,
the parents believe that it's just
another "monster under the
bed" story.
Sometimes the creatures tell
the children ro do something,
like steal an object from their
parents, destroy a document,
or even try to murder a sibling.
If the child does as ordered,
the toy promises to leave-of
course, it is lying.
If the child insists on getting rid of the toy, it will

find a way into someone else's house and
the cycle starts anew. Several unexplained
deaths can be attributed co the playthings
- it has literally scared the child to death.
These types ofpossessed objects are unable
to animate in the presence of anyone over
12 years of age.

Typ[{',a]; f

vw Stuf(edt Toy

Reflexes 1D+2: brawling3D+l,dodge2D,
melee combat 2D, sneak 3D+l
Coordination 1D+2
Physique 3D+l : lifting 3D +2, running
3D+2
Knowledge 2D
Perception 2D+2: hide 4D
Presence SD: charm 6D, con 8D+l;
intimidation 3D

Strength Damage: 2D
Move:

3

Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 2
Body Points: 20
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage +2;
+5 to combat difficuJty); nerveless body
(+2D to damage resistance rolls); limited
animation (cannot animate in the presence
of anyone over 12 years old); small size
(scale value 5)

+
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Ferrets are a domesticated animal raised
originally to hunt rabbits and mice. They
are small, quick, and immensely curious
creatures. They weigh about one kilogram
and are around half a meter in length.
Popular as pets, ferrets have a tendency to
gee everywhere and into everyth ing. Ferrets
have a distinctive scent from their musk
gland (which remains, though lessened,
even if the gland is removed). Ferrets can
be trained to perform tricks and accomplish
simple tasks bur they are easily distracted.
Foxes are omnivores, renown as being
sly and cunning. Experts on avoiding being
caught, the fox is an adaptable animal and
a clever hunter. Most foxes are primarily
active at dusk and night, and while foxes
are usually solitary, they occasionally group
together in a pack.
Foxes are widely dispersed across the
world, having species native to every continent but Australia, from the tiny fennec
fox ofArabia (one to 1.5 kilograms) and the
NorthAmerican kit fox (about the same size
as a domestic cat, two to three kilograms)
to the European red fox (the "classic" fox,
six to 10 kilograms), which has replaced the
grey wolf as the most common wild canine,
and the endangered Simien fox (largest of
the foxes at 15 kilograms) of Ethiopia.
Weasels are the world's smallest carnivore. They live anywhere that they can

obtain cover and prey, including but not
limited to sand dunes, grasslands, woodlands, and mountains. Weasels mostly eat
rodents, such as mice, supplemented by
birds or eggs when available. Due to their
extremely high metabolism, they must
eat every 24 hours to avoid starvation.
Weasels are active during both day and
night, alternating periods of activity with
a few hours of rest. They range from 20 to
40 centimeters in length and weigh up to
nearly 200 grams.
Wolverines are dangerous, but the level
of their violence may be exaggerated by
rumor and legend. Wolverines weigh up
to 20 kilograms, making chem the largest
member of the weasel family. A wolverine
eats anything it can find or kill; being poor
hunters, they tend to follow wolves and
bears, feedingofftheleftoversfrom the other
animals' kills. Rodems, fish, reptiles, and
birds are favorite prey when hunting, but
wolverines usually prefer carrion. In general, the most severe winters when hoofed
mammals (such as deer) fare poorly are the
winters when wolverines thrive.
Wolverines can travel at a fast lope (up to
45 kilometers per hour) with great endurance, sometimes traveling as much as 15
kilometers without a break. Wolverines are
largely nocturnal, bur in areas of extended
daylight or darkness, they will often switch
to a cycle that consists of a four hours awake
followed.by four hours sleeping. Wolverines
aresolicary, aggressiveanimalsandexuemdy
territorial. They do not allow other members of the same sex inside their territory.
Wolverines mark their territory with scent
glands and ofren mark food caches with
scent as well. Though solitary play has been
observed among family members.

Typ~Ferret/W~

Presence 1D+ 1
Strength Damage: 1D
Fate Points: 0

Move: 15

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Bocly Points: 13

NaturalAhilities: bite(damage+2; +5 to
combat difficulty); high metabolism (must
eat half body weight per day or begin to
starve); fur (provides protection against
cold); small size (scale value 6)

Typ{,cct1f01&
Reflexes 4D+ l: brawling 4D+l, dodge
5D+l, jumping 4D+2, sneak 5D+2
Coordination 1D+2
Physique lD+l : running 3D+l
Knowledge 1D
Perception 2D: hide: self-only 3D, search
3D, survival 3D+2, tracking 3D
Presence 2D: intimidation 2D+2
Strength Damage: ID
Fate Points: 0

Move: 18

Character Points: 0

Body Points: 14

Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: fur (Armor Value
+1; provides protection against cold); bite
(damage+2; +5 to combat difficulty); small
size (scale value 6)

Typ{,cct1 WolvuL-tw
Reflexes 3D+ l : brawling 4D+l, clin1bing 40+1, dodge 40+1 , jumping 40,
sneak 4D+l
Coordination 1 0+2
Physique 3D+l: running 4D+l, swimming4D
Knowledge 1D
Perception 2D: hide: self-only 2D+2,
search 3D, survival 4D
Presence 2D: intimidate 5D, willpower
3D+2

Reflexes 4D: brawling 4D+l, climbing
5D+l , contortion 4D+l, dodge 6D,
jumping 5D, sneak 6D

Strength Damage: 2D

Coordination 1D+2

Bocly Points: 20

Physique 1D: lifting 2D, running 3D+ 1,
swimming3D

Natural Abilities: thick fur (Armor
Value +2; provides protection against
cold); bite (damage +lD; +5 to combat
difficulty); claws (damage +2); small size
(scale value 6)

Knowledge 1D+1
Perception 2D: hide: self-only 2D+2,
search 3D+ l, survival 30+2, tracking 4D

Fate Points: 0

Move: 13

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3
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Even today, some parts of the world
remain unseen (or ac least lircle seen) by
"modern" people. These areas, far from
rhe lights and sounds of civilization, have
adhered to a way oflife char other societies
have abandoned centuries or even millennia ago. While car-driving denizens of the
concretejunglemightscoffatthesehumans
that time forgot, so, too, might these primitives shake their heads sadly at how much
we've gotten wrong. Assuming, of course,
that they ever learn about us.
The world got smaller at the beginning
of the sixteenth century, when the age of
exploration and colonization began fully.
At that time, dozens ofpreviously unknown
civilizations of people came into contact
with European explorers ... most with tragic
results. As these "new" lands were settled
(this newness a surprise to the indigenous
people who'd lived there for generations),
fewer and fewer of chese people remained
uncouched.
In thepastcenruryorso, primitive tribes
are most likely to be discovered in areas
rhat humanity hasn't yet fully explored or
exploited. These areas include cheAmazon,
che heart of the African jungle, and various dense islands throughout the world.
If planes or boats can't access the area easily, and there's no incentive for difficult
or costly land excursions to get there, it's
possible that secluded tribes could still be
out there.
How interactions would play out with
secluded primitives would depend both on
the tribe and those who discover them; a
hostile band of tomb-robbers might meet
a bloody end, while a party of cautious and
courteous explorers and anchropologists
might establish long and lasting relations
... or they might not. Mosr primitive tribes
thar have remained hidden have done so
because they are xenophobic; their fear and
mistrustofstrangers causes them to remain
hidden away from any signs of humanity.
While it's possible for some tribes never co
have come in any contact with the outside
world, wichin the last century or so, most
will have seen strange shiny birds high
overhead and heard the chewing of metal

monsters on the outskirts of their territory.
And, when confronted with this evidence,
most of the remaining undiscovered tribes
stay hidden.
Primitive tribes are usually hunter-gatherers; if so, they either have permanent
dwellings and large hunting areas, or else
they are nomadic, with their gathering
"domain" limited co the immediate area
around rheir temporary shelters. Ifa tribe
has advanced beyond hunting-gathering
to agriculture, their homes are even more
permanent.
Most primitive tribes lack a written
language, with their oral history and tradition passed down from one generation ro
the nexr (usually by mystics and priests,
butsometimesbycheentirecommunity).
However, it's possible fora primitive tribe
to have a language, either pictographic or
a full alphabet. Ifso, their language might
be an offshoot or decedent of a "lost"
language, or otherwise provide valuable
scholarship for cultural anthropologists;
for example, finding a tribe still speaking
a relatively pure descendant of Babylonian in the middle ofAfrica would pose
quite a conundrum and may result in
the rewriting of history books.
In most primitive cultures, the strongest warrior usually becomes the leader,
although occasionally rhe wisest shaman
is in command. How this person gains
leadership reveals much about the society;
one tribe might settle its needs via ritualized combat, another migh t use a voting
mechanism with politicking and scheming,
and still another might choose its leader
from descendanrs of a royal family.
Some might mistakenly believe that
primitive tribes are, ar best, curiosities of a
bygone era and, at worst, obstacles to deal
with along the way of"proper" exploring.
While this might be true in some circumstances, these lost tribes may have much to
offer. Their knowledge of the area they call
home is unsurpassed. In fact, this lore can
stretch back generations; primitive tribes
might have knowledge of hidden temples,
long-lost treasures (magical or otherwise),
or even elusive finds such as rhe "fountain

of youth." Of course, getting these people
to reveal their secrets can be an immense
challenge; they would probably fight ro
the death to avoid giving particularly useful information, and advenrurers seeking
this knowledge by peaceful means would
almost certainly need to perform heroic
deeds to win their crust.
Tn a fight, individual members of
primitive tribes would not be able to mount
much defense against combatants with
modern armaments. However, they have
two advantages that tip the odds closer
to their favor. First. the primitives are
probably used ro working and fighting as
a close-knit community; if they turn their
ire against a single explorer or a small parry,
their numbers and teamwork could make
quick work of them. Second, the native
tribes have a near-encyclopedic knowledge
of the region; this "home field advantage"
provides significant benefits for them.
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Ofcourse, no matter whar the outcome
ofsuch an interaction would be- and no
matter what lore or treasure the outside
world could gain from them - ir would
be almost impossible co give primitive
tribes what they would most likely value:
co be left alone.

Typ{,ccil; py~we;
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Reflexes 2D+2: brawUng 3D+2, dodge
3D, melee combat 3D
Coordination 2D+2
Physique 2D+2
Knowledge 2D
Perception 2D: artist: (specific artisan
craft) 30, know-how 30, repair: low
tech 2D+2, survival 30

I
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Gamemasrers are encouraged to disregard any skills chat don't make sense with
their characters; for example, even though a rhinoceros has 2D in Perception, it
probably shouldn't be permined to make a repair roU to fix a wristwatch.
However, gamemascers should be careful when with deal ingwith primitive tribes;
even though they don't understand modern rechnology, this doesn't mean they
couldn't. For example, an unskilled person can be given a basic undersranrung of
how co use an assault rifle in 20 minutes.
Members of primitive tribes, then, should not necessarily be treated as "Ooogha!
Boomstick scare us!" uni brows. While this stereotype mighr apply to some primitives, others might be curious, intelligent, and quick to learn.
Although hidden tribe members probablywon'c become com purer programmers
immediatdy, neither should they be treated as complccely unable to learn about
the tech and trappings of the world around them. Though they might start with
significant penalties co their tech, repair, security, or similar skills, these should fade
quickly as they are exposed to more rech and opportunities to learn and experiment. (Of course, an assault riHe in the hands of a curious primitive could result
in a deceased primitive before he gains insight ... )

Presence 20
Strength Damage: ID
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3
Body Points: I 8
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Devotion (Rl), his
tribe; Quirk (RI), xenophobic
Advantages: Contacts (Rl), his tribe
Special Abilities: none
Equipment: Weapons usually include
a fire-hardened wooden spear (damage
+10+2; can be used thrown or hand-rohand), blowgun and dart (damage 10),
short bow and arrow (damage +10+2), or
heavy boomerang (damage +lD+l).

Typ{,ai/; Tyib!i[,
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Reflexes 3D+ l: brawling 40, dodge 40,
melee combat 4D
Coordination3D: missileweapons3D+ 1,
throwing 30+2
Physique 30+ 1: lifting 4D, running
30+2, stamina 40
Knowledge 2D
Perception 2D: hide 30, search 2D+I,
survival 3D, cracking 3D
Presence 2D: intimidation 30

Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10

Presence 2D: persuasion 3D, willpower
3D

Fate Points: 0

Strength Damage: l D

Character Points: 5

Move: IO

Body Points: 20

Fate Points: 0

Wound levels: 3

Character Points: 5

Disadvantages: Devotion (RI), his
tribe; Quirk (RI), xenophobic
Advantages: Contacts (Rl), his tribe;
Fame (Rl), respected within village but
unknown otherwise
Special Abilities: none
Equipment: See the typical tribal member for weapons. In addition, warriors will
usually have some light armor consisting of
hides and fur, light leather, or heavy fabric
(Armor Value +2) .

Body Points: 16

Typlca1 Ty{hcW
s~
Reflexes 3D+l: dodge 3D+2, melee
combat3D+2
Coordination 2D+l: throwing 2D+2
Physique 2D
Knowledge 3D+2: medicine 4D+2,
scholar: tribal lore 5D+2
Perception 3D: investigation 3D+2,
survival 3D+ 1

0

Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Devotion (Rl), his
tribe; Hindrance: Old Age (Rl),

+ 1 to

lifting, running, and jumping difficulties;
Quirk (RI), xenophobic
Advantages: Contacts (Rl), his tribe;
Fame (RI), respected within village but
unknown otherwise
Special Abilities: none
Equipment: ceremonial dagger (damage +IO); pouch of herbs (+1 bonus co
medicine totals; six uses)

Ty{hcW LeaderThe tribal leader will usually be either
the base warrior or shaman with +ID in
Presence and three extra skiU dice divided
among charm, command, and persuasion
(minimum of + 1 to each). In addition,
she will also possess Authority (R2), her
cribe.
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Consulting detectives have existed since
the 1830s but were only available to the
rich, soon to be rich, corporations, and
governments. They are brilliant people
who can and do solve the most baffiing
crimes, sometimes without even leaving
their homes.
With their brilliance comes many quirks,
such as a great love of fine food, a condescending nature, or being very shy around
the opposite sex. They tend to spend most
of their days shut away in their studies,
libraries, workshops, and laboratories. They
are always well dressed, even at home, unless
for some reason they have to personally
undertake an active investigation. They
are very moody as a rule and can become
manic without warning when their mind
has latched onto a key fact of the case.
Sleuths are a combination of investigator, inrimidator, and problem solver. They
made private investigations affordable to the
masses. They are generally loners, sometimes
working in an office with another sleuth but
rarelyworkingwich anyone else, including
the police. Most are ex-police officers and
have a lovehaterelacionshipwith the police,
having both friends and enemies on the
force. They are not above taking on an active
police case, and they will do anything in
their power - whether it means following
the law or bending it until it breaks - to
solve their clients' problems.
Sleuths tend to dress nondescriptly but
conservative to fit into most situations.
They are never without a suit coat, jacket,
or overcoat, to conceal their weapon, lockpicks, and other tools of the trade.
The sleuth flourished from the 1920s
to the 1960s, but by the beginning of the
1970s, they had fallen out of favor and
were replaced almost entirely by the private
investigator.
The private investigators gained popularity in the 1970s and still are widespread
today. In addition to former civil and
military police offices, ex-cons, housewives,
and college studenrs have all joined the
ranks of investigators. They can and often
do operate alone but also can just as easily
work in pairs or groups, or with a snoop,
when the job is big enough.

Investigators tend to use deception, fast
talking, and general razzle-dazzle to get
information from unsuspecting persons.
They refrain from using fists or a gun
unless absolutely necessary, as getting out
of an assault charge can be hazardous to
the investigator's career.
The investigator tends to dress so that
they can easily blend into the current situation. They are not above donning disguises
and clothes to attempt to slip into areas
they could nor get into normally.
With rhe advent of modern electronics
and the Internet comes the introduction ofa
new kind ofprivate investigaror: the snoop.
Rather than gaining information via direct
confrontation, they use electronic means.
They areas comfortable with bugs, cameras,
and Internet hacking as an investigator is
with pulling a scam to gain information.
The snoop comes in all shapes and sizes,
but they tend robe on the quiet side. They
have patience honed by long periods of
solo surveillance. Even when working as
a team with one or more investigators,
they rend ro be off by themselves doing
their job and supplying the rest with the
information gained.
The one potentially dangerous part ofthe
snoops' job is when they have to go into a
location and plant surveillance equipment.
Most snoops don't like this part of their job,
bur they do ir themselves rather than letting
some amateur (usually another investigator)
handle their equipment.

Presence 3D: charm 4D, con 4D, disguise
40, intimidation 40, persuasion 40,

willpower 30+2
Strength Damage: 20

Typlccil Pvwette;

Move: 10
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Fate Points: 0

Reflexes 20+2: brawling 30, climbing
3D+l, dodge 30+1, melee combat
30,sneak 40
Coordination 20+ 1: marksmanship
3D+l, lockpicking 40

Physique 30: lifting 30+ 1, running 40,
swimming 30+ 1
Knowledge 30: business 3D+2, forgery
40,scholar: criminology 3D+ 1, securiry
40, tech 30+1
Perception 30: hide 40, investigation
4D+2, search 40, streetwise 40, tracking 40

Character Points: 2
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Quirk (R2), some obsession or shyness
Advantages: Authority: Law Enforcement (Rl)
Special Abilities: none
Equipment: long coat (+2 to hide totals
when attempting to conceal something in
the coat); lockpicking tools (+10 to lockpicking rolls with skill); handgun (damage
30; range 10/20/30; ammo 6)

Andy Warhol said that, in the future,
everyone will be famo us for 15 minutes.
Althoughmostpeoplelivein quiet anonymity, that doesn't prevent others from trying
for their 900 seconds in the spotlighr.
Publicity seekers are those who try to
set themselves apart fro m the teeming millions by drawing artention to themselves.
These folks can be broken down into two
types - general and limited - and three
broad methodologies: knowers, doers, and
hoaxers.
General glory hou nds are those who
want to be known tO the world at large,
while limited publicity seekers are those
who are content to fame within their own
field of interest. Thus someone who climbs
a building using suction cups might be a
general publicity seeker, while a lifelong
mathematician who claims to solve the
Riemann Hypothesis might be a limited
publicity seeker (since few people outside of
the math and science fields would care).

Knowers are those publicity seekers
who know something the general populous doesn't. They can include researchers,
scientists, explorers, scholars, and the
like. These are the least common type of
publicity seekers, since it's the hardest path
to take and generally the least successful;
while there are many people who become
famous by discovering the unknown, most
people only interested in fame don't take
this uncertain route.
Doers are those who can do things other
people can't, either as a one-time deed (such
as going over Niagara Falls in a barrel) or
as a continuous occurrence (s uch as an
intrepid animal hand.lerwich a penchan t for
picking up venomous creatures). Although
"doers" covers those who accomplish trivial
things such as world-record attempts, it
also includes more useful acts, such as a
doctor who is a world- renowned expert in
a particular operation.
Hoaxers shortchange both of these
routes by only pretending co know or do
something others don't. Hoaxers either fake
their knowledge, such as someone who
purports co find a previously unknown
notebook from Leonardo da Vinci, or their
abilities, such as someone who claim s to
be able to transform water into gasoline.
Ironically, very often the more outrageous
the claims, the more likely they are to find
an audience.
Hoaxe.rs are experts at misrepresentation,
either abourwho they are (such as someone
who dresses like a mons ter to terrorize a
town) or what they know. If they suspect
they are in danger of being revealed as
a fraud, they will go tO great lengths tO
avoid discovery, including remaiJ.1ing out
of sight, filtering all calls through unhelpful receptionists, or turning the cables by
accusing their accusers of being fraudulent
or untrustworthy. In extreme cases, they
might even resort to violence or worse to
keep others quiet about the truth.
Regard.less oftheir methodology, publicity seekers often come into contact with
adventurers, explorers, and others of a
heroic bent. This can either be because
the glory hounds are exploring the same
mysteries as the investigators (in order to
become famous, of course}, or else because
the investigators are led on a wild goose
chase from unmasking a hoaxer's trick. And

heroes are usually quite unhappy at being
distracted from worthier causes in order
co uncover the yeti costume in a publicity
seeker's closet.

Typlcal; Kviower/VoorReflexes 20+2
Coordination 20
Physique 20+ 1
Knowledge 30 +2: scholar 60+2
Perception 30: investigation 4D+2, repair
30+2, search 4D
Presence 30+ 1: ch arm 40+ 1, willpower
40+ 1
Strength Damage: 10
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0

Character Points: 1
Wound levels: 3

Body Points: 17

Disadvantages: Devotion (R2) to
becoming famous
Advantages: Contacrs (Rl), friends in
the field of expertise; Trademark Specialization (Rl) with an aspect of the field of
expertise/fame
Special Abilities: none

Typlcal;H~
Reflexes 2D: sneak 30
Coordination 20+2: sleight of hand
30+2
Physique 20
Knowledge 30: forgery 30+2
Perception 30+1: hide 30+2
Presence 4D: charm 50, con 70, disguise
5D, persuasion SD, willpower SD
Strength Damage: 1D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 16

Character Points: 1
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Devotion (R2) to
becoming famous
Advantages: Contacts (R2), friends in
the media
Special Abilities: none

Note;
Either type of publicity seeker may
have some ranks of the Fame or Wealth
Advantage ... however, they will almost
always desire more.

Many proponents of science and religion agree
that death is the final exit from the mortal plane,
though they disagree on what happens next. There
are some phenomenon, however, that neither can
explain and that flies utterly in the face of both
their beliefs.
Murderers are a gruesome breed at best. What
drives a person to murder another for pleasure or
profit has never been quantified, and likely never
will be. Although this is a heinous act, there are
1\----=--_J degrees even in murder. For many years, the most
despicable creature was cheserial killer, someone with
so litde regard for life that they deliberately crushed
it whenever possible, ending dozens of lives during
their rampage. Many religious pundits hold that
such individuals must be punished for their actions
and face judgment in the next world, while scienceminded individuals believe that such behaviors
cannot be conditioned and must be ended. Often,
the killing of murders is accepted as a necessary evil.
Occasionally, however, it's unsuccessful.
ln the past 50 years, there have been several cases
of murderers dying under various circumstances,
N'"--............,.c..d(.U.f/I then returning from beyond the grave to continue
their killing sprees. In every case, the individual
in question was killed through means that could
not be disputed, and in every case, their death did
not stop them. While this phenomenon cannot be
explained, there have been several common traits
between documented cases.
Reanimated killers seem to manifest only in the
most vile and murderous individuals, those that can
rightfully be labeled with descriptors such as evil or
unholy. Indeed, in at least one case, a reanimated
killer was a devout Satanist with experience in a
number of dark rituals. Reanimated killers must
suffer a gruesome, graphic demise, one chat typically
mutilates the body in some specific, unique manner. Upon revivification, these individuals possess
numerous supernatural abilities, not the least of
which is extraordinarystrength and stamina, and the
abilicy co resist or heal virtually any kind of injury.
1 - - - - - - I Needless to say, killing these individuals is a difficult
prospect at best, and subsequent reanimations have
been documented.

Coordination 20: marksmanship 40
Physique 40 (+3)
Knowledge 20
Perception 3D: search 4D+2, tracking 5D
Presence 2D: intimidation 50

Strength Damage: 20 (+3)
Move: 10

/

Fate Points: l

I

(

Character Points: 3
Body Points: 22
Wound levels: 3
Di s ad va nt ages:
Infamy (R3), feared and
reviled\; Quirk (R3).
compulsive, lerhal violence
Advantages: Trademark Specialization
(Rl), +2D bonus to
melee combat when
using favorire weapon
S p ecial Abilities:
Accelerated Healing
(R3), +ID tO Physique
rolls for all healing
attempts; lmmortalicy
(Rl), cannor die unril
have had his fill of vengeance; IncrcasedAmibure: Physique(R3), +3
to related rolls
Equipment: tattered clothing; weapon
of choice (unpowered
- such as bladed
gloves or baseball bar
with spikes - with
damage +10 co +20
or powered - such
as a chainsaw -with
damage 4D)

l
l
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Man is not the sole sentient race to
dwell among the stars. If one were to
probe the cold depths of space and search
for signs oflife, they might find merciless,
reptilian eyes peering back at them. The
Ssargolothh mastered space travels long
before the human race learned to stand
- - erect and conquer the minuscule mud ball
known as Earth. Each new world the scaly,
biotechnical wizards encounter feel the
mark of their presence, and many new life
forms emerge from their crucible ofscience.
These cold-blooded, interstellar travelers
discovered earth during the dark ages and
began to modify life forms. Dragons were
their most lmpressive creations, and the
world recoiled in fear when these terrors

took to the skies. Once their initial work
was finished, the aliens buried a transmitting station 1,000 feet beneath the surface
of modern-day Afghanistan ro moniror
Earth's progress.
These ruthless reptiles run from 1.6 to
2.3 meters in height and weigh from 74 w
142 kilograms when mature. Their species
originally la.id eggs, but reproduction is
now handled by automated hatcheries on
their homeworld. Newborn Ssargolothh
children are immediately immersed into a
nutrient acceleration bath after emerging
from the incubation chamber in order to
promote their growth. They are kept in a
trancelikestate until they mature physically
and are fined with their initial implanrs. By
rhe time a year has passed, the harchlings
have grown co their physical peak. The
young techno-offspring then receive aspecial iz.ed knowledge template and undergo
mo bil.i ty therapy to heighten their reBexes.
By the end of the second year, the empire
has fanatically loyalsubjecrs who are at their
physical peak. Final implancs are installed
after the life path has been chosen for rhe
new cicizen and before he or she is are sem
out to greet the universe.
Ssargolothh have fully embraced the
potential of their bioscience, and some
have undergone drastic microsurgeries to
adapt their own bodies to better suit a
new mission. Thus, one might see these
aliens with heat-generating implants to
help them adapt co colder environments,
atmospheric filters that attach directly
ro their bodies, and bioeleccric devices
that tap their life energy to fulfill the
powerneedsoflow-outputequipment.
The reptiles prefer to defend themselves
with laser pistols and deadly energy
weapons. On occasion, they may
employ robork devices.
Thestar-Aungaliens can pose inceresting challenges for heroes to face.
One might find one of their labs in
a remote and presumed uninhabited
part of the world. Others might need
to stop the plot ofcorrupt individuals
who are supplying innocent people co

r

the aliens to use as guinea pigs in horrible
experiments. Occult seningsmight feature
depraved souls who have begun to make
sacrifices to the "space gods" after finding
evidence of their presence on Earth. The
aliens might also be the survivors ofa crash
landing and could try to enlist the characters' aid co survive a world that wishes
to exploit them.

1yplcalJSMM'"~
Reffexes4D: brawling4D+ l,dodge4D+2,
jumping 4D+l, sneak 4D+l
Coordination 30: marksmanship 4D+ 1,
pilocing 5D
Physique 3D: running 3D+2, swimming
3D+2
Knowledge 40: medicine 50, scholar
5D, tech 5D+2
Perception 2D: hide 30, investigation
40, search 20+2
Presence 2D: command 3D, willpower
3D
Strength Damage: 2D

0

Move: 12
Fate Points: 1
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R3), suffer a-4 modifier to damage resistance corals
and a + l per round cumulative difficulty
modifier while in freezing environments
Advantages: Contacts (R2), sporadic
access to homeworld resources to help
them accomplish their mission; Equipment (R2), superior technological tools
necessary for mission
Special Abilities: Arrack Resistance:
Energy (R2), +20 ro damage resistance
rolls against related anacks; Hypermovement (Rl), bonus co Move; Natural Armor:
Scales (Rl), + lD to damage resistance
Equipment: laser pistol (damage +4D);
power glaive (damage +3D), advanced
equipment

0
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The rhino (as it's colloquially known)
is a family of large armored mammalian
herbivores native to Africa and Asia. The
name rhinoceros means "horn-nose" in
Greek, which is a reference to the most
distinctive aspect of the creature: the large
horn on the front of its head.
f
There are five species of rhinoceros still
living. The Javan and Indian rhinoceros
both have a single horn, while the white,
black, and Sumatran rhinoceros have nvo
horns - a larger one in front and a smaller
one right behind.
It's an endangered species; the leastthreatened white rhino has just over 10,000
members left while the most-endangered
Javan and Sumatran rhinos have fewer
than a few hundred.
Rhinos are the second-largest land
animal, exceeded only by the elephant.
_ _,__,_ Despite their large size, they are actually
quite agile; the black rhino can reach speeds
- - + - - - of 45 kilometers per hour.
Given the intense heat and sun of their
natural habirat, rhinos are generally active
at dusk, night, or early morning, resting
throughout the day. They generally live in
savannas and grasslands, eating the foliage
of trees or bushes or grazing on grass.
Although its massive body, armored
appearance, and threatening horn make
rhinos look dangerous, they are actually
quite gentle. They make up for their poor
eyesight with keen senses of smell and
hearing. Its "armor" is actually thick folded
_ _,___ skin, which provides it some protection,
especially from other rhinos during the
•--+-- mating season (it uses its horn to atcack
rivals). Rhinos are almost always naturally
gray or brown, although their tendency
to wallow in mud can change their color
-t
depending on local soil conditions. They
range in weight from 350 co 3,500 kilograms, stand between 1.5 to 2 meters tall,
•--+--- and are between 2 to 4.25 meters long.

t
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Having no natural enemies, they will not
usually a track other creatures or humans,
but they may charge if startled or if a
mother's young is threatened. Outside of
the several years a mother stays with its
children, they are generally solitary creatures, although white rhinos occasionally
dwell in small herds.
The Sumatran rhinoceros, which has
the most obvious fur of the living rhino
family, is the last surviving member of
the same group as the extinct woolly
rhinoceros. The woolly rhinoceros was
presumably hunted to extincrion by
early humans, who depicted the creature in cave drawings. Given its role co
prehiscoric humanity, many scholars
would jump at the chance co learn more
about the woolly rhino ... or even to get
a chance co study one first-hand.
Given the unique nature of the rhinoceros horn, many cultures have used
this appendage for a variety ofpurposes,
including Asian medicine and dagger
handles in the Arabian Peninsula; it is
especially prized as an aphrodisiac, and
is a very rare component for magical
riruals. Despite worldwidelawsagainst
hunting rhinos, the trade in horns
continues, and a group seeking co
investigate or research the giants could
very well find themselves dealing with
ruthless poachers.

Typecal'R~O¥
Fate Points: 0

Reflexes 30+1 : brawling 40: charging
+lD, dodge 3D+2

Character Points: 2

Coordination 10

Body Points: 25

Physique 50: lifting 60, running 5D+l

Wound levels: 3

Knowledge 10

Natural Abilities: horn (damage
+10+2); bite (damage+ 1O+1; +5 to combat difficulty); tough hide (Armor Value
+ID); different senses (-3 to all sight-related
rolls, +2 to all smell- and hearing-related
rolls); large size (scale value 6)

Perception 2D: search 20+1, tracking
3D
Presence 2D: intimidation 3D: charging
+ID, willpower 3D
Strength Damage: 3D
Move: 16

A robot is a mechanical construct that's
created to do a specific job; it has little
ro no independent thought. An android
takes this idea to the next level: It may be
a mechanical construct, but it can think,

Nonetheless, it's possible char chere

learn, and adapr.
Robots refer to systems ranging from an
auronomous mobile unit with manipulation capability to a simple arm controlled by
an operator. They can be used for a variety
of tasks, induding assembly of mechanical
items, remote repairs, medical operations,
and structure maintenance.
Robors also vary in their level of auronomy. Some robots act independently, performing tasks with little to no supervision.
This is not the same as intelligence. Such
an auronomous robot still only performs an
assigned set oftasks. Although the robot may
have sensors and be capable of altering its
activities to deal with variations in its environment, it does not independently choose
to alter its basic function. On the more basic
side, a manipulator arm may be directly
controlled by an operator. This robot only
does what the operator commands via user
interface, such as a joystick. Such systems
are known as teleoperated systems.
Though the concept of robots is old
(some suggest that the ancient Greeks
experimented with mechanical movable
figures), the creation of "automations" or
"automatons" (as they were termed before
the movie R. U.R. introduced the world
to "robot") gained popularity in the late
1700s. Generally little more than elaborate puppets, the fuse truly working and

I

commercially viable robots didn't become
available until the 1960s. The technology
community is still working on artificial
intelligencesystems and mimicking hwnanoids movements more closely.

..

are rare android individuals, mechanical
beings that have been given independent
thought through magic, super-science, or
su pernarural means {such as being animated
by ghosts).

Typ[,cal,A ruivoid;
Reflexes 3D: brawling 3D+2, dodge 4D
Coordination 3D: piloting 4D, throwing 4D
Physique 4D: lifting 6D, running 5D,
stamina 6D
Knowledge 3D: scholar 4D, tech 5D
Perception 3D: investigation 4D+2, repair
5D+2, search 5D
Presence 2D
Strength Damage: 2D
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 22

Move: 10

Character Points: 3
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel: Metabolic Difference (R3), requires an energy
source; Hindrance: Lack Social Graces (R2),
+6 to streetwise difficulties; Hindrance:
Android Appearance (R5), +5 ro command,
con, and persuasion d ifficulties; Quirk (R3),
cannot lie
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Atmospheric Tolerance (RI), airless environmentSwithAdditional Effect (R3), need not breach;
Immunity (R5), +5D ro Strength
or stamina checks against illness or
poison; I ron Will (R4), +4D to all
willpower rolls and +6 to standard
interaction difficulties

Depending on the setting
(Western or Victorian sceampulp,
super-hero, and postapocalyptic
being the most common), gamemasrers may allow players to choose
androids as characters. The character package presented here is one

suggestion of the minimum combination
of Disadvantages, Advantages, and Special
Abilities needed to represent an android
character. Gamemasters may impose other
restrictions on or provide other benefits
to

android characters,

to

bener represent

them in their settings. Nonetheless, being
an android can serve as a simple excuse
to gain many Special Abilities. (Realize,
though, that androids may nor take any
mental- or psionic-related Special Abilities,
such as Fear.)
A few notes about androids: By default,
they don't look human and they keep rhe
same appearance for their entire existence,
unless they makes changes to it. To ensure
that components last more than 100 years,
they need to get a full systems check done
about once per year. Should the android
be separated from the creator (for example,
because the android ran away), this could
pose a challenge as the android figures out
how to get his annual maintenance done.
The repair skill is used by and for androids
and robots in the same way as the medidne
skill is used by and for organic beings.
To give this archetype to a character, the
player pays the cost in points or skill dice
and then creates the character as normal
(though, in this case, with fewer starting
dice). Disadvantages gained by taking the
android package do not count toward the
maximum allowed. To elllninate a Disad-

vantage or Special Ability that comes in
the base package, the player must give his
character the opposite Special Ability or
Disadvantage.
Total creation point cost: 3 points
Total defined limit cost: 3 skill dice
Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel: Metabolic Difference (R3), requires an energy
source; Hindrance: LackSocial Graces (R2),
+6 to streetwise difficulties; Hindrance:
AndroidAppearance (R5), +5 to command,
con, and persuasion difficulties; Quirk (R3),
cannot lie
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Atmospheric Tolerance (RI, coral cost 5), airless environments
with Additional Effect (R3), need not
breath; Immunity (R5, cost 5), +5D to
Strength or stamina checks against illness
or poison; Iron Will (R4, cost 8), +4D
co all willpower rolls and +6 to standard
interaction difficulties

1

Screaming blue murders, around one-third to
cwo-chirds of a meter long, resemble human babies,
the only discernible difference from normal babies
being a paUid blue hue to their skin that gives them a
sickly complexion, as well as a knowing look in their
eyes that goes beyond thei r apparent infancy.
The horro rs lurk on the outskirts ofsertlements,
because they must be "discovered" by someone for
their abilities to work. It lies near a secluded house
or area, where either it crawled to or a den mother
placed it. There, it cries like a distressed child.
Its wailing carries itself un naturally into areas of
civilization, and anyone who hears it finds herself
irrevocably drawn to the " baby."111us, the screaming
blue murder finds its victim.
Now in the arms of its comforter, the horror
refuses to set tle and instead seems to get more
agitated. The victim feels compelled to cry and
calm the baby down co the exclusion of everything
else, including eating and sleeping. After several
days of sleep depravation and maln utrition, the
screaming blue murder's victim will be unnaturally
close co death.
Sensing this, the monster begins to scream at such
an intensity that the unfortunate person's eardrums
burst and the blood vessels around the brain rupture.
D eath is often instantaneous. When the body is
found, the screaming blue murder is nowhere. Also,
no one seems to have heard the scream that becomes
the unfortunate victim's

Coordination 10 +2
Physique 2D+ I: r unning 30

Knowledge 3D
Perception 40 +l : search
40+1, survival 4D+2
Presence 4D: con 60 +1

Move: 10
Fate Points: 2
Character Points: 5

Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R3}, needs co
eat sentient blood
Advantages: Size: Small (R2}, scale value 5 to

6
Special Abilities: Natural Ranged Weapon:
Scream (R2), damage 60 with Restricted (R3),
limited to one person within a few meters of it; and
Additional Effect (R5), see note.
Note: The scream is heard by everyone for kilometers around but it scops when one person fails a
con test agai nst that person's willpower roll byatleast
IO points (gamemasters may reduce this threshold
for mothers, sensitive men and women, and ochers
that feel drawn co help child ren)
If the character fails the test, she feels compelled
co find the baby and try to comfort it. She will
take hostile action against anyone who tries to
stop her.
Once in the sway of the screaming blue murder,
affected characters may attempt to break free of the
monster's influence by succeeding against another
willpower check agai nst the creature's con (this may be
attempted once per day). For each day the monster
affects the character, the difficulty increases by +2,
and after three days, the screaming blue murder will
make its scream attack.

1
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Reflexes 20+2: dodge
3D, sneak 30+2

Strength Damage: ID

Body Points: 17

Many creature dwell beneath in Earth's
oceans. Their presence can sometimes give
dues about what's to come: The sudden
dispersal of a school of fish could tell alert
individuals that an immense predator is

they often school by the thousands. Their
strong, streamlined bodies allow them to
move quickly for extended periods of time
while hunting for food. They often swim
near the surface but sometimes dive as deep
as 180 meters.
Jellyfish are carnivores that snare fish
with the stingers on their long, poisonous

about co arrive in the area. Heroes may

tentacles. They have soft bodies that are not

encounter jellyfish that have washed ashore
after being poisoned by undersea construction. Or, they could find sea creatures displaying unusual behavior, such as circling a
peculiar rock formation emitting waves of
psionic energy. Electric eels could bolt from
an otherwise safe haven when something
long dead awakens.
Small fish of the same species may
swim in schools for a variety of reasons.
Swimming together in a tight group gives
them the appearance of a larger creature
and may deter predators who spot them
from a distance. Schools also allow fish
to feed more efficiently and can promote
procreation because potential mates are
readily accessible. The Atlantic mackerel
is a good example of a schooling fish . This
variety can grow to nearly a half-meter
in length upon reaching adulthood, and

supported by bones or exoskeletons and the
creature's body (or hood) greatly resembles
a dome. Their mouth lies underneath the
hood, and the tentacles hang from the
hood's perimeter. Jellyfish can reach a meter
in diameter but even the smallest of these
creatures can be quite deadly. An adult
Irukandji jellyfish is a mere rwo centimeters
across; even so, the sting of these creatures
is very potent and lethal to humans.
Electric eels are not true eels, but they
are eel-like in shape. They belong to an
order of fish that can produce elecuicity.
These creatures are not aggressive in nature
but can deliver a strong electric shock when
agitated or forced to defend themselves.
Electric eels prefer to feed upon small
creatures and use their natural weapon co
paralyze their prey.
Commonly found in the Amazon Basin,
the enigmatic eels have also wandered up
river and can thrive in stagnant water.
They can reach lengths of up to 2.5 meters,
and mature specimens tip the scales at 28
kilograms. The creature's organs are housed
in the from eighth of the eel's body, and
the eel's tail makes up the remainder of
the creature.

developed sense of sight (+1 to related
skills); breathes in water; school abilities
(when in schools of a few hundred, treat
as a single fish with large scale value of 1
and these additional skills or bonuses: con
4D, contortion + l 0, survival 3D); small
size (scale value 6)

Typi,cal; Ivukaruijv
]~
Reflexes 20: sneak 30
Coordination 10+2
Physique 10: swimming 30
Knowledge 1 0
Perception 10: hide: self-only 20+ 1
Presence 2D: intimidation 20
Strength Bonus: lD:
Move: 4
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 13
Wound levels: 3
NaturalAbiliries: sringer(damage+lO;
venom injected when brawlingsuccess beats
difficulty by 6 or more); venom (causes 6
points of damage or one Wound level every
10 minures umil victim dies or is treated;
Very Difficult stamina roll to resist); malleable form (+30 to contortion and dodge
rolls); breathes in water; small size (scale
value 15)

Typlccii fl€ct'v[o f eL
Reflexes 40: brawling2D, contortion 5D,
dodge 40+1, sneak 40+1
Coordination 10

Reflexes 3D: contortion 3D, brawling
3D+2, dodge 40
Coordination lD
Phys ique 30: swimming 5D
Knowledge 10: navigarion 30
Perception 20: search 40
Presence 30
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 14
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: highly developed
sense ofhearing (+2 to related skills); highly

Physique 20: swimming 40+2
Knowledge 10
Perception 3D: hide: self-only 40, survival 30+1
Presence 20: intimidation 30+2
Strength Bonus: 10
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 16
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: electric discharge
(damage 50stun only; +2Ddamage bonus
when attacking beings dad in nongrounded
metal armor); breathes in water; small size
(scale value 1; due to slenderness)
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One of the true horrors of reality is that
evil does not have to wear a monstrous
mask co be effecrive. It often chooses to
walk the earth in an average-looking,
nonthreatening form that easily blends
-+---+- into the background. Serial killers are
urban predators who utilize circumstance
and the indifference of the world around
~ them to stalk victims. These sadistic fiends
comefromallwalksoflife. Theirpreyrarely
suspects their true intentions until it's far
too late. On some occasions, serial killers
make benign contact with their quarry. The
good Samaritan who stops to fix your tire
today might stalk you tomorrow!
Serial killers usually fall into one of
I several archetypes.
Visionaries typically embrace insanity
or have psychotic tendencies. They commonly hear voices in their head that urge
them to commit violent acts. Animals or
inanimate objects could also give these
commands. This allows visionaries to commit heinous aces bur remain blameless in
their own eyes. Visions sometimes arrive
through dreams.
Mission-oriented serial killers often
appear to be quite normal to the outside
world. Their inner thoughcs however, tell
quite a different story. These killers tend to
stalk a select group of victims. Common
targets are prostitutes, young women,
children or people of a different race.
Mission-oriented serial killers feel they
have been selected to rid the world of their
chosen victims. Some consider themselves
to be an instrument of God.
Others take the lives of innocents for
the emotional rush it gives them. These
villains are usually the most sadistic oftheir
kind and feed off their victim's fear. Thrill
killers differ from visionaries and missionoriented killers because they often choose
to take lives indiscriminately. People who
are quick to express their emotions are
preferred targets since they can be worked
,___ _ _ to ahigher level offear. They derive pleasure
,_ _ _ _ from killing and often torture victims in
hope ofprolonging their agony. Nothing is
beyond theircapabiliryto commit heinous
- - r --+-

-f-
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acts. Many strive to make each new kill
more diabolical than the last.
Lust also drives demented souls. One
might find them romancing several
potential targets only to slaughter them
once their trust had been gained.
On rare occasion, some serial killers
say the devil possessed them. Such
claims are impossible to prove, as physical evidence is difficult to come by.
Thus far, Lord ofLies has not appeared
/11.1in court to confess his crimes.
~
Serial killers have plagued humanity since the late 1700s when the
Harp boys slashed their way into
history. Micajah (Big) Harp and
Wiley (Little) Harp were cousins
who became Tory outlaws when
theAmerican Revolution disrupted
their plans to oversee slaves in
Virginia. In 1798, they brutally
slew men, women, and children
while drifting across the young
nation. Their victims were
often disposed of in lakes after
disembowelingthemandfilling
the corpses with rocks to make
them sink faster. Their reign of
terror ended when Big Harp
was captured and decapitated.
His head was mounted on an
oak tree to serve as a warning
for ne'er-do-well who might
wish to pass through town.
Some accounts tell of Little Harp meeting
die same fate years later, but he may have seemed completely unaware of the crimes
escaped justice. lt's estimated that the Harps he confessed to as the Boston Strangler.
The depraved soul claimed victims from
viscously murdered at least 30 people.
Jack the Ripper is perhaps the most 1962 to 1965. His attorney, F. Lee Bailey,
famous serial killer of all time. He preyed would ironically be the one co confirm that
on prostitutes in a crime-ridden district of Desalvo was the strangler after testing his
London and baffied the local police who client with questions only the murderer .
seemed helpless to stop him. The murderer would know. The strangler was never
gained his nickname from letters sent to prosecuted for any of the 13 murders he '
torment the authorities. In spite of massive was suspected to have committed due to
efforcs to capture the Ripper, he wandered Bailey's intervention, but Desalvo did serve
off inco che London Fog and his crimes a life sentence for brutalizing a woman.The
remain unsolved to this very day. Many Strangler was stabbed to death in 1973 at
books. movies, and articles attempt to Walpole State Prison.
The Manson family sent waves of terror
peer past the veil but Jack's true identity
through Hollywood in 1969, when actress - remains a mystery.
Albert Desalvo appeared to have a dual Sharon Tate and several friends were brupersonality. He adored his family and tally slaughtered. Charles Manson and his

disciples were arres ted for the murders, and
several were given a death sentence. They
still reside in prison due to California's
Supreme Court abolishment of the death
penalty in 1972. In 1997, Charles Manson
refused a parole hearing because hewanred
to work on his Web sire.
D avid Richard Berkowitz entered
infamy in 1976 when he shot Donna
Lauria and Jady Valenti as they sat in their
car. Lauria would be the first ofsix people
to fall before the "Son of Sam." New York
authorities finally caught up with the
demented soul after conducting the largest
manhunt in the city's history. Berkowitz
told his captors the demonic dog of his
neighbor Sam Carr gave him orders to
kill. The Son ofSam seemed unconcerned
when captured and gladly confessed tO the
shootings, which he described in amazing
detail. He is currently serving a 365-year
sentence with no chance of parole.
A drug addict by the name of Richard
Leyva Ramirez terrorized Los Angeles in
1985. He would later be dubbed the "Night
Stalker" by the newspapers after claiming
14 victims. Ramirez was unlike other serial

---

killers before him because his methods of
execution varied and targets were randomly
chosen. TheNightStalker was captured by
a vengeful mob that recognized him from
a description given by Maria Hernandez.
Earlier that year, she survived his attempt
on her life. Although black magic symbols
were found with several of his victims, it's
unknown if the murderer actually worshiped the devil. Ramirez was sentenced
to die in the gas chamber and is on Death
Row in San Quentin. Lust was a motivating
factor for the Night Stalker.
Tragically, others have become known.
Whether this is due to the planet's overcrowding or the advent of better information-gathering techniques is anyone's guess.
One can find stories of these depraved souls
lurking in the tabloids, police records, and
prisons. The faint of heart should be careful when preparing to delve further into
this subject, as derails of these twisted,
murderous souls are often graphic and
quite disturbing.
The versatility of these villains allows for
a variety of ways in which serial killers can
appear. It might turn out that a delusional
CIA director is eliminating imagined
traitors. Heroes working in this settings
could find themselves investigating the
death of a lost contact or marked for
death themselves.
A private detective could draw
the characters into his investigation
as l}e searches for a missing heiress,
who was abducted while slumming
alone in the city. The heroes must
race against time when they discover
several recent murders have a common feel. By using their wits, they
might keep her from becoming a
serial killer's next victim.
A demonically possessed murderer could terrorize a city while
leading the characters through the
mysterious world of the occult
as they attempt to put an end to
the killing spree. A boom town's
founding father in a Wild West

setting might resent new arrivals and try
to discourage settlers by "thinning out"
fortune hunters.
Super heroes could face a villain as
their powers have started to mysteriously
fade. Surviving such an encounter might
give players who have built well rounded
characters a sense of accomplishment and
tempt those who have depended solely on
their super powers to explore new developmental directions.

0
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Reflexes 2D: climbing 3D+l, brawling
3D+l, melee combat 3D+2, sneak
4D
Coordination 2D+l: lockpicking 3D,
sleight of hand 2D+2
Physique 3D: running 3D+2
Knowledge 3 0: business 3D+1, medicine
3D+2
Perception 3D+2: investigation 4D, search
4D, streetwise 4D, tracking 4D
Presence 40: charm 40+2
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10

0

Fate Points: 1
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 24
Wound levels: 4
Disadvantages: Enemy (R2), the city's
entire police force is on the alert for this
criminal; Employed (R2), unknown, but
possibly a policeman; Quirk (R3), secret
identity; Reduced Attribute: Physique
(R2), attribute reduced by 2 due to an
undiagnosed disease
Advantages: Contacts (R2), law enforcement contact helps him avoid arrest
Special Abilities: Sense of Direction
(Rl), +ID to navigation and tracking
rolls
Equipment: gentleman's clothes; dagger
(damage+ lD); disguise kit (+1D to disguise
rolls); lockpicking cools(+ lD co lockpicking
rolls); scalpel (damage +2)

0

Overtheyears in the big cities, there have
been crazes about exotic pees char people
wanted to have, ignoring the face that one
day they would grow into an adult predator.
Many collectors bought several eggs at once
and let them grow until they became coo
big to house in the terrarium. Once that
occurred, it was a question for the owner of
what to do with them. Too large to simply
Bush down the toilet, the collectors often
dump the terrarium down the nearest storm
sewer and assume that's the end of it. Other
creatures find themselves d riven below by
encroaching human developments.
In the idyllic conditions of the sewer
system, with few natural enemies, these creatures have grown co prodigious sizes. Some
lose their coloration, while others become
as black as the tunnels themselves.
Through mutagens or magical waste,
other creatures have developed in the sewers,
such as sewer tendrils.
Sewer tendrils consist oflong prehensile
tendrils ofslime, sewage, and other unidentifiable bits. The creatures are a collective
of anywhere from four co eight individual
whip-like strands. The end of each tendril
is copped by what appears to be some sort
of a red eye. As for the other end of the
tendrils, nobody has been able to determine
what lies there.
Although the creatures livewithin a city's
sewer system, their true hunting grounds
are above the streets, within peoples' homes.
Theim possibly long tendrils can wind their
way through the plumbing systems and
eventually make their way our to show
up in such unlikely places as kitchens and
bathrooms. Sewer tendrils can pop out of
any plumbing fixture, and a collective entity
can actually emerge from more than one
at the same time.
The favorite uick of the sewer tendrils is
to quickly stretch out of a sink d rain and
attack a victim. If the whip attack succeeds
well enough, then it has grabbed the victim
(usually around the neck). People that try
to aid the first victim usually find that they
themselves are victims as the tendril attack
from a second source. The effective reach
of the tendrils once outside of the fixtu res
is normally abour four meters.
Being a particularly cruel creature, sewer
tendrils are not above bashing a victim's
head into a sink, reaching up and turning

on scalding hot water, or holding a victim's
head underwater until he drowns.

TypLca1 Giaftt"
Alligator
Reflexes 6D: brawling 7D, sneak 6D+ l
Coordination 1D+2
Physique IOD: swimming IOD+I
Knowledge 10: navigation: sewers 20
Perception 3D: hide: self-only 4D, survival: sewers 4D, tracking 4D+2
Presence 2D: intimidation 5D, willpower
3D+2
Strength Damage: 5 D
Move: 15 (land)/30 (swimming)
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 40
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage +3D;
+5 tocombatdifficulcy;Srrength Damage
only each round after first that alligator
maintains grip on victim); death spiral
(after having grabbed a victim, may spin
around in the water, attempting to drown
the victim and inflicting an additional
2D damage to bite damage); tail (damage+lD+2); scales (Armor Value +ID);
night vision (can see in dim or dark
conditions; disoriented or maddened
by bright light); limited running (can only
run at top speed for a few rounds before
needing to rest for several minutes); coldblooded (lethargic in cold;+ 7 to difficulties
of all actions until warmed up); large size
(5- 7 meters long; scale value 3)

TypUA;U;G~
C~vU:tor Svtaket
Reflexes 4D: contortion 4D+ l, brawling
4D+2, climbing 5D, sneak 5D
Coordination lD+l
Physique 4D: running 5D, swimming
5D+2, stamina 7D

·-~-·
Strength Bonus: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 22
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: constriction (damage
+4D when using a grappling attack); highly
developed sense of taste (+3 to smell- and
raste-relatedskills); cold-blooded (lethargic
in cold;+7 to difficulties of all actions until
warmed up); large size (scale value 3, due
to slenderness)

Knowledge 2D
Perception 3D: hide: self-only4D, search
5D, survival 4D, tracking 4D
Presence 3D: intimidation 4D+2, willpower 30+1

Reflexes 7D: b rawling 7D+ 1, dodge
7D+l

Coordination lD
Physique 30: swimming 60+2
Knowledge I 0

Perception 30: hide: self-only 50+ 1,
search 40, survival 30+ l, tracking
30+2
Presence 20: intimidation 30+2, willpower 3D

Perception 20: hide: self-only 30+1,
search 40, survival 30+1, rracking
30

Strength Damage: 2D

Presence 30: inrimidarion 40

Move: 25

Strength Damage: 2D

Fate Points: 0

Move: 11 (swimm ing)

Character Points: 0

Fate Points: 0

Body Points: 16

Character Points: 0

Wound levels: 3

Body Points: 19

Natural Abilities: bite (damage+ 10; +5
to combat difficulty); swarm attack (roll a
single brawling total for a pack of l O; treat
pack as small scale value of!; +8 co damage
coral of successful swarm attack); coloring
(+l bonus to dodge, sneak, and hide); small
. ( al al S)
SIZC SC e V UC

Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage +20;
+5 co combat difficulty); swarm arrack
(roll a single brawling total for the entire
school; treat school as small scale value of
1; +8 to damage total of successful S\varm
arrack); size and coloring (+l bonus to
dodge, sneak, and hide); breathes in water;
small size (scale value 5)

Strength Bonus: 20
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 18
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: whip (damage +l);
constriction (damage +40 when using
a grappling mack; for firsr remade only
- each additional tenracle chat beats the
difficulty by 5 or more points adds +lD
to strangulation, up tO a rnaximw11 of 3
additional tendrils); numerous tendrils
(ignore multi-action penalties for first four
attacks on the same individual, but attackingmore than one person brings standard
penalties); vulnerability co salt (damage
50 per round)

TyplA:D.L Sewe¥ T~l1¥ TyplA:D.L ~u.ffocat'l.h'UJ"
Reflexes 40+1: conrorrion 6D. brawling Sewer- s~

Typlaii Glartt'Rat

Coordination 20

Reflexes 20: brawling SD, climbing 40,
sneak30+2

Reflexes 40: acrobatics 40+1, brawling
50, climbing 40+2, jumping 40+2,
dodge 40+2, sneak 40+2

Physique 30+2

Coordination 1O+ l

Knowledge 20

Physique 60
Knowledge 1D

Coordination I 0+2

Perception 40: hide: self-only 40+ 1,
search 40+ l, tracking 50

Physique 20: running 30, swimming
20+2

Presence 20+2: con SD, intimidarion
50+2

Knowledge 1D

50+2, dodge 50+ l, sneak 40+2

Perception 20+2: hide: self-only 40+1,
survival 30+1, tracking 30+2
Presence 20: intimidation 30, willpower
30
Strength Damage: 30
Move: 4
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 18
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: suffocating attack
(after a successful brawlingattack, the slime
makes a Physique roll versus the victim's
Physiqueor lifting, which coumsasan action
for both participants; damage dealt increases
by+ 1D per round as the slime sucks victim
further into irself); immune to menral
attacks; small size (scale value 1)

To rum any crearure into a gianc sewer
version ofitself, add a minimum of+ l 0 to

Reflexes, Perception, Physique, intimidation,
and nacural weapon damage values and
increase its scale value by l to 4 toward
the larger side.

s~~
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The aftermath of the French Revolution
resulted in the formation of mass armies,
which were used with great aplomb by
Napoleon in his bid for Empire. The mass
armies of the Napoleonic era led to the
almost universal adoption of conscription
by the continental European states, a tradition that is only now beginning to end in
favor of professional, all-volunteer militaries. The United Kingdom, ever aparr, has
a tradition of a small professional military,
though they did use conscription in both
World Wars (and after the Second World
War into the 1950s).
Until the turn of the twentieth Cenrury
most uniforms worn by European armies
were colorful affui rs designed to show loyalty
to the nation and to foster camaraderie and
bravery (the French entered the First World
War with an infantry uniform that included
red pants forexacclythar reason-thinking
that the uniform would inspire bold action).
The realization of the increased accuracy of
rifle fire slowly led to the universal adoption
of dull colored (khaki, horizon blue, or
field gray) uniforms that allowed a soldier
to blend inro the battlefield.
The interwar period (1919- 1939) was a
time of a ren1rn ro colonial matters (both
England and France had acquired new
colonies from rhe Germans and League
of Nations mandates from the former
Ottoman Empire). It was also a time of
right budgers and experimenration with
new technologies. Tanks and mechanized
combat was tried bur abandoned as coo
costly as the Western European powers
(England and France primarily) prepared
to .fighr the Firsr World War all over again,
but better this time. The Maginot Line (a
series of concrete bunkers that screeched
along France's northern border) was an
expression of this mindset.
Tue Second World War saw a move
toward mechanized combat {which only
accelerated in the European nations afterward). Tue German blitzkrieg ("lightning
war") tactics changed the rules of warfare
but the Germans were never able to mechaniz.e more than a small fracrion of their
army (most of the German army relied
upon animal-drawn transport). The incredible amount of U.S. induscrial production
allowed the Ame rican and British armies

to become almost entirely mechanized and
motorized during rhe Second World War.
Almost all modern troops fielded by the
European nations are vehicle transported
and supported; while they know how to
march, using muscle power to get to battle
is rare (e~cept for specialized troops like
scours.) Technological advances beginning in the 1960s saw the development of
(relatively) lightweight body armor leading to its widespread adoption by most
European armies who are very mindful
of the protection of their citizen-soldiers.
Since rhe end of the Soviet Union, mosr
European countries have scaled back their
military spending and many are considering
abandoning their traditional conscription
system for an all-volunteer military.
The tactics used by European armies
have often lagged behind the technological
changes on the battlefield. The Napoleonic
era was an era oflinear combat; due co the
inaccuracy of smoothbore muskets troops
had to be massed and fire in unison at other
masses of croops co have a chance to inflict
casualties. The long-loading time between
shots and shore range of the weapons made
charges by bayonet using troops a successful
tactic, and bartles were often decided on
the point of a bayonet.
Between the end of the Napoleonic Wars
and the beginning of the First World War,
tactics for che European battlefield did not
change much. There were very few European wars and most European troops who

fought during chis rime did so in Colonial
campaigns against local forces rhac were
usually armed with weapons of a much
lower technology base.
The widespread adoption of the military
rifle allowed infantry ro target and hit
enemies at much longer range; this slowly
lead co the end of massed infantry tactics.
Nonetheless, the tactical lessons of the
American Civil War (1861-1865) and the
Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)were no t
fully understood and accepted in Europe
until rhc First World War. The dangers
(some would say suicidal) of mass attacks
against rifle-armed infantry and machine
guns led to the stalemate of trench warfare
on the Western Front.
The Second WorldWarsawthererurn to
a war of maneuver with the mechanization
of rhe battlefield. There was a wider use of
armored vehicles in combat and a greater
reliance on vehicle to move troops and
supplies. Paratroops were first used in the
Second World War, and dose air support
became common. The Germans pioneered
the blinkrieg using a mechanized-spearhead
supported by tactical air support to drive
through the enemy lines and cur the enemy
into pockets that could be mopped up by
the slower moving infanrry.
After the Second World War, European
armies continued to become increasingly
mechanized and technology oriented to
counter the military system of the Sovietarmed Warsaw Pace forces. Tactics were

designed but never used to .fight the Soviet
armies so it's unknown how they would
have worked. Currently, European armies
are reorganized for greater ability co be
deployed rapidly and to deal with tasks
such as peacekeeping and disaster relief, a
very differenrfocus from keeping the Soviet
Armies from invading Western Europe.

U rU.ted; State11Av~
The UnitedStatesArmyprior co cheCivil
War is an all-volunteer force made up mostly
of chose who arc either adventure seekers
or can't make it in the outside world. The
force is small bur far from elite. The average
enlisted man probably can't read or write,
while most of che officer corps come from
schools such as Wesc Point and the Citadel.
The noncommissioned officers (corporals,
sergeants, and the like) are all appoinced
by the officers over a unit.
With the outbreak ofhoscilicies in 1812
and again in 1848, the army expanded itS
numbers by calling up state militia units

and forming new companies ofvolunteers.
They are mostly led by political appointees,
who have linle practical milicary knowledge and a great (sometimes foolhardy)
desire to make a name for themselves.
The newly raised units elect their officers
from among cheir ranks, usually a man
wich some education. These were leaders
who the men trusted and who, in turn,
would cry to see chat the men were not
killed needlessly.
In 1861, when the states take sides,
the state militias go with chem. Large
numbers ofvolunreer units are raised,
and the Union soon uses conscription
co add even more men to the ranks.
These men are still among the poorest, as richer individuals could buy
either a commission or their way
ouc of service.
The average enlisted man just
prior to che Civil War wears a dark
blue coat, light blue trousers, and
black shoes or boots. Their headdresses vary from tall stovepipe
hacs (used until the 1850s) to a
simple kepi. Their equipment
includes a musket, bedroll, canteen, and cartridge case. With
che advent of the Civil War, che
Confederate States of America
adopt uniforms similar to the
Union forces, except in the color gray.
Noncommissioned officers have uniforms identical to che enlisted man except
chey wear large gold chevrons on their
sleeves. Officers wore a uniform similar
to chac of the enlisted man except for the
shoulder epaulets co identify their rank, a
pistol, a sword, and a bush hat.
The cavalrymen dress in a uniform similar
to the infantry except that they all carry
sabers, pistols, and shotguns or carbines.
By 1862, the Union began equipping its
cavalry units with Spencer repeating rifles.
The Confederare cavalrymen were more
affluent (and thus educated) cban the average soldier because they had to supply their
own horses and sabers.
Discipline is harsh during this period,
involving a lot ofcorporal punishment and
possible imprisonment wich hard labor.
Sinceunitssrill fought in the linear fashion,
drills are the order of the day for training,
with brief breaks only for breakfast, lunch,
and dinner.
The Western Expansion soldiers (18651916) wear in the same basic blue uniform

of the Union (and winning) side of che Civil
War. Many ofthe officers are holdovers from
the Civil War, so their uniforms remain che
same as well. However, now all troops are
issued rifles, in some cases repeating rifles.
The percentage of cavalry increases dramatically as there are vast areas oflndiancontrolled lands to patrol. Cavalrymen are
equipped with carbines and pistols, but the
sabers soon disappeared as they are expected
to fight on foot in most cases, rather than
from horseback.
Also during chis period, the U.S. Army
used a series ofcivilian volunteers and units,
cbe most famous being "The Rough Riders."
These were usually better equipped than
their military counterparts. They, however,
lacked the discipline and training of the
U.S. Army units.
Discipline became much laxer during
chis time, but certain sadistic officers scill
ruled through an iron hand. Training for
new officers and enlisted was nonexistent;
for che most pan, it was le~ up to the individual unit to train the soldier to the level
of expertise chat the unit required.
Srartingfromatiny U.S. army and marine
force, the American expeditionary force
(1917-1919) grew within two years to be
che key to winning che Firsr World War. The
uniform of the AEF, or doughboys as chey
are more popularly known, is a wool olive
drab or brown jacket and pants. Ic's topped
off initially wich a wide-brimmed, brown
felt campaign hat, bur, as this can't be stored
properly when not in use, it's soon replaced
by a close-fating, dark, wool overseas cap.
Later, the soldiers also receive a brown,
round, brimmed helmet. Staff officers and
cavalrymen wear breeches. All individuals
are issued short boots and spats.
The average AEF soldier's kir consists of
bedroll, canteen, cartridge case, mess k ic,
entrenching tool, and a gas mask. They
carry a bolt-action rifle, and che officers
generally have a revolver.
Training is rushed and done mostly by
unicsaftertheyarrived in Europe. Discipline
moves away from harsh corporal punishment
to more to incarceration for infractions.
AEF Officers and N COs are career officer
and enlisted men. Many are drawn from the
National Guard (formerly the state militias
and given cheir current name in 1903).
After World War I, rhe army shrunk
again. The "Between the Wars" soldiers
(1920-1939) are all volunteers and still
receive little formal training. Ocher than

World War I career NCOs and officers and
the marines, they are not an effective military fighting force. The marines maintain
their edge by being sent to every hot spot
from Honduras to China.
During this period, the duty uniform
consists of a khaki shirt, brown wool jacket
and slacks, black boots with spats, and a
necktie. Officers still often wear breeches
and high leather boots. They carry much
the same equipment as they did during
World War I.
The "Greatest Generation" army (19401945) consists of holdovers from between
the wars, augmented by a huge amount
of volunceers and draftees as the United
States joined the Second World War. The
uni form at the start of the war is the same
as between the wars. In 1942, the uniform
begins to change. The army adopts a all
cotton, olive drab green shirt and pants
set for their duty uniform; this became
known as fatigues. The marines also wear
fatigues, but later combat units are given
lightweight green camouflage uniforms for
jungle fighting. The army also replaces the
old helmets with the standard steel helmet,
commonly known as a steel pot.
The standard sold ier is issued a semiautomatic rifle. Most of the squad leaders
and officers picked up a submachine gun.
Officers were also issued pistols. The automatic rifle and the bazooka also came into
widespread use during this time.
These soldiers, after the initial rush to
fill out forces, are very well and extensively
trained. Those unirs that were rushed into
service gain their training in combat. Officers are primarily holdove rs from the interwar period and those brought up through
the ranks by battlefield commissions, plus
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC)
and academy graduates. These men tended
to let theNCOs run the uni rs, as the NC Os
had more experience than all bur rhc most

senior of officers.
The Cold War soldiers (1946-1980) are
primarily volunteers, except during two
periodsofcombat(Korea, 1950-1952,and
Vietnam, 1964-1972). In those periods, the
volunteers are supplemented by draftees,
who are increasingly discontent to serve.
Preparedness among units tends to be low
until they gain experience in combat.
T he uniforms remained basically
unchanged with the olive drab fatigues and
steel pot helmet. Flackvestswithsteel plates
are introduced but are generally unpopular

due to their weight. The weapons become
better, and submachine guns replace riHes
as the standard weapon. Officers continue
to carry small sidearms.
These soldiers are far more technically
skilled than earlier counterparts, but they
still learn many combat skills the hard way.
Officers, especially junior officers, lack
detailed training to deal with the combat
situation, many being straight ou t ofcollege
ROTC programs.
The modern army (1981 to the present) is formed from an all-volu ntee r force,
mostly of those who look for the GI Bill
to carry them through college. They are
better trained and generally have a better
outlook on their contribution ro the army
than any previous version of the military.
With the increasing number of deployments and conHicts, the middle and upper
officer and noncommissioned officer corps
have become experienced in combat and
can prove ro be a much greater aid to new
officers and enlisted men.
The standard uniform became a camouflage pattern, four-pocket jacket a nd
matching cargo pants made out of special
rip-stopping materials. They have a new and
lighter Kevlar helmet and vest, and their
weapons continue to receive upgrades, such
as an improved telescopic sight.

TypLca7;S~
Coordination 2D: marksmanship 3D,
• throwing 2D+2
Physique 2D: lifting 3D, running 3D
Knowledge 2D: medicine 2D+ 1
Perception 2D: hide 2D+2, search 2D+ 1,
survival 2D+2
Presence 2D: willpower 3D
Strength Damage: 2D

Body Points: 16

Move: 10
Character Points: 2
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Employed (R2),

• Noncommissioned officers (NCOs)
and officers have Physique +l, Presence
+l, command +ID, and Authority (Rl or
greater), over assigned troops and related
military matters.
• Veteran soldie rs have +ID to brawling,
dodge, melee combat, and marksmamhip.
• Elite soldiers or marines have + 1D to
Reflexes, Coordination, and Physique.
• Cavalry have riding +1D and melee

combat+! .
• Combat engineers have piloting + l,
tech +lD, and repair+lD.
• Commandos have melee combat+ 1D,
meak +ID, hide +lD, survival +l, willpower +I.
• Grenadiers have Physique +l , melee
combat + l, and throwing + 1.
• Naval units have swimming+ 1 D .
• Medics have medicine + l D and carry
first aid kits.
• Scouts have Perception+ 1, search+ ID,
meak +ID, and survival +ID.
• Snipers and units renown for their
sharpshooting have marksmamhip +I D
and search + 1.
• Vehicle troops have piloting +ID and
repair +ID.

f uropeoA'V f qulpm.ent
1800-1860: Infantry: musket (dan1age

Reflexes 2D: brawling 3D , dodge 3D,
melee combat 3D, sneak 3D

Fate Points: 0

packages as inspiration for modifying the
basic soldier for various special duties.

to

military

Advantages: Equipment, m ilitary gear
(RI)

Special Abilities: none

Vthe¥ Typ~of S~~
The following example bonuses are
cumulative with the "typical" soldier and
each other, when appropriate. Use these

3D+2; range 25/40/100; ammo 1) with
bayonet (damage+lD+2); ammunition
packers; bedroll; colorful uniform. Cavalry:
saber (damage +20+ 1) or lance ( +3D);
flintlock pistol (damage30; range6/10/25;
ammo 1) or carbine (damage 3D+ l; range
20/30/75; ammo l ); ammunition packets;
bedroll; colorful uniform; horse. Officers
also carry swords (damage +20+ I).

1860-1900: Infantry: ri.fle(damage40;
range 15/50/ 150; ammo 5) with bayonet
(damage +1D+2); spare ammunitio n;
bedroll; canteen; colorful uniform. Cavalry:
saber (damage -.2D+ 1) o r lance (damage +3D); carbine (damage 5D+I; range
30/60/120; ammo 8); spare ammunition;
bedroll; canteen; colorful uniform; horse.
Officers also carry swords (damage +2D+ 1)
and revolvers (damage4D; range 15/30/45;
ammo 6).
1900-1960: Infantry: bolt-action rifle
(damage4D+l; range 20/100/400; ammo
5)with bayonet (damage+lD+ 1) orsubmachine gun (damage3D+2; range 30/60/90;

ammo 30; after 1940 only); metal helmet
(Armor Value +2); spare ammunition;
entrenching tool (+ lD codiggingaccempts;
damage +2); bedroll; canteen; meal rations;
camouflage uniform (+2 to hide and sneak
totals). Cavalry: saber {damage +2D+ 1) or
lance (damage +3D); bole-action carbine
(damage 4D; range20/l 00/400; ammo 20)
or rifle (damage 4D+l; range 20/100/400;
ammo 5); bedroll; canteen; meal rations;
camouflage uniform (+2 co hide and sneak
totals); horse. Officers also carry pistols
(damage4D+ l; range 12/25/55; ammo 6 or
8) and may carry swords (damage +2D+ I).
During the Great War, most soldiers are
equipped with gas masks (+20 to stamina
against gas attacks or negates up co 10 in
relevant modifiers).

1960 to present: Infantry: assault rifle
(damage 6D; range 45/85/170; ammo 30)
or submachine gun (damage 3D+2; range
30/60/90; ammo 30); spare ammunition;
helmet (Armor Value +2); body armor
(Armor Value+2D+ l); camouflage uniform
(+2 co hide and sneak totals). Vehicle and
support troops: pistol (damage 40; range
15/30/45; ammo 15) or submachine gun
(damage 3D+2; range 30/60/90; ammo
30); helmet (Armor Value +2); camouflage
uniform (+2 to hideandsneakcocals). Officers also may carry a pistol (damage 4D+2;
range 12/25/55; ammo 8).

1917- 1939: bole-action rifle (damage
4D+l; range 20/40/100; ammo 5) with
bayonet (damage +10+1 ); metal helmet
(Armor Value +2); spare ammunition;
entrenching tool ( + 1D to digging attempts;
damage +2); bedroll; canteen; meal rations;
brown or green uniform (+2 to hide and
sneak rotals); gas mask (+2D to stamina
agai nst gas attacks or negates up co 1D
in relevant modifiers). Officers also carry
revolvers (damage 40; 15/30/45; ammo
6 or 8).
1940-1980:semi-automatic rifle {damage 4D+2; range 20/100/400; ammo 20)
or submachine gun (damage 30+2; range
30/60/90; ammo 30, especially after the
1950s); metal helmet (Armor Value +2);
spare ammunition; e ntrenching tool (+lD
to digging attempts; damage +2); bedroll;
canteen; meal rations; brown or green uniform ( +2 to hide and sneak totals). Officers
also carry revolvers (damage 4D + l; range
12/25/55; ammo 6 o r 8) and may carry
submachine gun (damage 3D+2; range
30/60/90; ammo 30; after 1940 only).
1981 to present: assault rifle (damage
6D; range 45/851170; ammo 30) with
telescopic sight (+lD to combat roll
when aiming); spare ammunition; helmer
(Armor Value +2); body armor (Armor
Value +2D+l); camouflage un iform (+2
to hide and sneak totals). Officers may carry

a pistol (damage 4D +2; range 12/25/55;
ammo 8).

AddUwrtai WeapOtW
• cap-and-ball revolver: 1850- 1865;
damage 3D+l; range 10/25/70; ammo 6
• repeating rifle: 1863-1880; damage
4D; range 15/501150; ammo IS
• siege mortar: 1800s; damage 8D;
range 250/500/1000; ammo I; burst
radius 10/25/50; attacks as if large scale
value 12
• semi-automatic rifle (.30-06 or
7.62mm): I 940s-l 960s (still used in some
developing countries); damage4D+ I ; range
20/100/400; ammo 20
• bazooka: 1940s- 1950s; damage 9D;
range 25/50/200; burst radius 5/10/20;
attacks as if large scale 10 for ranges less
than 100 meters and scale zero for ranges
over 100 mecers
• claymore mine: 1950s+, though the
Germans began develop ment in World
War II; damage 7D; range 0/- / - ; burst
radius 50/75/100
• semi-automatic rifle (5.56mm) :
1960s+; damage 4D+ 1; range 50/200/400;
ammo 20 or 30
• light anci- tank weapon (66mm):
1960s+; damage 8D; range 50/100/200;
burst radius 5/10/15; arcacks as if large
scale I 0

A mericrutv f quip med"
1800-1865: Infantry: musket (damage
3D+2; range 25/40/100; ammo 1) with
bayonet {darnage+ l 0+2); ammunition
packers; bedroll; blue uniform. Cavalry:
saber (damage +2D+ I); p iscol (damage 3D;
range 7/20/50;ammo l);shotgun (damage
4D; range 15/20/30, ammo 1) or carbine
(damage3D+2; range 15/50/150; ammo 8);
ammunition packets; bedroll; blue or gray
uniform; horse. Officers also carry swords
(damage +2D+l) .
1865-1916: bolt-action rifle (damage
4D; range 25/50/ 150; ammo 5) with
bayonet (damage +1D+2); spare ammunition; bedroll; canteen; blue or gray uniform. Cavalry: pistol (damage 3D; range
7120150; ammo l); shotgun (damage 4D;
range 15/20/30, ammo 1) or carbine (damage 30+2; range 15/50/150; ammo 8);
spare ammunition; bedroll; canteen; blue
uniform; horse. Officers also carry swords
(damage +2D+ 1) and revolvers (damage
4D; range 15/30/45; ammo 6).

Typ~Milltruy

Trutlv

The·fust armored fighting vehicles were developed in secrecy in World War I by
a British firm under the cover story that the company was developing mobile water
cisterns. The name "tank" has stuck.
The early vehicles were slow (with a maximum speed of about eight kilometers
per hour), lightly armored, and sported a single gun. These game characteristics are
appropriate for the average tank of any era from World War II to the present. Tanks
can be faster or cougher - modern tanks can be both. They also can be fitted with
a greater variety of armaments than space permits listing here.
Move: 16 (11.5 kph)
Passengers: 3
W eapons:
Tank gun: damage 8D; ammo l; range lk/2k/4k; burst radius 5/10/25; cannot
target at less than 100 mete rs; reserve ammo of 30; attacks as if tank's scale
Machine gim: damage 6D+2; anlmo 15; range 100/500/1 k; attacks as if scale
zero
Toughness: 80 (does not protect those in an open cab)
Armor Value: +4D (use only when the hatches are open and targeting occupants;
otherwise, the tank needs to be destroyed first)
Maneuverability:-4D
Scale: 11
Price: Legendary ($100,000 to $2 million, depending on the era)

s~
Snakes have played the pan of villains
since biblical times, and few creatures have
the reptile's nacural ability to evoke primal
fear in humans. Snakes can be cast as familiars for occult villains or might become
the vessel for a vengeful druid's spirit. An
escaped serpent could adapt to life in the
sewers of a large metropolis and dominate
the subterranean world ofan urban jungle.
Heroes might also find themselves searching the jungle for a rare snake to harvest its
venom for medicinal purposes.
The cottonmouth water moccasin is the
only poisonous water snake that's native to
North American. They are very territorial
creatures and often advance upon intruders.
These serpents prefer to rest near fallen logs
or large clumps ofgrass near the water's edge
where they stay hidden while waiting for
prey to approach. Their jaws are very strong
and latch on to their victim during a bite ro
ensure a fu ll dose of venom is delivered.
Cottonmouths can reach nearly two
meters in length. They derive their name
from the white interior of cheir mouths.
1l1ey are pit vipers, and are related to copperheads and rattlesnakes.
The rericulated (regal) python is the
largest member of the python family. They
are slender snakes whose pale splotches run
down their back and small white splotches
decorate their sides. A mature adult can
weigh in at 136 kilograms and reach 11
meters in length. They rypicalJy see the
world through orange eyes and have wide
heads. These creatures dwell in Burma,
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and
Southeast Asia.
Pyrhons are extremely powerful and usually suffocate their prey byconstrieting them.
Typically, they feed upon small mammals,
but larger specimens can swallow small pigs
and, on rare occasion, consume people.
Timber rarclesnakes are pit vipers who sit
atop of the predatory pecking order in the
eastern portion of North America and are
not narurally found anywhere else on earth.
The largest recorded specimen was just over
two meters long, but rypicalJy, these snakes
average 1.5 meters in length. They are crafty
hunters who use their natural camouflage co
blend in with their natural habitat. Timber
rattlesnakes are active from late April until
mid-October but may not emerge from
their den until mid-May. Mammals are

their food of choice, but if warm-blooded
crearures arc scarce, they have no problem
with supplementing their diet with birds,
amphibians, or other snakes.

Typicol;C~

Water- }vf ~
Coordination 10
Physique 20: running 30+ 1, swimming
40
Knowledge IO+ l

Coordination ID+ 1
Knowledge 1D+2
Perception 20: hide: self-only 30, search
30, survival 2D, tracking 20
Presence 30: intimidation 40, willpower
30+2

Strength Bonus: 2D

Perception 30: hide: self-only 40, search
30+ I, survival 40, tracking 40
Presence 30: intimidation 40 , willpower
3D+l

Strength Bonus: ID
Fate Points: 0

Move: 6

Character Points: 0

Body Points: 16

Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage+ l O; +5
co combat difficulty; venom injected when
fighting success bearsdifficulryby5 or more);
venom (causes 5 points of damage every 10
minutes until victim dies or is treated; Very
Difficultstamina roll to resist); cold-blooded
(lethargic in cold; +7 co difficulties of all
actions until warmed up); highly developed
sense of taste (+3 to smell- and taste-related
skills); small size (scale value 4)

TypL,cal;R~i.adctt~

Pythofv
Reflexes 30: contortion 30+ l, climbing
40, sneak 40
Coordination l O+ l
Physique 30: running 4D, swimming
40+2, stamina 6D
Knowledge 20
Perception 20: hide: self-only 30 , search
40, survival 3D, cracking 30
Presence 30: intimidation 3D+2, willpower 30+1

Strength Bonus: 20

.
Body Points: 19

Reflex.es 4D: contortion 4D, dodge 4D+ 1,
sneak 4D+2
Physique 3D: running 4D

Reftexes 40: contortion 5D, dodge 40,
sneak40

Fate Points: 0

Typ{.a;ilT~
R~

Move: 10

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: conscriction (damage
+3D when usingagrapplingattack); highly
developed sense of taste (+3 to smell- and
taste-related skills); cold-blooded (lethargic
in cold; +7 to difficulties of all actions until
warmed up); large size (scale value 2, due
to slenderness)

Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 19

Move: 8

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage +ID;
+5 to combat difficulry; venom injected
when fighting success bears difficulry by
5 or more); venom (causes 7 points of
damage every 10 minutes unril victim dies
or is treated; Very Difficult stamina roll
co resist); highly developed sense of taste
(+3 to smell-and taste-related skills); coldblooded (lethargic in cold; +7 to difficulties
of all actions until warmed up); small size
(scale value 4)
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The reg:aJ white beauty of the swan cannot be
matched. These charming white-feathered birds have
been seen for ages as instruments ofwisdom, creativity, divine inspiration, and love. Some places, such as
Finland, once considered the swan to be a holy bird.
In others, it's a form caken by supernacural beings.
It's quite likely that characters could encounter a
bird endowed wich supernatural abilities, such ru.
providing a protective aura, transferring extraordinary gifts, and serving as divine messengers. The
swan also has its own constellation, Cygnus (which
means "swan").
Up to five meters from tip to tail and weighing
becween about 12 to 75 kilograms (depending on
che gender and species), these genrle waterfowl are
best known for the sweeping S curve of their necks.
'lheycan havewingspansofovercwo meters. Though
strong fliers, their large size often makes it difficult
for chem ro get airborne.

Nearly all swans in the nonhern hemisphere
share che customary white plumage, though they
start out dingy gray. A few species native to the
south of the equaror are known for their unique
black feathers. Swans are found in nearly every
part of the world.
Mure swans actually communicate with grunts
and snorrs, while other swans, including trumpecer,
tundra, whooper, and black, are much more vocal,
though their voices vary from deep and sonorous
(trumpeter) to high pitched and quavering (tundra)
Swans eat aquatic vegetation, grass. worms,
insects, small fish, and shellfish, depending on L---"""'=::::~
rhe region in which they live. They often feed in
groups, one of whom remains on guard while the
others eat.
Unlike ocher species of waterfowl, swans mate
for life. A male swan, known as a cob, dedicates
himself to the protecnon of his mate, especially
while she nests. The female, known a<. a pen, lays
f-1_ _
around one egg every few days until she has a nest ,__"'
_' _®---'---.
of up co nine or I 0. The nest takes about a month
co incubate, and during chis incubation period, the
male will never leave her side. This dedication co
che female's protection has helped to promote the
swan as a symbol of everlasting love.
In combatswansflyin fear unless they are protecting their nest. Vicious and fearless do not begin co
describe a swan chac's defending ics unborn young.
Initially the male will engage the enemy butshould he ~v.rc;-.,,
falter, the female will come to his aid. If beaten, the
swans will retreat, bur not before they have exhausted
all options co protect their unborn eggs.

Typ~Swaw
Reflexes 30: contortion 30+1, flying 30+2

Coordination I D
Physique l D+ I: stamina 30. swimming 30+ 1
Knowledge 10
Perception 20+ I: search 30+ I, survival 30+2
Presence 20: willpower 40
Strength Damage: l 0
Move: 35 (flying}/ 15 (gliding}
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 14
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: beak {damage +I); wings
(can fly for days without rest if necessary}; small
size (scale value 3)
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Typlcalt Taut'lt'OY
Taun tors resemble dwarfish humans,
with large heads and spindly bodies. Their
eyes have a yellowish cast to them, and their
finger nails are long and clawlike. They
appear in groups, the number of which is
always a multiple of three or five.
Tauntors are cruel, perry, and mean.
They stalk lone victims, luring chem into
desenedareas, and then slowly torture them
to deach. They are accomplished mimics
and ventriloquiscs, and they delight in using
these skills to cause fights among others.
A favorite wayofluring people is co taunt
their victim inro chasing after them. The
chase ends in a prepared area.
Tauntors are cowards and will rarely
attack unless they outnumber their foes
by at least three to one. The exception to
chis is when they are taunted by others, and
due to their inability to resists such mental
attacks, they are often driven into a blind
fury and attack.
All raunrorscarrywickedlysharpdaggers,
and some even arm themselves with pistols
and other firearms.

Lurking beneath the waves is an amphibious creature responsible for terrifying
mariners that dare to sail the waters.
Thalassines are humanoid, with scales in
place of skin and webbed hands and feet.
Their mouths are filled with row upon
row of needle-like teeth. Their sole source
of sustenance is blood; whether animal or
human, they care little.
Thalassines rarely allows themselves to
be seen by their victims, although they has
been known to steal aboard a ship in the
dark of night and carry off a passenger for
the purposes of making a meal. They usually leaves the bones Soaring near the ship
as a warning to other crew members of the
dangers of sailing through their territory.
They have never been known to speak;
they instead seem to communicate through
mental projections.
They do not like fresh water and cannot
abide such habitats long. They also avoidrhe
shallows, and, though they are amphibious,
they do not make a habit of going too near
land, let alone on it.

Fate Points: 0

Re8 cxe.s 40: brawling 40+ I, climbing
40+2, dodge 40+1, mdee combat
50, sneak 50
Coordination 30: marksmanship 40+ I
Physique 20+ I: running 40+ 1
Knowledge 20 +2
Perception 20+2: search 30+ 1, tracking
30+1
Presence 20+2: con 60 , persuasion 60,
intimidation 60
Strength Damage: I 0
Move: 10

Body Points: 17

Character Points: 3
Wound levels:: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R3),
runs away from polite people if fails an
interaction resistance roll against their
chann roll
Advantages: Size: Small (Rl), scale
value 3
Special Abilities: Immortaliry (RI),
trapping it in a cage lined with flowers
will kill it permanently within a day;
Nacural Armor: Tough Body (RI), +10
to damage resistance rolls against
physical attacks;
Natural Hand-toHand Weapon:
Fingernails (Rl),
damage +10

Typ£ccW~
Re8cxes 50: acrobatics 60, brawling 70,
cHmbing 50+1, dodge 60 +1, melee
combat 70, sneak 60+2
Coordination 20: throwing 50
Physique 50: lifting 70, swimming
7D+l
Knowledge 20: scholar: sea lore 50
Pcrceptlon20: investigation 40+2, search
30+2, survival 50, tracking 30+1
Presence 20: intimidation 50+2
Psionics 10: telepathy: images only 40
Strength Damage: 40
Fate Points: l
Body Points: 25

Move: l 0

Character Points: 3
Wound levels: 3

Disadvantages: Achilles' H eel (R3),
takes 30 damage per round or may only
flee when exposed to incense heat; Achilles'

Heel (R3), suffer a -4 modifier to damage
resistance totals and a+ 1 per round cumulative difficulty modifier while in fresh-water
environmencs
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Environmental Resistance (R2), +60 to Physique or stamina
against effects of extreme heat, cold, or
pressure; Natural H and-to-H and Weapon:
Teerh (Rl), damage + 10; Water Breathing (Rl)

Two--L~ Tevvor}I
Superstition and legend tell of strange
crearures char prowl dismal, desolate areas.
Oucsiders may scoff at the superstitious
fools who believe in these tales, but there
are those know the truth: They've seen
these creatures with their own two eyes!
Heroes might face a myth ical minion of
a voodoo priest. A backwater village could
choose a bride (sacrifice) to offer up in
exchange for their safety. 0 ne mighr even
help a legendary creature protect its domain
from poachers.
Sasquatc:h, or Bigfoot as it's more
commonly known, haunted the Pacific
Northwest long before it was civilized.
In October 20, 1967. tbe creature fascinated the nation when it was caughc on
camera. Bigfoot is known for having foul
breath and big feet (hence its nickname).
It stands three meters tall and has long
arms and a flat nose. Marred fur covers

the creature's body. The jury is out as to
whether Bigfoot is a menace or is merely
protecting its turf.
The Jersey Devil first appeared nearly
300 years ago. The beast has hooves, bat
wings, a forked tail, the head of a horse,
and incredible resilience. The devil stands
nearly 1.5 tm:rc:rs tall and h~ a wingspan
of cwo meters. Ir's rumored ro dwell in
the New Jersey Pinelands bur has also
been seen in New York, Pennsylvania, and
other parts of New Jersey. This creature has
survived exorcism and attempts to slay it.
Fear of the creature has caused schools and
factories to close.
The Mothman surfaced in Poinc
Pleasant, Virginia, in the mid 1960s and
terrorized the area for 13 months before
fading away from the limelight. Ir has a
humanoid, shadowy, birdlike appearance
and glowing, red eyes. The Mothman has
a wingspan of over three meters, stands
two meters raU, and may be a visitor
from another wo rld.
A creature of the swamps, the legend
of the peJemafait is used to frighten
children, particularly Cajun children
of the southern United States.
A pelemafait is commonly found
acting as the "guardian" of a swamp,
chough some wander into a city's
sewer system, especially if ics swamp
is being threacened. ln cities, the
creature makes its lair in the heart
\
{ of the system, and uses the pipes to
I move about the cicy.
?
Sometimes, thepelemafuicattaches
\ itself to one person. Ir can sense that
(
person's enemies, huncs the enemy
(
down, and crushes them co death.
lrs calling card is a body enshrouded
in moss and muck.
The unwitting person has no
idea what is going on, bur may
soon find himself being soughc as
the primary suspect in the series of
ghascly murders. It's usually clear
that the individual does not have
the strength co crush anyone, but
mass hysteria ofren results in the
suspect being killed bya mob. The

0
pelemafait then picks another individual,
and the cycle begins again.

S~uatcrv
Re8exes 3D: acrobatics 30+2 , brawling
4D, climbing 4D, jumping 4D, sneak
3D+2
Coordination 3J.): throwing 30+ l
Physique 5D: lifting 6D, running 5D+l
Knowledge 20: navigation: own territory 30+1
Perception 3D: hide 40, search 30+2,
survival 5D
Presence 20: intimidation 40
Strength Bonus: 3D
Move: 12
Fate Points: 2
Character Points: 8
Body Points: 25
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Learning Problems
(R2)
Advanta.ges: Size: Large (Rl), scale
value l
Special Abilities: Endurance (Rl), +3D
to Physiqtte or stamina checks when performing taxing physical tasks; Enhanced
Sense: Hearing (RI), +2 to related skill
totals; Enhanced Sense: Smell (RI), +3 to
related skill totals; Hardiness (Rl), +1 to
damage resistance rotals; Hyper movement
(Rl), bonus co Move; Immunity (RI),
+ 10 to Physique or stamina checks against
contracting illnesses or ingested poisons;
Luck: Goou (Rl ); Sc:u~e ofOitec:tion (Rl),
+ l D to navigation and tracking rolls

0

11w]er-~ Ve>vw
Reflexes 50: brawling 40, contortion
50+1 , £lying 80
Coordination 20
Physique 4D: stamina 60
Knowledge 20: navigation 30
Perception 20: hide 30, search 4D,
survival 20+2
Presence 20: intimidation 4D+2

Strength Bonus: 2D

0

+
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Move: 10
Fate Pojnts: 4
Character Points: 12

Body Points: 22
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Infamy (R2)
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Accelerated Healing
(Rl), +10 to natural healing arrempts;
Attack Resistance: Nonenchanced (R2),
+lD to damage resistance rolls againsr
related attacks; Flight (Rl), flying Move
of 20; Immortality (Rl), desrroyed if
im mersed in holy water; Ultravisio n (Rl),
negates up to 2 poinrs of modifiers for dim
or dark conditions; Natural Armor: Tough
Skin (R2), + 20 ro damage resistance totals
against physical atcacks; Na rural Hand-roHand Weapon: Bice (R2}. damage +20;
Natural Hand-to-Hand Weapon: C laws
(RI ), damage+ 10

Physjque 50: lifting 70+2, running 50+ 1, stamina 60
Knowledgg !JV p~ifltjon: own
cerrirory 40

The; lvf othnuuv

0

Reflexes 30: brawling 40 , flying 60,
sneak 50
Coordination 20
Physjque 30: stamina 40
Knowledge 20

Move: 12

Perception 30: hide 30+2, repair 30+1,
search SD, cracking 30+2

Fate Points: 0

Presence 30: intimidation 40

Body Points: 25

Strength Bonus: 20
Move: JO
Fate Points: 2
Character Points: 8

Wound levels: 3

Body Points: 19
Wound levels: 3

0

Disadvantages: Infamy (Rl )
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Attack Resistance:
Energy (R2}, +20 to damage resistance
rolls against related attacks; Blur (Rl), + l
to dodge, meak, and hide totals of character
and all related difficulties against character; Darkness (Rl ), +5 difficulty modifier
ro opponent's sight-based skill attempts;
Flight (R2), flying Move 40; Immunity
(R2), +20 to Physique or stamina checks

++-

Character Points: 3

Disadvantages: Ach iUes' Heel (R3).
takes 3D damage per round exposed to a
flower from its swamp of origination or
may only flee before this flower; Devotion
(R3}, to protecting its territory or killing
its charges enemies
Advantages: none
SpecialAbilities: NaturalArmor: Plant
Skin (R2), +2D co damage resistance rolls;
Natural Hand-co-Hand Weapon: Crushing Grip (RI), damage+ l 0; Immonalicy
(Rl), being scabbed with a spear made from
a rare ttee of rhe swamp it originated in
wi ll kill it permanently; Ultravision (Rl ),
negates up to 2 points of modifiers for dim
or dark conditions

--

for the species, some of their kind had
clearer heads and dodged the wrath of
mortals. It's these survivors and their
spawn that now threaten the modern
world.
A wide variety of vampires populate
the planet. There are those who gladly
walk among the masses. Such creatures
risk everything to feed their vanity and
use a high profile lifestyle to throw
off suspicion. What would normally
raise eyebrows is merely written off as
eccentricity. Thus, they skate the edge
of discovery, which only feeds their
emotional rush.
Socialite vampires usually surround
themselves with an entourage. After
all, why order out for food when it
can travel with you! They may keep
several groups of willing sheep for this
purpose and cake great pains to ensure
the marks of their feedings go unnoticed. Artists, rock stars, supermodels,
and (to be cliche) Goth personalities
are apt firs for this type of vainglorious creature.
Socialite vampires often nearly
flaunt their undead status. These crearures may try to encourage preposterous rumors of their vampiric nature
and treat such things as an inside joke.
After all, everyone knows there are no
such things as vampires.
At the other end of the spectrum
lies subtle, calculating creatures that are not
nearly so fooHsh. These vampires have withdrawn rq theshadowy depthsofcivilization
and prefer to avoid unnecessary attention.
It's no accident that they have avoided the
vampire hunter's stake. Secret Swiss bank
accounts, subterfuge, and layers ofmystery
are the common tools of their uade. The
ancient creatures of the night have cloaked
their true origins in mystery and slowly
built their power as the years sHd by. The
acquired might allows the parasites greater
ease in feeding off humanity. If one finds
them at all, they might see these lords of
the night manipulating a small nation from
behind the scenes or directing vast financial
empires. Vampiresofthisilkareaccustomed
ro wielding vase power and prefer to solve
their problems with maneuvering instead
of resorting to needless violence. Their connections allow them to do more than merely
crush their foes. Those foolish enough ro
earn their anger may find themselves left

\

l

When one mentions of vampires, Braham Stoker's Dracula often comes to mind.
As time passed, the genre has grown as
other authors have developed the vampire's
nocturnal world, added myths of their malicious nature. This has caused great angst
for the undead who stalk the world's streets
because they would prefer such things to
be left in the pasr as it would make their
existence much easier.
Like many legendary creatures, vampiric
lore reflects the deedsofonlyasmall portion
oftheir population.A few of their kind were
indeed ravenous £ends who ran with wild
abandon across the midnight countryside
to feast off any warm neck that could be
found. After all, the undead lords had near
limitless power and were immortal. Why
should they fear their human canle? The
world was theirs for the taking! Fortunately

with their credit declined, bank accounts
frozen, and no where to turn.
Somewhere between the linancial wizards
and slaves of ego lie monsters that only
exist to feed. They prey upon the nameless
fringes ofsociety by targeting the homeless
or others who would not readily be missed.
Unlike their more affluent brethren, they are
forced to rely on wit and circumstance. Their
typical lairs include catacombs, forgotten
sewer tunnels, and ruined buildings. Hunting these creatures can be quite difficult
due to their ability to blend in with their
surroundings. What one might think to
be a vampire could merely be an addict or
other denizen that hails from the dregs of
humanity. The predarors also do their besr
co covertly discourage drug pushers from
entering their domain. After all, why would
they want ro their next meal tainted?
Vampires could be the major antagonist
or serve as crucial cogs that drive the gears
of larger plans. Theirs is the ability to draw
upon vast cul rural experiences gained from
their extended lifespan. Western settings
might feature an apparent alcoholic gunslinger who shuns the daylight hours while
sleeping off hangovers.
Heroes may incur the wrath of undead
masters after unwittingly disrupting their
financial manipulation plans. They could
spend some time traveling through a web
ofmystery before finally cutting the puppet
master's strings.

TyplcaL Cc<lculat'~

Vcunpwe;

Reflexes 40: brawling 40+1, riding
4D+l
Coordination 20: throwing 20+ I , sleight
of hand 20+1
Physique 30 (+3): infection 50, lifting
40, stamina 40
Knowledge 20: business 60, scholar

60
Perception 40: hide 40+1, know-how
4D+I
Presence 30: charm 40, con 30+2,
intimidation 50, persuasion 50, willpower 40
Strength Damage: 20 (+3)
Move: 10
Fate Points: 2
Character Points: 5

Body Points: 19

Strength Damage: 3D (+3)

Wound Levels: 3

Move: 10

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R3),
nutritional requirements: blood; Achilles'
Heel (R4), wuble to make any actions
except to flee while in the presence ofa holy
symbol or garlic; Achilles' Heel (R4), 2D
damage per round ofexposure to sunlight;
Advantage Flaw: Infection (R3), passes on
all Special Abilities and Disadvantages to
taiget after having used Life Drain to bring
the target to Mortally Wounded or less than
10% of Body Points
Advantages: Authority (R3), CEO of a
large corporation; Contacts (R3), member
of the illuminati; Wealth (R4)
Special Abilities: Attack Resistance:
Nonenchanted (Rl), +ID ro damage
resistance rolls against related attacks; Blur
(Rl), +1 to dodge, sneak, and hide totals of
character and all related difficulties against
character; Increased Artribure: Physique
(R3), +3 to related totals; Life Drain:
Body Points/Wounds (R2), drains 6 Body
Points/ 1 Wound level per successful biting
attack; lmmortaliry (Rl), a stake thro ugh
the heart causes permanent death

Fate Points: 2

Typ[,ail, Pvedatory
VcunpU-e;
Reflexes 3D (+3): brawling 70, climbing
50, flying 5D, melee combat 5D
Coordination20+2: throwing3D,missile
weapons 30; throwing 30

Character Points: 5
Body Points: 22
Wound Levels: 3
Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R3),
nutritional requirements: blood; Achilles'
Heel (R4), unable to make any actions
except co flee while in the presence ofa holy
symbol or garlic; Achilles' Heel (R4), 2D
damage per round ofexposure to su nlighr;
Advantage Flaw: Infection (R3), passes on
all Special Abilities and Disadvantages to
target after having used Life Drain to bring
the target to Mortally Wounded or less than
10% of Body Points; Infamy (R2)
Advantages:Authority(Rl), influential
with srreer people; Cultures (Rl), bonus
when dealing with ghetto environments
Special Abilities: Attack Resistance:
Nonenchanted (Rl), +lD to damage resistance rolls against related attacks; Blur (Rl),
+l tododge,sneak, andhideroralsofcharacter
and all related difficulties against character;
Combat Sense (Rl), surprise penalties
reduced by 2; Flight (R2), flying move of
40; IncreasedAmibure: Physique, Reflexes
(R3 each), +3 to related totals; Life Drain:
Body Poin ts/Wounds (R2), drains 6 Body
Points/1 Wound level per successful biting
arrack; Immortality (Rl), a stake through
the heart causes permanent death

Physique 4D (+3): infection 6D, lifting
5D, running SD, stamina SD

Typi,w.1 Soci<iU:te;
VcunpU-e;

Knowledge 20: demolitions 3D, security
30

Reflexes 3D: acrobatics 4D, brawling
3D+2, dodge 3D+l, flying 3D+2

Perception 3D+l: hide 70, know-how
5D, streetwise 7D, survival 6D

Coordination 20: piloting SD; throwing SD

Presence 30: command 40, disguise 4D,
intimidation 4D

Physique 2D: infection 4D, lifting 4D,
running 3D
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Knowledge 3D+l: forgery 50, languages
4D, navigation 4D
Perception 3D+2: artist 6D, gambling
SD, hide4D
Presence 4D (+3): disguise 4D+2, charm
50, con 4D+2, intimidation 40+2,
persuasion 40+2
Strength Damage: 2D
Move: 10
Fate Points: 2
Character Points: 5
Body Points: 16
Wound Levels: 3
Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R3),
nutritional requi.rements: blood; Achilles'
Heel (R4), unable ro make any actions
exceprco flee while in the presence ofa holy
symbol or garlic; Achilles' Heel (R4), 2D
damage per round of exposure to sunlight;
Advantage Flaw: Infection (R3), passes on
all Special Abilities and Disadvantages to
target after having used Life Drain to bring
the target co Mo really Wounded or less than
10% ofBody Points
Advantages: Contacts (R2), large
fanatical fan base; Fame (R3), achieved
icon status
Special Abilities: Attack Resistance:
Nonenchanted (Rl), +lD co damage
resistance rolls against related attacks; Blur
(R 1), +1 to dodge, sneak, and hide totals of
character and all related difficulties against
character; Flight (R2), flying move of 40;
Increased Attribute: Presence (R3), +3 to
related totals; Life Drain: Body Points/
Wounds (R2), drains 6 Body Points/I
Wound level per successful biting attack;
Immorcality (RI), as rake through the heart
causes permanent death

Dolphins, porpoises, and whales have
intrigued humanity for centuries and
belong to the cetacean order, which is
divided into three primary groups.
The toothed whales (odontoceti) use
their teeth to catch food. Odontoceri
have one blowhole (nostril) and hunt by
echolocation. Dolphins, porpoises, and 64
other species fall under this classification .
Toothed whales frequently hunt, crave!,
and migrate together.
Baleen whales (mysticeti) feed on small
sea creatures by fi ltering them though a
comblike srrucrure called a baleen, and
they have cwo blowholes. They may seek
the company of their kin but can also be
found traveling alone. Ten species make up
the mysticeri group.
The archaeoceti are whales that are presumed to be extinct. This group includes
the primitive basiJosaurus, which was the
first known eocene whale.
Dolphins dwell in the world's temperate
and tropical waters and may migrare to followthe availabiliry offood. An adult bottlenose dolphin can reach2.7 meters in length
and weigh260 kilograms. These intelligent

creatures are sleek and streamlined. Their
backs and sides are typically gray but their
underbellies are usually white. According
to Greek legend, dolphins are descended
from humans, and their skeletal structure
bears a striking resemblance to the forelimbs
of land-based mammals. They have been
known to entertain strangers with their
oceanic acrobatics.
Porpoises are similar in size to dolphins
but have striking differences. They do not
have a beaklike face, and their dorsal fin is
triangular in shape instead ofcurved. These
crea rures are rare!y seen in large groups and
are nor performers; larger cetaceans and
ships appear to frighten them.
Whales often travel in social groups called
pods. The first sign of a whale's presence is
usually the blow created by water expelling
from the blowhole. They might also leap
above the ocean's surface and return to the
depths with a migh ry splash. This breach
communicates their presence to others. One
might see the head of a whale surface until
its eyes are exposed as the creature orients
itself. Angered whales have been known co
slap their tail or extend it. Such creatures
should be given a wide berth due to their
destructive power.
When undersea, whales navigate by
sound. Their songs have mystified those
who study these noble creatures.
Blue whales are the largest animal to ever
exist. They can reach 33 meters in length,
weigh 108 metric tons, and can live for 50
years. These cre~tures are an endangered
species and protected by the Internacional
Whaling Commission.
The basilosaurus lived nearly 40 million
years ago during the middle Eocene period
and resembled sea serpents more than
modern daywhales. Full-grown specimens
were nearly 32 meters long, and their heads
could reach cwo meters in length. The
basilosaurus' jaws were outfitted with cwo
different kinds of teeth. The cone-shaped
teeth near th e from held on to the prey it
captured and triangular-shaped teeth near
the rear were used to chop up food.

Typ~Votphlw'
Po-vp~
Reflexes 40: acrobatics 4D+l, brawling
SD, dodge 40+1
Coordination lD+l: throwing 40
Physique 50: stamina 5D +l , swimming
6D

Knowledge 30: navigation: underwater
4D
Perception 3D: search 3D+2, survival 40,
tracking 3D+2
Presence 2D: cha:rm 3D, willpower
30+1
Move: 13

Strength Damage: 3 D
Fate Points: 0

Character Points: 0

Body Points: 25

Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage+ 2; +5 co
combat difficulry); highly developed sense
of hearing (+2 to related skill totals); thick
hide (Armor Value +l; protects against
pressure and temperature extremes)

Typlail/B "luet Whalet
Reflexes 30: brawling 40
Coordination 1D
Physique 140: stamina 160, swimming
14D+l
Knowledge 60: navigation: underwater
7D
Perception 4D: search 6D, survival 5D,
tracking 5D
Presence SD: intimidation 7D
Strength Damage: 7D
Fate Points: 0

Move: 20

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Body Points: 52

Natural Abilities: tail slap {damage
+2D+ l); highly developed sense of smell
(+3 to related skill totals); thick hide (Armor
Value +lD; protects against pressure and
temperature extremes); large size (scale
value 23)

Typ~13~Ut}'
Reflexes 6D: brawling 8D
Coordination 1D
Physique 130: stamina 14D, swimming
13D+l
Knowledge 1 D: navigation: underwarer
3D
Perception 2D: search 3D, survival 3D
Presence 3D: intimidation SD
Strength Damage: l 4D
Fate Points: 0
Body Points: 49

Move: 16

Character Points: 0
Wound levels: 3

Natural Abilities: bite (damage +ID;
+5 co combat d.ifficulry); highly developed
sense of hearing (+2 to related skill totals);
thick hide (Armor Value + 1D; protects
against pressure and temperacureex:tremes);
large size (scale value 23)

V6 Acwertture--Cveatur"€W
V~ #107

Through years ofstudy and practice, some people
have learned to harness the powers of the universe
that arc outside of normal human perception.
The most secretive and devoted wizards are always
thi n to the point of being almost skeleton-like by
the end of their life. The primary reason is thar the
magic they practice sucks huge amount ofenergy out
of chem. Thus, no matter how much they ear and
drink, their bodies are being constantly consumed
by the magic. Furthermore, the wizard's pupil and
iris of the eye turns completely black. Many wizards
use cosmetic contact lenses co cover this fact.
Wizards and even their journeymen never go any
place without thei r spell books, be it in a written and
bound format or on an electronic POA device. The
wizards have foundhowevercharPDAs orocherelecrronic devices containing spells crash after a period
as short as a month. So all wizards maintain a library
of books tO back up any electronic devices.
Wizards are a secretive bunch, having their own
society outside of the normal mainstream culture.
They are still vety rooted in the guild structure. One
'" --'-""' wizard, the mentor, leads a nucleus of up co chrec
N"-......_.l.A('.J.A.M journeyman wizards and up to nine apprentices.
Each mentor is knows the cwo other menror-level
wizards char make up her cell, as well as the syndic
of the larger cluster of cells. Each syndic controls
seven cells. In addition, the syndic knows about
rwo ocher syndics char form his branch and the
grand master of the tree {which is composed of an
unknown number of branches).
Wizards live a celibate lifestyle, never marrying
or having o utside relationships that wo uld distract
from their studies. This is one of the major reasons
that most apprentices leave the brotherhood.
All apprenrices, upon entering the brotherhood
for training have a spell cast upon chem: Should
they break the vow of secrecy they will die a horrible death. This keeps even the dropouts and chose
rejected for advancement from speaking openly
about their experiences and knowledge.
Apprentices have no usable magical ability but
they have the innate ability to feel the magic's power.
This draws them to the society and keeps them
going through the long years of training. While
they are learning the rudimentary basics, they are
mostly used to fulfill the wizard's needs. Journeymen
have the ability to harness some magic; they work
on putting together and learning their spellbooks.
According to guild rules, they are not allowed to use
this magical power unless they are in the presence

of their mentor wizard. A breach of etiquette about
the use of magic can have che srudent expelled from
the society. While apprentices and journeymen only
know their specific mentor, the society feels the
revealing of its presence ro be a deadly affair.

Typlcol; Moder'vv W~ciReflexes 20: melee combat 20+2, sneak 30
Coordination 20+ l: sleight of hand 40
Physique 20: lifting 20+2
Knowledge 30: busines~ 30+ 1, medicine 40,
scholar: occult 40+2, tech 30+1
Perception 30: know-how 30+2, investigation
50 , search 40
Presence 30: persuasion 30, willpower 40+2
Magk 20+2: alteration 30, apporcation 30,
conjuration 30, divination 30
Strength Damage: 20
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3

Body Points: 16
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages:Advantage Flaw (R3), must cat
100 calories' worth offood
per 10 points of spell's
effect value within I hour
after casting the spell or
suffer -1 co damage resistance total, increasing by 1
per hour rhat goes without
this food; Devotion (RI),
to celibacy; Employed
(RI), member of guild;
Price (Rl ), speaking about
the guild results in a painful death
Advantages: Equipment (Rl), spellbook
Special Abilities:
none
.Equipment: spellbook
(paper or electronic); spell
components in a fashionable bag

- '
in an actemp t to eliminate such horrors
once and for all. Of course, this mighc
only intensify the problem if the fallout
triggers further mutation.
Disease- and chemical-spawned zombies can spring up vircually anywhere.
Heroes could find themselves fleeing a
large city that's overrun with the undead
afi:er roxic waste leaks into the water
supply. Wild West locals might see the
birrh of these creatures when a snake
oil salesman sells unsrable chemicals to
an embalmer, wh ich causes the dead to
rise. The carelessly dumped waste of
secret governmenc projects could also
be the culprit. One may also be faced
wich a traumatic situation when forced
to destroy the risen corpses of friends
and loved ones.

Typlcct1;C~

SpaM1 neiJ.; Zom.biet
Reflexes 2D: brawling 2D, climbing
10+2
Zombies a re staples of lace nighc horror
cinema. The walking dead have shambled
across the councryside for che past several
decades in their never ending quest for fresh
victims. Theirsisanexistence dominaced by
the driving urge co consume living cranial
matter. Humanity has buc o ne purpose
for these rotting creatures: They're what's
for dinner!
Much of the living world does not know
that there a re several differenc cypes ofzombies. The most common, of course, are the
necromanric-spawned undead. There ace
those, however, who are created by chemical reactions or a rampaging, heretofore
undiscovered disease. Such creatures could
confound those who have fought their
more mundane brethren as tried and true
methods of defense may prove useless.
Disease-born zombies could come from
a variety of vectors. They may be given
unlife from a new malady or the biological-wacface testing of a mutated virus that
exploits a genetic Saw in the host body.
Plague-carrying zombies could rapidly
affecccivilized aceasas the uninfecced might
not have a natural defense against the virus
they carry.
Those of chemical origin could be
spawned by the chance mixing of common
chemicals, nefarious drug pushers that sell
rainced goods, or nanobots thar break free
of their parameters. Their rampages could
spark bombardment with nuclear weapons

who fail a willpower attempt with a difficulty of 15; Hardiness (R2), +2 to damage
resistance totals; Immorcality (Rl), ceases
functioning when smashed to pieces or
decapitated, with Additional Effect (R2),
does noc need to eat or drink; Skill Bonus:
M indless (R5). + 15 co willpower totals;
Skill Bonus: Painless Wounds (R4), +12
co stamina total

Typlc<M;P~
CetYvy~ Zom.biet
Reflexes 2D: brawling 3D, climbing
20+2
Coordination ID
Physique 40: infection 60, lifting 5D,
scamina 5D
Knowledge lD
Perception I D
Presence lD: i ncimidation 60

Strength Damage: 20
Move:8

Coordination l D

Fate Points: 0

Physique 50: lifting 60, stamina 60

Character Points: 0

Knowledge 1 D

Body Points: 22

Perception 1D

Wound Levels: 3

Presence lD: intimidation 50

Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R3),
nutritional requirements: living brain matter;AdvamageFlaw: Infection (R3), victim
becomes zombie 24 hours after the target is
brought to Mortally Wounded or less than
10% of Body Poincs by zombie; Advantage
Flaw: Scench (R3), +6 co stealth attempts;
Hindrance: Movement(Rl), base running.
jumping, and swimming Move reduced
by 2 meters; Reduced Attribute: Reflexes,
Presence (R4 each), -lD each; Reduced
Attribute: Coordination, Knowledge,
Perception (R7 each), -20 each
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Attribute Scramble
(R4), instead ofdamaging a targeton a successful attack the zombie may reduce their
Physique by 2D with a successful scramble
attack; Fear (RS), +5 co intimidation totals
against and combat defense difficulties by
chose who fail a willpower attempt with
a difficulty of lS; Hardiness (R4), +4 to
damage resistance totals; Immortality (Rl),
cease functioning when smashed to pieces
or decapitated, withAdditional Effect (R2),
does noc need to eat or drink; Skill Bonus:
Mindless (R5), + 15 co willpower corals;
Skill Bonus: Painless Wounds (R4), +12
to stamina total

Strength Damage: 30
Move: 8
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 25
Wound Levels: 3
Disadvantages: Achilles' Heel (R3),
nutritional requiremencs: living brain
matcer; Advantage Flaw: Wection (R3),
victim becomes zombie 24 ho urs after the
target is brought ro Mortally Wounded or
less than 10% of Body Points by zombie
attacker; Hindrance: Movement (RJ), base
running. jumping, and swimming Move
reduced by 2 mecers; Reduced Attribute:
Reflexes, Presence (R4 each), -lD each;
ReducedAtcribuce: Knowledge, Perception
(R7 each), -2D each
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Armor-Defeating
Actack (Rl), acidic couch negates +lD of
armor when attacking nonsealed armor;
Attack Resistance: Acid (R3), +30 to damage resistance rolls against related attacks;
Fear (RS), +5 to intimidation corals agai nst
and combac defense difficulties by chose

This section converts game characteristics for selecc creacures from D6 Fantasy
Creatitres (WEG 51015). You can find
descripcions and pictures for them and
many others in that supplement. You
can convert other critters and monsters
with the guidelines included at the end
of this book.

Typlw1A Uigator
or Cvo-codJ1e;
Reflexes 10+2: brawling 60, dodge
3 O+ l ,sneak 4 0 +2
Coordination 1 D
Physique 40+2: lifting 60, running
40+2, swimming 70

Presence 10+1: intimidation 40, willpower 20

Move: 12

Strength Damage: 2D

Character Points: 2

Move:

50 (flying)

Wound levels: 3

Character Points: 0

NaturalAbilities: claws (damage +20);
teeth (damage +3D); cannot travel more
than two kilometers from its lair; can ear
anything; breathe in water; large size (scale
value 6)
Notes: Some bunyips have one or more
of the following: rough hide (Armor Value
+3D), enhanced sight (+6 to sight-based
totals); night sight (no penalties in dim
conditions); fiighc (flying Move 36 with
flying skill of4D); combat instincts (cannot
be surprised).

Body Points: 2 1
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: teeth (damage +2);
wings; small size (scale value 3)

Typiaii rtCWJ"Iv
Reflexes 40: brawling 5D+2, dodge SD,
flying 6D
Coordination lD
Physique 2D: stamina 4D

Perception lD: hide: self only 50+1,
survival 40, search 40, tracking 40

Knowledge 1D
Perception 30: search 50+2, tracking
4D

Strength Damage: 30

Presence lD: intimidation2D, willpower
20

Move: 9 (land)/16 (water)

Strength Damage: I D

Fate Points: 0

Move: 32 (fl.ying)/15 (gliding)

Character Points: 0

Fate Points: 0

Body Points: 24

Character Points: 0

Wound levels: 3

Body Points: 16

Natural Abilities: cold-blooded (lethargic in cold; +7 to difficulties of all actions
until warmed up); jaws (damage +10);
re nding (damage +20; may only be
attempted while clamping on victim in
water); scaly hide (Armor Value +2); tail
slap (damage +2); large size (scale value
3)

Wound levels: 3

Typlw1 Glartt
Ccwet13Ctt

TyplwJ, 13 fM!iYlp

Natural Abilities: beak (damage

+10+1); diving attack ( +45 to flying total
and +20 to initiative roll for 1 round when
charging l target from sufficient altitude);
talons (damage+ 1D; may attack the same
target twice per round with no penalty);
wings; small size (scale value 7)

Reflexes 3D: brawling 40, sneak 60

Reflexes 30+1: brawling 40+ 1, dodge
40+2, flying 40, sneak 40+2

Coordination 3D

Coordination 1 D

Knowledge ID

Physique 30+2

Perception 3D: hide 4D, tracking 4D

Knowledge 1D

Presence 3D: intimidation 70, willpower
50

Perception 20+ 1: hide: self only 30+ 1,
survival 40+ 1, search 40+ 1, rracking 40

Body Points: 34

Fate Points: 0

Knowledge 1D

Presence 1D: intimidation 50, willpower
50

Fate Points: 0

Physique 80: running 8D+ 1

Strength Damage: 4D

Typiaii Dj(At\,w
Reflexes 3D: flying 6D, sneak 4D
Coordination 20: sleight of hand 3D
Physique 2D
Knowledge 4D: business 6D, languages
5D, scholar 5D
Perception 3D: gambling 40, investigation 30+2, search 30+2, tracking
30+2
Presence 4D: charm 5D+2, con 5D,
disguise 7D, intimidation 4D+l, persuasion 5D, willpower SD
Magic lD: alteration 3D, apportation 30 ,
conjuration 3D, divination 20
Strength Damage: ID
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 3
Body Points: 16
Wound levels: 3
Disadvantages: Advantage Flaw: True
Nature (R3), all spells that change the
Djinn's appearance cannot hide some
airy or fiery aspect - hiding the aspect
requires a Very Difficult disguise check;
Devotion {R3), honoring its contract;
Devotion (R3), good or evil, depending on
the Ojinn; Employed (Rl), anyone who

possesses the Ojinni's vessel can command
it completely
Advantages: none
Special Abilities: Accelerated Healing
(RI), +lD to naruraJ healing me; Flight
(R5), flying move 100; Immortality (Rl),
can be banished bydesrroyingitscontainer;
Invisibility (R3); Iron Will (Rl); Silence
(R2), +40 to sneak and +20 to attacks
from behind

Typ[ro); Gtant- f e1
Reflex.cs 50: brawling 60, contortion
50+2, dodge 5D+2, sneak 5D+ 1
Coordination 20
Physique 30: lifting 4D+I, swimming
40
Knowledge l 0
Perception 20: search 3D, tracking 3D

Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 13
Wound levels: 3
NaturalAbilities: chitin armor (Armor
Value+2); pincer claws (damage+20; +4 ro
grapple); vibration sensors (+20 to search
for moving objects on or in ground); multiple eyes (+ 1D to search for nearby objects
on sides or behind); stinger (damage+ 10;
venom injected when brawling success
beats difficulty by 5 or more); venom (+5
to a!J difficulties for I 0 minures; Moderate
stamina roll ro resist; failure with Critical
Failure on stamina roll means char the
victim is paralyzed for 30 minutes); small
size (scale value 12)

Typ[ro);S~

Coordination 20: marksmanship: webbing 40
Physique 30+ 1: lifting 30+2, running
40
Knowledge 10+2
Perception 30: hide: self only 40+ 1,
survival 30+2, search 40, tracking
3D+2
Presence 10+2: con SD, intimidation 40 ,
willpower 20+2
Strength Damage: 20
Move: 10
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 20
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: bite (damage +l; +5
to combat difficulty; venom injected when

Presence 20: intimidation 30, willpower
20+2

Reflexes 20: brawling 30, melee combar
30

Strength Damage: 3 D

Coordination 20

Move: 10 (swimming)

Physiquc 40

Fate Points: 0

Knowledge 10

Chuacter Points: 0

Perception 20

Body Points: 19

Presence ID

Wound levels: 3

Strength Damage: 2D

TyplA,al; Wotf

Natural Abilities: breathe in water;
constriction (successful tackle does + 1D
damage per round, cumulative, after the
first round, to a maximum of +30); jaws
(damage +20); thick hide (Armor Value
+2); large size (scale value 2)

Move: 10

Reflexes 30: brawling 50, dodge 60

Fate Points: 0

Coordination 3D

Character Points: 0

Physique 40: running 60

Body Points: 22

Knowledge l 0

Wound levcls: 3

Perception 30: search 40, tracking
100

yp[ro); s vna1L
Scorplo-rv
Reflexes 2D: brawling 40dodge 40, ,
jumping 30, sneak 50
Coordination 20
Physique 10: runni ng 30, swimming
2D
Knowledge ID
Perception 20: hide 40, survival 60,
search 20+1
Presence I D: intimidation 30, willpower
30
Strength Damage: 10
Move: 9

Advantages: Size (Rl-R2), small scale
value 3, large scale value 3, or large scale
value 6 (some skelerons do no r have
this)
Disadvantages: None
Special Abilities: Skill Bonus: Mindless
(RI), +3 to willpower totals; Skill Bonus:
Painless Wounds (Rl), +3 to stamina
total
Equipment: shore sword (damage
+10+1); small shield (Armor Value +2);
valuable jewelry or belt (if formerly a
commander)

Typ[ro); T~ SplileY
Reflexes 40+ I: brawling 5D, climbing
40+2, dodge 40+2, jumping 40+2,
sneak 50

bite atrempr with brawling is successful);
venom (causes 40 points of damage per
round until victim dies or is treated; Very
Difficultstamina roll to resist); heat sensing
(+ID to search in dim/dark conditions);
sticky webbing (Physique difficulty of 15
to break)

Presence 30: command 40, intimidation
50, willpower 60
Strength Damage: 20
Move: IO
Fate Points: 0
Character Points: 0
Body Points: 22
Wound levels: 3
Natural Abilities: claws (damage+ I 0);
cecrh (damage +10); thick fur (Armor
VaJue +2)

V6 Advettture; Creatw~
V~#lll

Because the skill resolution and damage mechanics are the same in all of the genre rulebooks, the only
pans you need to convert to use chis supplement in
another are skills and attribu tes.
As with all conversions, this one gives you a
starting point. Once you've made the conversion,
yo u may wane to move some pips around, so chat
they better reflect your idea of that character's or
creature's abilities.

The attributes used in D6 Space do not corresponding directly to the attributes specified in
D6 Adventure or D6 Fantasy. The acco mpanying
tables offer che best and quickest equivalents for
each attribute. The top one is for characters, and
che bottom one is fo r nonsentient beings, such as
animals and monsters.

Some skills convert smoothly from one genre to
another, tho ugh you might need co move them from
one attribute to another. With others, one genre
ruJesset rep resents them with one skill while another
uses two or more. (For example, marksmanship in
D6 Adventure translates to firearms, gunnery, and
missile weapons in D6 Space.) The Skill Conversion
List offers the best fir is listed first, followed by other
options should you want to have a "contemporary"
version of the character or creature.
When yo u have to move a skill from one arcribute
to another or split the skill among m ultiple abilities, yo u need to know the number of skill adds.
You can figure ou t this by subtracting the old skill
from its governing attribute. This is the value of
the skill adds for that skill. (Remember that three
pips equal one die.)

Example: Disguise is under Presence in D6
Adventure and Perception in D6Fantasy. If your D6
Adventure character has 4D + 1 in disguise and 2D+2
in Presence, she has 1D+2 skill adds in disguise.

If two or more skills translate co a single skill in
the new genre, there are two methods of handling
this:
1. The new genre's single skill receives the skill
adds from the highest skill in the old genre. If this
is a player's character, reserve the other dice fo r skills
that equate co cwo o r more skills i.n the new genre.
Extra dice that cannoc be used co purchase skills

may be converted to Character Poinrs on a "one pip
for one poinc" basis. For gamemascer's characters,
ignore the exua dice.
2. The new genre's single skill receives the skill adds
from the lowest skill in the old genre. Other skills
equivale nt to the new skill become specializations
of the new skill with specialization bonuses equal
to the difference between the single skilJ's die code
and the old skill's die code (minimum of + l ). This
is best for gamemascer's characters where you aren't 1-------~
concerned about the total number of dice used to
make the characcer.

If the old skill equa tes to m ultiple di.fferem skills
in the new genre, either put all dice into the skill
that best fits the character concept or divide the dice
from the old skill among the various skills. If you
have dice leftover from converting m ultiple skills to
a single skill, you may divide the extra dice among
the m ultiple new skills.
You can, of course, add any skill from any genre
to any other genre, if yo u chink chac it will ger sufficient use in your adventures to warrant including
its abiliry cacegory.

Extranormal attribu tes and skills can be ported
as-is to the new genre set.

D6 Adventure
Reflexes
Knowledge
Coordination
Presence
Physique
Perception

06 Fantasy
Agility
Intellect
Coordination
C harisma
Physique
Percep tion

06Space
Agiliry
Knowledge
Mechanical
Perception
Strength
Technical

06 Adventure

06Fantasy

06 Space

Reflexes
Presence
Coordination
Perception
Physique
Knowledge

Agiliry
C harisma
Coordinacion
Perception
Physique
lncellect

Agility
Knowledge
Mechanical
Perception
Strength
Technical"'

*Animals and monster receive Intellect - ID in Technical, with a
minimum ofOD (not +I or +2}.
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06 Adventure

06Fantasy

06Space

06 Adventure

06 Fant.asy

06Spacc

acrobatics (Reflexes)

acrobatics (Agility)

acrobatics (Agility)

animal handling
(Presence)

animal handling
(Charisma)

riding (Agility),
persuasion
(Perceprion)

missile weapons,
(Coordination)

marksmanship
(Coordination)

missile weapons
(Agilicy)

navigation
(Knowledge)

navigation
(lnrellect)

artist (Perception)

artist (PercepLion)

artist (Perception)

nav:igario n
(Meehan ical),
asu-ography
(Knowledge)

brawling (ReBexes)

fighting (Agility)

brawling (Agility)

business
(Knowledge)

trading (Intellect)

busine$S
(Knowledge)

persuasion
(Presence)

persuasion
(Charisma)

charm (Presence)

charm (Charisma)

persuasion
(Perception)

piloting
(Coordination)

charioteering.
pilocry
(Coordination)

climbing (Reflexes)

climbing (Agility)

climb/jump
(Strength)

vehicle operation,
exoskdecon
operation, piloting
(Meehan ical)

repair (Perception)

command
(Presence)

command
(Charisma)

command
(Perception). tactics
(Knowledge)

crafting
{Perception)

personal equipment
repair, other
repair only skills
(Technical)

con (Presence)

bluff (Charisma)

con (Perception)

riding (ReBexes)

riding (Agility)

riding (Agility)

concortion
(Reflexes)

contortion (Agility)

acrobatics (Agility)

demolitions
(Knowledge)

rraps (Intellect)

demolitions
{Technical)

disguise (Presence)

disguise
(Perception)

con (Perception)

dodge (Reflexes)

dodge (Agility)

dodge (Agility)

flying (Reflexes)

flying (Agility)

Rying/0-G (Agility)

forgery
(Knowledge)

reading/writing
(Intellect). artist
(Acumen)

forgery (Perception}

gambling
(Perception)

gambling
(Perception)

gambling
(Perception)

hide (Perception)

hide (Perception)

hide (Perceprion)

intimidation
(Presence}

intimidation
(Charisma)

intimidation
(Knowledge)

investigation
{Perception)

investigation
{Perception)

investigation
{Perception)

jumping (Reflexes}

jumping (Agility)

climb/jwnp
(Srrength)

know-how
(Perception)

know-how
(Perception)

know-how
(Perception)

languages
(Knowledge)

reading/writing,
speaking (Inrellecr)

languages
{Knowledge)

lifring (Physique)

lifting (Physique)

Jift

lockpicking
(Coordination)

lockpicking
(Coordination)

sleight of hand
(Agility)

marksman$hip
(Coordination)

marksmanship
(Coordination)

firearms (Agility},
gunnery
(Mechanical)

medicine
(Knowledge)

healing {Intellect)

medicine
(Technical)

melee combat
(Reflexes)

melee combat
(Agility)

melee combat
(Agility)

persuasion, bargain
(Pe~ception)

running (Physique)

running (Physique)

running (Agility)

scholar
(Knowledge)

cultures, scholar
(lnrellect)

scholar, aliens,
asu-ography,
bureaucracy,
cultures, securi ty
regulations
{Knowledge)

search (Perception)

search (Perception)

search (Perception)

security
(Knowledge)

craps (I ncdlect)

secwity (Technical),
securicy regulations
(Knowledge)

sleight of hand
(Coordination)

sleight of hand
(Coordination)

sleighr of hand
(Agility)

sneak (Reflexes)

stealth (Agility)

sneak (Perception)

stamina (Physique)

stamina (Physique)

stamina (Screngrh}

srrcecwise
(Perception)

streetwise
(Perception)

srreerwise
(Knowledge)

survival
(Perception)

survival
(Perception)

survival
(Knowledge)

swimming
{Physique)

swimming
(Physique)

swim (Strength)

rech (Knowledge)

devices {Iordlecr)

computer interface/
repair, ro bo r
inrerface/repair
(Technical), comm,
sensors, shields
(Mechanical)

throwing
(Coordination)

throwing
(Coordination)

throwing (Agility)

tracking
(Perception)

tracking
(Perception}

search (Perception)

willpower
{Presence}

mettle (Charisma)

willpower
(Knowledge)

(Strength)
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Paul Balsamo (58 - kangafiend), Shawn Carman (4,
19, 31 , 40, 41 , 55, 62, 65, 75, 85), Mark L. Chance
(21 - den mothers), Nicholas Corkigian (54 - night
mares, 93 - sewer tendrils), Steve Crow (22, 102
- pelemafait) , Greg Farshtey (101 - Thalassines),
Patrick Flanagan (18 - reaper's blossom, 74
- odiumus). Andrew Frades (11), Robert J. Hahn
(17, 42, 45, 49, 66, 72, 100), Randle Hodge, Jr. (58
- demon-roo, 78 - evil stuffed toy), Sean Holland (13,
14, 37, 48, 51 , 80, 95 - European, 101 -taunters),
Stephen Kenson (7 4 - nuclear shadows), Chris
Kubasik (21 - child), Steven Marsh (27, 35, 38,
43, 53, 69, 76, 77, 81 , 84, 87), Shawn Metcalf (28
- killjoys, popweasels), Greg Nagler (8, 23, 28
- generic evil clowns, 34, 63, 78 - generic artifacts),
Chris Peddicord (18 - bloodthorn), Paul T. RiegelGreen with Nikola Vrtis (15, 32 , 46, 47, 50, 60, 83, 93
- except sewer tendrils, 95 - U.S., 107), Steve Tanner
(89), Phil Thompson (5, 7, 9 , 10, 12, 24, 30, 39, 57,
59, 67, 68, 70, 71 , 73, 86, 90, 91, 99, 102 - except
pelemafait, 104, 106, 108)

Talon Dunning
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Marshall Andrews Ill (21, 29, 58 - bottom, 74 - top,
101 - top), Jeff Blascyk (10 - top left, 13, 19, 27, 35 ,
85, 102), Whitiney Elaine Cogar (10 - top right, 37,
57), Paul Daly (18 - bottom, 48, 79, 101 - bottom,
103), Peter A Deluca (4, 8, 10 - bottom right, 23, 30,
47, 49, 50, 62, 65, 67,68, 71 , 73, 76,81 , 83, 84, 86,
91 , 96, 104, 106, 107), Tom Dow (54, 7 4 - bottom),
Derek Fridolfs (51 , 55, 56, 60), Daniel Gelon
(11 , 22, 18 - top, 58 - top, 79 - top, 89, 92, 94),
Nicole D. Laflamme (7, 14, 17, 43, 48, 53, 59, 69, 70,
77, 87, 95), Leighann Lorady (12, 24, 42 , 80),
Matko Matkovic, Kent McDaniel (38, 46, 75, 78, 88,
90, 108), Lori M. Megyesi (15, 31 , 45, 100),
Aaron Nakahara (26, 63), Satu Sormunen (9, 34),
Lotta Tjernstrom (5, 32), Lawrence White (28, 39, 41 ),
Blake Wilkie (40, 66, 72, 93, 99)
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Eric Gibson
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Steven Marsh, Nikola Vrtis
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Nikola Vrtis

This book concains over 150 differenc creacurcs and people
suitable for any modern advencure. The info rmation in chis
book is generic, wich gam e mechanics for the D6 System, a
cinematic roleplaying game rhar's been enjoyed by hu nd reds
of chousands of peop le aro und the world. As one of its house
systems, West End Games supports this line with free sample
gam es, character temp laces, worksheecs, errata, d iscussion
fo rums, and m ore. D own load free macerial and fi nd our what's
new ar www.westendgam es.com.
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Eric Gibson
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Rachel Gibson
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"You think of me a& an unwanted hlin...
&aid the man who \oo"ed \ike m1 mirror.
1'\uGking m1 restraints with a knife. the doppel93n9er c.ontinued:
"l think the &ame of 1ou."

From aliens to zebras. seriaJ killers to ghosts. bears to evil clowns. this book
contains details on over 150 different threats. encounters. and allies. Whether you want
gargantuan animals or the mundane soldiers who'll fight them. ideas for new stories or
inspiration for new character templates. 06 Adventure Creatures offers useful generic
background information for any modem action campaign. The characteristics are
written for D6 Adventure but are suitable for the entire D6 System line when using the
Included conversion notes.
You can download a free preview ofthe D6Adventure Rulebook(hlghlyrecommended
for the best understanding of the game mechanics). modern-adventure character

templates. and more at the West End Games Web site. www.westendgames.com.

One Die. Infinite Possibilities!
I SBN 1-932867- 10-4
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